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RESUMEN
Esta Tesis Doctoral titulada “Desarrollo de moléculas y materiales fotoactivos
basados en polímeros orgánicos conductores para química fina y aplicaciones
energéticas” trata sobre el diseño racional, síntesis y caracterización de nuevos
ligandos orgánicos, polímeros y materiales híbridos que pueden ser empleados como
fotocatalizadores en diferentes aplicaciones, tanto en química fina como en energía.
Los estudios presentados en esta Tesis están basados en el desarrollo de dos
monómeros que han sido seleccionados en función de sus propiedades foto-físicas y su
capacidad en la generación, transporte y transferencia de carga. Como se describe en
la Figura 1, la primera serie de monómeros está basada en el cromóforo conocido por
el acrónimo BOPHY, bis(difluoroboro)-1,2-bis((1H-pirrol-2-il)metilen)hidrazina. La
segunda serie se centra en derivados de por derivados de tienoaceno.

Figura 1. Materiales descritos en esta Tesis. IEP = IMDEA Enery Polymer.

Esta Tesis está organizada en siete capítulos:
El Capítulo 1 consiste en una introducción general de los conceptos y estado
del arte de los temas que se desarrollarán posteriormente durante la presente Tesis
doctoral, así como el estado del arte en el campo de los Polímeros Conjugados Porosos
(PCPs) y materiales híbridos en fotocatálisis. Contiene una visión general sobre
materiales porosos, su clasificación, las estrategias sintéticas más comunes y los
monómeros más empleados. Este capítulo también incluye una descripción de aquellas
propiedades que hacen a los PCPs materiales apropiados en el campo de la fotocatálisis
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y sus aplicaciones fotocatalíticas más estudiadas. Los siguientes capítulos contienen sus
propias introducciones, que describen el tema tratado en cada uno de ellos.
El Capítulo 2 explica los objetivos que persigue esta Tesis. Estos objetivos van
desde la síntesis de monómeros, polímeros y materiales híbridos hasta el estudio de su
aplicación como fotocatalizadores.
El Capítulo 3 describe los métodos generales y materiales empleados a lo largo
de todos los capítulos. Incluye información detallada sobre los métodos sintéticos
usados para la obtención de monómeros y PCPs, técnicas de caracterización y
dispositivos experimentales que fueron empleados para probar los materiales en
diferentes aplicaciones fotocatalíticas.
El Capítulo 4 contiene la síntesis de los monómeros y PCPs de ambas series.
Además, todos los materiales fueron caracterizados usando numerosas técnicas de
caracterización de sólidos. Diferentes características de los PCPs como su composición
química, propiedades texturales, estabilidad térmica y propiedades optoelectrónicas
están descritas en este capítulo. En los siguientes capítulos se describen también otras
técnicas de caracterización avanzada como Espectroscopía de Absorción de Transientes
(TAS). A lo largo de los siguientes capítulos, los materiales descritos en el Capítulo 4 son
probados como fotocatalizadores en orden de complejidad ascendente, desde catálisis
homogénea hasta catálisis heterogénea.
En el Capítulo 5 el monómero BPY-2 se prueba como sensibilizador en un
sistema de up-conversion. BPY-2 es irradiado selectivamente con luz visible y transfiere
esta energía a un aceptor, en este caso 9,10-difenilantraceno (DPA). A través de un
proceso de Aniquilación Triplete-Triplete (TTA), dos moléculas de DPA colisionan y una
de ellas alcanza un estado excitado de mayor energía. Los electrones situados en este
estado pueden volver al estado fundamental de modo radiativo, emitiendo lo que se
conoce como fluorescencia retardada en la región ultravioleta del espectro, o pueden
activar otras especies mediante un proceso denominado Transmisión Electrónica
Simple (SET). Esta tecnología se aplica al acoplamiento carbono-carbono fotocatalítico
de haluros de alquilo y alilo con N-metilpirrol. El proceso de SET desde el estado
excitado del DPA hacia los haluros de alquilo/arilo permite la activación de éstos
últimos sustratos. Este capítulo describe la optimización del sistema up-conversion y
las condiciones de reacción, un estudio del alcance de la reacción, el diseño de un
sistema de flujo continuo y una propuesta del mecanismo de reacción confirmada por
experimentos de TAS.
El Capítulo 6 describe el uso de los monómeros BPY-1, BPY-2 y BPY-3 como
fotocatalizadores homogéneos en oxidación de sulfuros orgánicos. Una vez probada la
efectividad de estos colorantes en catálisis homogénea, el siguiente paso fue el uso de
PCPs basados en monómeros BOPHY para estudiar su comportamiento en fotocatálisis
heterogénea. Del mismo modo que en el caso de las moléculas discretas (BPY 1-3), IEP7 y IEP-8 fueron probados en la reacción de oxidación de sulfuros. Este capítulo estudia
6
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la optimización de las condiciones de reacción, el alcance de la misma, la reciclabilidad
de los catalizadores heterogéneos y una propuesta del mecanismo de reacción
confirmada por experimentos de TAS.
En el Capítulo 7 ambas series de PCPs basadas en BOPHY y tienoacenos son
probadas como fotocatalizadores en reacciones de fotosíntesis artificial. El
comportamiento de los polímeros IEP 7-15 fue evaluado en la reacción de producción
de hidrógeno, así como sus materiales híbridos compuestos por una mezcla de
polímero y dióxido de titanio (IEP-X@T-Y, X = polímero empleado, 7-15; Y = cantidad
de polímero). Además, el material híbrido compuesto por IEP-7 fue evaluado en la
reacción de fotorreducción de dióxido de carbono. Este capítulo también incluye un
estudio detallado del mecanismo de transferencia de carga que ocurre en los
materiales híbridos. Experimentos de TAS y de fluorescencia (en estado estacionario y
también en tiempo resuelto) confirman los mecanismos propuestos.
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ABSTRACT
This Doctoral Thesis entitled “Development of molecules and photoactive
materials based on conductor organic polymers for fine chemistry and energy
applications” is focused in the rational design, synthesis and characterization novel
building blocks, polymers and hybrid materials suitable as photocatalyts in several
photocatalytic applications as fine chemistry or energy. Two building blocks have been
selected in function of their photochemical properties and their ability to generate,
transport and transfer charge. These materials are divided in two series depending on
the common building block present in their structures. As it is shown in Figure 1, first
series of photocatalysts is based on a novel dye known by the acronym BOPHY,
bis(difluoroboron)-1,2-bis((1H-pyrrol-2-yl)methylene)hydrazine. Second series is based
on thienoacene derivatives.

Figure 1. Materials described in this Thesis. IEP = IMDEA Enery Polymer.

This Thesis is organized in seven chapters:
Chapter 1 is focused in a general introduction of the concepts that are discussed
during the Thesis as well as the state of art in the field of Conjugated Porous Polymers
(CPPs) and hybrid materials in photocatalysis. It contains an overview of porous
materials, a general classification of them, the most common synthetic procedures for
9
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CPPs obtaining and the most employed building blocks. This chapter also includes a
description of whose CPPs’s properties that make them suitable photocatalysts and the
most studied photochemical applications of these materials. The following chapters
have their own introductions which describe deeply the subject matter.
Chapter 2 explains the objectives that pursues this Thesis. These objectives
include from the synthesis of building blocks, polymers and hybrid materials to the
study of their application as photocatalysts.
Chapter 3 describes the general methods and materials employed throughout
all the chapters. It includes detailed information about the synthetic methods used for
building blocks and CPPs obtaining, characterization techniques and experimental setups that were used to test the materials in different photocatalytic applications.
Chapter 4 contains the synthesis of building blocks and CPPs of both series.
Furthermore, all the materials are characterized using numerous solid characterization
techniques. Chemical composition, textural properties, thermal stability and
optoelectronic properties of CPPs are described in this chapter. Additional advanced
characterization by means of Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) technique is
described in the following chapters. Throughout the next chapters, the materials
described in Chapter 4 are tested as photocatalysts in ascending order of complexity,
from homogeneous to heterogeneous photocatalysis.
In Chapter 5 the building block BPY-2 is tested as a sensitizer in an upconversion energy system. BPY-2 is irradiated selectively with visible light and it
transfers this energy to an acceptor, in this case 9,10-diphenylantracene (DPA).
Through a Triplet-Triplet Annihilation (TTA) process, two molecules of DPA collide and
one of them reaches a more energetic excited state. Electrons can go back to the
ground state by emitting delayed fluorescence in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum,
or can activate other species through a Single Electron Transfer (SET) process. This
technology is applied to the photocatalytic carbon-carbon coupling of alkyl and aryl
halides with N-methylpyrrole. SET from the excited state of DPA to alkyl/aryl halides
allows the activation of these substrates. This chapter describes the optimization of the
up-conversion system and reaction conditions, a study of the scope of the reaction, the
design of a continuous flow system and a mechanism proposal supported by means of
TAS experiments.
Chapter 6 describes the use of BPY-1, BPY-2 and BPY-3 as homogeneous
photocatalysts in the oxidation of organic sulfides. Once proved the effectiveness of
these dyes in homogeneous photocatalysis, the next step was the employment of CPPs
containing BOPHY moieties to study their behavior in heterogeneous photocatalysis. In
the same way as the discrete molecules (BPY 1-3), IEP-7 and IEP-8 were tested in the
oxidation of sulfides. This chapter studies the optimization of the reaction conditions,
the scope of the reaction, the recyclability of the heterogeneous catalysts and a
mechanism proposal supported by means of TAS experiments.
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In Chapter 7, both BOPHY and thienoacene-based CPPs are employed as
photocatalysts in artificial photosynthesis reactions. IEP 7-15 were tested in hydrogen
production reaction, as well as their hybrid materials composed of the polymers and
titanium dioxide (IEP-X@T-Y, X = employed polymer, 7-15; Y = polymer loading).
Besides, hybrid material composed of IEP-7 was tested in carbon dioxide
photoreduction reaction. Furthermore, this chapter includes a detailed study of the
charge-transfer mechanism that occurs in hybrid materials. TAS, steady-state and timeresolved fluorescence experiments support the proposed mechanisms.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and state of art
1.1 Conjugated Porous Polymers: Overview, synthesis and properties
1.1.1. Porous materials: an overview
Porous materials have drawn much attention in many areas of chemistry and
materials engineering due to their intrinsic properties. They have been employed in a
broad number of applications such as gases adsorption,1 removal of pollutants,2
photocatalysis,3,4 optoelectronic devices (as solar cells)5 and energy storage,6 among
others. According to the review of Cooper et al. in Science,7 porous materials can be
classified taking into account their main characteristics in five different families:
zeolites, Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs), Covalent Organic Frameworks (COFs),
Porous Organic Polymers (POPs) and Porous Molecular Solids (PMSs). All of them are
depicted in Figure 2. Note that this classification includes materials that show intrinsic
porosity and all the porous materials that show induced porosity (porosity as result of
processing methods as templating, supercritical CO2 and so on) are excluded.

Figure 2. Classification of porous solids according to Cooper’s review. Reproduced from Ref. 7 with
permission of AAAS. Copyright 2015.

 Zeolites is the family of porous materials that has been most studied and
implemented on industrial scale. These inorganic porous materials, also known as
molecules sieves, are composed by aluminosilicates (SiO45- or AlO45-) that are
disposed with tetrahedral symmetry. Zeolites can accommodate different cations
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in their structure such as Na+, K+, Ca2+ or Mg2+. They are known for being materials
with high porosity, crystallinity and mechanical and thermal stability.


MOFs are 3D metalorganic materials (or 3D coordination compounds) described
by first time by Omar Yaghi.8 They are composed of organic hydrocarbon
compounds or ligands attached to metal cations (Mn+) through ionic bonds. As
zeolites, they have a long-range order (highly crystalline structures) and high
porosity, but their chemical stability is lower than zeolites. The use of a wide
number of organic ligands allows the obtaining materials with many different
combinations. This confers MOFs a high structural diversity.

 COFs are organic crystalline polymers obtained as result of the thermodynamic
controlled reaction of their respective organic building blocks. They are similar to
MOFs, but this family of polymers does not contain metals in its structure. Usually,
they have high porosity and low chemical stability. As MOF frameworks, the
possible combination numerous organic building blocks allows obtaining of many
COF structures.
 POPs are also organic polymers composed of organic ligands, but they show
amorphous structures as result of their synthesis under kinetic controlled reaction
conditions. As MOF and COF materials, the wide number of building blocks suitable
to be used as starting materials allows a great chemical diversity. They can have
different ranges of porosity depending on the type of organic building blocks or
synthetic approach employed. They show higher chemical stability than MOFs and
COFs due to robustness of the covalent bonds between their building blocks.
 PMSs are porous materials composed of discrete molecular subunits that are not
connected through strong intermolecular bonds. However, in the solid state these
subunits form a network that can be porous and also crystalline. They are not
polymers as POPs and COFs, PMSs are molecular solids. Flexibility, solubility and
processability are characteristics that distinguish this family of materials from the
others mentioned above.
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1.1.2. Classification of Porous Organic Polymers
POPs can be classified in six huge groups attending to textural properties as
porosity or crystallinity, and also the composition of the building blocks employed for
the polymerization. Many authors as Qiu and co-workers9 have studied the chemical
and textural properties, synthetic approaches and applications of these groups of POPs.
Figure 3 shows a scheme of the classification of POPs in six families: Hyper-Cross-linked
Polymers (HCPs), Polymers of Intrinsic Microporosity (PIMs), Conjugated
Porous/Microporous Polymers (CPPs and CMPs), Covalent Organic Frameworks (COFs),
Porous Aromatic Frameworks (PAFs) and Porous Organic Cages (POCs). Note that in this
classification COFs are considered as crystalline POPs and no a different family of
porous materials as in the Cooper classification previously described. Moreover, POCs
has the consideration of POPs even though they are PMSs. In the following points all
the families and their most characteristic properties are described.

Figure 3. Classification of POPs.

Hyper-Cross-linked polymers (HCPs)
HCPs are organic polymers whose structure consists of inter-crosslinking
networks. They are characterized by having properties such as high surface areas, great
stability and amorphous structures. One of the most attractive characteristics of this
family of polymers is that they can be synthesized using cheap reagents and mild
reaction conditions. Friedel-Crafts alkylation is the most common reaction employed
to synthesize HCPs. Tan et al. published in 2017 an interesting review which describes
the design, synthesis and main applications of HCPs.10 These polymers were developed
by first time by Tsyurupa and Davankov. In 1970s they published a patent containing
the first examples of polystyrene polymeric chains forming HPCs.11 Those porous
17
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polymers can be synthesized employing two different approaches: direct one-step
polycondensation (1) and post cross-linking strategy (2).
The direct one-step polycondensation (1) consists in the self- or cocondensation of building blocks. The polymers obtained as result are also known as
“knitted polymers”. This type of condensations can be done through the Friedel-Crafts
alkylation reaction or the Scholl coupling reaction (Figure 4). Friedel-Crafts alkylation is
based on the coupling of aromatic compounds and alkyl halides in presence of a Lewis
acid (AlCl3 or FeCl3) as catalyst. Note that, to produce a network, these alkyl halides
should have at least two halogen atoms. Kaskel’s and Cooper’s groups have reported
several publications where they studied the synthesis of HCPs through Friedel-Crafts
alkylation employing different halogenated monomers and non-halogenated comonomers.12,13 Furthermore, Friedel Crafts polymerization can be done in presence of
an external cross-linker which substitutes the alkyl halide specie.14 In the Scholl
reaction, non-halogenated monomers are coupled in presence of a Lewis acid and a
protic acid. Then intermolecular oxidation reactions can occur among the aromatic
units giving rise to fused structures.

Figure 4. Direct one-step polycondensation routes for HCPs synthesis.

The post cross-linking strategy (2) consists in the dispersion of the linear
polymer precursors and the further connection of them by a bifunctional external
cross-linker. Finally, the solvent is removed and it results in the inter-cross-linked
network. Figure 5, taken from the review of Tan et al, 10 depicts schematically how postcross-linking strategy works:
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Figure 5. Post-crosslinking strategy for synthesis of HCPs. Reproduced from Ref. 10 with permission of RSC
2017.

One of the most employed external cross-linkers is formaldehyde dimethyl
acetal (FDA). The cross-linker complexes with the Lewis acid and it makes easier the
formation of FDA carbocations. Then, these intermediates react with aromatic rings
easily, giving rise to the polymerization. There are many examples in literature of
groups that employed FDA as cross-linker to synthetize new HCPs. For example, Lui et
at. recently published a paper where they described the synthesis of two similar HCPs
through a Friedel-Crafts reaction in presence of FDA, and through a Scholl reaction.15
Figure 6 shows another example of synthesis of polystyrene using four different
external cross-linkers in addition to FDA, reported by Fu et al.16:

Figure 6. Synthesis of HCPs using different external cross-linkers. A: carbon tetrachloride; B: formaldehyde
dimethyl acetal; C: α, α´ -dichloro-p-xylene; D: 4,4’ -bis(chloromethyl)-1,1’ -biphenyl. Reproduced from Ref.
16 with permission of Elsevier. Copyright 2019.

Polymers of Intrinsic Microporosity (PIMs)
PIMs are defined as linear polymers that possess “a continuous network of
interconnected intermolecular voids” with pores of less than 2 nm of diameter, formed
“as a direct consequence of the shape and rigidity of the component
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macromolecules”.17 These polymers are also named organic sieves, because they are
good adsorbents due to their high microporosity. Depending of the network structure,
PIMs can be soluble or non-soluble polymers. Soluble ones, which are easily
processable, can be employed for developing organic membranes,18 and non-soluble
ones are usually employed in gases adsorption or catalysis.19
PIMs are synthesized mainly through two synthetic strategies. The first one
consists in the double simultaneous nucleophilic substitution of aromatic compounds.
An aromatic ring with nucleophile functional groups (as -OH) attacks an electron
deficient species, as an aromatic halide. It results in the formation of dibenzodioxins.
The second strategy consists in the formation of amide bonds by reaction of an amine
with a succinic anhydride. Figure 7 depicts both polymerization strategies:

Figure 7. Synthetic strategies for PIMs polymerization: (i) Dibenzodioxin formation by nucleophilic aromatic
substitution and (ii) Formation of imide bonds by attack of amines to succinic anhydride. Reproduced from
Ref. 17 with permission of Hindawi. Copyright 2012.

Prof. McKeown was the pioneer researcher who developed the first PIMs in
1990s. In 1999 he reported a novel way to prepare novel spyro-polymers which would
be the key to synthesize rigid PIMs with non-rotational freedom.20 As it is depicted in
the Figure 8 A, McKeown’s group employed this concept of spyro-polymers to
synthesize a huge series of PIMs through the double nucleophilic substitution of
aromatic compounds18 (compounds A1-A3 are the nucleophilic agents and compounds
B1-B3 are the halide aromatic compounds, whose halogen atoms act as leaving
groups). Furthermore, they also synthesized novel porphyrin21 and phthalocyaninebased22,23 PIMs (Figure 8 B).
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Figure 8. (A) PIM 1-6, reported by McKeown’s group. Conditions: (i) K2CO3, DMF, 60-120 °C. (B)
Phthalocyanine-based PIM reported by McKeown’s group. Reproduced from Ref. 18 and 22 with permission
of RSC. Copyright 2004 and 2011 respectively.

Conjugated Porous Polymers (CPPs)
CPPs are polymeric networks characterized for having alternate single (σ) and
double (π) covalent bonds throughout the whole structure. It confers conjugation and
wherefore electronic conductivity. Other important characteristic of these families of
POPs is the porosity. CPPs are porous materials. As it was defined by IUPAC,24 attending
to the pore size of the materials, it exits three groups of porous materials: micro-(pores
not exceeding 2.0 nm), macro- (pores exceeding 50 nm) and mesoporous (pores in the
range of 2-50 nm). CPPs with micropores are usually classified as another subgroup
known as Conjugated Microporous Materials (CMPs). Other remarkable property of
this family of polymers is the crystallinity. They are characterized for being amorphous
materials due to the irreversible reactions employed for their synthesis and also the
free rotation of the single bonds present in their structures. CPPs are result of the
polymerization of building blocks that have more than one anchoring group in their
structures. For this reason, they usually form inter-cross-linked structures. These
textural properties confer CPPs interesting thermal and photochemical stabilities, as it
will be discussed vide infra.
This family of polymers can be synthesized through a wide number of organic
reactions such as: carbon-carbon/carbon-nitrogen coupling reactions (SuzukiMiyaura,25 Sonogashira,26 Heck,27 Stille,28 Buckwald-Harwick,29 Yamamoto30, direct
arylation31), cyclotrimerization,32 Friedel Crafts alkylation,30 alkyne metathesis,33
oxidative coupling/Scholl reaction,34 phenazine ring fusion35 or electropolymerization.
36,37
All these synthetic strategies will be deeply explained in the section 1.1.3. Synthetic
procedures for Conjugated Porous Polymers obtaining
Cooper and co-workers published in 2007 the first examples of CMPs.38 In this
work, Cooper’s group synthesized a series of four CMPs based on
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poly(aryleneethynylene) networks through Sonogashira coupling reaction. They
studied the porosity of the materials. The pore size distribution of all of them shows a
maximum at ca. 1 nm, so it was proven that this series of polymers are microporous.
Since this moment, a huge number of research groups started to work in CPPs and
CMPs. Cooper’s group continued publishing about this topic,39,40 and also other many
authors. In 2008 Thomas et al. published a new series of CMPs based on
spyrobifluorene building blocks.41 Liras et al. also reported the synthesis and
applications of CMPs based on BODIPY dyes (Figure 9).42,43

Figure 9. Synthesis of a BODIPY-based CMP. Adapted from Ref. 42 with permission of ACS. Copyright 2016.

Furthermore, Zhang’s group published huge number of examples. In 2014 they
reported the synthesis of a series of CPPs containing carbazole building blocks,44 and in
2018 another series containing several electron-donating and electron-withdrawing
groups.45 They also reported the synthesis of some CMPs based on benzo- thiadiazole46
and benzooxadiazole moieties.47
This Thesis is focused in the synthesis of CPPs. In the following sections it will
be discussed the reaction pathways employed for their synthesis, the most common
building blocks and the most important properties of this family of polymers.
Covalent Organic Frameworks (COFs)
COFs are a family of POPs characterized for having polymeric networks with
long-range order, in other words, crystalline structures. In Cooper’s review,7 (point
1.1.1.) this family of polymers is classified as an independent group out of CPPs’s group.
However, other authors include COFs as a subgroup in the category of POPs.
Furthermore, there are many research groups working in this type of frameworks, so it
was considered convenient to include them in this section.
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In 2005 Omar Yaghi and co-workers described two 2D COFs by first time.48
There were synthesized through the self-condensation of units of 1,4benzenediboronic acid (COF-1) and co-condensation of this boronic acid with a dialcohol (COF-5). These COFs exhibited high surface areas, of 711 m2 g-1 and 1590 m2 g1
respectively. Two years later, they also synthesized the first two 3D COFs (Figure 10)
through the self-condensation of a boronic acid (B3O3 ring) and co-condensation of the
boronic acid with di-alcohols (C2O2B ring).49 In this case, they achieved impressive
surfaces areas of 3472 m2 g-1 and 4210 m2 g-1 respectively.

Figure 10. First examples of 3D COFs reported by Yaghi’s group Reproduced from Ref. 49 with permission of
AAAS. Copyright 2007.

The reactions employed for COFs obtaining are reversible, they occur under
thermodynamic control. In this way, bonds can break and regenerate during all the
reaction, and it allows the obtaining of the most stable and ordered product. This
approach is commonly named dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC). Several types of
reactions have been employed to the synthesis of COFs. In any case, it is desirable to
choose building blocks with rigid structures in order to get crystalline structures. As
Feng et al. described in their review,50 there are several types of reversible reactions
that have been employed successfully in the synthesis of COFs: formation of imine
bonds,51 formation of hydrazone bonds,52 condensation between boronic acids and dialcohols49 or cyclical trimerization of cyano reactive groups. This last approach gives
rise to triazine-based COFs, known as Covalent Triazine Networks (CTFs).53,54 However,
CTFs have usually low crystallinity due to the poor reversibility of the cyclical
trimerization.
The geometry of the building blocks employed will determine the geometry,
crystallinity and pore size distribution of the final material. Furthermore, depending on
the geometry of the chosen building blocks, it is possible to obtain 2D or 3D networks.
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As Yaghi and co-workers reported in their review in 2017,55 in the case of 2D COFs,
there exists five possible topologies. For 3D COFs there are many more possibilities.
With regard to the porosity, COFs have usually huge surfaces areas. It occurs because
the ordered structure of these networks gives rise to the formation of hollow channels.
Porous Aromatic Frameworks (PAF)
This family of POPs is characterized for containing aromatic moieties mainly
composed of carbon and hydrogen atoms. Usually, PAFs are amorphous materials
because this type of CPPs are usually synthetized through irreversible coupling
reactions. The employment of aromatic building blocks leads in the obtaining of rigid
and robust polymeric networks. This confers PAFs high stability against acidic, alkaline
or humid environments. Furthermore, due to the rigidity of their structures, PAFs have
usually huge surface areas. Surface area and pore size can be modified depending on
the geometry and size of the building blocks. Figure 11 shows some representative
building blocks employed in PAFs synthesis: 56

Figure 11. Some representative molecules used as building units, with geometries: (a) cubic, (b,c) triangular
prism, (d−f) tetrahedral, (g−i) square, and (j−n) triangular. Red spots represent connecting sites (Br, triple
bounds and so on). Adapted from Ref. 56 with permission of ACS. Copyright 2020.

Ben et al. were the pioneers in PAFs synthesis. In 2009 they reported the first
one, PAF-1., with an exceptional Langmuir surface area of 7100 m2·g-1.57 It was
synthesized through the coupling of tetrakis(4-bromophenyl)methane units by
Yamamoto reaction. Since this moment, there has been a lot of progress in PAFs design,
synthesis and applications. Recently, Xu and co-workers reported the synthesis of a
novel PAF functionalized with luminescent iridium organometallic complexes to
radioactive species detection.58 This year, Zou et al. published a hot paper that
describes a new PAF containing lithium cations for solid-state Li-ion batteries.59 Other
cationic PAF was reported for anionic dyes removal in water during this last year by Yu
et al.60 Figure 12 shows the structure of a PAF reported by Xu et al.58 It was synthesized
by Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction between an iridium cationic monomer and an
aromatic tetragonal monomer functionalized with boronic acids. On the other hand,
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Börjesson’s group was able to develop three-dimensional PAF thin films with controlled
thickness.61

Figure 12. PAF synthesis reported by Xu et al. Reproduced from Ref. 58 with permission of ACS. Copyright
2020.

The most common and efficient reaction employed in the synthesis of PAFs is
the Yamamoto coupling reaction.57,61 This type of reaction allows the coupling between
aromatic halides in presence of a nickel catalyst, and it leads to materials with huge
porosity. Other conventional palladium-catalyzed coupling reactions as Sonogashira62
or Suzuki-Miyaura58 are also employed in the synthesis of PAFs. These reactions are less
efficient than the Yamamoto approach because palladium-based catalysts participate
in the reaction in low dosages. However, in contrast with Yamamoto approach, which
just allows the homo-coupling of halogenated building blocks, these palladium
catalyzed reactions allow the coupling between building blocks with different
structures.56 Other synthetic pathways as cyano cyclotrimerization,63 Friedel Crafts64 or
Scholl65 reactions have been also employed in the obtaining of PAFs.
The main limitation of this family of polymers is the lack of functional groups in
their structures. However, it is possible to post-functionalize PAFs to confer them
specific properties or reactivity. As example, Felix Sanchez’s group has reported
publications in which they described some strategies to add amino, sulfonic acid, azide
or phosphazene functional groups to the polymeric network.66,67
Porous Organic Cages (POCs)
POCs are organic compounds whose building blocks are assembled in such a
way that it gives rise to cage-type structures. IUPAC defines cage compounds as “a
polycyclic compounds having the shape of a cage”.68
In 1967 Pedersen’s group reported the first predecessor of POCs, two
dimensional crown ethers.69 Two years later, Dietrich et al. described by first time three
dimensional crown ethers known as cryptands.70 In 1983 Cram et al. published the first
example of cavitands,71 container shaped molecules with a cavity to host molecules.
However, these structures did not fit really the definition of POC. Most of them do not
show permanent porosity and the closed cage shape that characterizes POCs. It was in
2009 when Cooper and co-workers reported the first POC consisting on tetrahedral
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organic cages through the condensation between 1,3,5-triformylbenzene and several
amines.72 This group also reported in 2016 an interesting review that summarizes the
most important properties of POCs.73 As example, Figure 13 shows a POC reported by
Mastalerz’s group. The Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction between the monomers
1a/1b and 2 gave rise to two novel [12+8] POCs.74

Figure 13. Example of the synthesis and geometry of POC reported by Mastalerz’s group. Reproduced from
Ref. 74 with permission of Wiley. Copyright 2014.

Strictly speaking, POCs are not polymers because they are molecular entities
with a finite number of building blocks assembled. The molecule units remain together
through weak intermolecular forces as Van der Waals interactions or hydrogen bonds.
However, their unprecedented structure gives rise to porous materials. Usually, it is
difficult the obtaining of porous molecular materials because they tend to pack and the
structure collapses. Furthermore, sometime similar reaction conditions lead to a PAFs
or CMPs instead of POCs. In most of reviews, POCs are usually included as other
additional family of POPs. Their molecular nature confers POCs some special properties
that does not appear in other families of POPs. For example, organic cages are soluble
in some organic solvents. It allows an easier characterization of the materials and also
it confers them better processability than non-soluble POPs. Furthermore, POCs have
flexible structures that allows the incorporation of guest molecules inside their pores.
As POCs are discrete molecules, they can crystallize into alternative polymorphs. The
employment of “directing solvents” can be used to control the way of packing of
POCs.75 They can also present amorphous structures if the crystallization is frustrated.76
POCs can be synthesized through reversible or irreversible reactions. The most of POCs
are synthesized through reversible ones. The thermodynamic equilibrium of reversible
synthetic routes allows the formation/breakage of dynamic covalent bonds and it leads
finally in the formation of the most stable product.77 As it was explained before, this
approach is named dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC). The most typical reaction
employed in DCC is the formation of imine bonds.78 Other suitable reactions are the
combination of the formation of imine bonds and boronic ester condensations79 or the
combination of the formation of imine bonds and olefin metathesis reaction.80 Usually
irreversible reactions result in lower yields because the cage structure cannot be
reordered. Some irreversible reactions used in POCs synthesis are amide-bond
formation,81 nucleophilic aromatic substitution82 or carbon coupling reactions
(Sonogashira83 or Glaser–Eglinton84 reactions, among others).
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1.1.3. Synthetic procedures for Conjugated Porous Polymers obtaining
Metal-catalyzed C-C and C-N coupling reactions
In this section are studied carbon-nitrogen (Buchwald-Hartwig reaction) and
carbon-carbon (rest of reactions) coupling reactions for CPPs synthesis. Scheme 1
shows a summary of the reactions that are studied in this section:

Scheme 1. General scheme of metal-catalyzed carbon-carbon and carbon-nitrogen coupling reactions.

All these reactions consist in catalytic cycles where palladium or nickel has a
central role as catalyst. Two aryl compounds conveniently substituted are coupled to
palladium through several reaction steps. Finally, aryl molecules are coupled with each
other and the palladium catalyst is regenerated to carry out a new catalytic cycle.
Scheme 2 A shows the mechanism of Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction. This
reaction occurs between two aryl molecules R1 and R2.in presence of a palladium
catalyst (Pd0Ln) and a base (generally, sodium tert-butoxide, NaOtBu). One of the aryl
molecules is substituted with a halogen atom (R1-X) and the other one with a boronic
acid (R2-B(OH)2). The reaction starts with the oxidative addition of the R1-X species to
the palladium catalyst (I), which is oxidized from Pd(0) to Pd(II). Then, the base (NaOtBu)
is added and an exchange occurs (II) between this species and the halogen (-X). On the
other hand, R2-B(OH)2 reacts with another molecule of NaOtBu and it is formed the
species Na+ - B(OH)2OtBu-R2. Through a trans-metallation process (III), R2 is exchanged
for OtBu, which is eliminated as a boronic salt. Then, trans/cis isomerization (IV) allows
to exchange the positions of R2 and one of the ligands (L) joined to the catalyst. Finally,
reductive elimination (V) results in the recovering of the catalyst as Pd0Ln and the
obtaining of carbon-carbon coupled species (R2-R1).
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Scheme 2. (A) Suzuki-Miyaura and (B) Stille cross-coupling reaction mechanisms.

On the other hand, Scheme 2 B shows the mechanism of Stille coupling reaction.
This reaction is very similar to Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, it also occurs between two aryl
molecules R1 and R2.in presence of a palladium catalyst (Pd0Ln). However, in this case it
is no necessary the employment of a basic species and boronic acid joined to R2 is
substituted by an alkyl tin derivative (R2-Sn(alkyl)3). The mechanism is exactly the same
that occurs in Suzuki-Miyaura reaction, but without the step of base-halogen exchange:
the reaction starts with the oxidative addition of the species R1-X to the palladium
catalyst (I). Through a trans-metallation process (II), R2 is exchanged for the halogen
(X). Then, trans/cis isomerization (III) allows to exchange the positions of R2 and one of
the ligands (L). Finally, reductive elimination (IV) allows the recovering of the catalyst
as Pd0Ln and the carbon-carbon coupling of the species (R2-R1).
Scheme 3 A shows the mechanism of Sonogashira-Hagihara coupling reaction.
This reaction occurs between two aryl molecules R1 and R2.in presence of a palladium
catalyst (Pd0Ln), a copper salt (CuX) and a base (generally triethylamine, NEt3). One of
the aryl molecules is substituted with a halogen atom (R1-X) and the other one with a
triple bond (R2-C≡C-H). The reaction starts with the oxidative addition of the species R1X to the palladium catalyst (I), who is oxidized from Pd(O) to Pd(II). On the other hand,
NEt3 subtracts a proton to the R2-C≡C-H species, giving rise to the anion R2-C≡C•-. This
anion forms an ionic bond with cooper, R2-C≡C-Cu. Through the trans-metallation
process (II), R2-C≡C- is coupled to the palladium catalyst and the halogen (-X) is
eliminated together with copper (Cu-X). Then, trans/cis isomerization (III) allows to
exchange the positions of R2-C≡C- and one of the ligands (L) joined to the catalyst.
Finally, reductive elimination (IV) allows the recovering of the catalyst as Pd0Ln and the
carbon-carbon coupling of the species (R2-C≡C-R1).
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Scheme 3. (A) Sonogashira-Hagihara and (B) Heck cross-coupling reaction mechanisms.

Scheme 3 B shows the mechanism of Heck coupling reaction. This reaction
occurs between two aryl molecules R1 and R2.in presence of a palladium catalyst (Pd0Ln)
and a base (generally triethylamine, NEt3). One of the aryl molecules is substituted with
a halogen atom (R1-X) and the other one with a double bond (R2-C=C-H). As all the cases
explained above, the reaction starts with the oxidative addition of the species R1-X to
the palladium catalyst (I). Then, it occurs the coordination (II) of the double blond of
the species R2-C=C-H and its migratory insertion (III) in the palladium catalyst. R1 and R2
dispose in trans configuration to each other to reduce the steric strain, and β-Hydride
elimination gives rise to the coupled product R1-C=C- R2 (IV). Finally, and the palladium
catalyst is recovered through reductive elimination in presence of triethylamine (V).
Scheme 4 A shows the Buchwald-Hartwig coupling reaction. In contrast with the
reactions described above (carbon-carbon coupling reactions), Buchwald-Hartwig gives
rise to carbon-nitrogen coupled products. The reaction occurs between two aryl
molecules R1 and R2.in presence of a palladium catalyst (Pd0Ln) and a base (generally
sodium tert-butoxide, NaOtBu). One of the aryl molecules is substituted with a halogen
atom (R1-X) and the other one with an amine (R2-NH2). The reaction starts with the
oxidative addition of the species R1-X to the palladium catalyst (I). Then, the base
(NaOtBu) is added and an exchange occurs (II) between this species and the halogen (X). Afterwards, a second exchange (III) occurs between OtBu and the amine R2-NH2.
Usually, isomerization is not required because the palladium catalyst is coordinated to
bidentate ligands which keep joined during all the catalytic cycle. Finally, reductive
elimination (IV) allows the recovering of the catalyst and the carbon-nitrogen coupling
of the species (R2-NH-R1).
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Scheme 4. (A) Buchwald-Hartwig and (B) Yamamoto cross-coupling reaction mechanisms.

Scheme 4 B shows the mechanism of Yamamoto coupling reaction. This reaction
consists on the homo-coupling of aryl halides X-R-X. The co-polymerization of different
aryl halides is also possible. However, it is impossible to control de distribution of the
building blocks, a random distribution would be obtained in this case. The reaction
occurs between two identical aryl molecules X-R-X presence of a nickel catalyst (Ni0Ln)
and bipyridine as auxiliary ligand. As all the previous cases, the reaction starts with the
oxidative addition of the species X-R-X to the nickel catalyst (I), which is oxidized from
Pd(0) to Pd(II). Disproportionation (II), of two equivalents of the species Ln-Ni-R-X2 gives
rise to the intermediate Ln-Ni-(R-X)2. Finally, the coupled product X-R-R-X is obtained
after a reductive elimination (III).
Scheme 5 shows the mechanism of direct arylation coupling reaction. This
reaction occurs between two aryl molecules R1 and R2.in presence of a palladium
catalyst (Pd0Ln) and a metal carboxylate (M-OOC-Y). One of the aryl molecules is
substituted with a halogen atom (R1-X) and the other one with hydrogen (R2-H). The
reaction starts with the oxidative addition of the species R1-X to the palladium catalyst
(I). Then, R2-H and the metal carboxylate (M-OOC-Y) are added. It appears a transition
state where both R2 and carboxylate groups (COO-) coordinated with palladium (II).
COO- and R2 are also connected through a hydrogen bond. Then, it occurs the
deprotonation step (III) where carboxylic acid (Y-COOH) is released. Trans/cis
isomerization (IV) allows to exchange the positions of R2 and one of the ligands (L)
joined to the catalyst. Finally, reductive elimination (V) gives rise to the carbon-carbon
coupling of the species (R2-R1).
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Scheme 5. Direct arylation reaction mechanism.

Cyclotrimerization
This approach consists in the cyclotrimerization of aryl building blocks with
reactive final functional groups. Usually, ketone, ethynyl and cyano cyclotrimerization
reactions are employed for porous polymers synthesis. However, cyano trimerization
is a reversible reaction and it gives rise to crystalline polymers known as Covalent
Triazine Frameworks (CTFs). Therefore, this approach is not explained as a synthetic
pathway to CPPs obtaining.
Scheme 6 shows two different synthetic pathways that result in the same
polymeric network. Cyclotrimerization of ketones for CPPs synthesis was described by
first time by Kaskel’s group.85 As it is depicted in the Scheme 6 A, they reported two
different conditions two obtain the CPP. First one in presence of silicon tetrachloride
and second one in presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid. Scheme 6 B shows the
cyclotrimerization of ethynyl groups for CPPs synthesis. The reaction is carried out in
presence of a cobalt catalyst and dioxane.86

Scheme 6. (A) Cyclotrimerization approach from ketones and (B) from ethynyl groups.

None of the authors explained the reaction mechanism of the polymerization
approaches above-described. However, other authors have explained these
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mechanisms for discrete molecules. Scheme 7 A shows the mechanism proposal for
cyclotrimerization of ketones in presence of 4-dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (DBSA),
reported by Prasad et al.87 DBSA is an acidic catalyst that produces the protonation of
aryl methyl ketone to form intermediates (I) and (II). The reaction of these
intermediates results in the obtaining of the β-hydroxy ketone (III). Then, several
dehydration and addition steps occur to give rise to an enol intermediate (VI), which
after intramolecular cyclization followed by dehydration, affords the product.

Scheme 7. Cyclotrimerization reaction mechanisms of ketones (A) and ethynyl groups (B) reported by Prasad
and Zhou respectively. (A) Reproduced from Ref. 87 with permission of Elsevier. Copyright 2013. (B)
Reproduced from Ref. 88 with permission of RSC. Copyright 2006.

On the other hand, Zhou’s group also proposed a reaction mechanism for
cyclotrimerization of alkynes in presence of SiCl4 and DyI2 (Scheme 7 B):88 This
mechanism is based in the formation of •SiCl3 in presence of DyI2. The radical species
are added to the triple bond of the substrate Then, alkyne cyclotrimerization occurs
through a tandem radical addition/cyclization/elimination pathway.
Friedel Crafts alkylation
Friedel Crafts alkylation is a good alternative to synthesize CPPs.30,36 Metal
catalyzed C-C or C-N couplings and cyclotrimerization reactions require the
employment of metal catalysts and high temperatures. Friedel Crafts alkylation allows
the obtaining of polymers without metallic catalysts and under mild conditions. Both
carbon-based aryl compounds and aromatic heterocycles can be polymerized through
Friedel Crafts alkylation reaction. Scheme 8 shows the mechanism of this reaction for
five-membered ring heterocycles in presence of dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) and
aluminium chloride (AlCl3).
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Scheme 8. Polymerization of five-membered ring heterocycles from Friedel Crafts approach.

First of all, AlCl3 withdraw a chloride from CH2Cl2, giving rise to a carbocation. A
pair of electrons from the heterocycle A produces an electrophile addiction to the
carbocation of the dichloromethane. The positive charge is delocalised around all the
heterocycle. A proton lost from the intermediate I gives rise to the chlorinated
heterocycle B. Then it occurs a second alkylation between B and a new molecule of the
reagent A. The same process is repeated and finally the heterocycles are coupled
among them through a carbon which comes from the dichloromethane(A-CH2-B). Note
that in this case dichloromethane plays the role of solvent and reagent at the same
time.
Alkyne metathesis
Alkyne metathesis is other efficient approach for CPPs synthesis. Zhang and coworkers published in 2013 a review compiling the synthesis of several polymers
employing alkyne metathesis approach.89 Usually, this reaction is carried out in
presence of a wolfram (W) or molybdenum (Mo) catalysts. As Scheme 9 shows, the
metathesis reaction occurs between two equivalents of aryl building blocks with
ethynyl groups in their structures. Two aryl molecules approximate with a syn
conformation (I). The migration of two pairs of electrons from the triple bonds of alkyne
moieties gives rise to a cyclobutene adduct (II), which is in resonance with another
adduct (III). A last movement of electrons in the adduct (III) gives rise to a new triple
bond between both aryl building blocks and 2-butyne as by-product.
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Scheme 9. Polymerization approach from alkyne metathesis.

Oxidative coupling and Scholl reactions
Oxidative coupling reaction is other synthetic strategy for CPPs synthesis.90,91
This coupling reaction occurs between arene molecules without any functionalization,
in presence of a Lewis acid (aluminium chloride, AlCl3) and room temperature. Scheme
10 shows the mechanism of the reaction:

Scheme 10. Oxidative coupling reaction for CPPs synthesis.

It starts with the breakage of a double bond one benzene of the arene. One of
these electrons is trapped by AlCl3 which becomes a carbanion. As consequence of this
electron lost, a carbocation is formed in the benzene moiety (intermediate I). Then, the
carbocation suffers a nucleophilic attack from another arene monomer, giving rise to
the intermediate II. One proton of the second arene molecule is released and the
benzene recovers the aromaticity (intermediate III). Finally, a proton and an electron
are lost and the coupled product is obtained.92
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On the other hand, Scholl reaction is also widely employed in the synthesis of
CPPs (Scheme 11). Sometimes it is complicated to differentiate between oxidative
coupling and Scholl reactions. Both reactions are commonly exchanged in literature and
it causes confusion.93 Scholl reaction is actually a type of oxidative coupling, but it is an
intramolecular one. Once the polymeric network is formed, this reaction can occur
giving rise to the intracondensation of aromatic molecules. It also takes place in
presence of AlCl3 but in this case higher temperatures are required (100-160 ⁰C).

Scheme 11. Scholl intramolecular reaction for CPPs synthesis.

Phenazine ring fusion
Phenazine ring fusion reaction is an efficient approach employed by several
authors for the synthesis of CPPs.35,94 This reaction consists in successive nucleophilic
attacks of amino groups to ketone moieties. It occurs in presence of a Lewis acid as
AlCl3 and high temperatures (300-500 ⁰C).
Scheme 12 shows the mechanism of synthesis of a phenazine based CPP,
reported by Jiang and co-workers in 2011.94 The reaction starts with the coordination
AlCl3 to one of the ketone groups of the cyclohexanehexone. The Lewis acid withdraw
negative charge from the carbonyl double bond and makes the carbon atom more
electrophile. Then, one amino- group of the benzenetetramine gives a nucleophilic
attack to the carbon of the activated ketone. A pair of electrons of the double bond
carbon-oxygen is transferred to the oxygen atom (I). Then, it occurs an internal cession
of a proton from the cation of the amine to the anion of the oxygen (II). A water
molecule is released and an imine bond is formed (III). Afterwards, AlCl3 complexes
again other ketone moiety and the carbonyl group suffers another nucleophilic attack
(IV). Again, a pair of electrons of the double bond carbon-oxygen is tranferred to the
oxygen atom (V). The internal proton cession and the dehydration occur again (VI). This
process is repeated twice more with two more equivalents of the benzenetetramine
giving rise to the phenazine product.
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Scheme 12. Mechanism of ring fusion reaction for synthesis of phenazine-based CPP.

Electropolymerization
The above-mentioned methods for CPPs synthesis provide bulk polymer
materials. Usually they have big particle sizes and it makes difficult their processability.
Processability is an important property because it allows to assembly CPPs in different
conformations as thin film slides. For this reason, electropolymerization has become a
very popular approach to synthesize CPPs in thin films.36,95–100. The main limitation of
this approach is that not all the building blocks are suitable for being employed in
electropolymerization. Only those that are susceptible to form radical species, such as
thiophene and carbazole derivatives, are adequate for this synthetic approach. For this
reason, it exists a limitation in the structural diversity of polymers obtained through
electropolymerization.
Figure 14 shows an example published by Dong et al.100 In this work, they
synthesized several thiophene-based building blocks and then they performed the
electropolymerization of them on indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates. They dissolved the
monomer and an electrolyte in an organic solvent inside a three-electrode cell. By
applying a constant voltage rate of 100 mV s-1, radical species are formed in alphapositions of thiophene units. These unpaired electrons form bonds with the ITO surface
and with other unpaired electrons from other thiophene units. It allows the selfelectropolymerization of the building blocks in a thin film conformation. The thickness
of the film can be controlled by selecting the proper number of voltammetry cycles.
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Figure 14. (A) Electropolymerization of thiophene-based monomers and (B) Cyclic voltammetry which
demonstrates that polymerization occurred. Adapted from Ref. 100 with permission of RSC. Copyright
2018.
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1.1.4. Building blocks for Conjugated Porous Polymers synthesis
It exists a huge number of combinations of building blocks for CPPs synthesis. It
is not possible to cover all of them, but this section shows the most employed ones in
literature. There are two types of building blocks: those that carry out a structural
function and those that provide specific chemical properties to the material. The first
class of monomers are commonly aromatic compounds without any functionalization.
Their mission is to join the second class of monomers in order to form a polymeric
network. The second type of building blocks have usually some heteroatoms in their
structures which confers the material desirable properties as light absorption, charge
separation and electron conductivity. This section is focused in those monomers with
chemical functionalities.
Arenes
Arene building blocks are aromatic hydrocarbon monomers that carry out not
just a structural functionality but also a chemical one. The conjugation of their
structures confer electron conductivity to the network. Figure 15 shows some typical
2D arene structures employed in CPPs synthesis:

Figure 15. Examples of 2D arene building blocks for CPPs synthesis

Benzene, triphenylbenzene and tetraphenylethene are probably the most
common and simplest structures. They have been widely employed by many authors
for CPPs synthesis. In 2002 Cooper and co-workers reported a work where they carried
out the homo-coupling of phenylene and tetraphenylethene substituted with alkyne
functional groups.39 Some years later, they published the synthesis of other series of
aromatic CPPs based on phenylene and triphenylbenzene through Sonogashira
coupling reaction.40 Truxene are trigonal aromatic building blocks composed of fiveand six-membered rings. Marta Iglesias’s group has worked with truxene monomers
for synthesis and post-functionalization of CPPs. They also studied their photocatalytic
behaviour in several organic reactions,101 hydrogen production reaction102 and sensing
of nitroaromatics.103 Pyrene molecules are also commonly employed as building blocks.
Besides providing electron conduction to the polymer backbone, this monomer confers
structural rigidity to the structure because it is a planar molecule. Furthermore, pyrene
molecules tends to stack among them so they could promote the formation of
polymeric slides. Cooper was one of the pioneers in the synthesis of pyrene-based
CMPs. Cooper’s group has reported two publications in which they described the
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synthesis and characterization of a series of CMPs containing pyrene derivatives.104,105
In these works, they demonstrated that it is possible to tune the band gap of the
polymers by introducing different co-monomers in the polymeric network. On the
other hand, Zhao et al. published in 2017 the synthesis of a pyrene-based CPP and its
employment as supercapacitor.106 Patra’s group also reported the synthesis of red-ox
active polymers based on pyrene building blocks.107 They carried out the
polymerization through Buchwald-Hartwig coupling reaction in order to add nitrogen
atoms to the polymeric network and test their behaviour also as supercapacitors.
On the other hand, Figure 16 shows some examples of 3D building blocks also
employed in CPPs synthesis:

Figure 16. Examples of 3D and chiral building blocks for CPPs synthesis

Tetraphenylmethane is a tetragonal building block. In contrast to the previous
building blocks above-mentioned, this molecule is not fully conjugated. Anyway, this
monomer has been employed by numerous research groups as part of CPPs. In 2014,
Bunz et al. published a review where they collected a huge series of CPPs containing
tetraphenylmethane building blocks.108 Biphenyl molecule is also a tetragonal building
block. It is composed by two phenyl molecules disposed in an orthogonal position each
other. The presence of voluminous susbstituents in R positions forces the orthogonal
placement of the phenyl molecules. Usually, this tetragonal geometry promotes the
obtaining of polymers with high surface areas. For example, Lu and co-workers
reported the synthesis of a CPP based in this building block with an impressive surface
area of 3420 m2 g-1.109
Spyro-monomer, 1,10-binaphthyl and helicene monomers (Figure 16) are
examples of chiral building blocks which can confer chirality to the polymeric network.
As the case of tetraphenylmethane, spyro-monomer is also other example of non-fully
conjugated building block employed for CPPs obtaining. Schmidt et al reported the
synthesis of a series of polymers through Yamamoto coupling of these spyromonomers and phenyl moieties.110 They studied the surface area of the CPPs by
changing the ratio between the monomers and the length of the phenyl moieties. Lin’s
group reported the synthesis of 1,10-binaphthyl-based CPPs through cyclotrimerization
of ethynyl groups.111 They tested their behaviour as catalyst in additions to aromatic
aldehydes. As final example, Iwasaki et al. published the synthesis of a helical CPP based
on poly(thiaheterohelicene) building blocks.112
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Boron-dipyrromethene dyes and analogues
BODIPY113 and BOPHY114 dyes are conjugated aromatic molecules composed of
dipyrromethene and pyrrole−imine dimeric units respectively, whose nitrogen atoms
are linked by a boron difluoride bridge (-BF2). Figure 17 shows the structure of both
dyes. BODIPY contains one -BF2 bridge, meanwhile BOPHY contains two -BF2 bridges:

Figure 17. BODIPY and BOPHY building blocks for CPPs synthesis.

Note that boron-nitrogen unions do not consist on pure covalent bonds. They
are partially ionic, but normally they are drawn as covalent bonds. DFT theoretical
studies have demonstrated that the formal negative charge is located on the boron and
fluoride atoms, meanwhile positive charge is de delocalized over the ring structure.115
Thus, these dyes have numerous resonance structures in which positive charge moves
around the carbon atoms of the core, meanwhile negative charge remains on the boron
atoms. The presence of σ and π alternating bonds confers these molecules high
conjugation that leads in a strong absorption in the visible region of the spectra.
Moreover, both dyes display intense fluorescence emissions (fluorescence quantum
yields (Фfl) of almost 1, depending on the substitution of the core).
BODIPY and BOPHY molecules are considered analogous dyes because their
structures are quite similar. However, they do not show the same behaviour in
polymerization reactions or photochemical properties. Their catalytic activity is not
similar either, but it will be discussed in following chapters of this Thesis. In 2019, SolaLlano et al. reported a publication where they studied both dyes, stablishing some
similarities and differences.116 In this study, they concluded that BOPHY dyes display
more intense fluorescence than BODIPY dyes in the green-red region of the visible
spectrum. Furthermore, they demonstrated that both BOPHY and BODIPY molecules
emit circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) when BINOL substituents are introduced
in their structures.
BODIPY dyes as building blocks for CPPs synthesis emerged in 2016. Liras et al.
reported two pioneer works where they synthesized two BODIPY-based CPPs.42,43 Both
CPPs where synthesized through Sonogashira coupling reaction between a diiodinated
BODIPY and phenylene derivatives functionalized with ethynyl bonds. They were tested
as photocatalysts for oxidation of sulfides and iminium ion generation. In the same
year, Xu et al. also reported the synthesis of four novel BODIPY-based CPPs through
Sonogashira reaction containing phenyl, tetraphenylethene and pyrene moieties.117
The behavior of these CPPs was tested in gas adsorption. The following years GuiChao’s group also reported the synthesis of other CPPs based on BODIPY dyes and their
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application for singlet oxygen generation,118,119 iodine capture,120 anodic materials121
and carbon dioxide adsorption.122
On the other hand, in 2014 BOPHY derivatives emerged as a novel family of
organic dyes.123,124 As far as we know, nobody reported any example of CPP composed
of BOPHY dyes until date. The antecedents of employing successfully BODIPY-based
CPPs in photocatalysis as well as the photoactive features of the BOPHY core, made us
think that this dye would be a suitable building block for photoactive CPPs synthesis.
Our group was the pioneer in synthetizing the first BOPHY-based CPP. Two CPPs where
synthesized by Sonogashira coupling between a diiodinated BOPHY and tri-substituted
conjugated building blocks. Both polymers were tested as photocatalysts in sulfides
oxidation reaction.26 Afterwards, other two BOPHY-based CPPs containing tetrasubstituted moieties were also synthesized. Later, this series composed by four CPPs
containing BOPHY dyes was tested in photocatalytic hydrogen production from
water.125 Furthermore, the photocatalytic activity of some of them was also studied in
carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction. These studies will be discussed in detail in
following chapters of this Thesis.
Porphyrins and phthalocyanines
Porphyrins and phthalocyanines are conjugated aromatic macrocycles
containing nitrogen atoms. As Figure 18 shows, porphyrins are composed of pyrrole
units linked through methylene bonds, meanwhile phthalocyanines are composed of
iso-indole units linked by imine bonds. Both macrocycles are able to host metals inside.
Metal cationic atoms can coordinate with the four nitrogen atoms which compose the
pyrrole/iso-indole units. Anionic species are also present in their structures in order to
neutralize the positive charge of the metals. Due to their extended conjugation and
also their capability to coordinate metals, these monomers absorb in the visible region
of the spectrum. Furthermore, the presence of metals in the polymeric structure of
CPPs provide them interesting catalytic properties.

Figure 18. Porphyrin and phthalocyanine building blocks for CPPs synthesis.

Several authors have employed these macrocycles as building blocks. There are
in literature a huge number of CPPs composed of porphyrin molecules coordinated to
different metal cations as iron,126 cooper127 or chromium,128 among others. In the same
way, there are also some examples or phthalocyanine monomers coordinated to
different metal cations as iron,129 cooper, 130 cobalt131 or aluminium.130 Furthermore, in
2016, Li et al. reported the synthesis of a novel CPP which combines both porphyrin
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and phthalocyanine macrocycles in its network.132 In this publication, phthalocyanine
units are coordinated to nickel cations, meanwhile porphyrin units are not coordinated
to any metal (the nitrogen atoms of pyrrole molecules are protonated).
Heterocyclic compounds
This section describes other heterocyclic compounds commonly employed as
building blocks. Figure 19 shows some typical aromatic heterocyclic structures
containing nitrogen atoms:

Figure 19. Indole, carbazole, B-BX and triazine building blocks for CPPs synthesis.

Indole,133,134 and carbazole135,136 have the common property of being electrondonating building blocks. The presence of nitrogen atoms with free pairs of electrons
confers them the capability to inject charge to other parts of the polymeric network.
On the other hand, B-BO (benzooxadiazole),47,137,138 B-BT (benzothiadiazole)139,140, B-BS
(benzoselenadiazole)137,138 and triazine141 are electron-withdrawing or electronacceptor monomers.142 The combination electron-donating monomers (indole,
carbazole or other hetero-aromatic molecules) with other electron-withdrawing ones
(triazine, B-BX or molecules containing nitro- or carboxylic acid derivatives i.e.) promote
the electronic conductivity inside the polymer. Zhang’s group published a paper in 2018
where they synthesized series of donor-acceptor (D-A) organic framework based on
carbazole and triazine building blocks.141 They demonstrated that the presence of D-A
units in the CPP structure increases the conjugation of the polymer and it reduces the
band gap energy of the materials. They tested these CPPs as photocatalysts in oxidation
of sulfides, and they validated that CPPs containing D-A monomers are more efficient
than CPPs containing just donor or acceptor units. Yu and co-workers also synthesized
CPPs containing D-A units and they tested them in hydrogen production reaction.143
They demonstrated the importance of the D-A combinations in the photocatalytic
behaviour of CPPs. Furthermore, Xiaoming’s group also reported a D-A polymer
combining pyrazole as donor unit and B-BT and triazine as acceptor units. They also
tested it as photocatalyst in hydrogen production reaction.144
Thiophene-based compounds
Other important heterocyclic compounds widely employed in CPPs synthesis
are thiophene-based building blocks. Figure 20 shows a selection of the most employed
ones:
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Figure 20. Thiophene-based building blocks for CPPs synthesis.

Thiophene are electron-donating compounds, all the molecules abovedescribed contain sulfur atoms with two pairs of free electrons. These electrons can be
transferred and delocalized around the polymeric network. It confers thiophene-based
CPPs improved conductivity of electrons and holes. For this reason, this type of building
blocks has been widely employed in fields as batteries,145,146 field-effect transistors,147
solar cells,148 or photocatalysis,143,149 among others.
Thiophene structure (1) is the simplest one. It has been employed in the
synthesis of a huge number of CPPs. Jiang’s group carried out the synthesis of two CPPs
by the self-polymerization of 1 and molecules of bithiophene through FeCl3-catalyzed
oxidative coupling.145 Yanhong’s group synthesized also CPPs with molecules of 1
containing carboxylic acid functional groups for iodine150 capture and carbon dioxide
absorption.151 Yanze et al. obtained other CPP through the Sonogashira coupling
reaction of 1 with tetraphenylmethane.152 The further oxidation of the sulphur atoms
gave rise to the corresponding sulfonated polymer.
Thienothiophene (TT, 2) and dithienothiophene (DTT, 3) have been used as
monomers in synthesis of linear polymers for optoelectronic applications.148,147
Thienothiophene (2) has been also employed in the synthesis of a covalent organic
framework (COF).153 However, we did not find any publication of CPPs containing these
monomers.
In the same way, tetrathiafulvalene, (TTF, 4) building block has been mostly
employed in the synthesis of COFs,154,155 but there also some examples of CPPs.156
Lianwei et al. reported in 2016 the synthesis of a series of CPPs through Sonogashira
reaction between 5 and several electron-acceptor monomers.143 Dibenzothiopene (6)
was employed as electron-donor building block in the synthesis of a CPP by Friedel
Crafts alkylation.157 On the other hand, the sulfonated derivate of 6 was used also in
the synthesis of a CPP, but in this case as an electron-acceptor building block.149 Some
authors described the use of dithiophenedione 7 as monomer, but mainly for synthesis
of linear polymers.146 However, this building block is also suitable for CPPs synthesis.
Phenyl groups substituted with several units of thiophene have been also selected as
monomers. It is the case of tris- (TTB, 8)158,159 and tetra-thienylbenzene (TTrB, 9).158 In
particular, thienoacene 9 has been selected as building block to synthesize a series of
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four novel CPPs in this Thesis. All the details will be discussed during the following
chapters.
Finally, ring fused-based CPPs composed of building blocks 10 (BTTh) and 11
(COTh) were reported by Han’s group.160 They carried out the self-polymerization of
the monomers through oxidative coupling reaction. Furthermore, Gu et al. also
selected both 8 and 10 thiophene-based derivatives as building blocks for
electropolymerization reactions.96
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1.2. Conjugated Porous Polymers as photocatalysts
1.2.1. Why employ Conjugated Porous Polymers as photocatalysts?
A photocatalyst is a semiconductor material able to convert photonic energy
into chemical energy. In other words, it has the ability to absorb light and employ that
energy in catalyze chemical reactions that otherwise would not occur. Figure 21 shows
a cartoon that explains how a photocatalytic material works. The photocatalyst is
irradiated with a light source. It absorbs photons that excite electrons from its valence
band (VB) to its conduction band (CB). The absence of electrons in the VB generates
positive charges, known as holes (h+). Then the photo-generated charges can perform
red-ox reactions. A molecule A can be reduced by the electron in the CB of the
photocatalyst. Menawhile, a molecule B can be oxidized by donating an electron that
fills the generated hole in the VB of the material.

Figure 21. Cartoon of the performance of a photocatalyst.

CPPs have become popular materials in photocatalysis during the last
decade.3,4,161,162. This new family of polymers possesses some characteristics that make
them suitable materials for photocatalytic applications. Conventional inorganic
semiconductors employed as photocatalysts (usually metal oxides) have several
limitations that can be overcome by substituting or even combining them with CPPs.163
This section is focused on the description of those properties that confer CPPs desirable
photocatalytic properties.
Textural properties
Porosity and surface area are properties intimately related with the activity of
the (photo)catalysts. Porous materials employed in catalysis have a specific catalytic
sites were the chemical reaction takes place. High surface areas promote an easier
accessibility and diffusion of the solvent and reagents. This allows reagents to reach
active sites more efficiently. For this reason, usually materials with high porosity and
surface area exhibit better catalytic efficiencies.
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Figure 22 shows a scheme of how it works a catalytic reaction between two
reagents A and B in a porous material, as a CPPs. First of all, reagents should diffuse
through the porous channels of the material until they find an active site. Then, both
reagents are adsorbed in one of active sites of the catalyst. The reaction takes place
between A and B and the product is desorbed of the active site, which is ready to
catalyze a new reaction. Finally, the product diffuses through the channels towards the
external part of the catalyst. This explanation is applicable for catalysts and
photocatalysts. The difference is that in the case of photocatalytic reactions it is
necessary the irradiation of the catalyst to produce the reaction.164

Figure 22. Schematic steps of the reaction of A and B in the active site of a porous catalyst.

It exists different types of CPPs in function of their pore sizes. As IUPAC defined,
materials can be classified in micro- (pore widths not exceeding ca. 20 Å), macro-(pore
widths exceeding ca. 500 Å) or mesoporous (pore widths between 20-500 Å).24 The
porosity of any material is determined by adsorption experiments of several gases
(normally nitrogen or argon) inside the porous network. These experiments give
information about the volume of gas absorbed by the material in function of the
applied pressure. The graphical representations of those data are known as
physisorption isotherms. According to IUPAC indication, it exists six different groups of
isotherms (I-VI).165 The size of the pores of the material determines the shape of the
isotherm and its classification in the corresponding group.
Attending to the preparation of the CPPs, they can have inherent porosity or it
can be induced through several techniques.161 CPPs with inherent porosity are obtained
by reaction of multifunctional building blocks that generate voids inside the polymeric
matrix during the synthesis. These voids are usually filled with solvent, but they get
empty after a drying process. All the reactions described in the previous section (point
1.1.3. Synthetic procedures for Conjugated Porous Polymers obtaining are suitable
methods to obtain CPPs with inherent porosity. On the other hand, CPPs with induced
porosity can be obtained through two pathways: employing porogen agents,166 or using
templates that are removed after the synthesis.167
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There is no doubt about that porosity is an important textural property in
catalytic materials. In the case of CPPs, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to
modulate their surface area as well as their pore size in order to improve their catalytic
behaviour. Therefore, it is possible to tune the catalytic efficiency of the materials by
tuning their porosity. Many authors reported studies related to porosity tuning. Lu et
al. reported a work where they synthesized a series of three CPPs with similar
tetragonal building blocks.168 They demonstrated that both structure and length of the
monomers have important impact in the porosity of the polymer. They tested the
behaviour of the CPPs in gas separation and storage, and predictably, the polymer with
highest porosity was able to absorb more volume of gas than the others. Cooper’s
group also published a paper where they studied how to modulate the surface area and
the porosity of several CMPs.40 For this purpose, they selected several phenyl-based
monomers with different geometries and lengths and they synthetized a battery of 5
novel CMPs. They showed that it is possible to tune the porosity of the CMPs by
choosing the correct building blocks. For their part, Faul’s group reported a work in
2019 where they tuned the pore size distribution and the total surface area of a CMP
by adding several inorganic salts with different anion and cation sizes.169
Other important textural property of CPPs is they particle size. Conventional
synthetic conditions for CPPs synthesis usually provide bulk polymers with high particle
sizes (in the range of micrometres). They tend to aggregate and it makes them insoluble
and hardly dispersible in any kind of solvent. In consequence, their processability is so
complicated. For this reason, the efforts of many researchers have been focused in the
development of synthetic strategies that allow the obtaining of smaller particle sizes
(in the range of nanometres). Furthermore, a decrease in the particle size results in an
increase of the surface area, what is favourable for the catalytic performance.
Miniemulsion polymerization is a technique that has been studied during the
last years with the goal of synthesize CPPs as discrete nanoparticles with small particle
size.170 Figure 23 shows the steps that are carried out in the synthesis of CPPs through
miniemulsion polymerization. The reaction media consists in two different phases: an
aqueous and an organic phase. Moreover, a tensioactive or surfactant is added to the
reaction media. This species acts as template in the polymeric process of growth. First
of all, the monomers, tensioactive and catalyst (if it is requited for the polymerization
reaction) are introduced in mixture composed by an organic and an aqueous phase.
Monomers tend to stay in the organic phase and the tensioactive in aqueous one.
When the mixture is stirred, it is formed an emulsion phase (I) where the tensioactive
molecules are oriented forming micelles. The polar region of the tensioactive faces the
external surface of the micelle, in contact with the aqueous region. On the other hand,
the non-polar hydrocarbonated chains are oriented to the centre of the micelle. It is
generated a non-polar environment where the building blocks stay. Then, an
ultrasound tip is introduced in the mixture. The sonication makes the micelles smaller
and the emulsion becomes a miniemulsion (II). Then, the mixture is heated under
autogenous pressure in a solvothermal reactor for several hours. It has been
demonstrated that solvothermal conditions allow the obtaining of nano-CPPs with high
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surface areas.171 During this time, the polymerization occurs inside the micelles and the
CPP nanoparticles are formed. Finally, the tensioactive is removed by dialysis and it is
obtained a dispersion of a nanostructured CPP (III).

Figure 23. Miniemulsion technique for obtaining of nanostructured CPPs.

Several authors have reported the synthesis of nanostructured CPPs employing
this technique.172–175 In 2014, Wu el at. published a work where they synthesized a CPP
through Suzuki reaction by miniemulsion polymerization.176 They tested the behaviour
of this nano- CPP in fluorescent sensing of TNT and they obtained higher sensitivities
comparing with the non-nanostructured analogues. Cooper’s group also synthesized a
series of three nanostructured CPPs and their bulk analogues.177 They tested the
photocatalytic activity of all of them in hydrogen production reaction. All the nano-CPPs
produced more hydrogen than their bulk analogues. These works demonstrated that a
smaller particle sizes improve the photocatalytic performance.
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Photo- and thermochemical stability
The thermal- and photochemical stability of a catalyst is related to the
resistance of the material against being degraded after an increase of temperature or
exposure to irradiation, respectively. It is known that linear polymers tend to degrade
when they are irradiated under energetic wavelengths or during long times.178,179
Generally, lateral chains are degraded in first place due to their lability. For this reason,
linear polymers are not a good choice for photocatalytic applications. However, that is
not the case of the CPPs. Their more complex and inter-crossed structures confer them
a photochemical stability that linear polymers usually do not have.
The stability of CPPs against photochemical degradation has been
demonstrated in several occasions. It exists various experiments to prove that the
material remains its initial configuration and composition. One of them is comparing
the infrared spectra of the catalyst before and after the reaction. The other is to carry
out recycling experiments. If CPP keeps undegraded, its photocatalytic activity should
be similar in all the cycles. Several authors have demonstrated the photochemical
stability of CPPs by doing these recycling experiments.26,180–182
Thermochemical stability obeys this tendency in the same way. The complex
and inter-crossed structures of CPPs also confer them a thermochemical stability higher
than in the case of linear polymers. In 2001 Li et al. reported a paper where they
demonstrated that a higher grade of inter-cross-linking in a porous polystyrene-type
polymer results in a higher thermal stability.183
Optoelectronic properties
Attending to their electronic properties, materials can be classified in three
groups: conductors, semi-conductors or insulators. Figure 24 shows a schematic
representation of them:

Figure 24. Conductor, semiconductor and insulator materials.

In materials science, valence band (VB) corresponds to the energetic level
where the most external electrons of the material are located; and conduction band
(CB) corresponds to another more energetic level where electrons can be promoted by
energetic excitation.
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The required energy that should be applied to promote an electron from the
VB to de CB of the material is known as band gap energy (ΔE or Ebg). Conductor
materials, as metals, do not have band gap, conduction and valence bands are next to
each other and the electrons have free movement. Insulators as, for instance, plastic
materials, have huge band gaps (ΔE > 5 eV), and promotion of electrons from VB to CB
is not possible. On the other hand, semiconductors are those materials that have
discrete band gaps (ΔE = 1-5 eV). Electrons can be promoted from VB to CB if the
material is excited with similar or higher energy than the band gap value. Metal oxides
and the majority of CPPs are semiconductor materials.
In photocatalysis, where the energy to promote electrons from VB to CB comes
from light irradiation, it is fundamental to evaluate the conductive features of the
material employed as photocatalyst. Conductors and insulators are not suitable
materials in photocatalysis. It is necessary that exits a band gap between the VB and
CB of the material, not zero, but not higher than 5 eV. Therefore, only semiconductors
with a band gap ca. 1-5 eV can be employed as photocatalysts. CPPs described in this
Thesis fit this requirement. Figure 25 shows the different steps that occur in a
photocatalytic reaction:

Figure 25. General steps of a photocatalytic reaction.

First of all, the material is irradiated with a light source with an energy equal or
higher than the band gap value (I). The photocatalyst absorbs the photons and it results
in the excitation of one electron from the VB to the CB. The absence of negative charge
in the VB generates a positive charge known as hole, h+ (II). At this point, some of the
electrons located in the CB come back to the VB (red dash line of step II). This process
is known as recombination and it is desirable to avoid it as much as possible. Once the
electron/hole separation occurred, the following step is the migration of these photogenerated charges through the material to reach the surface (III). Finally, the hole is
occupied by a new electron that is taken from a species B that is oxidized (Box), and the
electron is donated to a species A that is reduced (Ared) (IV).
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It is important to mention that each of the above-mentioned photoinduced
events occur in different timescales. Meanwhile charge separation occurs in the
femtosecond timescale, recombination occurs in pico- and nanoseconds and interfacial
charge transfer in the range of pico-, nano- and microseconds.184
Charge separation and migration are crucial steps in the photocatalytic
performance. The most efficient they are, the better the photocatalytic activity of the
catalyst. The band gap energy is also an important characteristic that affects to the
photocatalytic activity of the materials. The higher the band gap, the more energetic
irradiation is required to get the promotion of electrons from the VB to the CB.
It is a fact that some of the weaknesses of conventional inorganic
semiconductors as titanium dioxide (TiO2) are the fast electron/hole recombination
rate and their high band gap values. The employment of CPPs as photocatalysts instead
(or in combination) can overcome these limitations of inorganic semiconductors. The
conjugated nature of CPPs allows that electrons move constantly through the
polymeric network. This electron delocalization reduces the electron/hole
recombination rate. On the other hand, CPPs have usually lower band gap than
inorganic semiconductors. Metal oxides as TiO2 require photons with wavelengths in
the ultraviolet range of the spectrum to reach the band gap energy. Meanwhile, in the
case of CPPs, the energy of the photons which wavelengths are in the visible region of
the spectrum is enough to come through the band gap.
Chemical composition and band gap engineering
Chemical composition of CPPs plays a decisive role in the optoelectronic
properties of the materials and thus in their photocatalytic activities. CPPs are tunable
materials, there are a huge number of possible chemical polymeric structures
depending of the composition of their constituent building blocks. On the other hand,
it is known that optoelectronic properties of CPPs can be modulated by changing the
chemical composition of the polymer. If we are able to modulate the optoelectronic
properties of the CPPs, it is possible to tune them in such a way that their photocatalytic
activity improves. This is why CPPs are attractive materials, their tunability is an
efficient tool to modulate their optoelectronics.
Electron conductivity and band gap value are important optoelectronic
properties of CPPs that can be modulated. As it was mentioned in the previous section,
both properties are intimately related with the photocatalytic activity of CPPs. The
employment of conjugated donor-acceptor molecules (D-A)185 as building blocks is an
efficient synthetic strategy that allows the modulation of these properties. This strategy
consists of alternating electron-donor and electron-acceptor (or electron-withdrawing)
molecules (see right side of Figure 26). Electron-donating building blocks have pairs of
free electrons that are transferred to the acceptor units (see left side of Figure 26).
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Figure 26. D-A electron-transfer and examples of D-A building blocks employed in CPPs synthesis.

On one hand, the presence of D-A units in CPPs increases the electron
conductivity of in the polymeric network. It results in a diminution of the electron/hole
recombination rate that leads in a better photocatalytic activity. On the other hand, the
presence of D-A units increases the conjugation of the polymeric structure. It results in
a decrease of the band gap value that allows the excitation of the CPP with less
energetic photons. The process of modulating the band gap of a material changing its
chemical composition is known as band gap engineering.186,187
This donor-acceptor combination strategy has been employed by several
authors in literature. In 2011 Cooper’s group reported a publication where they tuned
the band gap value of a series of polymers by changing the pyrene content in the
polymeric structure (Figure 27).104 They demonstrated that the most proportion of
pyrene, the lower band gap values. Pyrene molecules increase the conjugation of the
CPP and it results in a diminution of the band gap (bathochromic shift towards redcoloured CPPs).
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Figure 27. Band gap engineering in synthesis of CPPs reported by Cooper’s group. At left synthesis of the
CPPs. At right photographs of the polymers under irradiation with UV light (λexc = 365 nm) in the solid state,
(a) YPy, (b) YDPPy, (c) YDBPy, and (d) SDBPy; (e) Photographs of suspensions of the polymers in THF (10
mg/10 mL); (f) Photoluminescent spectra of the monomer TBrPy and the resulting polymers measured in
solid state powder (λexc = 360 nm). *SDBPy corresponds to the synthesis of an analogous polymer with the
same composition as YDBPy but through Suzuki coupling to avoid the random distribution of monomers.
Adapted from Ref. 104 with permission of RSC. Copyright 2011.

Other authors have also published other similar works. Yu’s group reported a
paper where they synthesized a battery of CPPs containing benzodithiophene as
common building block.143 They coupled benzodithiophene monomer and electronacceptor molecules with several compositions. All the polymers were tested as
photocatalysts in hydrogen production reaction. They demonstrated that a higher
nitrogen content in the CPP enhances the donor-acceptor nature of the polymer and it
results in a better efficiency in hydrogen production reaction. Mothika et al. also
synthesized a series of CPPs containing tetraphenylethylene (TPE) and 9-fluorenone as
donor and the acceptor monomers, respectively.188 They were able to tune the band
gap of the CPPs by changing the proportion of these monomers. The CPPs were tested
in hydrogen production reaction, and they could observe a direct relationship between
the band gap of the CPPs and their photocatalytic activities.
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1.2.2. Photochemical applications of Conjugated Porous Polymers
CPPs have been employed in a huge number of photocatalytic applications due
to the easy tunability of their chemical and optoelectronic properties. During last years,
several authors have compiled information about the most studied applications of
these materials.3,4,162,189,190 One of the most known is the use of CPPs for oxygen species
generation able to catalyze organic oxidation reactions for degradation of pollutants,
oxidation of sulfides, oxidative coupling of amines or Aza-Henry reaction, among
others. Besides oxidation reactions, CPPs have been employed as photocatalysts in
other type of organic reactions as reductions, radical polymerizations or carbon-carbon
coupling reactions. On the other hand, this family of polymers has been also used as
light harvesting systems or as photocatalysts in artificial photosynthesis reactions as
hydrogen production or carbon dioxide photoreduction. This section describes all these
applications as well as some representative examples already reported in literature.
Oxidation reactions: CPPs as sensitizers for 1O2 and 3O2•- generation
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are reactive chemical species containing oxygen.
Examples include peroxides, superoxide, hydroxyl radical, singlet oxygen, and alphaoxygen. Employment of CPPs as photosensitizers to generate ROS such as singlet
oxygen (1O2) and oxygen radical anion (3O2•-) is one of the most common applications.
Figure 28 shows a scheme of the mechanism generation of 1O2, 3O2•- and other ROS:

Figure 28. Singlet oxygen (1O2) and oxygen radical anion (3O2•-) generation through CPPs sensitizing.

Following a Jablonski diagram (Figure 28),164 the process begins when the CPP
is irradiated. Electrons from the singlet ground-state (S0) are promoted to the first
singlet excited state (1S1*). At this point, electrons can go back to the ground-state by
emitting fluorescence (deactivation pathway 1) or through non-radiative processes
(rotation or vibration, deactivation pathway 2). Furthermore, in presence of oxygen,
electrons of the 1S1* of CPP may reduce molecules of 3O2 giving rise to 3O2•- and another
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ROS (electron transfer pathway 3). On the other hand, electrons located in this first
singlet excited state (1S1*) can migrate to the fist triplet excited state (3T1*) through a
forbidden intersystem-crossing (ISC) process. Once in this triplet state, electrons can
deactivate by emitting phosphorescence (deactivation pathway 4) or through nonradiative processes (deactivation pathway 2). Besides these deactivation pathways, in
presence of oxygen, energy can be transferred from the 3T1* of CPP to a molecule of
oxygen in its ground-state, whose natural multiplicity is triplet (3O2). Then, oxygen is
excited from 3O2 to its singlet excited state (1O2) (energy transfer pathway 5).
It has been demonstrated that ROS species can carry out a huge variety of
oxidation reactions. 141,191 In this section some of the most important ones will be
described: degradation of pollutants, oxidation of carbon and sulfur functional groups,
oxidative amine coupling reaction, photo-oxidative Mannich reaction and [2+2]
cycloaddition reaction.
Degradation of pollutants. CPPs have been employed by several authors in the
photocatalytic degradation of pollutants. Moreover, it has been reported some studies
of pollutants removal employing CPPs through non-photocatalytic procedures. These
works consist in the capture of the pollutants by physical adsorption of them into the
polymeric network192,193 or ion exchange.194 On the other hand, there are some other
examples of pollutants removal through photocatalytic procedures. They are based on
the light absorption by the photocatalyst, which generates 1O2 and/or 3O2•- through
energy transfer and electron transfer, respectively (Figure 28).
This year Gao et al. reported the synthesis of a porphyrin-based CPP and they
tested its behaviour as photocatalyst in the presence of Fe(III)/Fe(II) co-catalyst to
methylene blue (MB) degradation.195 Figure 29 shows the mechanism that the authors
proposed for this reaction. Three routes of MB oxidation occur simultaneously. In route
1, MB donates electrons to fill the photo-generated holes in the ground-state of the
CPP (S0) after the light absorption. This loss of electrons results in the oxidation of MB.
The route 2 consists on the generation of singlet oxygen species through energy
transfer from the triplet excited state of the CPP (T1) to the triplet ground-state of
oxygen molecules. Then, 1O2 oxidizes MB. The route 3 consists on the generation ROS
through electron transfer from the singlet excited state of the CPP (S1). It generates
hydroxyl ROS that oxidizes MB. The authors of this publication verified the presence of
1
O2, •OH and O2•- species through several ROS identification methods as labelling with
fluorescent probes or employment of trapping agents and scavengers.
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Figure 29. Mechanism of the oxidation routes proposed for methylene blue degradation. Reproduced from
Ref. 195 with permission of Elsevier. Copyright 2020.

Some other authors have reported the degradation of other dyes and
pollutants. Nath et al. published the employment of two CPPs for degradation of azo-,
thiazine- and fluorescein based dyes.196 For their part, Chen’s group reported the
synthesis of a series of three bifluorenyliden-based CPPs.197 They evaluated their
capability to remove rhodamine B through both physical adsorption and photocatalytic
oxidation.
Oxidation of sulfides. Oxidation of sulfides into sulfoxides is one of the control
reactions most employed to test the activity of photocatalytic materials. As Scheme 13
shows, it occurs in presence of the photocatalyst (CPP) under air or oxygen atmosphere
and visible irradiation:

Scheme 13. Photo-oxidation of sulfides into sulfoxides.

The oxidation of sulfides can occur in presence of both singlet oxygen or oxygen
radical anion species. Sometimes both energy and electron transfer processes occur
simultaneously,198 but usually one of them has more contribution. There are numerous
papers where CPPs have been tested in oxidation of sulfides.26,42,44,199 The methodology
consists in the optimization of the reaction conditions, followed by the study of the
scope of the reaction and finally mechanistic experiments to propose a plausible
reaction mechanism. This methodology is usually applicable to all the photocatalytic
oxidations explained below. Oxidation of sulfides is one of the photocatalytic
applications studied in this Thesis. Chapter 6 contains a detailed description of this
reaction.
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Oxidative amine coupling. This reaction consists in the homo-coupling of
benzylamine species in presence of the photocatalyst (CPP) under air or oxygen
atmosphere and visible irradiation. Scheme 14 shows the general reaction scheme of
photocatalytic oxidative amine coupling reaction:

Scheme 14. Photo-oxidative amine coupling reaction.

This reaction, as the oxidation of sulfides, usually takes place through both
electron and energy transfer pathways. The reaction starts with a donation of electrons
from the amine to the photo-generated holes in the CPP. Then, the amine becomes a
cationic species, which after oxidation and elimination of hydrogen peroxide, gives rise
to an imine bond formation. A second equivalent of benzylamine is added to the
iminium double bond. After elimination of ammonium, the product is obtained.191
There are many examples in literature that report photo-oxidative amine
coupling
reaction
catalyzed
by
CPPs
containing
BODIPY
dyes,200
47,138
201
202
benzochalcogenadiazoles,
, phenazine and truxene building blocks, among
others.
Aza-Henry reaction. This reaction is based in the addition of a nitroalkane
specie to tetrahydroisoquinoline (TQ) derivatives. This reaction, depicted in Scheme 15,
is carried out in presence of the photocatalyst (CPP) under air or oxygen atmosphere,
visible irradiation and a nitroalkane that acts as solvent and reagent simultaneously.

Scheme 15. Aza-Henry photocatalytic reaction.

In contrast with the above-mentioned photo-oxidation reactions, aza-Henry
occurs exclusively via electron transfer pathway.43 The reaction starts with the donation
of electrons from the nitrogen of TQ to the photo-generated holes in the CPP. Thus, a
cation is generated. Then, a molecule of oxygen radical anion (O2•-) withdraw a proton
in the α–position of the amine cation and it results in the formation of an iminium
species. On the other hand, nitroalkane captures an electron from the CPP and
becomes a carbanion. Finally, the iminium cation is trapped by the carbanion
nitroalkane species. Furthermore, it is common the obtaining of amide by-products as
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result of the iminium cation trapping by another oxygen radical cation instead of the
nitroalkane carbanion.
This reaction has been employed in literature to test the photocatalytic
behaviour or CPPs containing several dyes (BODIPY,43 eosin, 203 and rose Bengal204 dyes)
and phenanthrene derivatives,205,206 among others.
Some other photo-oxidation reactions that involves the presence of singlet
oxygen and oxygen anion radical have been reported in literature. However, these
reactions are not as common as the above-mentioned. As example, Li et al. reported in
2017 the use of a benzothiadiazole-based CPP to photocatalyze [2+2] cycloadditions.140
Zhang’s group demonstrated the suitability of another benzothiadiazole-based CPP as
photocatalyst in hydroxylation of boronic acids.207 Vilela’s group tested the
photocatalytic activity of a series of three CPPs in the conversion of a α-terpinene into
ascaridole.208 On the other hand, Luo et al. published the employment of a carbazoletriazine CPP for photo-oxidative Mannich reaction.141 Furthermore, some other authors
as Ma et al. have published the use of CPPs in the photo-oxidation of primary alcohols
into aldehydes.129
Other organic reactions
In addition to the oxidation reactions above-mentioned, CPPs have been used
as photocatalysts in other many organic reactions.
Photo-reduction reactions. CPPs are also suitable photocatalysts in organic
reduction reactions. After irradiation, the photo-generated electrons in the conduction
band of the polymer can be employed in reduction reactions. Reduction of nitroaromatic compounds into their amino analogues is one of the examples reported in
literature.209 The general reaction is shown in the Scheme 16. It occurs in presence of
the photocatalyst (CPP), a protic solvent and under visible irradiation.

Scheme 16. Photocatalytic reduction of nitro-aromatics into amino analogues.

In 2016, Zhang’s group reported the employment of a benzothiadiazole-based
CPP in the photo-reduction of 4-nitrophenol into 4-aminophenol.210 They carried out
the reaction under white irradiation in presence of sodium borohydride (NaBH4) and
protic solvents that act as protons sources. After several mechanistic experiments, they
proposed the mechanism depicted in Figure 30:
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Figure 30. Proposed mechanism for photo-reduction of 4-nitrophenol reported by Zhang’s group.
Reproduced from Ref. 210 with permission of RSC. Copyright 2016.

After irradiation, the photo-generated electrons are transferred from the
conduction band of the CPP to a molecule of 4-nitrophenol, which becomes a radical
anion. On the other hand, photo-generated holes are filled by electrons from the
borohydride (BH4-), which forms a neutral radical, BH4•. Finally, protons from the BH4•
species (or other protic solvents also present in the reaction media, as water) are
transferred to the radical anion of 4-nitrophenol.
On the other hand, reductive dehalogenation of haloketones is another
example of photo-reduction reaction catalyzed by CPPs. Scheme 17 summarizes the
reaction conditions. It occurs in presence of the photocatalyst (CPP) and under visible
irradiation. In the reaction media are present a Hantzsch ester as proton source, DIPEA
as hole scavenger, DMF as solvent.

Scheme 17. Photo-reductive dehalogenation of haloketones.

In 2014 Wang et al. reported the photo-reductive dehalogenation of a scope of
haloketones catalyzed by a benzobisthiadiazole-based CPP.211 They proposed the
reaction mechanism depicted in the Figure 31:
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Figure 31. Proposed mechanism for photo-reductive dehalogenation reported by Wang et al. Reproduced
from Ref. 211 with permission of RSC. Copyright 2014.

On one hand, DIPEA fills with electrons the photo-generated holes of the CPP.
The CPP becomes an anionic radical anion and DIPEA is transformed into a cationic
radical. On the other hand, the haloketone reacts with the radical anion of the CPP. The
halogen leaves the ketone, which forms a radical phenone species. Then, Hantzsch
ester transfers a proton to the phenone giving rise to the reduced product. Finally,
Hantzsch ester is regenerated through reaction with the cationic radical of DIPEA.
Radical polymerization reactions. CPPs have been also used as initiators in
radical polymerization reactions. Scheme 18 depicts the reaction conditions.
Monomers with double bonds in their structures are required in this type of
polymerization reactions. It occurs in presence of CPP and triethylamine (Et3N) as
initiating components, under visible light irradiation.

Scheme 18. Photo-catalyzed radical polymerization.

Several authors have reported the photo-catalytic radical polymerization of
linear polymers using CPPs as catalysts. The polymerization of methyl methacrylate
(MMA) monomers has been described employing CPPs based on phenolphthalein,212
thioxantone,213 and carbazole building blocks,214 among others. Radical polymerization
of other monomers as N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA) have been also reported. In
2020. Cai’s group published a work where they carried out the radical polymerization
of DMA using a xanthene-based CPP as photocatalyst.180
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Figure 32 shows the proposed mechanism for polymerization of MMA
employing a carbazole-based CPP, reported by Zhang’s group.214 After irradiation and
charge separation, the photo-generated holes in the conduction band of the CPP are
filled with electrons from triethylamine, which becomes a radical cation (Et3N•+). This
cation transfers a proton to other molecule of Et3N, giving rise to Et3N• and Et3HN+
species. Then, the triethylamine free radical (Et3N•) initiates the polymerization of
MMA. On the other hand, the protonated amine (Et3HN+) can collect an electron from
the valence band of CPP to form hydrogen radical (H•) and regenerate triethylamine.

Figure 32. Proposed mechanism for MMA radical polymerization reported by Zhang’s group. Reproduced
from Ref. 214 with permission of RSC. Copyright 2014.

Metal-free carbon-carbon coupling reactions. Usually, carbon-carbon coupling
reactions are catalyzed by palladium-containing catalysts. The employment of a CPP as
photocatalyst is a novel synthetic strategy that allows to carry out this type of reactions
in absence of metals. This reaction occurs between two aryl compounds R1 and R2
functionalized with halogen atoms X and different functional Y groups, depending on
the type of coupling reaction (Scheme 19).

Scheme 19. Photo-catalyzed metal free carbon-carbon coupling reaction.

Several authors have reported the use of CPPs for carbon-carbon coupling
reactions. However, most of the examples are not photocatalytic carbon-carbon
couplings. They are just catalytic couplings without light, and they employ CPPs
containing palladium inside their networks.175,215,216 As far as we know, there is just an
example of photocatalytic palladium-free carbon-carbon coupling reaction. In 2017,
Zhang’s group published a work where they carried out a Stille reaction employing an
azulene-containing CPP.217 They studied the scope of the reaction by coupling of an aryl
halide (R1) with several heteroaryl tributylstannanes (R2). Figure 33 shows the
mechanism that Zhang’s group proposed for this coupling reaction:
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Figure 33. Proposed mechanism for metal-free Stille coupling reaction reported by Zhang’s group.
Reproduced from Ref. 217 with permission of Wiley. Copyright 2017.

The CPP absorbs light and charge separation occurs. On one hand, the
heteroaryl tributylstannane (R2) transfers an electron to fill the hole of the conduction
band of CPP. It results in the formation of a heteroaryl radical species. On the other
hand, electrons are injected from the conduction band of the CPP to the aryl halide (R1),
which is reduced into a radical anion intermediate 1. Then, this intermediate is trapped
by the heteroaryl radical species to form the intermediate 2. Finally, an atom of iodine
is removed and the coupled product R1- R2 is obtained. The authors performed
fluorescence lifetime quenching experiments to support this mechanism proposal.
Thus, they proved that the fluorescence lifetime of the CPP decreased in presence of
stannane and iodobenzene species.
Light harvesting systems
Light harvesting systems are composed of materials able to capture photons
from the sunlight and employ that energy into perform chemical transformations, laser
emission diodes and electricity generation, among others. CPPs have been employed
in light harvesting field as part of antenna systems and solar cells.
Antenna systems. These materials are able to absorb light and produce an
energy transfer cascade towards other species which lower band gaps. These species
re-absorb that energy and deactivate themselves by emitting fluorescence irradiation.
Figure 34 shows an example of an antenna system based in a CPP, reported by Gu et
al.:99
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Figure 34. Antenna system reported by Gu et al. (a) Synthesis of CPP in through thin film approach. (b)
Protocol for preparation of the different layers in the antenna system. (c) Energy transfer diagram from CPP
to coumarin and nile red dyes. Reproduced from Ref. 99 with permission of Nature. Copyright 2015.

They synthesized a spyro-carbazole-based CPP by electropolymerization of the
building block TPSC on an ITO electrode (Figure 34 A). Antenna systems should be
composed by compounds or materials whose excitation and emission wavelengths
overlap. This work is a good example to illustrate the behaviour of these systems. The
carbazole-based CPP absorbs in the ultraviolet region of the spectra and it emits in the
blue region. Coumarin 6 (C6) was selected as suitable candidate to be part of the
antenna system because this dye absorbs in the blue region of spectra, so its absorption
band overlaps the emission band of the CPP. This requirement is mandatory to get an
efficient energy transfer between the counterparts of the antenna system. In the same
way, nile red dye (NR) was also selected because its absorption band overlaps the
emission one of C6 (green region of spectra). Finally, nile red emits red fluorescence
light. Figure 34 B shows the protocol employed to assembly the antenna system. After
the electropolymerization of the CPP on ITO, the dyes were deposited by dip coating.
Figure 34 C shows the band gap of all the components of the system; their location
demonstrates that the energy transfer is possible.
The interest of this type of antenna systems consists in the possible emission of
luminesce with different emission wavelengths (as blue, green or red) by exciting the
system in the ultraviolet region of the spectra. This effect is known as luminescence
engineering. There are in literature some other examples of antenna systems
containing CPP materials. Jiang’s group reported one consisting of a phenylene-based
CPP and coumarin 6 dye.218 Likewise, other authors have prepared other antenna
systems including phenylene-based CPPs and Nile red dyes.171,219
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Solar cells. Solar cells are photo-energy systems able to convert solar into
electric energy. These systems consist of the assembly of several films which donoracceptor materials between a cathode and an anode. One or several counterparts of
the solar cell act as light absorbers. Then, cascades of electrons and holes occur in
opposite directions, towards the electrodes of the device. The correct position of the
conduction and valence bands of all the components of the solar cells is crucial to
achieve an efficient charge transfer through the device.
Employment of organic polymers as counterparts of solar cells is not novel
approach in organic solar cells assembly.220–222 Until a few years ago, polymer-based
solar cells have been designed uniquely by using organic linear polymers. Linear
polymers are usually soluble materials which presents long carbon lateral chains. This
makes them processable compounds suitable to construct thin films. However, during
the last years, some research groups have reported unprecedented solar cells
containing CPPs. As it was discussed before, processability of bulk polymers is not an
easy task. Therefore, electropolymerization became a popular approach to obtain thin
films with controllable thickness.
As an example, Jiang’s group reported in 2015 the CPP-based heterojunction
solar cell depicted in the Figure 35:96

Figure 35. CPP-based solar cell reported by Jiang’s group. (a) Building blocks employed in the CPP synthesis.
(b) Electrochemical device used to carry out the electropolymerization. (c) Idealized structures of CPPs and
photographs of both of them deposited on ITO/PEDOT:PPS electrodes. (d) Scheme of the counterparts that
assemble the solar cell. Adapted from Ref. 96 with permission of Elsevier. Copyright 2016.

Thiophene building blocks are commonly used in solar cells because they are
good electron conductors. Figure 35 A shows the thiophene-based building blocks (BTT
and TTB) that the authors chose to synthesize the CPPs. Both polymers were obtained
by electropolymerization of both building blocks on ITO/PEDOT:PPS electrodes, inside
an electrochemical cell as the one showed in Figure 35 B. Idealized structures of the
CPPs and photographs them deposited on ITO/PEDOT:PPS electrodes are shown in
Figure 35 C. After the electropolymerization step, fullerene C60, which acts as electron
acceptor, was deposited on the CPP film. Finally, the cathodic layer, consisting of
lithium fluoride (LiF) and aluminum, was deposited. In this way, they assembled a solar
cell with the configuration showed in the Figure 35 D: ITO
(anode)/PEDOT:PSS/CMP:C60/LiF/Al (cathode). Finally, they tested both solar cells
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containing BTT and TTB polymers. The power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exhibited
by the cells were 5.02 % and 2.55 % respectively.
There are more examples in literature where electropolymerization technique
is used to obtain CPP thin films on conductor electrodes to assembly novel solar cells.
In addition to thiophene-based building blocks, Jiang’s group and also other authors
chose carbazole monomers, which are also active in electropolymerization
processes.95,97,223
Artificial photosynthesis
Extinction of fossil fuels and as well as global warming as consequence of the
massive use of non-clean energy sources are two serious problems that have worried
our society during the last decades. For this reason, finding cleaner energy sources that
substitute fossil fuels has become an essential task to the scientific community.
Renewable energies constitute an excellent alternative that would reduce the emission
of greenhouse and toxic gases to the atmosphere. Furthermore, contrary to fossil fuels,
renewables are unlimited and inexhaustible energy sources. Thus, renewable energy
sources as solar, wind, hydro and geothermal have become popular over the last years.
However, the main limitation of renewables is that they are discontinuous
energy sources. Therefore, it is necessary to find the most optimum way to storage the
energy produced and release it when demanded by the consumer. Energy vectors are
chemical compounds able to storage energy and make it available upon required.
Hydrogen, methane and other organic hydrocarbons are energy vectors. Solar energy,
as the other renewables, is a discontinuous energy source. So, the employment of
energy vectors is an excellent approach to collect and retain the energy that comes
from sunlight. Artificial photosynthesis is a process that allows the conversion of
sunlight into energy vectors. This process is based on the natural photosynthesis that
occurs in the leafs of the plants to fabricate nutrients. Figure 36 shows a cartoon that
compares both processes:

Figure 36. Natural vs Artificial Photosynthetic processes.

Leafs of the plants have organelles known as chloroplasts. Chloroplasts contains
two types of photosystems able to convert water, carbon dioxide and sunlight into
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oxygen and sugars (energy vector that provide energy to the plant). In a similar way,
artificial photosynthesis is based in the conversion of water, nitrogen and carbon
dioxide into energy vectors as hydrogen, ammonia, methane and other hydrocarbons.
For this purpose, it is required the design of photocatalytic materials able to mimic the
behaviour of photosystems that drive natural photosynthesis.
Chapter 7 of this Thesis is focused in the application of novel CPPs and hybrid
materials as photocatalysts in artificial photosynthesis reactions. Therefore, the
following section of this chapter (point 1.3. Conjugated Porous Polymers and Hybrid
Materials in Artificial Photosynthesis) describes the state of the art of both families of
materials in hydrogen production and carbon dioxide photoreduction reactions.
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1.3. Conjugated Porous Polymers and Hybrid Materials in Artificial Photosynthesis
Conjugated Porous Polymers as photocatalysts in Artificial Photosynthesis
Publications related to CPPs for hydrogen production have increased
dramatically during the last decade. As evidence, three different reviews about CPPs
for photocatalytic applications have been already published in 2020.224–226 All of them
describe the employment of CPPs in hydrogen production reaction as one of the most
important and studied applications. Therefore, it is a fact that employment of CPPs as
photocatalysts in hydrogen evolution is currently a hot topic. For this reason, as the
number of data published in literature are unmanageable, this section describes the
state of the art of the most representative examples reported during the last years.
Table 1 summarizes a selection of the most relevant examples of CPPs employed in
hydrogen production reaction. Each entry describes the reaction conditions employed
in the experiments: catalyst, co-catalyst, sacrificial agent, light source, hydrogen
produced, recyclability and apparent quantum yield (AQY). The publications follow an
ascendant chronological order.
Entries 1-4 of Table 1 shows two heptazine-based CMPs (g-C3N4 HMP-1 and gC3N4 HMP-2) reported by Kailasam et al. in 2013.227 They tested both catalysts in
hydrogen production reaction in presence of platinum (3 wt%) as co-catalyst and
triethanolamine (TEOA) as sacrificial agent (SA). The experiments were driven under
ultraviolet irradiation and also under visible light irradiation. Best results were obtained
with g-C3N4 HMP-1 catalyst under ultraviolet irradiation (1050 µmol h-1 g-1). Moreover,
recycling experiments were done using this catalyst (4 cycles of 5 hours).
In 2015, Cooper’s group reported an elegant demonstration of band gap
engineering in pyrene-based CMPs.105 They synthesized a series of 15 different CPPs
with band gaps in the range of 1.91-2.95 eV by changing the monomers proportion.
Then, they tested the photocatalytic performance of them in hydrogen production
reaction, and they related their photocatalytic activities with the band gap of the
materials. CP-CMP10, whose band gap was 2.38 eV, was the best of the series, with a
hydrogen production of 174 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 5, Table 1). The reaction was driven
under visible light irradiation, employing diethylamine (DEA) as SA and residual
amounts of palladium, 0.42 wt% (a palladium catalyst was used in the synthesis of the
polymer). One year later, this group also reported the synthesis and photocatalytic
behaviour of another series of CMPs containing aromatic hydrocarbonated moieties.228
They studied the importance of the geometry and the length of the building blocks
regarding to the activity in hydrogen production. They performed the experiments
under ultraviolet and light irradiation, in presence of palladium residues in a mixture of
H2O/MEOH/Et3N. The spyrobifluorene-based CMP, named SP-CMP, was the best one
of the series, with a production of 1152 µmol h-1 g-1 under ultraviolet irradiation (entry
6, Table 1).
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Yu’s group also reported a series of 11 novel CPPs based on benzodithiophene
moieties (DBD).143 They studied how including donor-acceptor moieties in the CPP
network may influence its activity in hydrogen production reaction. For this purpose,
they combined DBD (which is an electron donor building block) with different nitrogencontaining acceptor building blocks. They found that the best photocatalysts were
those that contain stronger acceptor diazines in their structures (PCP9-11). Specifically,
PCP10 was the best one with 8633 µmol h-1 g-1 under full arc irradiation (entry 9, Table
1). This reaction was driven in presence of triethylamine (Et3N) as SA and residual
amounts of palladium (ca. 1,3 wt%). This group also reported another publication
where they combined biphenyl/bipyridyl linkers with four chromophore building blocks
with different electron-donating/acceptor properties.229 They driven hydrogen
production reaction experiments under full-arc and visible light irradiation in presence
of Et3N as SA and residual amounts of palladium. They found that the best catalyst was
that one containing the combination of the strongest electron-donating and electronacceptor building blocks, benzodithiophene and bipyridyl derivatives, respectively. This
photocatalyst, named PCP4e, produced 9429 µmol h-1 g-1 under full arc irradiation
(entry 11, Table 1). Furthermore, this publication also has demonstrated the important
role of the residual palladium in the photocatalytic performance.
On the other hand, Zhang’s group reported in 2016 a series of 1-D and 3-D
polybenzothiadiazole-based polymers.230 They performed hydrogen production
experiments under visible light irradiation, TEOA as SA and platinum (3 wt%) as cocatalyst. They found that the best CPPs was B-BT-1,4 (2320 µmol h-1 g-1, entry 13, Table
1), the 1-D polymer. They concluded that this linear polymer was the best one of the
series due to its high efficiency in light-induced charge-transfer, charge-separation, and
electron-transfer ability. Introducing a 3D network may cause a negative effect in
hydrogen production reaction. Despite these results, linear polymers have the
limitation of being less photostable than their 3D analogues. For this reason, 1D
polymers are not usually employed in this type of reactions.
Alkordi’s group reported the synthesis and photocatalytic behaviour of a
ruthenium-based CPP named PCoP.231 They studied the hydrogen production reaction
using several solvent systems under visible light and Ry(bpy)3Cl2 as sensitizer. Some of
the experiments led to the decomposition of the photocatalyst over time. The best
result with no degradation was obtained for a solution of TEOA 17 vol% in acetonitrile,
180 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 14, Table 1).
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Table 1. Representative examples in literature of CPPs as photocatalysts in hydrogen production reaction.
Polymer

Co-catalyst

Sacrificial agent

Light source

Formation rate

Cycles

AQY (%)[a]

(µmol h-1 g-1)

(hours per cycle)

( λ(nm))

Ref.

1

g-C3N4 HMP-1

Xe lamp (λ > 300 nm)

1050

4 (5)

n/a

2

g-C3N4 HMP-1

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

100

n/a

n/a

3

g-C3N4 HMP-2

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 300 nm)

900

n/a

n/a

4

g-C3N4 HMP-2

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

n/a

n/a

n/a

5

CP-CMP10

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

174

4 (6)

4.2[b]

105

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 295 nm)

1152

44 (1)

n/a

228

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 400 nm)

320

n/a

n/a

3 wt% Pt

0.42 wt% Pd

10 vol% TEOA

20 vol% DEA

6
7

SP-CMP

0.38 wt% Pd

33 vol% MeOH + 33 vol% Et3N + 33 vol% H2O

8
9

PCP10

10

PCP10

11

PCP4e

12

PCP4e

13

B-BT-1,4

3 wt% Pt

14

PCoP

15

PTEB

16

PTEPB

17

OB-POP-3

18

OB-POP-3

19

NP-5

-

20

NP-5

3 wt% Pt

21

F0.5CMP

-

22

F0.5CMP

-

23

P1

1 wt% Pt

24

P1

25

P1

≈ 1.3 wt% Pd

20 vol% Et3N

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

120

74 (1)

0.23 (420)

Xe lamp full arc irradiartion

8633

n/a

n/a

227

143

Xe lamp (λ > 400 nm)

2642

n/a

2 (400)

Xe lamp full arc irradiation

9429

3(3)

0.34 (350)

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 400 nm)

1900

n/a

0.15 (500)

10 vol% TEOA in ACN

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

2320

5 (6)

4.01 (420)

230

Ru(bpy)3Cl2

17 vol% TEOA in ACN

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 415 nm)

180

5 (16)

n/a

231

-

-

102

6 (8)

7.6 (420)

232

-

-

218

6 (8)

10.3 (420)

3 wt% Pt

20 vol% TEOA

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 295 nm)

1322

n/a

n/a

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

908

6 (5)

2 (420)

200

n/a

n/a

915

n/a

n/a

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 290 nm)

1760

5 (2.5)

6 (400)

0.81 wt% Pd

20 vol% Et3N

10 vol% TEOA in ACN/H2O 1:1
Na2S 0.75 M + Na2SO4 0.75 M

10 vol% TEOA
3 wt% Pt

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 395 nm)

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

660

n/a

n/a

simulated sunlight (AM 1.5)

304

n/a

n/a

solar simulator (λ ≥ 420 nm)

112

n/a

n/a

solar simulator (λ ≥ 420 nm)

1000

5 (3)

4 (420)

229

233
234
188
144

Polymer

Co-catalyst

Sacrificial agent

Light source

Formation rate

Cycles

AQY (%)[a]

(µmol h-1 g-1)

(hours per cycle)

( λ(nm))

26

S-CMP3

-

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 295 nm)

6076

n/a

n/a

27

S-CMP3

-

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

3106

35 (1)

7.7 (420)[c]

28

P-35

-

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 295 nm)

1177

n/a

n/a

29

P-35

-

30

CP-St

-

31

CP-St

0.5 wt% Pt

32

triazine-Ph-CPP

-

33

triazine-Ph-CPP

-

34

DPP-bdy-TPA

-

35

DPP-bdy-TPA

-

33 vol% MeOH + 33 vol% Et3N + 33 vol% H2O

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)
1M ascorbic acid in NMP/H2O 1:5
33 vol % TEOA
H2O/MeOH/TEOA (7/3/2)

826

n/a

n/a

190000

4 (5)

2.2 (400)

303700

n/a

n/a

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 300 nm)

16287

n/a

61 (365)

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

Xe lamp (λ ≥ 420 nm)

3502

n/a

7.7 (420)

Xe lamp full arc irradiartion

6918

3 (12)

9.6 (420)

Xe lamp (λ > 440 nm)

2780

n/a

n/a

Ref.
235

236
237
238

[a] AQY = apparent quantum yield. AQY (%) = (2 x number of evolved H2 molecules)/(number of incident photons) x 100. [b] Absolute quantum yield. [c] External quantum
efficiency. Abbreviations: TEOA: triethanolamine; DEA: Diethylamine; Et3N: triethylamine.
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In 2017 Wang et al. reported two CPPs based in units of benzene linked through
alkynyl moieties (PTTEB and PTEPB).232 Both of them were tested in hydrogen
production reaction under visible light, without any co-catalyst or SA. Hydrogen
productions of 102 µmol h-1 g-1 and 218 µmol h-1 g-1 were obtained for PTEB and PTEPB
respectively (entries 15 and 16, Table 1). It is important to remark that, despite of these
productions are not so high, the reaction was driven in absence of co-catalyst or
sacrificial agents. It confers value to the results.
Bi et al. reported in 2017 a series of four cyano-substituted CPPs.233 All of them
were tested in hydrogen reaction under both visible and ultraviolet irradiation sources,
in presence of platinum as co-catalyst (3 wt%) and TEOA (20 vol%) as SA. OB-POP-3
showed the best photocatalytic performance, with a production of 1322 µmol h-1 g-1
under ultraviolet light and 908 µmol h-1 g-1 under visible light (entries 17 and 18, Table
1)
In 2018, Bojdys’s group published a new family of CPPs containing donoracceptor heterocycles (nitrogen and sulphur heteroatoms).234 They were tested in
hydrogen reaction under ultraviolet-vis irradiation and TEOA as SA, in presence and
absence of platinum. Best results were obtained by using the photocatalyst named NP5. Hydrogen productions of 200 µmol h-1 g-1 and 915 µmol h-1 g-1 were obtained in
absence and presence of platinum, respectively (entries 19 and 20, Table 1)
Maji’s group reported a series of donor-acceptor CMPs with different content
of 9-fluorenone.188 They driven the hydrogen production reaction under ultraviolet and
visible irradiation, employing a mixture of Na2S/Na2SO4 as SA, and in absence of any cocatalyst. CMP containing 0.5 equiv. of 9-fluorenone (F0.5CMP) showed the best result,
1760 µmol h-1 g-1 under ultraviolet irradiation and 660 µmol h-1 g-1 under visible
irradiation (entries 21 and 22, Table 1).
Besides, He’s group reported in 2019 a donor-acceptor triazine-based CPP
combining pyrazole-benzothiadiazole-pyrazole building blocks (P1).144 They tested P1
in hydrogen production reaction under simulated sunlight and visible irradiation, using
TEOA as SA, with and without platinum co-catalyst (entries 23-25, Table 1). Best
performance, with a hydrogen production of 1000 µmol h-1 g-1, was obtained with 3
wt% of Pt loading under visible irradiation (entry 25, Table 1)
In 2019, Cooper’s group reported a new paper where they described six novel
CMPs and their corresponding linear analogues.235 They tested their photocatalytic
activity in hydrogen production under ultraviolet and visible light irradiation, using a
mixture of H2O/MEOH/Et3N. Best performance was obtained for S-CMP3, based on
9,9′-spyrobifluorene linkers. Activities in hydrogen production of S-CMP3 and its linear
analogue (P35) under both ultraviolet and visible irradiation are located in entries 2629 of Table 1. They concluded that the 3D version (S-CMP3) was more active than the
analogous linear polymer (P35), with hydrogen productions of 6076 µmol h-1 g-1 and
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3106 µmol h-1 g-1 under ultraviolet irradiation and visible light irradiation, respectively
(entries 26 and 27, Table 1).
This year, Liu’s group reported the highest hydrogen production ever reported
up date.236 They synthesized a CPP composed of pyrene and thiophene units through
three different synthetic approaches. They evaluated the photocatalytic behaviour of
this CPP in presence of ascorbic acid as SA and N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP), which is a
water-soluble aprotic bipolar solvent. They carried out experiments in absence and
presence of platinum as co-catalyst (entries 30 and 31, Table 1) under visible light
irradiation. Unprecedented hydrogen production rates were obtained, 190 mmol h-1 g1
and 304 mmol h-1 g-1 in absence and presence of platinum respectively. The authors
attributed those impressive hydrogen productions to the use of NMP as co-solvent. The
presence of NMP improves the wettability of the CPPs, reduces the activation energy
of hydrogen production reaction via hydrogen-bond interactions with water molecules
and it allows the exfoliation of the CPP into nanosheets, which results in and increase
in the number of catalytic active sites.
Wang et al. reported also this year two new CPPs containing dibenzothiophene
sulfone and phenyl-triazine (triazine-Ph-CPP) or thiophene-triazine (triazine-Th-CPP)
derivatives.237 Both CPPs were tested in hydrogen production reaction using TEOA as
SA, under ultraviolet and visible light irradiation. Triazine-Ph-CPP show the best
performance, with productions of 16287 µmol h-1 g-1 and 3502 µmol h-1 g-1 under
ultraviolet and visible light irradiation respectively (entries 32 and 33, Table 1).
Furthermore, Li’s group published a novel CMP based on donor-acceptor units
of thiophene, diketopyrrolopyrrole and bipyridyl.238 It was tested in hydrogen
production reaction under full arc and visible light irradiation. Hydrogen productions of
6918 µmol h-1 g-1 and 2780 µmol h-1 g-1 were obtained respectively (entries 34 and 35,
Table 1).
On the other hand, there are also some publications in which CPPs are used as
photocatalysts in carbon dioxide photoreduction. However, this application has not
been deeply explored until date. Most of the photocatalysts reported in literature are
inorganic semiconductors as metal oxides or sulfides.239–242 First examples of carbon
dioxide photoreduction in presence of organic semiconductors appeared with the use
of graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) materials.243–245 Table 2 summarizes the most
relevant examples of graphitic carbon nitride materials and all of CPPs employed in
carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction. Each entry describes the reaction conditions
employed in the experiments: catalyst, co-catalyst, sacrificial agent, reaction
conditions, reactor, light source, main products/production rate, recyclability and
apparent quantum yield (AQY). The publications follow an ascendant chronological
order.
In 2017 Fu et al. reported one of the first examples of graphitic carbon nitride
materials as photocatalysts for carbon dioxide photoreduction.243 In this publication,
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they tested two O-doped carbon nitrides: one of them consists of the bulk material (gC3N4) and the other one consists of hierarchical carbon nanotubes (OCN-Tube). The
reaction was driven in a gas-liquid reactor under visible light irradiation. CO2 and H2O
feed gases were generated in situ inside the reactor by mixing NaHCO3 and H2SO4. The
authors quantified the methanol evolution rate produced in presence of both
materials, being higher for OCN-Tube than for bulk g-C3N4 (0.88 and 0.17 µmol h-1 g-1
respectively, entries 1 and 2, Table 2). They attributed the better performance to the
higher specific surface area of OCN-Tube, as well as a greater light utilization efficiency
and improved molecular diffusion kinetics.
One year later, Xing et al. also published other example of boron carbon nitride
doped with fluorine atoms (BCN-Fx).245 They studied the activity of a series of
photocatalysts loaded with different amounts of fluorine in presence of CoCl2 ·6H2O
and bipyridyl compounds as co-catalysts and TEOA as SA. Carbon nitride doped with
0.4 equiv. of fluorine (BCN-F0.4) showed the best photocatalytic performance, with a CO
production of 155 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 3, Table 2).
The same year, Liu’s group reported a novel CPP with a similar structure to gC3N4, containing O, N and P atoms in its structure (NOP-COP).246 This polymer was
evaluated as catalyst in CO2 photoreduction in a gas-liquid reactor, in presence of TEOA
and under visible irradiation. The authors quantified the production of CH4 and H2. The
evolution rates for both gases were 23 µmol h-1 g-1 and 2.5 µmol h-1 g-1 respectively
(entry 4, Table 2).
Wang’s group published a series three triazine-based polymers for CO2
photoreduction.45 Triazine monomers were combined with other building blocks with
different electronic nature: thiophene (CPs-Th), benzene (CPs-B) and benzothiadiazole
(CPs-BT). All the materials were tested as photocatalysts in a gas-liquid reactor under
visible irradiation, and carbon monoxide and hydrogen evolution rates were quantified
(entries 5-7, Table 2). CoCl2 and bipyridyl compounds were employed as co-catalysts
and TEOA as SA. Best performance was obtained by using the benzothiadiazole-based
CPP (CPs-BT), with production rates of 1213 µmol h-1 g-1 and 273 µmol h-1 g-1 for CO and
H2 respectively (entry 7, Table 2).
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Table 2. Representative examples in literature of CPPs as photocatalysts in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction.
Polymer

Co-catalyst

Sacrificial agent

1

OCN-Tube

-

-

NaHCO3 (120 g)

2

g-C3N4

-

-

H2SO4 2M (0.25 mL)

3

BCN-F0.4

CoCl2·6H2O (1 µmol)

TEOA (1 mL)

ACN/water 3:2 (5 mL)

+ bipyridyl (20 mg)
4

Reaction conditions

-

10 vol% TEOA

5

CPs-B

6

CPs-Th

CoCl2 (1 µmol)
+ bipyridyl (5 µmol)

TEOA (1 mL)

7
8

CPs-BT
N3-COF

-

-

water (5 mL)

9

ACOF-1

-

-

40 atm CO2, 80 ⁰C

10

Re-COF

TEOA (0.2 mL)

ACN (3 mL), 1 atm CO2

11

CNU-DP15

CoCl2·6H2O (24 mg)

12

CNU

+ bipyridyl (15 mg)

14

OXD-TPA

15

BP-TPA

16

N-CP-D

17

Light source

gas-liquid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

gas-liquid

1 atm CO2, 25 ⁰C

NOP-COP

13 PEosinY-1

Reactor

1 atm CO2, 25 ⁰C

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

gas-liquid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

gas-liquid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

ACN/water 4:1 (5 mL)

TEOA (1 mL)

1 atm CO2, 30 ⁰C

ACN/water 5:1 (6 mL)
1 atm CO2, 30 ⁰C

gas-liquid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

gas-liquid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

gas-liquid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

-

-

H2O, 1 atm CO2, 25 ⁰C

gas-liquid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

-

-

1 atm CO2 + H2O, 25 ⁰C

gas-solid

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

CoCl2·6H2O

TEOA (5 mL)

ACN/H2O 7:3 (50 mL)

gas-liquid

+ bipyridyl (5 µmol)

Abbreviations: TEOA: triethanolamine.

0.8 atm CO2

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

Main products/formation rate
(µmol h-1 g-1)
0.88 (CH3OH)

Cycles
(hours per cycle)
3 (3)

AQY (%)
( λ(nm))
n/a

0.17 (CH3OH)

3 (3)

n/a

155 (CO)

5 (2)

0.07 (420) 245

23 (CH4); 2.5 (H2)

10 (12)

0.32 (420) 246

267 (CO); 133 (H2)

n/a

n/a

667 (CO); 200 (H2)

n/a

n/a

1213 (CO); 273 (H2)

6 (4)

1.75 (405)

57 (MeOH)

5 (24)

n/a

36 (MeOH)

n/a

n/a

0.75 (CO)

3 (3)

1060 (CO); 234 (H2)

5 (5)

n/a

69 (CO); 23 (H2)

n/a

n/a

33 (CO)

5 (10)

n/a

37 (CO)

n/a

0.9 (CO)

n/a

2274 (CO)

5 (5)

Ref.
243

45

247

248
244

249

0.18 (420) 250
n/a
3.39 (400) 251
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On the other hand, Zhu’s group reported two Covalent Organic Frameworks
based on benzene (A-COF1) and 1,3,5-triazine (N3-COF) building blocks.247 Both COFs
were tested in CO2 photoreduction reaction, in a suspension of water in a gas-liquid
reactor. The reaction was carried out under 40 atm of CO2 and visible light irradiation.
N3-COF showed the best activity, with a methanol production of 58 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry
8, Table 2). Meanwhile, reaction in presence of A-COF1 resulted in the production of
36 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 9, Table 2).
Yang et al. also reported another COF as photocatalyst for CO2 photoreduction.
They synthesized a triazine-based COF containing bipyridyl moieties in its structure.
Then, they linked rhenium complexes to the COF structure through complexation with
the nitrogen atoms present in bipyridyl moieties.248 They tested the Re-COF as
photocatalyst in presence of TEOA, 1 atm of CO2 and visible light irradiation. They
quantified a CO production rate of 0.75 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 10, Table 2).
In 2019 Hayat et al. published two more examples of graphitic carbon nitridebased CPPs. They tested the behaviour of one graphitic carbon nitride derived from
urea (CNU) and this same material doped with 2,6-diaminopurine as electron donor
moiety (CNU-DP15).244 The reaction was carried out in presence of CoCl2 6H2O and
bipyridyl as co-catalysts and TEOA, under 1 atm CO2 and visible light irradiation. CNUDP15 showed the best performance, with CO and H2 productions of 1060 µmol h-1 g-1
and 234 µmol h-1 g-1 respectively (entry 11, Table 2).
Liu’s group reported a series of three eosin Y-based CPPs with different central
conjugated linkers: 1,4-diethynylbenzene (PEosinY-1) 1,4-diethynylphenylene
(PEosinY-2) and 1, 3, 5- triethynylbenzene (PEosinY-3).249 They tested the behaviour of
all the CPPs in CO2 photoreduction. The reaction was carried out in a gas-liquid reactor
in water, 1 atm of CO2 and under visible light irradiation. PEosinY-1 was the best catalyst
of the series with a CO production rate of 33 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 13, Table 2).
Dai et al. published two novel CMPs containing diphenylamine linkers and
phenylene (BP-TPA) or oxadiazole (OXD-TPA) building blocks.250 Both catalysts were
tested in CO2 photoreduction in a gas-phase reactor under an atmosphere mixture of
H2O/CO2 and visible light irradiation. OXD-TPA showed the best activity, with a
production of 37 µmol h-1 g-1 of CO (entry 14, Table 2).
In 2020 Ye’s group reported a series of four pyrene based CPPs.251 They were
tested as photocatalysts in CO2 photoreduction in a gas-liquid reactor in presence of a
cobalt bipyridyl complex and TEOA, under 0.8 atm of CO2 and visible light irradiation.
Impressive results were obtained for the polymer N-CP-D, with a CO evolution rate of
2274 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 16, Table 2).
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Hybrid Materials as photocatalysts in Artificial Photosynthesis
Conventionally, inorganic semiconductors as metal oxides have been the most
studied materials for photocatalytic applications. Currently, titanium dioxide (TiO2) is
the most employed one due to its high activity, stability and availability. Furthermore,
TiO2 is a cheap and non-toxic material. However, this semiconductor still has some
limitations as high band gap values (absorption in the ultraviolet region of the
spectrum) or high electron/hole recombination rates. Preparation of hybrid materials
by combining inorganic semiconductors as TiO2 with organic ones as CPPs has become
an interesting solution to overcome the limitations above-mentioned. On one hand,
CPPs are conjugated polymeric networks that absorb visible light, which allows the use
of both ultraviolet and visible regions of the spectra. On the other hand, the conjugated
structures of CPPs allow a higher charge delocalization and it contributes to reduce the
electron/hole recombination rate.
Hybrid materials are composed of at least two semiconductor materials, and
different charge-transfer processes can occur between them. De la Peña’s group
reported in 2019 a detailed review where they described the different types of chargetransfer mechanisms that may occur between inorganic semiconductors and CPPs.163
They also collected information about the already reported hybrid materials used as
photocatalysts in hydrogen production reaction. Figure 37 shows relative band
positions of both materials as well as electrons/holes movements between them:

Figure 37. Possible charge-transfer mechanisms in hybrid semiconductor materials. Blue oval refers to an
inorganic semiconductor and yellow one refers to an organic CPP. Adapted from Ref. 163 with permission
of RSC. Copyright 2019.

Sensitization mechanism consists in the selective absorption of visible light by
the CPP (yellow oval). Photo-generated electrons of the conduction band (CB) of the
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CPP are transferred to the CB of the inorganic semiconductor (IS, blue oval). Then,
reduction semi-reaction occurs in the CB of the IS and oxidation in the valence band
(VB) of the CPP. Type I heterojunction mechanism starts with light absorption of both
materials. In this type of mechanism, VB of CPP is located above of the VB of the IS, and
CB of CPP is below of CB of IS. Therefore, both photo-generated electrons and holes
are transferred from the CB and VB of the IS to the CB and VB of the CPPs. So both
oxidation and reduction semi-reactions are driven in the CPP. In type II heterojunction
mechanism both materials also absorb light. Electrons are transferred from the CB of
the CPP to the CB of the IS and holes migrate in the opposite direction, from the VB od
the IS to the VB of the CPP. Oxidation reaction takes place in the VB of CPP and
reduction in the CB of IS. In the same way, Z-scheme charge transfer mechanism starts
with light absorption of both materials. Photo-generated electrons of the CB of IS
migrate to the VB of CPP, then they are excited again and promoted to the CB of the
CPP. So reduction occurs in the CB of CPP and oxidation in the VB of IS. Z-scheme in
presence of a conductive intermediate occurs in the same way, but reversible redox
couple shuttles drive the charge transfer between both CPP and IS.
Synthesis and study of the photocatalytic behaviour of hybrid materials in
artificial photosynthesis has become a hot topic during the last decade. Table 3 shows
the most relevant examples of hybrid materials employed as photocatalysts for
hydrogen production reaction. These data were reproduced from the review reported
by de la Peña’s group.163 Those that showed better catalytic performances are briefly
described below.
In 2017 Xiang’s group reported a hybrid material consisting of TiO2 nanosheets
and a pyrene-based CPP named COP64.252 They prepared the hybrid material by mixing
both TiO2 and CPP in a glycol suspension under sonication. Then, the solution was
filtered and dried. They prepared a series of three hybrids with different polymer
loading (8, 10 and 30 mg of polymer per gram of TiO2). The photocatalytic activities in
hydrogen production reaction of pristine COP and hybrid materials were evaluated. The
reaction was carried out in presence of platinum as co-catalyst, MeOH as sacrificial
agent and under UV light irradiation. Hybrid material with 10 mg of polymer loading
provided the best results, with a hydrogen production rate of 15.02 mmol h-1 g-1 (entry
6, Table 3). Authors proposed a type II heterojunction as charge transfer mechanism
between both counterparts of hybrid material.
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Table 3. Representative examples in literature of hybrid materials as photocatalysts in hydrogen production reaction.

IS

Polymer

Co-catalyst

Sacrificial agent

Morphology

Light source

Charge
transfer
mechanism

1
2
3

CoPi

g-C3N4

Ag(NO3)

-

Co/Ag over polymer

N-TiO2[a]

g-C3N4

Pt

20 vol% MeOH

polymer coating

TiO2

B-doped g-C3N4

-

20 vol% MeOH

TiO2 synthesis over polymer

visible light
solar
simulator
Xe lamp

Formation rate
(mmol

h-1

g-1)

Cycles

AQY (%)

(hours per cycle)

( λ(nm))

Ref.

sensitization

0.626

n/a

n/a

253

type II

8.931

n/a

n/a

254

sensitization

0.15

n/a

3.08 (420)

255

5

TiO2

polycatechol

-

5 vol% TEOA

polymer coating

(λ ≥ 420 nm)
solar
simulator
solar light

10.925

5 (2)

n/a

257

6

TiO2[c]

COP64

3 wt% Pt[d]

10 vol% MeOH

composite[e]

Xe lamp UV

type II

15.02

5 (3)

n/a

252

7

TiO2

TpTph

8 wt% Pt

ascorbic acid

composite

Xe lamp

sensitization

5.602

3 (4)

n/a

258

8

TiO2

CMP-BBT

0.5 wt% Pt[f]

sensitization

5.933

n/a

n/a

259

Z-scheme

31.4

5 (5)

44.3 (420)

260

type II

0.651

3 (5)

n/a

261

Z-scheme

3.12

4 (3)

n/a

262

sensitization

7.333

5 (5)

1.91 (420)

263

type II

50.67

5 (3)

n/a

264

sensitization

26.64

6 (3)

7.8 (420)

265

4

Black-TiO2

g-C3N4

-

20 vol% MeOH

composite

0.25 M (1 mL)
10 vol% TEOA

type II

0.558

5 (5)

n/a

256

LMCT[b]

(λ ≥ 420 nm)
polymer coating

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

9

α-Fe2O3

g-C3N4

3 wt% Pt

10 vol% TEOA

polymer coating

Xe lamp

10

CoO

g-C3N4

3 wt% Pt

10 vol% TEOA

composite CoO loaded

Xe lamp

over g-C3N4

(λ ≥ 400 nm)
solar
simulator

(λ ≥ 420 nm)

11

WO3

g-C3N4

1 wt% Pt

10 vol% TEOA

2D g-C3N4 layers stand
on the flat facets of WO3
nano cuboids

12

TiO2

B-BT-1,4-E

13

Cd0.5Zn0.5S

TCP

0.03 wt%

TEOA

polymer coating

Na2S/Na2SO3

composite Cd0.5Zn0.5S

Xe lamp

0.35 M (100 mL)

decorating polymer

(λ ≥ 420 nm)

10 vol% TEOA

polymer flakes decorated

Xe lamp

with TiO2 nanocrystals

(λ ≥ 420 nm)

residual Pd

14

TiO2

B-BT-1,4-E

1 wt% Pt

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420 nm)

IS
15
16
17
18

CdS

TiO2
TiO2-TiH2

Polymer
B-BT-1,4-E

Co-catalyst
1 wt% Pt

BFB

0.4 wt%

BFBA

residual Pd

B-BT-1,4-E

residual Pd

Sacrificial agent
Na2S/Na2SO3

Morphology
in-situ polimerization in

Xe lamp

presence of CdS

(λ ≥ 420 nm)

TEOA (3 mL)

polymer coating

10 vol% TEOA

polymer coating

black TiO2
19
20

TiO2

Light source

Xe lamp

Charge
transfer
mechanism

Formation rate

Cycles

AQY (%)

(mmol h-1 g-1)

(hours per cycle)

( λ(nm))

Z-scheme

100.2

3 (3)

7.5 (420)

266
267

Ref.

3.670

n/a

1.6 (420)

7.333

5 (5)

2.46 (420)

type II

15.604

6 (4)

3.36 (420)

268

Hg lamp

Z-scheme

21.945

3 (4)

n/a

102

(λ ≥ 300 nm)

type II

17.980

n/a

n/a

(λ ≥ 420 nm)
Xe lamp

sensitization

(λ ≥ 420 nm)
TxPP1
TxPP2

1 wt% Pt

10 vol% MeOH

composite

[a] N-TiO2 means N doped TiO2 nanofibers. [b] LMCT means ligand to metal charge transfer complex. [c] TiO2 nanosheet. [d] Pt loaded on hybrid photocatalyst. [e] Less than
3 wt% of polymer loading TiO2. [f] Pt is pre-loaded on TiO2 by photoreduction. Abbreviations: IS = inorganic semiconductor. Adapted from Ref. 163 with permission of RSC.
Copyright 2019.
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One year later, Liang et al. published another interesting example of a hybrid
material as photocatalyst in hydrogen production reaction.264 They combined a
triptycene-based CPP (TCP) with a binary metal sulfide containing cadmium and zinc
(Cd0.5Zn0.5S). A series of hybrid materials was prepared by mixing Cd0.5Zn0.5S and
different amounts of polymer. Hybrids were named TCP-CZSx, where x refers to the
nominal weight ratios of TCP to Cd0.5Zn0.5S that were 10% (TCP-CZS10), 20% (TCP-CZS5),
50% (TCP-CZS2) and 100% (TCP-CZS1), respectively. Pristine TCP as well as the hybrid
materials were tested in hydrogen production in presence of Na2S/Na2SO3 as SA and
under visible light irradiation. Hybrid material TCP-CZS5 afforded the higher hydrogen
evolution rate: 50.67 mmol h-1 g-1 (entry 13, Table 3). Type II heterojunction was also
proposed as the charge transfer mechanism that occurs between polymer and metal
sulfide.
On the other hand, Chen’s group reported other example of hybrid materials
composed of CdS nanorods and a modified linear conjugated polybenzothiadiazole (BBT-1,4-E).266 They prepared a series of hybrid materials containing different amounts
of polymer loading (BE-CdS-x, where x represents the ratio of BE to CdS (w/w). All the
hybrids and also pristine polymer were tested in hydrogen production reaction in
presence of Na2S/Na2SO3 as SA, Pt (1 wt%) as co-catalyst and under visible light
irradiation. BE-CdS-10 doped with platinum was the best one, with a hydrogen
production of 100.2 mmol h-1 g-1 (entry 15, Table 3). Z-scheme was proposed as charge
transfer mechanism between both counterparts of hybrid material.
In 2019 Chen’s group published a new series of hybrid materials composed of
black TiO2 (anatase TiO2 + TiH2) and a modified linear poly-benzothiadiazole (B-BT-1,4E).268 Several hybrids were prepared with different polymer loadings (BE-black TiO2-x),
and all of them were tested in hydrogen production. The reaction was driven in
presence of TEOA, residual palladium (from the synthesis of the polymer) and under
visible light irradiation. BE-black TiO2-10 was the best one of the series, with an
evolution rate of 15.604 mmol h-1 g-1 (entry 18, Table 3).
The most recent example was reported this year by Iglesias’s group. They tested
two novel hybrid materials composed of TiO2 and two different truxene-based CPPs as
photocatalysts for hydrogen production reaction.102 They prepared a series of hybrid
materials containing different amounts of polymer loading: TxPP1@T-x and TxPP2@Tx, where x = ratio of truxene polymer to TiO2 (w/w). The photocatalytic activity of these
materials was tested in presence of MeOH, platinum (1 wt%) and under ultravioletvisible light irradiation. TxPP1@T-10 doped with 1 %wt Pt was the best catalyst of the
family, with a hydrogen production of 21.945 mmol h-1 g-1 (entry 19, Table 3).
On the other hand, some other authors have employed these type of organicinorganic hybrid materials in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction. Table 4 shows
the most relevant examples of hybrid materials employed as photocatalysts for carbon
dioxide photoreduction reaction. These data were reproduced from the review
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reported by de la Peña’s group.163 Those that showed better catalytic performances are
briefly described below. In most of the examples graphitic carbon nitrides are
employed as organic counterparts in the hybrid materials.
In 2014 Yang’s group reported a series of new hybrid materials composed of
WO3 and g-C3N4.269 This composite was prepared by mixing different ratios of both
materials through three different type of processes: mixing with an agate mortar (aCW), under sonication (s-CW) and in a planetary mill (p-CW). Then, all of them were
evaluated in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction. The reaction was driven in a gasliquid reactor, under LED lamp irradiation. Hybrid material prepared in the planetary
mill made of a mixture of g-C3N4/WO3 with a ratio of 1:2 and doped with 0.5 wt% of Au
showed the best photocatalytic performance, with a CH3OH production of 104.16 µmol
h-1 g-1 (entry 4, Table 4). The authors proposed a Z-scheme as charge mechanism
transfer in the hybrid material.
In 2015, Fan’s group also published a series of hybrid materials as
photocatalysts in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction.270 They prepared a family of
hybrid materials composed of AgNO3 and g-C3N4. Both materials were mixed in an
aqueous solution and silver nanoparticles were photo-deposited on the g-C3N4 surface
by irradiation with a Xe lamp. Several hybrid materials were prepared with different
molar ratios of Ag3PO4 and g-C3N4 (hybrids were named XAC, being X the Ag3PO4
loading, % wt/wt). These composites were tested in carbon dioxide photoreduction
under solar simulator irradiation. Hybrid material containing a 30 wt% of Ag3PO4
loading (30AC) afforded the best results, with production rates of 45 µmol h-1 g-1 and 9
µmol h-1 g-1 for CO and CH3OH respectively (entry 10, Table 4). Some experiments were
carried out in order to determine the charge-transfer mechanism between both
materials, and finally a Z-scheme model was proposed.
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Table 4. Representative examples in literature of hybrid materials as photocatalysts in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction.

1

IS

Polymer

Co-catalyst

Reactor

Preparation details

Morphology

Light
source

Charge transfer

Formation rate

AQY (%)

mechanism

(µmol h-1 g-1)

( λ(nm))

NaNbO3

g-C3N4

0.5 wt% Pt

gas-solid

g-C3N4 polymerized over

polymer coating

Xe lamp

type II

6.4 (CH4)

n/a

271

type II

159.2 ppm (CH4)[a]

n/a

272

type II

11.91 (CO)

n/a

273

Z-scheme

104.16 (CH3OH)

n/a

269

type II

30 (CO); 10 (CH3OH); 4 (CH4)

n/a

274

275

(λ ≥ 420
nm)

NaNbO3 nanowires
2

In2O3

g-C3N4

0.5 wt% Pt

gas-solid

growth of In2O3 nanocrystals

composite

onto g-C3N4 surface
3

N-TiO2[b]

g-C3N4

-

gas-solid

4

WO3

g-C3N4

0.5 wt%

gas-liquid

thermal treatment of mixed

Ag or Au
5

ZnO

g-C3N4

-

composite

Xe lamp

composite

LED lamp

(UV-vis)

in a planetary mill
gas-liquid

ZnO deposited on g-C3N4

Xe lamp
(UV-vis)

urea and Ti(OH)4 (7:3) wt/wt
50% of each compound

Ref.

(435 nm)
composite

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420
nm)

6
7

PANI
Bi2WO6

Ppy
PTh

-

TiO2 (P25)

PANI

0.85 wt% Pt

8
9

-

in situ oxidative
gas-liquid

polymerization

gas-solid

in situ oxidative

n/a

Xe lamp

type II

11.1 (CH3OH); 3.9 (CH3CH2OH)

0.007 (475)

n/a

(λ ≥ 420
nm)

type II

7.6 (CH3OH); 3.4 (CH3CH2OH)

0.005 (475)

type II

14.1 (CH3OH); 5.1 (CH3CH2OH)

0.009 (475)

n/a

0 (CO); 50 (CH4); 320 (H2)

n/a

276

Z-scheme

≈ 45 (CO); ≈ 9 (CH3OH)

n/a

270

Z-scheme

5.19 (CO)

n/a

277

Z-scheme

≈ 17 (CO); ≈ 3 (CH3OH); ≈ 1 (CH4)

n/a

278

Z-scheme

3.44 (CO); 0.16 (CH4); 0.37 (H2);

n/a

279

type II

6 (CO); 4.4 (CH4)

n/a

280

polymer coating
polymer coating

Xe lamp
(320-780
nm)

polymerization
10

Ag3PO4

g-C3N4

-

gas-liquid

Ag3PO4 loading g-C3N4

composite

11

Bi2WO6

g-C3N4

-

gas-solid

Bi2WO6 growth on g-C3N4

composite

solar
simulator
Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420
nm)

12

SnO2-x

g-C3N4

-

gas-liquid

calcination of g-C3N4

13

BiOI

g-C3N4

-

gas-solid

BiOI growth on g-C3N4

composite

Xe lamp

composite

Xe lamp

and Sn6O4(OH)4

(UV-vis)
(λ ≥ 420
nm)

14

CeO2

g-C3N4

-

gas-solid

3% CeO2/g-C3N4

composite

Xe lamp
(UV-vis)

15

IS

Polymer

Co-catalyst

Reactor

Preparation details

Morphology

Light
source

Charge transfer

Formation rate

AQY (%)

mechanism

(µmol h-1 g-1)

( λ(nm))

TiO2

B-doped

-

gas-liquid

TiO2 synthesized by

composite

Xe lamp

sensitization

75 (CH4)

1.68 (420)

255

Z-scheme

27.2 (CO)

n/a

281

Z-scheme

≈ 24 (CO)

n/a

282

4.49 (CO); 0.60 (CH4)

n/a

283

≈ 16.38 (CO); 14.88 (CH4);

n/a

284

g-C3N4

sol-gel over polymer

16

α-Fe2O3

g-C3N4

-

gas-solid

impregnation-hydrothermal

composite

17

α-Fe2O3

g-C3N4

AlCl3

gas-liquid

mixture of bare materials

composite

(λ ≥ 420
nm)
visible
light
Xe lamp

Ref.

(no filter)
18

Sb doped

g-C3N4

-

gas-liquid

SnO2
19

Bi2O2CO3

g-C3N4

-

gas-solid

/CoFe2O4
20

TiO2

mixture of bare materials

composite

Synthesis of metal oxides

composite

-

gas-liquid

and HCP

reduction of GO followed by

type II

Xe lamp

type II

(λ ≥ 400
nm)

over g-C3N4
FG[d]

Xe lamp
(λ ≥ 420
nm)

Sb doped SnO2 decorating g-C3N4

composite

Xe lamp

≈ 30.25 (O2)
type II

21.63 (CO); 27.62 (CH4)

n/a

285

Xe lamp

ternary hybrid

400 (CO); 30 (H2)

1.43 (450)

286

(λ ≥ 420
nm)

system[c]

(λ ≥ 420
nm)

in situ growth of TiO2 crystals
and knitting of syn-PhPh3

21

α-Fe2O3

Por-CFT

Ru(bpy)3Cl2

gas-liquid

Synthesis of metal oxides
over CFT

composite

[a] The authors expressed the CH4 amount in ppm (20 mg catalyst and 4 hours of irradiation). [b] N-TiO2 means N doped TiO2. [c] ternary hybrid system in which ruthenium
complex is a sensitizer, Por-CFT an electron transporter and α-Fe2O3 is an electron acceptor (CO2 photoreduction is driven over this material). [d] FG = functionalized graphene.
Abbreviations: IS = inorganic semiconductor. Adapted from Ref. 163 with permission of RSC. Copyright 2019.
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On the other hand, Raziq et al. reported other family carbon nitride-based
hybrid materials by mixing boron-doped nanosheets of g-C3N4 (named B-CN) and
TiO2.255 They prepared several hybrids with different boron and TiO2 amounts (YT/XBCN, where X represents the mass ratio percentage of boron and Y the molar ratio
percentage of TiO2 to B-CN). They tested the hybrid materials in carbon dioxide
photoreduction reaction under visible light irradiation. 6T/6B-CN showed the best
photocatalytic performance, with a CH4 evolution rate of 75 µmol h-1 g-1 (entry 15, Table
4). The authors proposed a sensitization as charge-transfer mechanism in which B-CN
plays the role of sensitizer. It absorbs light and charges are separated. Photo-generated
electrons migrate from its CB to the CB of the TiO2, where the photoreduction of CO2
occurs.
Jin’s group reported in 2020 a porphyrin-based Covalent Triazine Framework.286
They prepared hybrid materials by combining this CFT with different metal oxides and
all of them were tested in CO2 photoreduction. The reactions were carried out in
presence of Ru(bpy)3Cl2 as sensitizer and TEOA as SA in a gas-liquid reactor under visible
light irradiation. CTF hybrid material containing α-Fe2O3 (α -Fe2O3@Por-CTF10x/Ru(bpy)3Cl2) was the best catalyst of the series, with a CO and H2 production rates
of 400 µmol h-1 g-1 and 30 µmol h-1 g-1 respectively (entry 21, Table 4). This photocatalyst
shows the best photocatalytic behaviour so far compared to the rest of the hybrid
materials reported in literature. In this hybrid material, charge-transfer mechanism
occurs through an electron transfer cascade. Ruthenium complex is the light absorber
(sensitizer). Photo-generated electrons migrate from the CB of the complex to the CB
of the CTF and finally to the CB of the α-Fe2O3. Finally, photoreduction of CO2 occurs in
the surface of α-Fe2O3.
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Chapter 2. Motivation and objectives
The main motivation of this Doctoral Thesis is the development of photoactive
molecules, organic polymers and hybrid materials suitable as homo- and
heterogeneous photocatalysts in several energy applications. Conventionally, mostly
inorganic semiconductors as metal oxides have been used in photocatalysis but they
still have some limitations as their poor tunability and their mostly absorption in the
ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Therefore, this Thesis is focused in the design of
Conjugated Porous Polymers (CPPs) and hybrid organic-inorganic materials with
modulable properties that can be tuned by changing their chemical composition. Then,
the behaviour of these materials will be tested in three different applications. By the
way, some precursors of CPPS and model molecules of them has been also synthesized
and tested as photocatalysts. For this purpose, I define the following fundamental
objectives of this Thesis:
1) To design, synthesize and characterize photoactive CPPs with tunable chemical,
textural, structural, electronic and optical properties such as: controllable
porosity, stability, good charge-transfer and enhanced light absorption in the
visible region of the spectrum. Several synthetic approaches will be used for
building blocks and CPPs obtaining.
2) To develop hybrid organic-inorganic materials composed by inorganic
semiconductors and CPPs. Study of the optimum polymer loading and
characterization of the composites.
3) To evaluate the photocatalytic performance of synthetized molecules and
materials in selected fine chemical and energetic processes, such as:
-

Carbon-carbon coupling reactions by photon up-conversion:
photoactive building blocks used as sensitizers in a Triplet-Triplet
Annihilation Up-Conversion system (TTA-UC).

-

Oxidation of organic molecules: photoactive building blocks, CPPs and
model molecules as photocatalyts in oxidation of organic sulfides.

-

Solar fuels production by Artificial photosynthesis: CPPs and hybrid
materials as photocatalysts in hydrogen production and carbon dioxide
photoreduction reactions.

4) To determine the reaction and charge transfer mechanisms that occurs in the
studied photocatalytic reactions.
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3.1. Characterization techniques and methods
3.1.1. Chemical composition
Palladium content in the polymer was measured by ICP-OES analyses with a
Perkin Elmer Optima 3300 DV instrument by digesting the solid in H2SO4 under heating
and then filtering and diluting the residue in a mixture of HNO3/HCl/milli-Q water
2.5:7.5:90.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were recorded with a
lab-based spectrometer (SPECS GmbH, Berlin) using monochromated Al Kα source (h
= 1486.6 eV) operated at 50 W as excitation source. In the spectrometer, the X-ray is
focused with a µ-FOCUS 600 monochromator onto a 300 μm2 spot on the sample, and
the data are recorded with a PHOIBOS 150 NAP 1D-DLD analyzer in fixed analyzer
transmission (FAT) mode. The pass energy was set to 40 eV for survey scans and 20 eV
for highresolution regions. The binding energy scale was calibrated using Au 4f7/2
(84.01 eV) and Ag 3d5/2 (368.20 eV). Recorded spectra were additionally calibrated
against the C 1s internal reference. Data interpretation was done with Casa XPS. Shirley
or two-point linear background was used depending on the spectrum shape. Surface
chemical analysis was done based on the peak area of high-resolution spectra and the
CasaXPS sensitivity factors (where RSF of C 1s = 1.000).
Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis (TGA) was conducted in an
argon or air stream with a TA Instruments Model TA-STD-Q600 analyzer. The samples
were heated from 40 °C to 800 °C with a heating rate of 10 C×min-1.
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a Thermo-Scientific
model Nicolet 6700 spectrometer and are reported in terms of the wavenumber of
absorption (cm−1).
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded with a Varian
Mercury AS400 spectrometer (Larmor frequencies of 100 and 400 MHz for 13C and 1H,
respectively) for liquids and a Bruker AVIII/HD spectrometer (Larmor frequencies of 400
and 100 MHz for 13C and 1H, respectively) for solids. 4-mm MAS (magic angle spinning)
probes spinning at a rate of 8 kHz were used for 13C solid-state MAS NMR. The 13C CPMAS spectra were obtained using a contact time of 3.0 ms and a relaxation time of 5 s.
The number of scans used for the 13C CP-MAS spectra was chosen such that the S/N is
greater than or equal to 20.
Elemental analysis was done in an Elemental Analyzer Flash 2000, from Thermo
Scientific. This equipment allows to determine the carbon, hydrogen nitrogen, oxygen
and sulphur amounts in organic and inorganic samples through dynamic combustion of
pure oxygen at high temperatures (900-1000 ⁰C).
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3.1.2. Structural and textural characterization
Porosity and surface area of the materials was characterized by argon
adsorption and desorption isotherms measured at 87 K, using an AUTOSORB
instrument from Quantachrome. Prior to measurement, the samples were degassed
for 12h at 100 °C. The surface area was determined by BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller)
theory.
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements were done using a Panalytical
PW 3040/00 X’Pert MPD/MRD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ= 1.54178 Å) at a
scanning rate of 0.2 s-1.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs were obtained with a Table
Top microscope TM-1000 from HITACHI. The samples were prepared directly by
dispersing the powder onto a polished aluminum surface.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained with two
different equipments: FEG S/TEM (Talos F200X, FEI) and JEM2100HT. The samples were
dispersed in acetonitrile and a drop was casted on a Cu grid (support films Lacey
Carbon, 300 meshes) from TED Pella Inc which was dried at room temperature.
3.1.3. Photochemical and optoelectronic characterization
Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis). The experiments were done with a
Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer. Both liquid and solid samples
were measured employing different accessories. Liquid samples were measured in
terms of absorbance; meanwhile solid ones were measured in terms of diffuse
reflectance.
Fluorescence emission spectroscopy. The experiments were carried out with a
Fluorescence Spectrometer Perkin Elmer LS 55, from Edinburgh Instruments. Both
liquid and solid samples were measured employing different accessories. Solid samples
were measured in front face mode. Different excitation wavelengths and cut-off filters
were employed in each case.
Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. The measurements were recorded in
a Mini Tau system from Edinburgh Instruments. Both liquid and solid samples were
measured employing different accessories. Several band pass filters were employed in
each case. As excitation source it was used an EPL-375 picosecond pulsed diode laser
with emission at 372 nm.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS). The experiments were carried out
with a LP980 equipment from Edinburgh Instruments (LP980-K), instrument based on
an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser
(EKSPLA). A pulsed xenon flash lamp (150 W) was employed as detecting light source.
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The probe light is dispersed through a monochromator (TMS302-A, grating 150
lines/mm) after it has passed the sample and then reaches a PMT detector (Hamamatsu
Photonics) to obtain the temporal profile. Both liquid and solid samples were measured
employing cuvettes for liquid samples (in the case of solids, the solid particles were
dispersed in a solvent, usually acetonitrile).
Calculation of molar absorption coefficient (ε). This coefficient is related to the
capability of a compound to absorb light at a specific wavelength. It is proportional to
the concentration of the sample (c) and the path length (b), following the Lambert-Beer
equation (Eq. 1).
𝐀 = 𝛆·𝐛·𝐜

Eq. 1

Figure 38 shows an example of the calculation of ε for BPY-1:

Figure 38. Absorbance of BPY-1 at increasing concentrations. Inset: linear fitting of the maximum of
absorbance at several concentrations of BPY-1 and calculated value of ε from the slope of the line.

The absorbance spectrum of BPY-1 was measured at different concentrations.
Then, the values of maximum absorbance of all the spectra were plotted in function of
the concentrations. These data were adjusted with a linear regression, and the slope of
the line corresponds to the value of ε (see inset of Figure 38).
Calculation of the optical band gap. The band gap energy is the energy needed
to excite an electron from the valence to the conduction band of a semiconductor. The
determination of the optical band gap can be done directly from a linear adjustment of
the diffuse reflectance spectrum of the material or by means of several mathematical
adjustments (Figure 39). On one hand, the direct method (1, Figure 39) consists in the
representation of the reflectance spectrum in function of the wavelength, and the
extrapolation of the linear part of the plot to the x-axis. The crossing point of this line
with the x-axis corresponds to the band gap value.
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2. Kubelka Munk
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Figure 39: Different approaches for optical band gap calculation.

On the other hand, reflectance data can be represented employing the KubelkaMunk mathematical adjustment (2, Figure 39). Kubelka-Munk function (Eq. 2) is
represented in function of the energy and the linear part is fitted. The crossing point
the fitting line with the x-axis corresponds to the band gap value.287

𝐅 (𝐑) =

(𝟏 − 𝐑)𝟐
𝟐𝐑

Eq. 2

Finally, optical band gap can be also calculated by the Tauc Plot method (3,
Figure 39). 287 It is based on the assumption that the energy-dependent absorption
coeﬃcient α can be expressed by the following Eq. 3:
(𝛂 · 𝐡𝛎)𝛄 = 𝐁(𝐡𝛎 + 𝐄𝐠 )

Eq. 3

Where h is the Planck constant, ν is the photon’s frequency, Eg is the band gap
energy, and B is a constant. The γ factor depends on the nature of the electron
transition and is equal to 1/2 or 2 for the direct and indirect transition band gaps,
respectively. Substitution of α parameter for Kubelka-Munk function (F) in the Eq. 3
leads to the obtaining the following Eq. 4:
(𝐅(𝐑) · 𝐡𝛎)𝛄 = 𝐁(𝐡𝛎 + 𝐄𝐠 )

Eq. 4

In case of direct electron transitions, the function (F(R)·hν)2 is represented in
function of the energy (3a, Figure 39). In case of indirect electron transitions,
(F(R)·hν)1/2 function is plotted (3b, Figure 39). Both plots are fitted with a linear
adjustment and the crossing point with the x-axis corresponds to the band gap energy.
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Calculation of fluorescence quantum yield (Фfl). It is related to the quantity of
electrons that go back to from the first singlet excited state to the ground state by
emitting fluorescence. As the spectra were not measured employing an integrating
sphere, fluorescence quantum yield is not an absolute value. For this reason, this
parameter should be compared with an established standard fluorescent compound
(s). As it is shown in the following Eq. 5, Фfl is related to absorption and emission
intensities (IA and IE respectively) and also related to the refraction coefficient (η) of the
solvent employed during the measurement. Note that the letters with s as subscript
correspond to the data of the standard.

Ф𝐟𝐥 =

𝐈𝐀(𝐬) · 𝐈𝐄 · 𝛈𝟐
𝐈𝐀 · 𝐈𝐄(𝐬) · 𝛈𝟐(𝐬)

· Ф𝐬

Eq. 5

3.1.4. Electrochemical characterization
Calculation of the electrochemical band gap. Apart from the optical approach,
band gap can be also determined by means of electrochemical characterization
techniques. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out in order to calculate
the HOMO (Highest occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (Lowest occupied molecular
orbital) energy levels of the materials (Vacuum, eV). HOMO level corresponds to the
last oxidation peak and LUMO level to the last reduction peak of the voltammetry. The
energy difference between both energy levels corresponds to the electrochemical band
gap. The oxidation and reduction peak values obtained were corrected by the use of
ferrocene redox couple and they were placed in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7:
𝑬𝑯𝑶𝑴𝑶 (𝒆𝑽) = – [𝟒. 𝟖 – 𝑬𝟏⁄ (𝑭𝒄, 𝑭𝒄+ ) + 𝑬𝒐𝒙 , 𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆𝒕)]

Eq. 6

𝑬𝑳𝑼𝑴𝑶 (𝒆𝑽) = − [𝟒. 𝟖 – 𝑬𝟏⁄ (𝑭𝒄, 𝑭𝒄+ ) + 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒅 , 𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆𝒕)]

Eq. 7

𝟐

𝟐

The half-wave potential of the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple (𝐹𝑐/𝐹𝑐 + )
was estimated from the Eq. 8:
𝑬𝟏⁄ (𝑭𝒄/𝑭𝒄+ ) = (𝑬𝒂𝒑 + 𝑬𝒄𝒑 ) /𝟐
𝟐

Eq. 8

Where 𝐸𝑎𝑝 and 𝐸𝑐𝑝 are the anodic and cathodic peak potentials, respectively.
The measurements were driven in a three-electrode cell configuration. Current
and voltage signals were measured through an Autolab PGSTAT204
potentiostat/galvanostat station. In the case of BOPHY dyes, solutions 1 mM were
prepared in acetonitrile. In the case of polymers, a paste was prepared by mixing 5 mg
of each BOPHY-based CPP (IEP-X, X = 7, 8, 9 and 10) with 45µL of Nafion perflorinated
resin solution (5% wt. in mixture of lower aliphatic alcohols and water, 45%) and 450
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µL of isopropanol. After that, this paste was deposited and dried on the platinum
working electrode. A platinum wire was used as the counter electrode and a silver wire
electrode as the pseudo-reference (calibrated with ferrocene). 0.1 M of [(nBu)4)N]PF6
in acetonitrile was utilized as electrolyte.
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3.2. Set-up and operation of the photocatalytic devices
3.2.1. Carbon-carbon coupling photoreaction by TTA-UC system
In a quartz cuvette (4 mL, Hellma) with a magnetic stirring bar, an ACN (2.250
mL) + DMF (0.750 mL) solution of aryl halide (30 μmol, 0.0 1M, 1.0 equiv.), N-methyl
pyrrole 2 (213 μL, 24 mmol, 0.8 M, 80 equiv.), BPY-2 (100 μg, 0.3 μmol, 0.0001 M, 0.01
equiv.), DPA (1 mg, 3 μmol, 0.001 M, 0.1 equiv.) and 1-dodecanenitrile (6.5 μL, 0.01 M,
1 equiv.) was prepared. The cuvette was sealed with a septum and placed in a watercooling holder in order to keep a constant temperature around 20 °C (Figure 40). The
mixture was ﬁrst purged with a nitrogen gas ﬂux for 10 min, maintaining subsequently
nitrogen atmosphere during the photolysis. Then, the reaction was irradiated during 2
h with an external diode laser pointer (2 W, beam diameter of 10 mm, λexc=445 nm ±
10, from ®TorLaser) through one face of the cuvette. Product distribution was
determined from quantitative GC-MS measurements on a Bruker Scion SQ 436-GC. 1dodecanenitrile was used as an internal standard in the GC-MS quantitative
measurements. For isolation purposes, water (10 mL) was added and the aqueous
phase was extracted with ethyl acetate (3×10 mL). The combined organic phases were
washed with brine (10 mL), dried over magnesium sulfate, ﬁltered from the drying
agent and concentrated in vacuum. The crude product was puriﬁed via column
chromatography on a silica gel column using a pentane/ethyl acetate mixture as the
mobile phase.

Figure 40. Set-up for the photochemical reaction. Photograph of the photocatalytic C-C coupling reaction by
TTA-UC methodology in batch process. Constant reaction temperature was ensured by the use of a watercooling.
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3.2.2. Photo-oxidation of sulfides
The photocatalyst IEP-7, IEP-8, BPY-1, 2 or 3 (1-2.5%) and the corresponding
sulfide (0.3 mmol) were placed in a 2 mL solution of H2O/EtOH (1:1) v/v in a vial open
to air. The reaction was stirred at room temperature, under green LED light irradiation
(525 nm, 1.18 W). It was monitored by TLC and 1H-NMR. The solvent was eliminated
under reduced pressure and the crude was purified by flash chromatography. Figure 41
shows the reactor where the reactions were carried out and Figure 42 shows the
emission spectrum of green LEDs:

Figure 41. Experimental set-up for photocatalytic reactions. Left image shows photoreactors illuminated
with LED from bottom the upper three with green light. Right image shows the photoreactor including the
reaction vials aerated by a needle inserted.

Figure 42. Emission spectrum of green LEDs.

Photocatalyst recycling procedure: The photocatalyst (1%) and the sulfide (0.3
mmol) were paced in 2 mL of H2O/EtOH (1:1) v/v in a vial open to air. The reaction was
carried out stirring at room temperature, under green LED light irradiation (525 nm,
1.18 W). After 24 h, an aliquot was isolated and analyzed by 1H-NMR. The conversion
was calculated, and based on this datum, the amount necessary of reagent to start
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again the reaction with 0.3 initial mmol was added. The analysis of the conversion and
the addition of the corresponding amount of reagent was repeated twice (total time of
96 h and three additions of sulfide).
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3.2.3. Hydrogen production reaction
Photocatalytic experiments were conducted in a slurry photoreactor, which
consisted of a three-mouth cylindrical flask made of glass with an effective volume of
130 mL. For the experiments, 0.025 g of photocatalyst were added to a H2O/MeOH
(9:1) v/v aqueous solution (130 mL). After that, the reactor was tightly closed and
maintained at a temperature of 20 ºC by a cooling system. The reaction temperature
was measured with a thermocouple situated on the photoreactor wall. Argon was then
flown through the suspension at 60 mL/min and atmospheric pressure. The suspension
was magnetically stirred in the dark until air was removed (verified by GC) and then
irradiated by a 150 W medium-pressure Hg UV lamp or a 184 W Xe UV-VIS lamp (see
lamps specra in Figure 43). H2 evolution was monitored every ca. 3.8 min by means of
a Varian micro-GC equipped with two channels with a molecular sieve and a PPQ
column, respectively. For the reactions with Pt as co-catalysts, the metal was
photodeposited in-situ on the photocatalyst by dissolving the appropriate amount of
H2PtCl6·6H2O to obtain 1 wt.% Pt nominal loading.

Figure 43. Spectrum of the UV (A) and UV-VIS (B) lamps used as irradiation sources.

A schematic cartoon of the hydrogen production experimental set-up is shown
in the Figure 44. The reaction takes place in a three-neck batch pyrex reactor (D), in
liquid phase. The photocatalyst is suspended in a mixture of H2O/MeOH (9:1) v/v (130
mL). The reactor is located on a stir plate (E). The lamp (F) is located inside the reactor,
surrounded by a water refrigerant (G), connected to a cooling system (B). The power
supplier (A) allows to switch on and off the lamp. Argon flow (C) is used to purge the
system and also as carrier of the gasses produced during the reaction. The exit of the
reactor is connected to an ice trap (H) and finally to the gases chromatograph (GC, I).
Then, the data of all the gases detected by the GC are analyzed in a computer.
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Figure 44. Set-up for hydrogen production reactions. (A) Power supplier. (B) Cooling system. (C) Ar gas
bottle. (D) Pyrex reactor with photocatalyst suspension. (E) Stir plate. (F) Hg or Xe lamp. (G) Refrigerant. (H)
Ice trap. (I) Micro GC.

Photonic efficiency calculations. Photonic efficiency (ζ) is the ratio between the
useful energy delivered or bound and the energy supplied, i.e., energy output/energy
input. In the context of photocatalysis in heterogeneous media, quantum efficiency and
photonic efficiency refer to the use of wavelength in a range (λ1-λ2) for absorbed
radiation in the case in the case of quantum efficiency and for incident radiation in the
case of photonic efficiency.164 Therefore, photonic efficiency (ζ) was calculated as the
ratio between the produced hydrogen and the photon flux irradiated by the lamp (Eq.
9). The photon flux is the number of photons of a particular wavelength, per time
interval (spectral photon radiance) coming from all directions and absorbed by a
system, integrated over the whole volume and averaged per volume.164 This parameter
was calculated from the lamp emission spectrum, recorded with a StellarNet UVNb-50
radiometer connected to an optical fiber. For that purpose, spectral irradiance (W·m2
·nm-1) in the whole lamp spectrum was determined at distances from the lamp
corresponding to the internal and external walls of the reactor (considering the
geometry of the reactor as a cylinder), and the decrease of irradiance between the two
distances was fitted to the known inverse proportionality between irradiance and the
square of the distance to the irradiation source.
𝜻(%) =

𝒅 𝑯𝑬𝑹
𝒅𝒕 · 𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝝀𝟐
∫𝝀 𝒒

𝟐·

Eq. 9

𝟏

Where HER is produced hydrogen and q the incident spectral photon flux in the
selected wavelength range. *Dividend of que equation is multiplied by 2 because each
H2 production requires the consumption of two photons.
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3.2.4. Carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction

Intensity (a.u.)

Photocatalytic experiments were conducted in continuous-flow mode in a
home-made reaction system. The powdered catalyst (0.1 g) was deposited on a glass
microfiber filter. UV illumination was carried out using four 6 W lamps with a maximum
wavelength at 365 nm (see lamp spectrum in Figure 45) and an average intensity of
47.23 W m−2 (measured by a Blue-Wave spectrometer in the range 330–400 nm).
Compressed CO2 (≥99.9999%, Praxair) and water (Milli-Q), were passed through a
controlled evaporation mixing unit, maintaining a molar ratio of 7.25 (CO 2:H2O). The
reaction conditions were set at 2 bar and T = 50 °C. In-line gas chromatography (Agilent
7890A) analyses were performed to detect the reaction products. The GC is equipped
with two separation branches, one equipped with two semicapillary columns (BR-Q Plot
and BR-Molesieve 5A), one thermal conductivity detector, a flame ionization detector
(FID) and a methanizer. The second separation branch consists on a capillary column
(CP-Sil 5B) and a second FID. Before starting the experiments, the reactor was first
degassed under vacuum and then purged for 1 h using argon (100 mL min−1) to remove
any residual organic compounds weakly adsorbed to the surface of the catalyst. Then,
the reactor was flushed with the CO2 and water mixture for 1 h to establish an
adsorption-desorption balance at the reaction temperature. Analogously, control tests
under argon and humid argon atmospheres were performed following the same
reaction procedure but changing the feeding flow. All photocatalytic tests were
investigated over a period of 0-15 h of irradiation time and repeated at least twice to
assure a relative error within ±5%.

200

300

400
Wavelength (nm)

500

Figure 45. Spectrum of the ultraviolet lamp used as irradiation source.

A schematic cartoon of carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction is driven in the
experimental set-up shown in the Figure 46:
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Figure 46. Set-up for carbon dioxide photoreduction reactions. (A) Deposit of Milli-Q water. (B) CO2 gas
bottle. (C) Controlled evaporator and mixer (CEM). (D) Ar gas bottle. (E) Intersection point of feeding (H2O
and CO2) and carrier (Ar) gases. (F) Gas-solid reactor for CO2 photoreduction. (G) 4 ultraviolet lamps. (H) Stir
plate. (I) Gas chromatograph. Solid lines correspond to liquid flows and dash lines to gases flows.

Liquid water (A) and gas CO2 (B) are mixed in a controller evaporator and mixer
(CEM, C) maintaining a molar ratio of 7.25 (CO2:H2O). Then, the feeding mixture of gases
converges with the argon flow (D), which is the gas carrier (point E). All the gases are
introduced in the reactor (F), where the photocatalyst is deposited over a circular filter.
The reactor is located on a stir plate (H) and four ultraviolet lamps (G) are paced on the
top to irradiate the catalyst. Afterwards, feeding gases, argon and product gases turn
out of the reactor. This mixture of gases is analyzed by means of a gas chromatograph.
Finally, the data of all the gases detected by the GC are analyzed in a computer.
Photonic efficiency calculations. Analogous to hydrogen production reaction.
In this case, spectral irradiance in the whole lamp spectrum was determined at a fixed
distance because CO2 photoreduction reaction is driven on the surface of a circular
filter, meanwhile H2 production is driven in a cylindrical reactor.
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4.1. Synthesis and characterization of building blocks
4.1.1. BOPHY dyes
BOPHY building blocks were synthesized modifying the procedures already
described in the literature by the route depicted at Scheme 20 and Scheme 21.123,124
The condensation reaction between 3,5-dimethylpyrrole-2-carboxaldehyde and
hydrazine results in the Schiff base 1 with quantitative yield. Afterwards, the reaction
of 1 with DIPEA and BF3·Et2O allows the chelation of the molecule, obtaining the
conjugated product BPY-1 with good yield, better than those already reported.

Scheme 20. Synthesis of BPY-1.

Finally, the iodination of BPY-1 gives the diiodinated compound BPY-2, also
with almost quantitative yield. BPY-2 product will be employed for the CPPs synthesis
in a further section of this chapter.

Scheme 21. Synthesis of BPY-2.

The intercrossing structure of CPPs makes them completely insoluble in any
kind of solvent. For this reason, it is really convenient to use of a soluble analogue in
order to be able to study the photochemical properties of these materials. Sonogashira
cross-coupling reaction between BPY-2 and phenylacetylene was used to synthesize
this polymer model molecule, as it is shown in Scheme 22:

Scheme 22. Synthesis of BPY-3.

In just a few minutes of reaction under microwave irradiation, product BPY-3
was obtained with a 92% of yield.
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Chemical composition. All the products were characterized by nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), mass spectrometry (MS), elemental analysis
and Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).
Figure 47 shows the 1H assignment of the chemical shifts in the synthetized
BOPHY structures. These data come from experimental 1H NMR measurements (all the
NMR spectra are located in the Appendix 2)

Figure 47 1H NMR chemical shits assignment for BOPHY structures.
1

H NMR spectrum of BOPHY precursor 1 shows five different signals
corresponding to five hydrogen atoms which different chemical surroundings. At 9.2
ppm appears a small and wide peak which corresponds to hydrogen linked to the
nitrogen atoms. At 8.4 and 5.8 ppm appear two singlet intense signals corresponding
to hydrogens 5-10 and 2-7 respectively. Finally, other two singlet signals appear at 2.2
and 2.3 ppm due to the hydrogens of the methyl groups linked to the positions 1, 3, 6
and 8. In BPY-1 spectrum, signals of amino hydrogens disappear and the rest of them
keep similar to precursor 1 (same assignment with a slight variation in the chemical
shifts). After iodination, in BPY-2, signals corresponding to hydrogens 2-7 disappear and
the rest of them continue being similar to those present in BPY-1 spectrum. In the case
of BPY-3, new peaks appear as multiplet signals at ca. 7.5 ppm due to the incorporation
of phenyl substituents.
The chemical composition of the BOPHY building blocks was experimentally
determined by means of elemental analysis technique. Table 5 shows both
experimental and theoretical values. Note that in the case of experimental values, the
sum of the amount of each element is not the 100% of the molecule weight. The missing
percentage corresponds to boron, fluorine and iodine atoms. On the other hand,
theoretical values were calculated taking into account the chemical formula and
molecular weights of the building blocks. In all the cases, experimental values fit
accurately the theoretical ones. It evidences that the BOPHY building blocks were
synthetized satisfactorily, and isolated with a high grade of purity.
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Table 5. Experimental and theoretical elemental analysis of BOPHY building blocks.

BPY-1
BPY-2
BPY-3

Experimental (wt %)[a]
C
H
N
49.87 4.86 16.94
29.06 2.60 9.89
65.24 6.54 7.45

C
49.76
28.52
66.95

Theoretical (wt %)[b]
H
N
B
F
4.77 16.58 6.40 22.49
2.39 9.50 3.67 12.89
4.49 10.41 4.02 14.12

I
43.05
-

[a] Experimental percentages were measured by means of elemental analysis technique. [b] Theoretical
percentages were calculated considering the chemical formula and the molecular weights of the building
blocks.

FTIR spectra of BOPHY dyes are depicted in the Figure 48. The bands at 2900
cm-1 correspond to the stretching of the bonds =C-H which are present in the BOPHY
core. An intense band appears at 1600 cm-1 and it is result of the C=N stretching. Other
two significant bands at 1300 and 1200 cm-1 are assigned to the C-N stretching.
Furthermore, the appearance of a new band at 2200 cm-1 in the FTIR spectrum of BPY3, which corresponds to the C≡C stretching, corroborates the successful coupling of the
BOPHY core with phenylacetylene.

Figure 48. FTIR of BOPHY dyes.

Photochemical characterization. As first step, UV-vis and fluorescence spectra
of BPY-1, BPY-2 and BPY-3 were measured in several polar/non-polar and
protic/aprotic organic solvents. Although these systems have been studied by other
groups,124,123,288,289 the effect of the solvent in the photochemical behaviour was not
well understood. Figure 49, Figure 50 and Figure 51 show the absorption (solid lines) in
terms of molar extinction coefficient (ε) and fluorescence (dash lines) in terms of
fluorescence quantum yield (Фfl). The details of the calculation of these parameters are
explained in the point 3.1.3. Photochemical and optoelectronic characterization of
Chapter 3, page 94.
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Figure 49. Absorption (solid lines) and fluorescence (dash lines) of BPY-1 exciting at 420 nm in several
solvents.

Figure 50. Absorption (solid lines) and fluorescence (dash lines) of BPY-2 exciting at 420 nm in several
solvents.

Figure 51. Absorption (solid lines) and fluorescence (dash lines) of BPY-3 exciting at 420 nm in several
solvents.

Table 6 summarizes the main photochemical results that were calculated from
these measurements:
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Table 6. Photochemical values calculated from absorption/fluorescence measurements.
Dye

BPY-1

BPY-2

BPY-3

Solvent
EtOH
DCM
Toluene
EtOAc
Heptane
ACN
EtOH:H2O 1:1
EtOH
DCM
Toluene
EtOAc
Heptane
ACN
EtOH:H2O 1:1
EtOH
DCM
Toluene
EtOAc
Heptane
ACN
[f]EtOH:H O 1:1
2

λabs.máx.[a]
(nm)
442 and 464[e]
475
472
441
469
438
441
474
479
485
452 and 472[e]
481
452 and 467[e]
472
490
496
499
487
498
483
-

Ɛ·10-4 [b]
(M-1·cm-1)
4.6
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.9
4.4
4.1
6
4.1
6.1
5.5
6.7
5.2
2.2
4.8
5
5.2
5.1
5.6
4
-

λem.máx.[c]
(nm)
488, 514
490, 518
495, 522
486, 514
488, 517
484, 513
485, 514
505, n/a
509, 531
514, n/a
502, n/a
507, 533
498, 524
496, n/a
527, n/a
531, n/a
533, n/a
524, n/a
526, n/a
523, n/a
-

Δν[d]
(cm-1)
1060
644
984
1069
830
1173
980
1295
1230
1163
1266
1066
1333
1025
1433
1329
1278
1450
1069
1583
-

φfl[g]
0.81
0.92
0.99
0.98
1.03
0.79
0.81
0.11
0.17
0.23
0.14
0.29
0.08
0.11
0.36
0.38
0.52
0.46
0.57
0.13
-

τfl[h]
(ns)
2.73
2.79
2.69
2.72
2.78
2.77
2.75
0.55
0.69
0.97
0.65
1.14
0.45
0.38
1.95
2.13
2.19
2.2
2.07
1
-

kR[i]
(ns-1)
0.3
0.33
0.37
0.36
0.37
0.29
0.29
0.2
0.24
0.24
0.22
0.26
0.18
0.29
0.19
0.18
0.24
0.21
0.28
0.13
-

E*S1[j]
(Kcal/mol)
59.9
59.1
59.1
60.1
59.7
60.4
60.2
58.3
57.9
57.3
58.5
58
59.2
59
56.1
55.5
55.3
56.4
55.7
57
-

[a] Wavelength of maximum absorption. [b] Molar extinction coefficient. [c] Wavelength of maximum emission. [d] Stokes shift. [e] Two absorption bands with equal
intensity. [f] Data not available due to the compound precipitation. [g] 420 nm as excitation wavelength and BPY-1 as standard (Фfl (DCM) = 0.92). [h] Fluorescence lifetime
measured by TCSPC using as excitation source a picosecond diode laser at 445 nm with 1 MHz as repetition rate. All the fluorescence decays were fitted in general as a
mono-exponential function. [i] Fluorescence radiative constant from kR=Фfl/τ. [j] Energy of first singlet excited state.
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In all study cases, the solvent nature has not a significant influence in the
maximum absorption wavelength (λabs.max.). Thus, we can assert that, in general, the
BOPHY dyes do not show solvatochromic effect. However, changes in the molecular
structure drive to changes in the absorption properties. So, BPY-2 and BPY-3 show
bathochromic shifts ca. 20 nm and 30 nm compared to BPY-1, respectively. This effect
is due to the presence of heavy atoms in the case of BPY-2 and the extension of the
conjugation in the BPY-3 dye.289,290 The same occurs in the maximum of fluorescence
emission (λem.max.), because Stokes shift is almost equal in all cases.
The molar extinction coefficient (ε) value is related to the ability of the molecule
to absorb light in a particular wavelength. IUPAC defines extinction coefficient as the
sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients at the same wavelength.164 They are
also similar in all the solvents, and their values are included in the interval 4.10-4 - 5.104
M-1.cm-1 in all BOPHY dyes with exception of BPY-2 when it is dissolved in apolar
solvents (toluene and heptane), whose ε values are significantly higher (ca. 6.10-4 M1
.cm-1). It means that the best environment for BPY-2 is in an organic non-polar solvent.
The Stokes shift (Δν) is not really as affected by the polar nature of the solvent as the
other discussed values. However, they are slightly higher for BPY-2 and BPY-3 than for
BPY-1.
The fluorescence quantum yield (Фfl) is related to the quantity of electrons that
go back from the first singlet excited state to the ground state in a radiative
deactivation way. IUPAC defines quantum yield as number of defined events, occurring
per photon absorbed by the system at a specified wavelength.164 In this case, the event
is the fluorescent emission of the previously absorbed photons. In the case of BPY-1,
this value is close to 1 in almost all the solvents. It means that after being excited, most
of the electrons in the excited state are deactivated by emitting fluorescence. A
dramatic decrease in the fluorescence quantum yield (around 80%) is observed in the
case of BPY-2 dye. It is very well-known that the presence of heavy atoms (such as
iodine) in any molecular structure facilitates intersystem crossing (ISC) from the first
singlet excited state to the first triplet excited state. This effect significantly reduces the
amount of electrons that go back to ground state by emitting fluorescence. On the
other hand, BPY-3 dye also shows less quantum yield than BPY-1, but not as
pronounced as in the case of BPY-2. The reason in this case is the increase of internal
conversion (non-radiative relaxation to the ground state) due to the free rotation of
the phenylene groups.
On the other hand, IUPAC defines lifetime of a molecular entity, which decays
by first-order kinetics, as the time needed for a concentration of the entity to decrease
to 1/e of its original value, i.e., c(t = τ ) = c(t = 0)/e. Statistically, it represents the life
expectation of the entity. It is equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the first-order rate
constants of all processes causing the decay of the molecular entity.164 In this case,
fluorescence lifetime (τfl) is the time that electrons stay in the first excited state before
going back to the ground state by emitting fluorescence. This time is always located in
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the nanoseconds timescale. BPY-1 displays the highest values, ca. 2.7 ns in all the
solvents, followed by BPY-3 and BPY-2 in the last position. The decrease of fluorescence
lifetime in BPY-2 and BPY-3 is also due to the intersystem crossing and internal
conversion processes. The radiative constant (kR) is directly proportional to the
fluorescence quantum yield and inversely proportional to the fluorescence lifetime.
BPY-2 has the highest value, ca. 0.3 ns-1. Energy of the first singlet excited state (E*S1)
was calculated for all the BOPHYs employing the intersection point between the
absorbance and fluorescence spectra. This value corresponds to the energy gap
between HOMO and LUMO orbitals in BOPHY derivatives.
Electrochemical characterization. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements
were carried out in order to study the energy difference (gap) between the HOMO and
LUMO of the synthesized BOPHY dyes (Figure 52, left).

Figure 52. At left CV of 1 mM solutions of BPY-1, 2 and 3 in ACN containing 0.1M TBAPF6 as (scan rate: 20
mVs-1). At right HOMO/LUMO calculated from CV.

In the case of BPY-1 and 2, the presence of reversible oxidation peaks was
observed. Moreover, the oxidation of BPY-3 and the reduction of all of them are
irreversible. The HOMO-LUMO gaps were obtained through the difference between
the oxidation and reduction peaks in the CV graphs and they were plotted on an energy
scale (Figure 52, right). The calculated HOMO-LUMO gap for BPY-2 (2.7 eV) is slightly
lower than gap calculated for BPY-1 (2.9 eV) due to the substitution of the core with
halogen atoms. In the case of BPY-3, the conjugation is extended by the presence of
phenylacetylene moieties, therefore the electronic delocalization increases and the
distance between conduction and valence bands gets lower (2.6 eV).
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4.1.2. Thienoacene derivatives
Thienoacene building blocks were synthesized following the route described by
Brusso et al.291(Scheme 23). TA-1 was obtained through a Stille coupling reaction
between 1,2,4,5-tetrabromobenzene and 2-(Tributylstannyl)-thiophene in presence of
a palladium catalyst, under argon atmosphere and 130 ⁰C. Subsequent bromination
with N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) at room temperature gave rise to the TA-2 derivative.
Both products were isolated with excellent yields.

Scheme 23. Synthesis of TA-1 and TA-2 building blocks

Chemical composition. All the products were characterized by nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), elemental analysis and Fourier Transform
Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).
Figure 53 shows the 1H assignment of the chemical shifts in the synthetized
thienoacene structures. These data come from experimental 1H NMR measurements
(all the NMR spectra are located in the Appendix 2)

Figure 53. 1H NMR chemical shits assignment for thienoacene structures.
1

H NMR spectrum of TA-1 shows four different signals corresponding to four
hydrogen atoms which different chemical surroundings. A singlet signal appears at 7.7
pm, it corresponds to the hydrogens 1 and 2 of the phenyl ring. On the other hand,
multiplet signals appears at 7.3 and 7.0 ppm, which are related to the hydrogens 3, 4
and 5 of the thiophene core. In TA-2 spectrum, the signal of hydrogen 3 disappears
because it is replaced for bromine atoms. Hydrogen 1 and 2 signals are located at 7.6
ppm and hydrogen 4 and 5 signals appear as doublets at 7.2 and 7.1 ppm.
The chemical composition of the thienoacene building blocks was
experimentally determined by means of elemental analysis technique. Table 7 shows
both experimental and theoretical values. In the case of TA-2 experimental values, the
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sum of the amount of each element is not the 100% of the molecule weight. The missing
percentage corresponds to bromine atoms that are not detected through this
technique. In all the cases, experimental values fit accurately the theoretical ones. As
in the case of BOPHY dyes, it evidences that the thienoacene building blocks were
synthetized satisfactorily, and isolated with a high grade of purity.
Table 7. Experimental and theoretical elemental analysis of thienoacene building blocks.

TA-1
TA-2

Experimental (wt %)[a]
C
H
N
S
65.00
33.17
3.41
0.34
38.18
18.73
1.62
0.13

Theoretical (wt %)[b]
C
H
N
S
64.99
3.47
31.54
36.59
1.40
17.76

[a] Experimental percentages were measured by means of elemental analysis technique. [b] Theoretical
percentages were calculated considering the chemical formula and the molecular weights of the building
blocks.

FTIR spectra of thienoacene building blocks are depicted in the Figure 54. The
bands located at 1400-1600 cm-1 correspond to vibrations of the thiophene ring
skeleton. Other series of bands at 800-1000 cm-1 are consequence of the out of plane
vibration (σ oop) of the C-H bonds of thiophene. In the FTIR spectrum of TA-2 an intense
peak appears ca. 800 cm-1. It is due to the stretching of the C-Br bond.

Figure 54. FTIR spectra of TA-1 and TA-2 building blocks.

Photochemical characterization. Contrary to BOPHY dyes, thienoacene
building blocks absorb exclusively in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Figure 55
shows an absorption (solid line) and a fluorescence spectra (dash line) of TA-1 in DMF.
The absorption maximum is located at ca. 300 nm and the emission maximum at ca.
450 nm (Stokes shift ca. 11000 cm-1). The energy of the first singlet excited state (E*S1)
was calculated employing the intersection point between both spectra. Its value is 381
nm (3.3 eV) and it corresponds to the optical energy gap between the HOMO and
LUMO of TA-1. No more photochemical characterization was done with thienoacene
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derivatives because of this high energy barrier. In the case of BOPHY dyes, promotion
of electrons from HOMO to LUMO levels is possible employing visible irradiation and it
provides these compounds interesting photochemical properties that make them
suitable materials as homogeneous photocatalysts. However, for thienoacene
molecules, higher energies in the ultraviolet region of spectra are required. Therefore,
this second family of building blocks were not deeply characterized or used as
photocatalysts themselves.

Normalized fluorescence (a.u.)

Normalized absorbance (a.u.)

1.0
0.8
0.6
381 nm
0.4
0.2
0.0

300

350

400
450
500
Wavelength (nm)

550

600

Figure 55. Absorption (solid line) and fluorescence (dash line) of TA-1 exciting at 310 nm in DMF.

Electrochemical characterization. Thienoacene derivatives, besides being
suitable building blocks in the synthesis of CPPs through carbon-carbon coupling
reactions, are also suitable building blocks for electropolymerization. Therefore, it was
convenient to carry out their electrochemical characterization. Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
measurements were done in order to study the electrochemical gap between HOMO
and LUMO of thienoacene derivatives.
Figure 56, left side, shows the CV of TA-1 and TA-2 building blocks. Both of them
have irreversible oxidation and reduction peaks and electrochemical gaps were found
to be 3.5 and 3.7 eV respectively. These obtained HOMO-LUMO gaps were plotted on
an energy scale (Figure 56, right). Compared to the optical gap calculated for TA-1 in
the previous section (3.3 eV), electrochemical one is higher (3.5 eV). This difference can
be attributed to the exciton binding energy, which can be calculated.292
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Figure 56. At left CV of 0.25 mM solutions of TA-1 and TA-2 in DCM containing 0.1M TBAPF6 as (scan rate:
20 mVs-1). At right HOMO/LUMO calculated from CV.

4.1.3. Conjugated aromatic linkers
A series of five conjugated phenylene linkers were selected as structural
moieties to form the polymeric networks (Scheme 24). Molecules tri- and tetrafunctionalized with ethynyl final groups were chosen in order to study if the geometry
and the size of the central linkers could have influence over some final textural
properties of CPPs (as surface area and pore size) and over the photochemical
behaviour of the polymer networks.

Scheme 24. Conjugated linkers employed for CPPs synthesis.

With the exception of compounds 2 and 3, which are commercially available,
the rest of the linkers were synthesized in our laboratory through a route of two steps
(Scheme 25). The brominated precursors were coupled with ethynyltrimethylsilane or
2-methyl-3-butyn-2-ol under Sonogashira reaction conditions.293,294 Then, the
protecting groups were removed employing potassium hydroxide (KOH), potassium
carbonate (K2CO3) or tetrabutylammonium fluoride (TBAF), depending on the case.
Thus, conjugated aromatic linkers with alkynyl final groups were obtained.
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Scheme 25.General synthesis route of conjugated linkers.
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4.2. Synthesis and characterization of Conjugated Porous Polymers (CPPs)
4.2.1. BOPHY-based CPPs
Several types of coupling reactions can be employed for polymer synthesis, as
it was explained in the Chapter 1. In this case, the series of CPPs based on BOPHY dyes
was synthesized through the Sonogashira cross coupling reaction between the
diiodinated BPY-2 and four different phenylene linkers with ethynyl final groups (3-6)
This synthetic approach leads to cross-linked amorphous polymers, which exhibit high
chemical, thermal and photochemical stabilities as it will described vide infra. Scheme
26 shows the structures of this series BOPHY-based CPPs as well as the synthetic route
employed for their obtaining:

Scheme 26. Synthesis of IEP-7, IEP-8, IEP-9 and IEP-10 through Sonogashira coupling reaction. Conditions:
Pd(PPh3)4, CuI, DMF/Et3N 1:1, 80 ⁰C, Ar atmosphere.

In order to obtain CPPs with high porosity and good yields, a study of the
optimization of the reaction conditions was done. The series of polymers based on
BOPHY dyes was synthesized under two different conditions: thermal and microwave
(Table 8). Under thermal conditions, the synthesis of the polymer is carried out in a
Schlenk flask which is heated and stirred during several days (from 4 to 11 days,
depending on the case). Under microwave irradiation, the reaction is carried out in a
microwave reactor with stirring during shorter times (from 15 to 150 min, depending
on the case). See details of both reaction conditions the experimental part of this
chapter.
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Table 8. CPPs synthesis under thermal and microwave conditions related to their porosity.

Yield

SBET

Pore volumeBJH

(%)

(m2·g-1)

(cc·g-1)

82

56

0.073

Microwave
Thermal
Microwave
Thermal
Microwave
Thermal
Microwave

76
99
0
26
35
41
75

31
69
48
32
56
50

0.085
0.100
0.088
-

CMPBDP-1[c]

Thermal

90

299

0.190[e]

CMPBDP-2[d]

Thermal

100

518

0.750[e]

Polymer

Conditions

1
2

IEP-7

Thermal[a]

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IEP-8

10

[b]

IEP-9
IEP-10

[a] Thermal conditions: Pd(PPh3)4, CuI, DMF/Et3N 1:1, Ar, 80 ºC, 4-11 days. [b] Microwave conditions:
Pd(PPh3)4, CuI, DMF/Et3N 4:3, Ar, 120 ºC, 15-90 minutes. [c] CMP analogue to IEP-7 based on BODIPY dye.42
[d] CMP analogue to IEP-8 based on BODIPY dye.43 [e] Volume calculated through t-plot method.

On one hand, thermal conditions lead to high yields in the case of IEP-7 and IEP8 (entries 1 and 3, Table 8) and moderate yields for IEP-9 and IEP-10 (entries 5 and 7,
Table 8). On the other hand, microwave synthetic conditions result in high yields for
IEP-7 and IEP-10 (entries 2 and 8, Table 8), poor yield for IEP-9 (entry 6, Table 8) and no
polymer formation was observed in the case of IEP-8 (entry 4, Table 8). However,
attending to the porosity of the polymers obtained through both synthetic pathways,
thermal conditions lead, in general, to higher porosities than microwave conditions.
Table 8 shows the surface area calculated for all the polymers, following the Brunauer,
Emmett and Teller (BET) theory.
On the other hand, the porosity grade is lower than the observed for analogue
polymers based on BODIPY dyes (entries 9 and 10, Table 8).42,43 The BOPHY structure is
as orthogonal as BODIPY molecule but longer than BODIPY. This can explain the less
porosity observed for polymers based on BOPHY dyes. The long structure of BOPHY dye
allows the interpenetration between the polymer branches and it avoids the laminar
formation between polymer fragments.
Generally, materials with high porosities are desirable in catalytic applications.
Therefore, CPPs obtained from thermal conditions were selected to be tested as
photocatalysts (this method leads to polymers with higher surface area).
Chemical, photochemical, electrochemical and textural characterization of
conjugated porous polymers based on BOPHY dyes are discussed in the following
pages. Common techniques for materials characterization are included, such as solid122
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state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), Fourier transform-infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, adsorption isotherms
measurement, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron
microscopy, among others.
Chemical composition. The chemical structure characterization was carried out
by means of elemental analysis, TGA, solid state 13C-NMR, FTIR and ICP.
The chemical composition of the BOPHY-based CPPs was experimentally
determined by means of elemental analysis technique. Table 9 shows both
experimental and theoretical values. In contrast to the elemental analysis of the BOPHY
monomers (Table 5, page 111), in the case of CPPs experimental values do not fit so
accurately the theoretical ones. These values are similar for carbon and hydrogen
content. However, the experimental percentage of nitrogen in IEP-9 and IEP-10
polymers is 0 and 1 % respectively. The reason might be that an incomplete combustion
occurred during the analysis. It occurs sometimes in fluorine containing materials, and
it results in inconsistent results in elemental analysis.
Table 9. Experimental and theoretical elemental analysis of BOPHY-based CPPs.

IEP-7
IEP-8
IEP-9
IEP-10

Experimental (wt %)[a]
C
H
N
65.69
14.53
4.96
73.14
7.95
5.19
62.42
0.00
3.90
58.90
3.60
0.97

C
60.87
69.65
59.9
64.64

Theoretical (wt %)[b]
H
N
B
3.72
12.91
4.98
4.13
9.56
3.69
3.60
13.31
5.14
3.55
11.60
4.48

F
17.51
12.96
18.05
15.73

[a] Experimental percentages were measured by means of elemental analysis technique. [b] Theoretical
percentages were calculated considering the chemical formula and the molecular weights of the building
blocks.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to measure the thermal
stabilities of CPPs. The thermodegradation of all the polymeric networks under air
conditions (Figure 57) produces a 6-14% of solid residue with decomposition in at least
two steps (onset ca. 270-300 °C and 389-514 °C). The first degradation step,
corresponding to the BOPHY moiety, is almost in the same temperature range (ca. 300
°C) in all polymeric networks excepting IEP-9, which shows a lower temperature value
(ca. 207 °C). This is probably due to the proximity between the polymer branches
provoked by the 1,2,4,5-tetraethynylbenzene used as moiety. Furthermore, IEP-10
shows a third degradation step (ca. 550 °C) due to the pyrene moiety. Note that IEP-9
and IEP-10 are the materials that produce more solid residue quantity after
thermodegradation experiments. As it was discussed above in elemental analysis
studies, these polymers suffer incomplete combustions. Residue solids may be
composed of those unburned elements of the polymeric network.
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Figure 57. TGA of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10). under air atmosphere.

In addition, these experiments were also carried out under argon atmosphere.
In these cases, the degradation of the polymers led to carbonaceous materials with no
evident loss of mass (see example of thermodegradation of IEP-7 under both air and
argon atmosphere, Figure 58).

Figure 58. TGA of IEP-7 under air (plain lines) and argon (dash lines) atmosphere.

On the other hand,13C-NMR was employed to identify the type of carbon atoms
contained in the polymers. Figure 59 shows the experimental spectra and the
theoretical assignment (grey values) of each type of carbon in the CPPs (wide peaks are
observed in the spectra because solid-state technique do not provide narrow signals as
in the case of liquid 13C-NMR).
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Figure 59. 13C NMR of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10). *corresponds to rotation bands.

Aromatic carbons are located ca. 110-130 ppm. Triple bond carbon appear as a
couple of signals at ca. 80-90 ppm and aliphatic carbons at ca. 8-11 pmm.
Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was employed to study the type
of bonds present in the structures (Figure 60). The bands at 2900 cm-1 correspond to
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the stretching of the bonds =C-H that are present in the BOPHY core. The C≡C stretching
band located ca. 2200 cm-1 confirms the condensation between the building blocks.
The band located at 1700 cm-1 corresponds to the C=C stretching. Another intense band
appears at 1600 cm-1. This band can be found also in the FTIR spectrum of BPY-2
building block, so the bond related to this signal belongs to the BOPHY structure as
result of the C=N stretching.

Figure 60. FTIR spectra of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

As the polymerization process by Sonogashira cross coupling reaction involves
the use of palladium and copper species, it is usual the formation metallic nanoparticles
in the surface of these type of polymers. In fact, the Pd content reported in other CPPs
is in the range of 1-3%, depending of the procedure used during their synthesis.177,228,229
This residual palladium can cause an improvement of the photocatalytic activity of the
materials.229 This issue is really important in the design of photocatalysts as we will
explain vide infra. In our case, the work-up used after the synthetic process implies a
washing step with sodium cyanine solution in order to remove palladium species, a step
not commonly used by other research groups. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this
washing step, the palladium content of each sample was measured by inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). In all the cases, the palladium content
observed was lower than 0.05% wt.
Structural and textural characterization. Structural and textural properties are
defined as those inherent properties that the materials acquire as a result of the
formation of an infinite net. Some of these properties are porosity, crystallinity and
morphology.
By definition, porosity is one important textural property that should be
considered in this kind of materials. In heterogeneous catalysis, the porosity of the
materials employed as catalysts is usually directly related to their efficiency. Porous
materials with high porosity and therefore high surface areas have more accessible
catalytic centres. So, in principle, it would be desirable the obtaining of polymers high
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porosity. However, in photocatalysis there are other determinant factors that affect
photocatalytic efficiency. Those factors are related to the light absorption, charge
separation and electron/hole recombination. It has been demonstrated that in
photocatalysis the porosity is not as important as in catalysis.
Surface area and cumulative pore volume of the IEPs were measured by
physical adsorption of nitrogen. Figure 61-Figure 64 show the N2 adsorption-desorption
isotherms obtained. Surface areas were calculated following the Brunauer, Emmett and
Teller (BET) theory. Compared with other CPPs reported in literature, modest surface
areas were obtained in all cases (ca. 48-69 m2·g-1). On the other hand, cumulative pore
volumes (ca. 0.07 cc·g-1) were calculated following the Barrett, Joyner, and Halenda
(BJH) theory.

Figure 61. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-7. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by BJH model.

Figure 62. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-8. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by BJH model.
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Figure 63. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-9. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by BJH model.

Figure 64. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-10. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by BJH model.

CPPs obtained through Sonogashira coupling reaction are commonly materials
with high surface areas. Indeed, it has been already reported the synthesis through
Sonogashira reaction of some polymers based on BODIPY dyes (analogs of BOPHY
molecules)42,43 with high surface areas (see Table 8, page 122). However, in this case
the porosity of the materials is moderated. This is due to the structure of BOPHY dye.
Compared to their analog BODIPY dyes, the structure of BOPHY is longer, and it
promotes the interpenetration of the molecules in the polymeric net. This event has a
detrimental effect in the microporosity and surface area of the material.
In order to study the crystallinity of the polymers, powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) measurements were done. As expected, in all the cases the materials have
amorphous structures, without any order a large scale (Figure 65). It is well-known that
polymers obtained through Sonogashira coupling reaction are always intercrossed
amorphous materials.
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Figure 65. PXRD of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

The morphology of all the IEPs was studied with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). SEM images (Figure 66-Figure 69)
show similar morphology in the case of IEP-7, 9 and 10, as small smooth polymer
particles (ca. 20-60 µm). In the case of IEP-8 the particles are bigger (ca. 100-300 µm)
and more sharpened.

Figure 66. SEM image of IEP-7 (A1) and its magnification (A2).

Figure 67. SEM image of IEP-8 (B1) and its magnification (B2).
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Figure 68. SEM image of IEP-9 (C1) and its magnification (C2).

Figure 69. SEM image of IEP-10 (D1) and its magnification (D2).

TEM images are very useful in the characterization of crystalline materials,
because this technique allows to identify diffraction planes of the structure. As it was
commented before, this type of polymers are amorphous, so no order can be
appreciated in these pictures (Figure 70-Figure 73). However, it is possible to find out
that the polymers form porous slides that are joined and agglomerated, giving rise to
micrometre size globular objects or fibres in the case of IEP-10 (Figure 73).

Figure 70. TEM image of IEP-7 (A1) and its magnification (A2).
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Figure 71. TEM image of IEP-8 (B1) and its magnification (B2).

Figure 72. TEM image of IEP-9 (C1) and its magnification (C2).

Figure 73. TEM image of IEP-10 (D1) and its magnification (D2).

Optoelectronic characterization. To determine the optical band gap of the
polymers, reflectance diffuse spectra of all of them were measured. (Figure 74). Direct
band gap calculation can be determined by fitting the linear part of the reflectance
plot. Intersection point of this linear fitting with X=0 axis provides the optical band gap.
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Figure 74. Diffuse reflectance plots of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10). The conversion from wavelength to eV was
done by using the photon energy equation E = h·c/λ, where h = 4.136·10-15 eV.s and c = 3·108m.s-1

Some mathematical adjustments were done with the reflectance data in order
to calculate the optical band gap of the polymers with higher accuracy. Kubelka-Munk
function (F, see Eq. 2 in Chapter 3, page 96) was applied in all the cases (F=(1-R)2/2R,
where R is the reflectance) and it was plotted vs. photon energy (Figure 75).
Intersection point of the linear fitting of these graphs with X=0 axis provides the optical
band gap value of the material.

Figure 75. Kubelka-Munk plots vs. photon energy of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

On the other hand, Tauc plots of all the polymers were also plotted. Direct and
indirect transitions were considered, and band gaps were also determined by these
methodologies (Figure 76 and Figure 77 respectively). See Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 in Chapter 3,
page 96.
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Figure 76. Tauc plot as direct transition of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

Figure 77. Tauc plot as indirect transition of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

Furthermore, some theoretical calculations by TD-DFT using 6-31G** were
carried out in order to determine the most important electronic vertical transitions of
the polymers. Figure 78 shows those theoretical transitions (vertical bars) compared
with their experimental reflectance spectra.
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Figure 78. Most important vertical transitions of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10) compared with their reflectance
spectra.

To determine the electrochemical band gap of the synthesized polymers IEP-X
(X = 7-10), cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out (Figure 79). This band
gap is determined as the energy difference between the oxidation and reduction peaks
that appear in the cyclic voltammetry. In the case of IEP-7 and IEP-8, it was observed
the presence of reversible reduction peaks. On the other hand, the reduction of IEP-9
and IEP-10, and oxidation of all of them are irreversible.
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Figure 79. Cyclic voltammetry of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10) measured in acetonitrile containing 0.1M TBAPF6
as electrolyte (the scan rate was 20 mVs-1 in all cases).

Table 10 summarizes the band gap values obtained from both optical and
electrochemical methods. In the case of optical band gap, some differences can be
appreciated among the values calculated through reflectance, Kubelka-Munk function
and direct and indirect Tauc plots. Anyway, in all the CPPs band gap energy is in the
interval of 2 ± 0.5 eV. If optical and electrochemical band gaps are compared, generally
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electrochemical one is higher than optical one. Electrochemical band gap of all IEPs is
in the interval of 2.5 ± 0.3 eV. This difference can be attributed to the exciton binding
energy.292
Table 10. Optical and electrochemical band GAPs of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

Optical band gap (eV)[a]
Electrochemical
Reflectance Kubelka Munk Direct Tauc Indirect Tauc band gap (eV)[b]
2.2
2.0
2.2
2.1
2.2
IEP-7
2.0
1.5
2.1
1.6
2.2
IEP-8
2.2
1.8
2.4
2.0
2.7
IEP-9
IEP-10
2.0
1.8
2.3
1.9
2.3
[a] Optical values calculated from reflectance diffuse spectra. [b] Electrochemical values calculated from
cyclic voltammetry experiments.
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4.2.2. Thienoacene-based CPPs
Thienoacene-based CPP series is composed of four polymers synthetized
through three different types of carbon-carbon coupling reactions. Scheme 27 shows
the structure of all of them and a general scheme of reaction:

Scheme 27. Synthesis of IEP-12, IEP-13, IEP-14 and IEP-15 through three types of reaction approaches. (a)
Friedel-Crafts Alkylation. Conditions: TA-1, AlCl3, DCM, 40ºC, Ar atmosphere. (b) Yamamoto-Ullman coupling
Conditions: TA-2, Ni(cod)2, 2,2’ bipyridine, 1,5-cyclooctadiene, 80ºC, Ar atmosphere. (c) Sonogashira
coupling reaction. Conditions: TA-2, aromatic linkers 2 or 7, Pd(PPh3)4, CuI, DMF/Et3N 1:1, 90 ºC, Ar
atmosphere. Note: TA-1 = Thienoacene free of bromine and TA-2 = Thienoacene tetra-brominated.

A tetra-substituted benzene with four units of thiophene is the common
building block in every IEP. The details and schemes of catalytic cycles of the coupling
reactions are explained in detail in the Chapter 1 of this Thesis.
IEP-12 was synthesized by Friedel-Crafts Alkylation reaction. This reaction
consists in a double alkylation of two units of the monomer TA-1 (thienoacene free of
bromine) with dichloromethane, which plays the role of solvent and reagent
simultaneously. That way, each molecule of dichloromethane joins two of TA-1, and
the building blocks keep connected through CH2 units. This synthetic approach has de
advantage of being free of metal catalysts and it takes place under mild conditions (low
temperatures of 40 ⁰C). Note that in this case, the conjugation IEP-12 is broken due to
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the presence of these carbon atoms coming from the solvent. On the other hand, IEP13 was obtained through the Yamamoto coupling reaction. This reaction occurs in
presence of a nickel catalyst, Ni(cod)2, which allows the self-polymerization of units of
TA-2 (tetra-brominated thienoacene). In this approach, the employment of an inert
atmosphere is crucial because in presence of oxygen the nickel catalyst is quickly
passivated. Finally, both IEP-14 and IEP-15 were synthesized through Sonogashira
coupling reaction between TA-2 and the conjugated aromatic linkers 2 and 7 (described
previously in the point 4.1.3. Conjugated aromatic linkers, page 119) respectively.
These polymerization reactions take place in the same way as in the case of BOPHYbased CPPs.
All these reactions lead to cross-linked amorphous polymers, which exhibit high
chemical, thermal and photochemical stabilities as it will described vide infra.
Chemical composition. The chemical structure characterization was carried out
by means of elemental analysis, TGA, solid state 13C-NMR, FTIR and ICP.
The chemical composition of the thienoacene-based CPPs was experimentally
determined by means of elemental analysis technique. Table 11 shows both
experimental and theoretical values:
Table 11. Experimental and theoretical elemental analysis of thienoacene-based CPPs.

IEP-12
IEP-13
IEP-14
IEP-15

Experimental (wt %)[a]
C
H
N
S
59.65
24.52
3.07 1.87
53.91
21.58
2.30 4.93
68.80
18.77
2.73 2.14
71.23
3.13 3.83
14.42

Theoretical (wt %)[b]
C
H
N
66.93
3.28
65.63
2.51
77.50
2.79
81.52
3.33 2.72

S
29.78
31.83
19.71
12.44

[a] Experimental percentages were measured by means of elemental analysis technique. [b] Theoretical
percentages were calculated considering the chemical formula and the molecular weights of the building
blocks.

In contrast to the elemental analysis of the thienoacene monomers (Table 7,
page 117), in the case of CPPs experimental values do not fit so accurately the
theoretical ones. These values are similar for hydrogen and sulphur content. The
experimental percentages of nitrogen should be 0 in IEP-12, 13 and 14 because these
polymers do not contain nitrogen atoms in their structures. However, the results
suggest the presence of ca. 2-3% of nitrogen content in these polymers. Furthermore,
carbon theoretical contents are lower than the experimental ones. On the other hand,
the sum of the experimental percentages of each element is not 100%. The missing
percentage might correspond to bromine atoms of thienoacene building blocks that
are not fully polymerized. As the case of BOPHY-based CPPs, there are several reasons
that could explain that experimental data do not fit the theoretical ones. The most
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probable reason is that an incomplete combustion occurred during the analysis of these
materials. It results in inconsistent results in elemental analysis.

D. Lost mass (%.ºC-1) Lost mass (%)

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to measure the thermal
stabilities of CPPs. In all the polymeric networks the thermodegradation under air
conditions (Figure 80) produces a 0.2-8% of solid residue. The decomposition of all the
CPPs occurs in a single step ca. 350 °C in all the cases. No gradual decomposition is
observed in any case. In the case of IEP-12, -CH2 moieties are the most labile functional
groups in the polymeric structure. It would be predictable to observe a faster
decomposition, but it did not occur. All these data derived from TGA prove that
thienoacene-based CPPs have robust structures with high thermal stabilities.
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Figure 80. TGA of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15). under air atmosphere.
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Furthermore, TGA experiments were also carried out under argon atmosphere.
As the case of BOPHY-based CPPs, when thermodegradation is carried out under inert
atmosphere, the degradation of the polymers lead to carbonaceous materials (see
example of thermodegradation of IEP-12 and IEP-14 under both air and argon
atmospheres, Figure 81).
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Figure 81. TGA of IEP-12 and IEP-14 under air (plain lines) and argon (dash lines) atmosphere.
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On the other hand, solid state 13C-NMR was employed to identify the type of
carbon atoms contained in the polymers:

Figure 82. 13C NMR of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15). *corresponds to rotation bands.
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Figure 82 shows the experimental spectra and the theoretical assignment (grey
values) of each type of carbon in the polymers. IEP-12 and IEP-13 spectra are very
similar because the CPPs chemical structures are almost identical. Signals located ca.
125-140 ppm corresponds to the aromatic signals of those carbons that compose the
benzene and thiophene moieties. In IEP-12 spectrum also appears an aliphatic signal at
42 ppm. It corresponds to the CH2 group present between the thiophene units. On the
other hand, IEP-14 and IEP-15 spectra are also similar. In the same way, signals located
ca. 125-145 ppm corresponds to the aromatic signals of carbons in benzene and
thiophene moieties. In these cases, a couple of signals appears ca. 80 and 90 ppm,
which are related to the carbon-carbon triple bonds. Aliphatic signals are not observed
because there is not any aliphatic carbon present in IEP-14 or IEP-15 structures.
FTIR spectra of thienoacene based-CPPs are depicted in the Figure 83. The
bands at 2900 cm-1 correspond to the stretching of the bonds =C-H which are present
in the aromatic moieties. Bands at ca. 2200 cm-1 in IEP-14 and IEP-15 spectra are due
to the stretching of the bonds C≡C formed during the polymerization through
Sonogashira reaction. Note that these bands do not appear in IEP-12 and IEP-13 spectra
because the polymerization of these other CPPs was done through other synthetic
routes in which triple carbon-carbon bonds are not present. The bands located ca.
1600-1700 cm-1 probably correspond to the stretching of the C=C bonds of the aromatic
rings. Furthermore, other band appears at 1500 cm-1 in IEP-15 spectra due to the
stretching of the C-N bond present in the conjugated linker selected for the
polymerization.

Figure 83. FTIR of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15).

As the polymerization process by Sonogashira cross coupling reaction involves
the use of palladium species, the work-up used after the synthetic process implies a
washing step with sodium cyanine solution in order to remove palladium nanoparticles.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this washing step, the palladium content of each
sample was measured by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). In
all the cases, the palladium content observed was lower than 0.05% wt.
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Structural and textural characterization. Surface area and cumulative pore
volume of the thienoacene-based CPPs were measured by means of physical
adsorption of nitrogen. Figure 84-Figure 87 show the adsorption nitrogen isotherms of
these CPPs and also the cumulative pore volume of all of them. The following Table 12
summarizes the data extracted from de nitrogen adsorption isotherms:
Table 12. Surface area and cumulative pore volume of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15.

Polymer
1
2
3
4

IEP-12
IEP-13
IEP-14
IEP-15

SBET
2

-1

(m ·g )
227
46
1340
747

Pore volumeDFT
(cc·g-1)
0.18
0.06
1.23
1.25

[a] Pore volumes were calculated by means of DTF model in N2 at 77K on carbon (slit pore, QSDFT
equilibrium model).

On one hand, both IEP-12 and IEP-13 present moderate surfaces areas (227 and
46 m2·g-1 respectively, entries 1 and 2 of Table 12). Information about the microporosity
contribution of the materials can be extracted from the first points of the adsorption
isotherms, at low pressure values. Drastic increases of volume at low pressures implies
high amount of micropores. Thus, as it is depicted in Figure 84, IEP-12 has high
microporosity contribution, meanwhile it is not the case for IEP-13 (Figure 85).
Cumulative pore volume was studied by employing a DFT (Density Functional Theory)
calculus model in nitrogen at 77K on carbon (slit pore, QSDFT equilibrium model). Pore
volumes are 0.18 cm3·g-1 for IEP-12 and 0.06 cm3·g-1 for IEP-13 (entries 1 and 2 of Table
12). Note that CPPs obtained through Yamamoto coupling reaction normally show high
surfaces areas.30,110,295 IEP-13, which has a surface area of 46 m2·g-1, is an anomalous
case
On the other hand, IEP-14 and IEP-15 show higher surfaces areas, (1340 and
474 m2·g-1 respectively, entries 3 and 4 of Table 12). Both polymers were synthesized
through Sonogashira coupling reaction, while IEP-12 and IEP-13 were synthesized
through a Friedel-Crafts alkylation and a Yamamoto type coupling. It seems that
Sonogashira coupling allows the obtaining of materials with higher porosities in the
case of these thienoacene building blocks. Cumulative pore volume was studied by
employing a DFT calculus model in nitrogen at 77K on carbon (slit pore, QSDFT
equilibrium model). Pore volumes are one order of magnitude higher for IEP-14 and
IEP-15, 1.23 cm3·g-1 and 1.25 cm3·g-1 respectively (entries 3 and 4 of Table 12).
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Figure 84. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-12. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by DFT model.

Figure 85. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-13. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by DFT model.

Figure 86. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-14. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by DFT model.
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Figure 87. (A) Adsorption nitrogen isotherm of IEP-15. Filled circles correspond to adsorption and empty
circles desorption. (B) Cumulative pore volume calculated by DFT model.

In order to study the crystallinity of the polymers, powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) measurements were done. As expected, IEP-12, IEP-14 and IEP-15 have
amorphous structures, without any order a large scale (Figure 88). However, XRD of
IEP-13 shows some peaks that correspond to crystalline species. The reason might be
the presence of small amounts of the thienoacene building block that was used in the
synthesis of the material.
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Figure 88. PXRD of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15).

The morphology of all the thienoacene-based IEPs was studied with scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 89-Figure 92 show SEM images of all of them. On
one hand, IEP-12 images show this CPP as a bulk material with high number of pores in
its surface. On the other hand, SEM images show similar morphologies in the case of
IEP-13, 14 and 15. They consist in small smooth polymer particles aggregated together.
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Figure 89. SEM image of IEP-12 (A1) and its magnification (A2).

Figure 90. SEM image of IEP-13 (B1) and its magnification (B2).

Figure 91. SEM image of IEP-14 (C1) and its magnification (C2).

Figure 92. SEM image of IEP-15 (D1) and its magnification (D2).

Optoelectronic characterization. As the case of BOPHY-based CPPs, both
optical and electrochemical techniques were employed to determine the band gap of
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all the polymers. In order to determine the optical band gap of the CPPs, reflectance
diffuse spectra of all of them were measured, as it is shown in Figure 93:
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Figure 93. Diffuse reflectance plots of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15).

Direct band gap calculation can be determined by fitting the linear part of the
reflectance plot. Intersection point of this linear fitting with X=0 axis provides the
optical band gap.
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Kubelka-Munk function (F, see Eq. 2 in Chapter 3, page 96) was applied in all
the cases (F=(1-R)2/2R, where R is the reflectance) and it was plotted vs. photon energy
(Figure 94). Intersection point of the linear fitting of these graphs with X=0 axis provides
the optical band gap value of the material.
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Figure 94. Kubelka-Munk plots vs. photon energy of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15).
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On the other hand, Tauc plots of all the polymers were also plotted. Direct and
indirect transitions were considered, and band gaps were also determined by these
methodologies (Figure 95 and Figure 96 respectively). See Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 in Chapter 3,
page 96.
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Figure 95. Tauc plot as direct transition of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15).
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Figure 96 Tauc plot as indirect transition of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15).

In order to determine the electrochemical band gap of thienoacene-based
CPPs, cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out (Figure 97). This band gap is
determined as the energy difference between the oxidation and reduction peaks that
appear in the cyclic voltammetry. Irreversible oxidation and reduction peaks are
observed in all the cases.
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Figure 97. Cyclic voltammetry of IEP-X (X =12, 13, 14 and 15) measured in acetonitrile containing 0.1M
TBAPF6 as electrolyte (the scan rate was 20 mVs-1 in all cases).

Table 13 summarizes the band gap values obtained from optical and
electrochemical methods. Results obtained directly from reflectance, Kulbelka-Munk
method and also Tauc plot adjustments lead to similar band gap values. IEP-12 (ca. 1.61.9 eV) has the lower band gap energy, followed by IEP-13 (ca. 2.2 eV), and finally IEP14 and IEP-15 (ca. 2.4-2.6 eV). In comparison with optical band gaps, electrochemical
ones are higher, but the tendency is the same. It is common to find that electrochemical
values are higher than optical one. This difference can be attributed to the exciton
binding energy.292
Table 13. Optical and electrochemical band GAPs of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15)

IEP-12
IEP-13
IEP-14
IEP-15

Optical band gap (eV)[a]
Reflectance Kubelka Munk Direct Tauc
2.1
1.6
1.9
2.3
2.2
2.3
2.6
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.4
2.6

Electrochemical
Indirect Tauc band gap (eV)[b]
1.6
2.3
2.2
2.7
2.4
2.9
2.5
2.8

[a] Optical values calculated from reflectance diffuse spectra. [b] Electrochemical values calculated from
cyclic voltammetry experiments.

On the other hand, in order to study the emission properties of this series of
CPPs, fluorescence emission spectroscopy experiments in solid state were done. Figure
98 shows the fluorescence spectra of the thienoacene-based CPPs after excitation at
450 nm:
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Figure 98. Fluorescence emission spectra of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15) in solid state (λex = 450 nm).

IEP-12, IEP-14 and IEP-15 fluorescence spectra show emission maximums ca.
600 nm. On the other hand, IEP-13 fluorescence spectrum shows the maximum at ca.
650 nm, red-shifted compared to the rest of the polymers. Regarding to the
fluorescence intensity of the spectra, none of the polymers show intense fluorescence
emission, except IEP-15. It was not possible to calculate the fluorescence quantum
yields because it is required the use of an integration sphere.
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4.3. Experimental part
All reagents were supplied by the commercial companies Merck, Acros
Organics, Alfa Aesar, JT Baker, Fluorochem and TCI with high grade of purity. Previous
purification of reagent substrates was not necessary. All the solvents employed for
synthesis and purification of the building blocks and polymers have HPLC grade of
purity. All the reagents and solvents employed in this Thesis, their commercial suppliers
and purity are compiled in the Appendix 1.
4.3.1. Synthesis of BOPHY dyes
Synthesis of 1. Following the procedure described by Tamgho et al.,124 3,5-3,5dimethylpyrrole-2-carboxaldehyde (1.00 g, 8.12 mmol) and hydrazine monohydrate
(197 µL, 4.06 mmol) were mixed in ethanol (50 mL) under stirring. Some drops of formic
acid were added to the solution, until it took a yellow color. The mixture was stirred
during 2 hours at room temperature (Scheme 28). The crude was washed with an
aqueous saturated solution of K2CO3 and extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic layer
was dried over magnesium sulfate and the organic solvent was removed under reduce
pressure, obtaining a yellow product, 1 (0.97 g), with quantitative yield. 1H NMR (400
MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 9.21 (s, 2H), 8.37 (s, 2H), 5.81 (s, 2H), 2.26 (s, 6H), 2.17 (s, 6H).
(All 1H NMR spectra are compiled in Appendix 2)

Scheme 28

Synthesis of BPY-1. Modifying the procedure described by Tamgho et al.,124 1
(1.84 g, 7.59 mmol) was dissolved in toluene (100 mL) and DIPEA (15.5 mL, 91.32 mmol)
was added. The mixture was stirred 30 min at room temperature. Then, BF3·Et2O ( 13.5
mL, 91.32 mmol) was incorporated dropwise, and the reaction was refluxed at 120 °C
during 2 hours under stirring (Scheme 29). The crude was filtered, and the filtrate was
washed with water and extracted with dichloromethane. The combined organic layers
were dried over magnesium sulfate and the organic solvent was removed under
reduced pressure. The product was purified by flash chromatography using chloroform
as eluent giving BPY-1 (1.82 g, 70%) as an orange compound. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
Chloroform-d) δ 7.94 (s, 2H), 6.18 (s, 2H), 2.49 (s, 6H), 2.33 (s, 6H). MS (EI), m/z (%) =
338 [nominal mass, M+](52), 270 [M+-BF3](100). Elemental analysis calculated to
C14H16B2F4N4: %C = 49.76; %H = 4.77; %N = 16.58; estimated: %C = 49.87; %H = 4.86;
%N = 16.94.
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Scheme 29

Synthesis of BPY-2. Following the procedure described by Yogo et al.,296 BPY-1
(0.67 g, 1.96 mmol) and I2 (2.12 g, 8.34 mmol) were mixed in ethanol (100 mL). A
solution of HIO3 (1.22 g, 6.95 mmol) in H2O was added and the mixture was refluxed at
80 °C under stirring during 7 hours (Scheme 30). The crude was washed with an aqueous
saturated solution of Na2S2O3 and extracted with DCM. The organic layer was dried over
magnesium sulfate and the organic solvent was removed, obtaining an orange product,
BPY-2 (1.21 g, 98%).1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 8.00 (s, 2H), 2.55 (s, 6H), 2.31
(s, 6H). MS (EI), m/z (%) = 590 [nominal mass, M+-1](93), 522 [M+-1-BF3](100), 395 [M+1-BF3-I](33). Elemental analysis calculated to C14H14B2F4I2N4: %C = 28.52; %H = 2.39; %N
= 9.50; estimated: %C = 29.06; %H = 2.60; %N = 9.89.

Scheme 30

Synthesis of BPY-3. Following the procedure described by Lei et al.,297 BPY-2
(100 mg, 0.17 mmol), phenylacetylene (46 µL, 0.42 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (16 mg, 0.014
mmol), CuI (3 mg, 0.014 mmol) and Et3N (225 µL, 1.62 mmol) were placed in a
microwave quartz tube in acetonitrile (3 mL) under argon atmosphere. The reaction
was carried out under microwave irradiation (Anton Para microwave model Monowave
300) at 120 °C during 15 min (Scheme 31). The crude was filtered and purified by flash
chromatography using heptane/EtOAc 9:1 as eluent. The compound BPY-3 (84 mg,
92%) was obtained as an orange compound. 1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 8.00
(s, 2H), 7.53 (m, 4H), 7.37 (m, 6H), 2.64 (s, 6H), 2.45 (s, 6H). MS (EI), m/z (%) = 538
[nominal mass, M+](69), 470 [M+-BF3](100). Elemental analysis calculated to
C30H24B2F4N4: %C = 66.95; %H = 4.49; %N = 10.41; estimated: %C = 65.24; %H = 6.54;
%N = 7.45.

Scheme 31
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4.3.2. Synthesis of thienoacene molecules
Synthesis of TA-1. Following the procedure described by Brusso et al.,291
1,2,4,5-tetrabromobenzene (2.30 g, 5.84 mmol), 2-(Tributylstannyl)thiophene (9.3 mL,
29.20 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4 (266 mg, 0.23 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk tube in DMF
(5 mL). The mixture was stirred at 130 °C during 18 hours under argon atmosphere
(Scheme 32). A white precipitate was formed. It was purified by recrystallization in ethyl
acetate and collected by filtration. The compound TA-1 (2.17 g, 92%) was obtained with
an excellent yield and purity. 1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.66 (s, 2H), 7.30 (dd,
4H), 6.97 (m, 8H). Elemental analysis calculated to C22H14S4: %C = 64.99; %H = 3.47; %N
= 0.00; %S = 31.54; estimated: %C = 65.00; %H = 3.41; %N = 0.34; %S = 33.17.

Scheme 32

Synthesis of TA-2. Following the procedure described by Brusso et al.,291
compound 2 (2.17 g, 5.34 mmol ) and N-bromosuccinimide, NBS (5.70 g, 32.04 mmol)
were placed in a flask in THF (100 mL). The mixture was stirred at room temperature
during 16 hours (Scheme 33). Then, water was added (100 mL) to the flask and the
product precipitated as a white powder. The crude washed with water and acetone and
collected by filtration. Compound TA-2 (3.44 g, 89%) was obtained as a white solid. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.63 (s, 2H), 7.22 (d, 4H), 7.08 (d, 4H). Elemental
analysis calculated to C22H10Br4S4: %C = 36.59; %H = 1.40; %N = 0.00; %S = 17.76;
estimated: %C = 38.18; %H = 1.62; %N = 0.13; %S = 18.73.

Scheme 33

4.3.3. Synthesis of conjugated aromatic linkers
Synthesis of 4. Following the procedure described by Shu et al.,293 1,3,5-tris(4bromophenyl)benzene (2 g, 3.68 mmol), 2-Metyl-3-butyn-2-ol (1.8 mL, 18.40 mmol),
Pd(PPh3)4 (173 mg, 0.15 mmol) and CuI (55 mg, 0.29 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk
tube in Et3N (20 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon atmosphere at 80 °C during
3 days (Scheme 34). The crude was filtered and purified by flash chromatography using
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heptane/EtOAc 5:5 as eluent. Then, it was treated with KOH 85% (1594 mg, 24.15
mmol) in toluene (130 mL) at 120 °C during 2.5 hours. The crude was washed with water
and extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic layer was dried over magnesium sulfate
and the organic solvent was removed. The crude was filtered and purified by flash
chromatography using heptane/DCM 8:2 as eluent. The compound 4 (872 mg, 63%)
was obtained as a white compound. 1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.76 (s, 3H),
7.65 (d, 6H), 7.61 (d, 6H), 3.16 (s, 3H).

Scheme 34

Synthesis of 5. Following the procedure described by Xu et al,294 1,2,4,5tetrabromobenzene (2000 mg, 5.08 mmol), ethynyltrimethylsilane (3.6 mL, 30.34
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (236 mg, 0.20 mmol) and CuI (78 mg, 0.41 mmol) were placed in a
Schlenk tube in Et3N/toluene 3:1 (20 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon
atmosphere at 80 °C during 24 hours (Scheme 35). The crude was filtered, washed with
water and extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic layer was dried over magnesium
sulfate and the organic solvent was removed. It was purified by flash chromatography
using DCM as eluent. Then, it was treated with tetrabutylammonium fluoride
trihydrate, TBAF·3H2O (8.2 g, 26.0 mmol) in THF (100 mL) at room temperature during
2 hours. The crude was washed with water and extracted with ethyl acetate. The
organic layer was dried over magnesium sulfate and the organic solvent was removed.
The crude was filtered and purified by flash chromatography using heptane/ether 7:3
as eluent. The compound 5 (394 mg, 43%) was obtained as a brown solid. 1H NMR (400
MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.64 (s, 2H), 3.42 (s, 4H).

Scheme 35

Synthesis of 6. 1,3,6,8-Tetrabromopyrene (500 mg, 0.97 mmol),
ethynyltrimethylsilane (0.70 mL, 5.90 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (45 mg, 0.04 mmol) and CuI (15
mg, 0.08 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk tube in Et3N/toluene 3:1 (10 mL)294. The
mixture was stirred under argon atmosphere at 80 °C during 24 hours (Scheme 36). The
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crude was filtered, washed with water and extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic
layer was dried over magnesium sulfate and the organic solvent was removed. It was
purified by flash chromatography using heptane/EtOAc 9:1 as eluent. Then, it was
treated with K2CO3 (734 Mg, 5.31 mmol) in MeOH (50 mL) at room temperature during
24 hours. The crude was collected by filtration and washed with ether. The compound
6 (160 mg, 56%) was obtained as an orange solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ
8.67 (s, 4H), 8.37 (s, 2H), 3.66 (s, 4H).

Scheme 36

Synthesis of 7. Tris(4-bromophenyl)amine (2.00 g, 4.15 mmol),
ethynyltrimethylsilane (2.5 mL, 20.75 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (192 mg, 0.17 mmol) and CuI
(63 mg, 0.33 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk tube in Et3N (20 mL)294. The mixture was
stirred under argon atmosphere at 80 °C during 3 days (Scheme 37). The crude was
filtered and purified by flash chromatography using heptane/DCM 9:1 as eluent. Then,
it was treated with TBAF·3H2O in THF (100 mL) at 70ºC during 24 hours. The crude was
washed with water and extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic layer was dried over
magnesium sulfate and the organic solvent was removed. Then it was purified by flash
chromatography using heptane/EtOAc 9:1 as eluent. Compound 7 (0.63 g, 47%) was
obtained as an orange solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.38 (d, 6H), 7.01 (d,
6H), 3.06 (s, 3H).

Scheme 37
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4.3.4. Synthesis of BOPHY-based CPPs
General method of polymerization through Sonogashira coupling reaction
under thermal conditions: Following the procedure described by Liras et al.,42
halogenated BOPHY, conjugated linker with ethynyl final groups, Pd(PPh3)4 (0.04 equiv.)
and CuI (0.08 equiv.) were placed in a Schlenk flask in DMF/Et3N 1:1 under argon
atmosphere. The flask was sealed and the mixture was stirred at 80 °C during times
from 4 to 11 days, depending on the case. Then, the polymer obtained was filtered and
washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O
(1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was
filtered again, washed with H2O and ACN and dried.
Synthesis of IEP-7. BPY-2 (591 mg, 1.00 mmol), monomer 3 (100 mg, 0.67
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (31 mg, 0.03 mmol) and CuI (10 mg, 0.05 mmol) were placed in a
Schlenk flask in DMF/Et3N 1:1 (20 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon
atmosphere at 80 °C during 4 days (Scheme 38). The polymer obtained was filtered and
washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O
(1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was
filtered again and washed with H2O and ACN. The compound IEP-7 (386 mg, 82%) was
obtained as a brown solid, insoluble in any solvent. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 131,
124, 106, 92, 82, 11 ppm. Elemental analysis calculated to C33H24B3F6N6: %C = 60.87; %H
= 3.72; %N = 12.91; estimated: %C = 65.69; %H = 4.96; % N = 14.53.

Scheme 38

Synthesis IEP-8. BPY-2 (469 mg, 0.79 mmol), monomer 4 (200 mg, 0.53 mmol),
Pd(PPh3)4 (24 mg, 0.02 mmol) and CuI (8 mg, 0.04 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk flask
in DMF/Et3N 1:1 v/v (20 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon atmosphere at 80 °C
during 10 days (Scheme 39). The polymer obtained was filtered and washed with DCM,
EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with NaCN.
The solution was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was filtered again and washed
with H2O and ACN. The compound IEP-8 (460 mg, 99%) was obtained as a brown solid,
insoluble in any solvent. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 138, 124, 103, 90, 81, 8 ppm.
Elemental analysis calculated to C51H36B3F6N6: %C = 69.65; %H = 4.13; %N = 9.56;
estimated: %C = 73.14; % H = 5.19; %N = 7.95.
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Scheme 39

Synthesis of IEP-9. BPY-2 (679 mg, 1.15 mmol), monomer 5 (100 mg, 0.57
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (27 mg, 0.02 mmol) and CuI (9 mg, 0.05 mmol) were placed in a
Schlenk flask in DMF/Et3N 1:1 (20 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon
atmosphere at 80 °C during 11 days (Scheme 40). The polymer obtained was filtered
and washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it was added to a solution of
THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer
was filtered again and washed with H2O and ACN. The compound IEP-9 (127 mg, 26%)
was obtained as a brown solid, insoluble in any solvent. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 131,
121, 104, 90, 79, 9 ppm. Elemental analysis calculated to C42H30B4F8N8: %C = 59.90; %H
= 3.60; %N = 13.31; estimated: %C = 62.42; %H = 3.92; %N = 0.00.

Scheme 40

Synthesis of IEP-10. BPY-2 (456 mg, 0.77 mmol), monomer 6 (115 mg, 0.39
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (17 mg, 0.02 mmol) and CuI (6 mg, 0.03 mmol) were placed in a
Schlenk flask in DMF/Et3N 1:1 (20 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon
atmosphere at 80 °C during 8 days (Scheme 41). The polymer obtained was filtered and
washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O
(1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was
filtered again and washed with H2O and ACN. The compound IEP-10 (155 mg, 41%) was
obtained as a brown solid, insoluble in any solvent. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 128,
123, 103, 89, 79, 9 ppm. Elemental analysis calculated to C52H34B4F8N8: %C = 64.64; %H
= 3.55; %N = 11.60; estimated: %C = 58.90; %H = 3.60; %N = 0.97.
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Scheme 41

General method of polymerization through Sonogashira coupling reaction
under microwave irradiation conditions: Following an adaptation of the procedure
reported by Lei et al.,297 halogenated BPY-2, conjugated linker with ethynyl final groups,
Pd(PPh3)4 (0.04 equiv.) and CuI (0.08 equiv.) were placed in a quartz glass cylinder
reactor in DMF/Et3N 4:3 under argon atmosphere. The reactor was sealed and the
mixture was stirred under microwave irradiation at 120 °C during times from 15 to 150
min, depending on the case. An Anton Parr Monowave 300 model was used as single
mode microwave reactor. Then, the polymer obtained was filtered and washed with
DCM, EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with
NaCN. The solution was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was filtered again,
washed with H2O and ACN and dried.
Synthesis of IEP-7-MW. BPY-2 (250 mg, 0.42 mmol), monomer 3 (42 mg, 0.28
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (13 mg, 0.01 mmol) and CuI (4 mg, 0.02 mmol) were placed in a quartz
glass cylinder reactor in DMF/Et3N 4:3 (3.5 mL) under argon atmosphere. The reactor
was sealed and the mixture was stirred under microwave irradiation at 120 °C during
15 min. Then, the polymer obtained was filtered and washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF
and ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution
was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was filtered again, washed with H2O and
ACN and dried. The compound IEP-7-MW (139 mg, 76%) was obtained as a brown solid,
insoluble in any solvent.
Synthesis of IEP-8-MW. BPY-2 (317 mg, 0.54 mmol), monomer 4 (135 mg, 0.36
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (16 mg, 0.01 mmol) and CuI (6 mg, 0.03 mmol) were placed in a quartz
glass cylinder reactor in DMF/Et3N 4:3 (7 mL) under argon atmosphere. The reactor was
sealed and the mixture was stirred under microwave irradiation at 120 °C during 150
min. It was not observed the formation of any polymeric material.
Synthesis of IEP-9-MW. BPY-2 (340 mg, 0.57 mmol), monomer 5 (50 mg, 0.29
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (12 mg, 0.01 mmol) and CuI (4 mg, 0.02 mmol) were placed in a quartz
glass cylinder reactor in DMF/Et3N 4:3 (7 mL) under argon atmosphere. The reactor was
sealed and the mixture was stirred under microwave irradiation at 120 °C during 60
min. Then, the polymer obtained was filtered and washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and
ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution
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was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was filtered again, washed with H2O and
ACN and dried. The compound IEP-9-MW (86 mg, 35%) was obtained as a brown solid,
insoluble in any solvent.
Synthesis of IEP-10-MW. BPY-2 (396 mg, 0.67 mmol), monomer 6 (100 mg, 0.34
mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (15 mg, 0.01 mmol) and CuI (5 mg, 0.03 mmol) were placed in a quartz
glass cylinder reactor in DMF/Et3N 4:3 (7 mL) under argon atmosphere. The reactor was
sealed and the mixture was stirred under microwave irradiation at 120 °C during 90
min. Then, the polymer obtained was filtered and washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and
ether. Then it was added to a solution of THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution
was stirred overnight. Finally, the polymer was filtered again, washed with H2O and
ACN and dried. The compound IEP-10-MW (243 mg, 75%) was obtained as a brown
solid, insoluble in any solvent.
4.3.5. Synthesis of thienoacene-based CPPs
Synthesis of IEP-12. Following the procedure described by Maya et al.,30 TA-1
(200 mg, 0.49 mmol) and aluminium chloride (492 mg, 3.69 mmol) were placed in a
Schlenk tube in DCM (6 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon atmosphere at 40 °C
during 3 days (Scheme 42). The polymer obtained was filtered and washed with DCM,
EtOAc, THF, H2O, ACN and ether. The compound IEP-12 (172 mg, 81%) was obtained as
a brown solid, insoluble in any solvent. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 136, 126, 42 ppm.
Elemental analysis calculated to C24H14S4: %C = 66.93; %H = 3.28; %N = 0.00; %S = 29.78;
estimated: %C = 59.65; %H = 3.07; %N = 1.87; %S = 24.52.

Scheme 42

Synthesis of IEP-13. Following the procedure described by Maya et al.,30 TA-2
(250 mg, 0.35 mmol), 2,2′-bipyridine (292 mg, 1.87 mmol), Ni(cod)2 (514 mg, 1.87
mmol) and 1,5-cyclooctadiene (0.23 mL, 1.87 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk tube in
DMF (6 mL). The mixture was stirred under argon atmosphere at 80 °C during 4 days
(Scheme 43). The polymer obtained was filtered and washed with ACN and THF. It was
suspended in an acidic aqueous solution (2 mL HCl + 2 mL HNO3 + 100 mL H2O) and
stirred at reflux temperature during 2 hours. Finally, the polymer was filtered again and
washed with H2O, EtOH and ether. The compound IEP-13 (108 mg, 76%) was obtained
as an insoluble orange solid. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 139, 131 ppm. Elemental
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analysis calculated to C22H10S4: %C = 65.63; %H = 2.51; %N = 0.00; %S = 31.83; estimated:
%C = 53.91; %H = 2.30; %N = 4.93; %S = 21.58.

Scheme 43

Synthesis of IEP-14: Following the procedure described by Liras et al.,42 TA-2
(200 mg, 0.28 mmol), monomer 2 (70 mg, 0.55 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (13 mg, 0.01 mmol)
and CuI (4 mg, 0.02 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk tube in DMF/Et 3N 1:1 (8 mL). The
mixture was stirred under argon atmosphere at 90 °C during 3 days (Scheme 44). The
polymer obtained was filtered and washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it
was added to a solution of THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution was stirred
overnight. Finally, the polymer was filtered again and washed with H2O and ACN. The
compound IEP-14 (170 mg, 94%) was obtained as an orange solid, insoluble in any
solvent. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 142, 130, 123, 95, 84 ppm. Elemental analysis
calculated to C42H18S4: %C = 77.50; %H = 2.79; %N = 0.00; %S = 19.71; estimated: %C =
68.80; %H = 2.73; %N = 2.14; %S = 18.77.

Scheme 44

Synthesis of IEP-15: Following the procedure described by Liras et al.,42 TA-2
(150 mg, 0.21 mmol), monomer 7 (86 mg, 0.27 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (9 mg, 0.01 mmol) and
CuI (3 mg, 0.02 mmol) were placed in a Schlenk tube in DMF/Et3N 1:1 (8 mL). The
mixture was stirred under argon atmosphere at 90 °C during 3 days (Scheme 45). The
polymer obtained was filtered and washed with DCM, EtOAc, THF and ether. Then it
was added to a solution of THF/H2O (1:1) v/v with NaCN. The solution was stirred
overnight. Finally, the polymer was filtered again and washed with H2O and ACN. The
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compound IEP-15 (155 mg, 91%) was obtained as an orange solid, insoluble in any
solvent. Solid 13C NMR (400 MHz) δ 145, 142, 131, 126, 94, 82 ppm. Elemental analysis
calculated to C70H34S4N2: %C = 81.52; %H = 3.33; %N = 2.72; %S = 12.44; estimated: %C
= 71.23; %H = 3.13; %N = 3.83; %S = 14.42.

Scheme 45
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Chapter 5. BOPHY dyes in photon Up-Conversion Systems
5.1. State of art and objectives
This chapter is focused in the use of a photon up-conversion technology known
as Triplet-Triplet Annihilation Up Conversion (TTA-UC) to catalyze carbon-carbon
coupling reactions. The most relevant results of this chapter where published in Applied
Catalysis B: Environmental.298
Photon up-conversion processes are based in the absorption of two or more
photons (hν1) leading to the emission of another photon (hν2) whose energy is higher
than the energy of the absorbed photons (hν2 > hν1). All the TTA-UC systems are
composed for a light absorber named sensitizer (or donor) and other species which
collects the absorbed energy from the sensitizer, named acceptor. Through a series of
energy transfer processes between sensitizer/acceptor, two photons collected by the
sensitizer finally results in the emission of another one more energetic from an excited
state of the acceptor. Thus, TTA-UC is a bi-photonic process, it means that the
mechanism involves the simultaneous absorption of two photons by the sensitizer, and
all the photochemical events take place in duplicate. Figure 99 summarizes all the
events that occur TTA-UC system:

Figure 99. Schematic illustration of the photochemical events associated to the TTA-UC technology;
conversion of low energy into high energy.

The process starts with the selective irradiation (hν1) of the sensitizer (S). The
electrons of the ground state of the sensitizer are promoted to the first singlet excited
state (1S*). By an intersystem crossing process (ISC), the electrons are transferred to
the first triplet excited state (3S*). Then, these electrons come back to the ground state
of the sensitizer (S) and the released energy excites the electrons from the ground state
of the acceptor (A) to its first triplet excited state (3A*). This process is known as TripletTriplet Energy Transfer (TTEnT). Afterwards, two molecules of 3A* collide (TripletTriplet Annihilation, TTA) and it results in the generation of a new more energetic
excited species, 1A*. Finally, this excited state emits a delayed fluorescence (hν2) of
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higher energy than the initial excitation wavelength (hν1). This biphotonic process is
known as Up-Conversion (UC), because initial irradiation of the system with photons of
low energy finally results in the emission photons of higher energy.
In order to select correctly the sensitizer and the acceptor counterparts of the
TTA-UC system, it is important to consider the absorption spectra of these compounds
and also the excitation wavelength of the light source. On one hand, the absorption
spectrum of the sensitizer should overlap the emission spectrum of the light source,
otherwise the excitation of the sensitizer would not occur. On the other hand, light
source should not irradiate in energetic wavelengths able to excite directly the acceptor
molecules. The objective of this process is exciting the acceptor moieties through
triplet-triplet annihilation process, not by direct irradiation with energetic photons.
Figure 100 shows some of the most used sensitizers and acceptors in TTA-UC
processes:299,300

Figure 100. Examples of the most common employed sensitizers and acceptors in TTA-UC systems.

Dye molecules are usually chosen as sensitizers because they have strong
absorption in the visible region of spectrum. These dyes should also allow efficiently
the ISC process to make the further donor/acceptor triplet-triplet energy transfer
possible. Ring fused arenes are commonly employed as acceptors. These molecules
absorb and also emit fluorescence in the ultraviolet region of the spectra. In this way,
by irradiation with a visible wavelength, it is possible to excite selectively the sensitizer
and after ISC, TTEnT and TTA processes, finally obtain a delayed fluorescence of the
acceptor in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.
TTA-UC systems have been demonstrated to be suitable photon up-conversion
technologies for several applications such as displays,301 bioimaging,302
phototherapy303, photopharmacology.304 or integrated TTA-UC solar cells.305 First
examples of TTA-UC systems were reported in 1960s by Parker and co-workers.290 They
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were able to observe by first time the delayed fluorescence from solutions of
anthracene and phenanthrene. Since this moment, TTA-UC technology has become
more popular and numerous authors have published several systems consisting of
different donor and acceptor units.
As example, Weder’s group reported in 2017 a TTA-UC system composed by a
palladium porphyrin as donor and a diphenylanthracene as acceptor.306 In a similar
way, Li et al. reported a system containing porphyrins as donor moieties, but in this
case perylene molecules as acceptors.307 Owaga et al. also demonstrated the suitability
of another porphyrin/perylene system in photon up-conversion.308 Other authors
designed TTA-UC systems containing iridium-bipyridine complexes as sensitizers and
pyrene309 or 2,5-diphenyloxazole310 as acceptors. On the other hand, dipyrromethene
molecules have demonstrated to be also suitable moieties as sensitizers in TTA-UC
processes. There are reported numerous examples of BODIPY dyes as counterpart of
TTA-UC systems.304,311–317 As far as we know, there is just one example reported of
BOPHY-based TTA-UC. It was reported by Zhang et al. in 2016.290 They employed diiodoBOPHY dye as sensitizer and 9,10-diphenylanthracene as acceptor. They used the delay
fluorescence of de acceptor to produce the photooxidation of 1,3diphenylisobenzofuran by singlet oxygen (1O2) photosensitization. In 2015 Zhang et al.
reported the employment of BPY-2/DPA mixture as a TTA-UC system.290 However, as
far as we know, the application of these cascade processes in synthetic reactions such
as C-C bonds formation remains still unexplored.
This chapter is a proof of concept of the application of this TTA-UC technology
in coupling reactions that conventionally have been catalyzed with expensive metallic
catalysts and high temperatures. Delayed fluorescence generated during the TTA-UC
process can be employed to activate reactions that are not kinetically favorable
through conventional ways. TTA-UC processes have been demonstrated to be suitable
technologies to activate and reduce aryl halides employing visible light irradiation.318,319
Typically, it is very hard to activate these aryl halide derivatives, it requires the presence
of metal catalysts and high temperatures or irradiation under ultraviolet light (aryl
halides absorb usually in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum). Our TTA-UC system
would be an excellent tool to solve this problem, because through this process it is
possible to employ a visible light source and convert these photons in other more
energetic, in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. The novelty that we propose in this
chapter is the employment of this up conversion technology to catalyze carbon-carbon
coupling reactions under mild conditions (under visible light, metal-free and low
temperature). First of all, our TTA-UC active aryl halides by a Single Electron Transfer
mechanism (SET) from the up-converted excited state of the acceptor. Then, the radical
species generated are trapped by other nucleophilic species, giving rise to the C-C
coupling reaction. As far as we know, this is the first example reported of a TTA-UC
technology for C-C coupling reactions. Thus, the following points of this chapter
describe a proof of concept of the design, optimization, characterization and scope of
the reaction of a BOPHY/DPA up conversion system in carbon-coupling reactions.
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5.2. Suitability of a TTA-UC system based on BOPHY dyes
Taking into account the huge number of examples of BODIPY-based TTA-UC
systems published in literature, 304,311–317 as well as the first example of a BOPHY/DPA
system reported by Zhang et al.,290 our group decided to employ a iodinated BOPHY as
part of a TTA-UC system. Therefore, this chapter is focused in the study of a new
photocatalytic application of BPY-2 as sensitizer in energy up-conversion technology.
On the other hand, 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) was selected as acceptor species of
the system. Both sensitizer and acceptor structures are depicted in Figure 101:

Figure 101. BPY-2 and DPA as components of a novel TTA-UC system.

In addition to the absorption spectra of the sensitizer/acceptor, the selection
of the excitation energy source is also important. There are reported some examples
of TTA-UC processes where the authors used low excitation non-coherent power
lights.320 However, the most efficient systems reported to date (efficiencies of ca.
16%)321 are irradiated under coherent laser light sources (maximum yield is 50%,
because TTA-UC is a biphotonic process).299

Normalized Absorbance (a.u.)

In this chapter a low power laser pointer (445 nm) was selected as light source.
Figure 102 shows the emission spectrum of the laser pointer employed for the
photocatalytic reactions and also the normalized absorption spectra of BPY-2 and DPA:
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Figure 102. Normalized absorption spectra of BPY-2 (black line) and DPA (red line) The blue line corresponds
to the emission of the laser pointer recorded with a radiometer.
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BPY-2 absorption maximum is located at ca. 470 nm and the absorption of DPA
at ca. 375 nm. The laser pointer source that was employed in all the experiments emits
at 445 nm. In this way, BPY-2 is selectively irradiated by the laser pointer. The
absorption of BPY-2 in the blue region of the visible spectra as well as its high tendency
to promote the intersystem-crossing process (ISC), due to the presence of heavy atoms
in its structure, makes this dye an excellent candidate as sensitizer in a TTA-UC system.
Furthermore, the employment of these type of up-conversion technologies allows to
catalyze coupling reactions under mild conditions (visible light, ambient pressure, room
temperature and laser pointer as light source) and without presence of metals.
With the objective of demonstrate the suitability of our BPY/DPA pair as a TTAUC system, transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS), steady-state fluorescence and
time-resolved fluorescence experiments were performed. First of all, through TAS
measurements, it was possible to identify the absorption of the triplet excited state,
3
BPY-2*. In agreement with literature,290 after exciting at 485 nm, this transient species
has a maximum at 770 nm (Figure 103 A). The decay of 3BPY-2* species was monitored
at this wavelength (Figure 103 B) and the mono-exponential fitting of this curve
determined that the lifetime of this species was 32 µs.

Figure 103. (A) Transient absorption spectra of triplet excited state of BPY-2 (0.05 mM) in N2/DMF solution
(λexc = 485 nm) recorded 0.1 μs (black) and 10 μs (red) after the laser pulse. (B) Decay of triplet lifetime of
BPY-2 (0.05 M) in N2/DMF at 770 nm (λexc = 485 nm).

In agreement with the energy transfer events that occur in any TTA-UC process
(see Figure 99, page 163), after selective excitation of BPY-2 from the ground state to
the first excited state (1BPY-2*) and intersystem crossing (ISC) to the first triplet state
(3BPY-2*), 3BPY-2* would transfer the energy to a molecule of DPA in the ground state
(Triplet-Triplet Energy Transfer, TTEnT). In order to prove that this energy transfer
indeed occurs, a TAS experiment of a mixture of BPY-2 and DPA was done. This mixture
was excited at 485 nm (absorption wavelength of 3BPY-2*) and the decays of the
involved transitory species were monitored at 770 (blue curve, Figure 104) and at 430
nm (green curve, Figure 104). It is already known that the species which appear at 770
nm is 3BPY-2*.290 It was calculated that in presence of DPA, the lifetime of the triplet
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excited state transient of BPY-2 is lower (0.4 µs). It suggests that 3BPY-2* is deactivated
faster because it is transferring energy to DPA to form a new transient species. Indeed,
the apparition of a new species (green curve) is concomitant with the extinction of
3
BPY-2* (blue curve). This new species corresponds to the triplet excited state of DPA,
3
DPA* (τgeneration = 0.4 µs). In this way, the TTEnT between 3BPY-2* and DPA has been
demonstrated, with a bimolecular quenching constant of 109 M-1s-1.

Figure 104. Decays monitored at 770 nm (blue) and 430 nm (green) after 485 nm LFP of BPY-2 (0.05 mM)
in N2/DMF solution in the presence of DPA (1 mM).

Once TTEnT occurs, two molecules of 3DPA* should collide to give rise to the
species 1DPA*. In order to observe the delayed fluorescence emitted by 1DPA*, steadystate fluorescence experiments were carried out (Figure 105).

Figure 105. Emission spectra (λexc = 485 nm) of a mixture of BPY-2 (0.05 mM) and DPA (1 mM) in N2/DMF
recorded at 14 ns (blue) and 50 ns (red) after the laser pulse. Inset: Kinetic decay of the delayed 1DPA* at
440 nm. The black lines indicate the goodness of the lifetime measurement ﬁtting.

After a laser pulse (λexc = 485 nm) it was recorded the emission spectra of a
mixture BPY-2/DPA after 14 ns (blue curve) and 50 ns (red curve). After 14 ns,
fluorescence emissions of both 1DPA* (λem = 440 nm) and 1BPY-2* (λem = 550 nm)
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species were observed, and after 50 ns just the delayed fluorescence of 1DPA*. Decay
of the fluorescence of 1DPA* was measured at 440 nm (inset Figure 105). A monoexponential fitting of this curve revealed that the life time of this species is 2.3 µs. This
lifetime is just the half of the lifetime of the precursor species, 3DPA* (5 µs). By
deﬁnition,322 a P-type delayed ﬂuorescence relies on the TTA event where two triplets
(i.e. 3DPA*+3DPA*) collide to populate the delayed emission (i.e. 1DPA*).
Consequently, the 1DPA* lifetime must be approximately half that of its precursor
(3DPA*) to ensure that the overall process is biphotonic. It was demonstrated that out
system fulfill this criteria (1DPA* = 2.3 µs; 3DPA* = 5 µs).
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5.3. Optimization of the system
The optimization of the reaction conditions was carried out employing the
substrate 8 (4-bromobenzophenone) and 9 (N-methylpyrrole), catalytic amounts of
BPY-2 (1%)/DPA (10%) under inert atmosphere, irradiated with a blue laser pointer at
445 nm during 2 hours at 20°C (see more details section 3.2.1. Carbon-carbon coupling
photoreaction by TTA-UC system of Chapter 3, page 99). Several reaction conditions as
irradiation time, concentration of 9 and different solvents were tested in order to
optimize the system.
In a first stage, the reaction was carried out employing DMF as solvent. A
moderate conversion of initial reagent (8) was observed, and a poor selectivity towards
the desired coupled product 10a (31%). The photo-reduced byproduct (11) was
obtained with a selectivity of 69% because DMF is a very good H-donor (entry 1, Table
14). Two control experiments were performed in absence of DPA (entry 2, Table 14)
and BPY-2 (entry 3, Table 14). No conversion was observed in any case.
Table 14. Optimization of C-C coupling between 8 and 9 by BPY-2/DPA as TTA system. [a]

Solvent

Conversion (%)[b] Selectivity 10a/11[b] Yield of 10a (%)[b]

1
2[d]

DMF

62[c]

31/69

16

DMF

0

0/0

-

[e]

DMF

0

0/0

-

3

[f]

7[g]

ACN
ACN/DMF 2/1
ACN/DMF 3/1
ACN/DMF 3/1

49
67
72
74

100/0
62/38
75/25
77/23

30
41
54
54

8[h]

ACN/DMF 3/1

70

85/15

60[i]

9[j]

ACN/DMF 3/1

72

80/20

57

ACN/DMF 3/1

62

53/47

32

DMA

100

40/60

40

ACN/DMA 3/1

92

78/22

71[l]

4
5
6

10

[k]

11[h]
12

[a] Conditions: [8]=0.01 M, [9]=0.5 M, [BPY-2]=0.1 mM, [DPA]=1 mM in 3ml of bubbled (N2) solvent at 20°C;
2 h of irradiation time with a blue laser pointer (λexc = 445 ± 10 nm, 2W). [b] Conversion, product selectivity
10a/11 and yield of product 10a ([conv * selectivity]/mass balance) were calculated from quantitative GC
analysis vs. internal 1-dodecanenitrile. Mass balances were 100% in all cases unless otherwise indicated. [c]
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85% mass balance. [d] Without DPA. [e] Without BPY-2. [f] 63% mass balance. [g] 4h of irradiation time. [h]
[9]=0.8 M. [i] Isolated yield 41%. [j] [9]=0.6 M. [k] [9]=0.25 M. [l] Isolated yield 38%.

To shift the selectivity towards the formation of the C-C product (10a), ACN was
used as solvent instead of DMF. The product 10a was obtained selectively, but with a
low conversion of 49% (entry 4, Table 14). Then, the reaction was carried out employing
a mixture of ACN and DMF with different ratios (ACN/DMF 2/1 and 3/1, entries 5 and
6, Table 14). The conversion and the selectivity are slightly higher with the solvent
mixture of ACN/DMF 3/1.
When the irradiation time was double (entry 7, Table 14) just an improvement
of 2% in conversion and selectivity was achieved. Different amounts of trapping agent
9 were also checked (0.8, 0.6 and 0.25 M, entries 8-10, Table 14). As expected, the best
selectivity was achieved with the higher concentration of 9, 0.8 M (85%, entry 8, Table
14).
Finally, DMA was tested as solvent because it is not as good H-donor as DMF
(entry 11, Table 14). A mixture of ACN/DMA was also checked (entry 12, Table 14).
Excellent conversions were obtained, but poorer selectivity than in the case of
ACN/DMF solvent mixtures.
As conclusion, the conditions employed in the entry 8 of the Table 14 were
chosen as the optimal ones because they meet both criteria: good conversions (70%)
and high selectivity (85%).
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5.4. Scope of the reaction
The scope of the reaction was studied employing the optimal selected
conditions, and several aryl halides and methyl pyrrole as substrates, at it is shown in
Figure 106:

Figure 106. Other examples of C-C coupling photoreaction using BPY-2/DPA as photocatalysts. Reaction
conditions: aryl bromide (10−2 M), N-methyl pyrrole (0.8M), BPY-2 (10-4 M) and DPA (10-3 M), 3 mL of
ACN/DMF 3/1 v/v using a blue laser pointer (445 nm ± 10) under nitrogen atmosphere during 2 h. First
percentage in the parenthesis refers to the conversion of the reaction, and second one to the selectivity. [a]
From 4-iodobenzophenone; [b] From 4,4′-diiodobiphenyl [0.007 M], ACN/DMF 1/1 v/v, 67% selectivity of 4iodo-1,1′-biphenyl; [c] From 2-acetyl-5-chlorothiophene.

The scope of the reaction was studied by using several aryl bromides
substituted in ortho- and para- positions with ketone, aldehyde and cyanide moieties
as starting materials. The presence of a ketone group in para- position affords the
product 10a with good conversion and selectivity. However, if the ketone is located in
ortho- position these values decrease considerably (10b). Para- substitution with an
aldehyde groups leads in a moderate conversion but total selectivity (10c). Electronwithdrawing groups in para- and ortho- positions give very poor conversions, but total
selectivity (products 10d and 10e). A quinolone bromide was also employed as
substrate, the product 10f was obtained with moderate conversion and total
selectivity. Furthermore, the reaction was also performed with diethyl bromomalonate
as substrate and the product 10g was obtained with quantitative conversion and
selectivity.
Furthermore, the scope of reaction was broadened using two aryl iodide
substrates as starting materials in this coupling reaction. From 4-iodoacetophenone,
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the product 10h was obtained with moderate conversion and good selectivity (80%).
From 4,4′-diiodobiphenyl, the mono-substituted product 10i was obtained with poor
conversion and selectivity. Finally, one last aryl chloride, 2-acetyl-5-chlorothiophene,
was employed as substrate. Product 10j was obtained with moderated conversion and
total selectivity. 1H NMR and 13C spectra of all the products are available in the
Appendix 3.
The diverse reactivity of all aryl halides would be associated with the
thermodynamic and kinetic data determined by DFT methodology at the B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) level (see these data in Appendix 3). Regarding the activation barriers, for
instance SET vs BET, low reactivity can be a direct consequence of reversibility of the
electron transfer and subsequent mesolysis.
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5.5. Continuous flow system
After the optimization and screening of the reaction with several types of aryl
and alkyl halides, it was studied the applicability of this proof of concept with
continuous-ﬂow conditions with no precedents in literature. The use of continuous flow
conditions opens the door to the applicability of this type of methodology in the scaleup at industrial levels. Thus, the carbon-carbon coupling reaction between 8 and 9 in
the presence of the TTA-UC system (2-BPY + DPA) with scaling-up optimal conditions
was actually observed under ﬂow settings. Figure 107 depicts an image and a scheme
of the home-made continuous flow system:

Figure 107. Set-up of the continuous-ﬂow photochemistry system. Photographs and schematic
representation of the home-made continuous-ﬂow photoreactor that demonstrates the technology
transfer of C-C coupling reaction by means of TTA-UC.

The solution phase (A) was deaerated with a nitrogen flux (B) and delivered to
a Pyrex glass holder (D) by a MasterFlex® continuous-ﬂow pump (C) at 100 rpm through
a Tygon® tubing (ID 1.6 mm). Constant stirring (D) was carried out in order to facilitate
the solution ﬂow and minimize the possible retention time in the irradiation region. At
this point, the reaction mixture was photolyzed by a blue laser pointer (E) (λexc=445 nm
± 10), fed by a power supplier (F). The ﬁnal exiting stream was collected again in A to
evolve continuously the photoreaction. Selectivity and isolated yield of coupled
photoproduct 10a was found to be very promising and we expect that advantages of
photochemical syntheses observed on a small scale will be able to be exploited on a
larger scale and consequently to be implemented in the industry.
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5.6. Reaction mechanism
With the goal of elucidate the mechanism of the C-C coupling reaction catalyzed
by our TTA-UC system, several experiments employing steady-state fluorescence, time
resolved-fluorescence and transient absorption spectroscopy techniques were carried
out. With the purpose of check the decrease of the signal corresponding to the delayed
fluorescence of 1DPA* in presence of an aryl halide, quenching fluorescence emission
experiments were carried out with increasing amounts of 4-bromobenzophenone (8)
(Figure 108). The fluorescence emission of 1DPA* is quenched meanwhile the
fluorescence emission of 1BPY-2* keeps constant. 1DPA* is being deactivated because
it is donating electrons from its excited state to 8, which is converted into the radical
anion 8•-. This process is known as Single Electron Transfer (SET). On the other side, no
quenching of 1BPY-2* was observed, it suggests that this species is being regenerated,
so it is not involved in the SET process.

Figure 108. Emission spectra of a mixture of BPY-2 (0.1 mM) and DPA (1 mM) in bubbled (N2) ACN/DMF (3/1
v/v) after excitation (485 nm) with a pulsed laser in the presence of increasing amounts of 8 (black line 0
mM, red line 5 mM, blue line 10 mM and green line 20 mM).

Stern-Volmer equations (Eq. 10 and Eq. 11) relate the quenching of
fluorescence intensity of a substrate X by adding increasing amounts of a quencher (Q).
This equation is employed to calculate Stern-Volmer constant (KSV) and quenching rate
constant (kq). The equations for the Stern-Volmer analysis are:
ф𝟎
= 𝟏 + 𝑲𝑺𝑽 . [𝑸]
ф

Eq. 10

𝑲𝑺𝑽 = 𝝉𝒇𝒍 · 𝒌𝒒

Eq. 11

Where ф 0 is the fluorescence quantum yield without quencher, ф is the
fluorescence quantum yield in presence of increasing amounts of quencher, [Q] is the
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concentration of quencher, τfl is the fluoresncence lifetime of the substrate and kq is
the quenching rate constant. In this case the substrate X is DPA and the quencher Q is
4-bromobenzophenone, compound 8.
Figure 109 shows the Stern-Volmer correlation where KSV was obtained as 12.8
−1
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Figure 109. Stern-Volmer plot to obtain kq (S1); experimental errors were lower than 2% of the obtained
values.

Considering this value and the DPA fluorescence lifetime (τfl = 6.5 ns in
ACN/DMF 3/1 v/v, calculated from the black decay trace of Figure 111), the
ﬂuorescence quenching rate constant, kq(8), was found to be 1.9×109 M−1 s−1. From
these data, 8 quenches the delayed 1DPA* at a nearly diﬀusion controlled rate.
Deactivation of 1DPA* under preparative irradiation conditions ([8] = 0.01M)
relies on the relative contribution of the diﬀerent pathways which includes
ﬂuorescence, ﬂuorescence quenching and intersystem crossing. Eq. 12, Eq. 13 and Eq.
14 were employed to calculate the contribution of the different deactivation pathways
of the 1DPA*(total deactivation, fluorescence, and intersystem crossing respectively):
𝒌𝑫 (𝑺𝟏 ) = 𝒌𝒒 (𝑺𝟏 ) · [𝟔] + 𝒌𝒇𝒍 + 𝒌𝑰𝑺𝑪

Eq. 12

Ф𝒇𝒍 = 𝝉𝒇𝒍 · 𝒌𝒇𝒍

Eq. 13

Ф𝑰𝑺𝑪 = 𝝉𝑰𝑺𝑪 · 𝒌𝑰𝑺𝑪

Eq. 14

The ﬂuorescence (kfl) and intersystem crossing (kISC) rate constants were
kfl=1.1×108 s−1 and kISC=0.4×108 s−1, respectively taking into account the quantum yields
of ﬂuorescence (Фfl = 0.73, calculated from absorption and fluorescence spectra of DPA
in Figure 110) and intersystem crossing (ФISC = 0.27, we assume that (Фnon-radiative ≈ ФISC =
1 - ФF)323 respectively. Under these conditions, quenching of the delayed 1DPA* by 8
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contributed 11% to the overall singlet deactivation with a signiﬁcant residual
ﬂuorescence (65%) and some amount of the excited molecules (24%) which suffer an
intersystem crossing process towards the triplet state.

Figure 110. (A) Absorption spectra of 0.1 mM DPA in ACN/DMF (3/1 v/v, black line) and EtOH (red line) under
aerobic conditions at room temperature. (B) Fluorescence spectra (λexc = 372 nm) of 0.1 mM DPA in
ACN/DMF (3/1 v/v, black line) and EtOH (red line) under aerobic conditions at room temperature.

On the other hand, observation of ﬂuorescence quenching of 1DPA* would not
discard that activation of 8 could take place from the 3DPA* species. Spectroscopic
measurements were carried out to establish whether 3DPA* may or may not be
correlated with the C-C coupling catalytic reaction. Thus, addition of 8 to the TTA
system (0.1 mM BPY-2, 1 mM DPA in ACN/DMF 3/1 v/v, N2, λexc=485 nm) did not aﬀect
the temporal proﬁle of the delayed 1DPA* at 440nm as it is shown in Figure 111.
Assuming 3DPA* quenching by 8, there would have been a direct eﬀect in the lifetime
of the delayed 1DPA*. In other words, sensitized 3DPA* is the direct precursor of the
delayed 1DPA* and any external factor that may aﬀect it should have a posterior
consequence. These ﬁndings therefore allowed us to conclude that activation of 8 by
SET occurred from the delayed 1DPA*.
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Figure 111. Kinetic decays of delayed 1DPA* at 440 nm without 8 (black) and with 5 mM of 8 (red).

Furthermore, single electron-transfer (SET) thermodynamics strongly
supported this analysis. Application of the Rehm-Weller equation (Eq. 15) was used for
estimating the free energy changes (ΔGET in kcal·mol−1) associated with ET processes.
Rhem-Weller equation is an empirical correlation found between the observed secondorder rate constant, kq, for an intermolecular electron-transfer reaction and the Gibbs
energy of the photoinduced electron transfer (PET) process within the encounter
complex (ΔGET). The equation for Rhem-Weller analysis is:
∆𝑮𝑬𝑻 = 𝟐𝟑. 𝟎𝟔 [𝑬°𝒐𝒙 (𝑨•+/𝑨) − 𝑬°𝒓𝒆𝒅 (𝑩/𝑩•−) ] − 𝑬∗ (𝑺𝟏 𝒐𝒓 𝑻𝟏 )

Eq. 15

Where Eº(A•+/A) is the oxidation potential of the species A, Eº(B/B•-) is the
reduction potential of the species B and E* the necessary energy to excite the absorber
species to the first singlet or triplet excited state. In this case, A is DPA and B is the
substrate 8. If ΔGET < 0, the PET process is spontaneous.
The oxidation potential (E°(DPA●+ / DPA)) of DPA as well as its singlet and triplet
energy EDPA*(S1 or T1) were previously reported319,324. Their corresponding values are
1.25 V vs. SCE, 71.5 and 41.5 kcal·mol−1, respectively. Taking into account the reduction
potential of 8 (−1.81 V vs. SCE)319,the ΔGET (S1) and ΔGET (T1) values were estimated as
−0.9 kcalmol−1 and +29.5 kcalmol−1, respectively. Therefore, activation of 8 by delayed
1
DPA* would be an exergonic process, whereas the mechanism from 3DPA* is
thermodynamically prohibited.
On the other hand, it was studied the feasibility of back electron transfer (BET)
process that consists in the cession of one electron from radical N-methylpyrrole
(intermediate a) to DPA+● (see structures of pyrrole intermediates in Figure 113) to give
a carbocation species of N-methylpyrrole (intermediate b) and DPA. Thus, feasibility of
back electron transfer was proved by calculation of the Gibbs energy (ΔG = –n∙F∙ΔΕ) of
this process:
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𝑫𝑷𝑨+• → 𝑫𝑷𝑨

𝜟𝑬 = +𝟏. 𝟑𝟖 𝑽

Eq. 16

𝑰𝒏𝒕 𝒃 → 𝑰𝒏𝒕 𝒂

𝜟𝑬 = −𝟎. 𝟒𝟗 𝑽

Eq. 17

𝜟𝑬 = +𝟎. 𝟖𝟗 𝑽 → 𝜟𝑮 < 𝟎 → 𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒆𝒐𝒖𝒔

Eq. 18

Figure 112 shows the optimized geometries of intermediates a and b:

Intermediate a

Intermediate b

Figure 112. Optimized geometries of intermediates a and b

Furthermore, density functional theory (DFT) computational studies were
carried out to rationalize the electronic transitions and configurations involved in this
TTA-UC process (see theoretical calculations in Appendix 3).
Figure 113 summarizes the reaction mechanism that was proposed for C-C
coupling reactions catalyzed by our TTA-UC system based on BPY-2/DPA:

Figure 113. Proposed photocatalytic mechanism of the C-C coupling reaction catalyzed by TTA-UC

BPY-2 is selectively irradiated and singlet excited state species is formed (1BPY2*). Through an intersystem-crossing (ISC) process triplet excited state 3BPY-2* was
formed from 1BPY-2*. An efficient Triplet-triplet energy transfer (TTEnT) occurs
between 3BPY-2* and DPA, giving rise to 3DPA*. Then, two molecules of 3DPA* collide
(Triplet-Triplet Annihilation, TTA) and a new more energetic state 1DPA* was formed.
This state of high energy is able to activate a molecule or aryl bromide by Single Electron
Transfer (SET), giving rise a radical anion of Ar-Br•- and a radical cation of DPA•+. After
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dehalogenation of the anion, it was obtained the radical Ar• which is trapped by Nmethylpyrrole. Intermediate a transfer an electron to DPA•+ (Back Electron Transfer,
BET), which is reconverted to DPA. After deprotonation of intermediate b, final
coupled aryl-pyrrole product is obtained.
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HOMO- AND HETEROGENEOUS BOPHY-BASED
PHOTOCATALYSTS IN OXIDATION OF SULFIDES

Chapter 6. BOPHY-based photocatalysts in oxidation of sulfides
6.1. State of art and objectives
There are a huge number of organic transformations that require the use of
metal-based catalysts or high temperatures. These reactions are performed using
different homogeneous catalysts, mainly based on precious metal such as ruthenium,
iridium and metal-free organic dyes.325–330 By other side, heterogeneous photocatalysts
have been also reported during the last years.331–335 Figure 114 A show several
advantages and drawbacks of these homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts.
Strong points of homogeneous ones are that active sites are well defined, an elevated
selectivity to desired products, high diffusion of reagents and the mechanism is usually
well known. On the other hand, heterogeneous catalysts are better in terms of product
isolation, recycling, and photo- and thermal stability. In this chapter both types of
catalysis will be employed in photocatalytic oxidation of sulfides.

Figure 114. (A) Comparison between homogeneous and heterogeneous photocatalysis. (B) Photooxidation
plausible pathways for oxidation of sulfides. (C) Photooxidation pathways reported by Cong et al.
Reproduced from Ref. 198 with permission of Nature. Copyright 2018.

Among all the existing photo-catalyzed organic reactions, photooxidation
reaction of sulfides to sulfoxides was selected as matter of study in this chapter.
This reaction takes place under visible light irradiation, in presence of oxygen
and a suitable photocatalyt. As it was explained in the Chapter 1, photocatalytic
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oxidation of sulfides are reactions that occur by sensitization of the photocatalyst and
formation of oxygen species, as it is shown in Figure 114 B. Furthermore, Figure 114 C
shows both suitable photooxidation pathways, reported by Cong et al. 198 The electron
transfer pathway starts with the photo excitation of the photocatalyst (PC). The excited
state PC* takes an electron from the sulfide, giving rise to the radical anion (PC •-), and
the radical cation of the sulfide (R1R2-S•+). Then, PC•- gives an electron to a molecule of
O2. In this way, oxygen anion radical is formed (O2•-) and photocatalyst PC is recovered.
Finally, the radical anion O2•- oxidizes the sulfide radical cation R1R2-S•+, yielding the
corresponding sulfoxide. On the other hand, the energy transfer pathway starts also
with the photo excitation of the photocatalyst (PC). PC* transfers it energy to a
molecule of triplet oxygen 3O2, giving rise to a singlet oxygen species, 1O2. This molecule
is very reactive and it is able to oxidize sulfides easily.
Several authors have reported the oxidation of sulfides employing
homogeneous photocatalyts as BODIPY dyes,336–340 perylene diimide dyes,341
tioxanthones198, falvin derivatives342–344 or iridium complexes.345 Regarding to
heterogeneous catalysts, C3N4 nanosheets,346 linear,347 coordination348 and conjugated
porous polymers have been successfully tested in oxidation of sulfides.42,44,191,349
Specifically, Liras et al. reported in 2016 a work were they tested the
photocatalytic behavior of a BODIPY-based conjugated microporous polymer.42 They
studied the photooxidation reaction of organic sulfoxides employing two BODIPY
molecular precursors (homogeneous catalysis) and a BODIPY-based CMP
(heterogeneous catalysis, Scheme 46 left).

Scheme 46. BODIPY and BOPHY-based conjugated porous polymers in oxidation of organic sulfides.

In this publication, they concluded that the best catalyst was the heterogeneous
one (conversion of 99% after 24h, employing 0.1 mol % of photocatalyst) and the
oxidation of sulfides occurred through energy transfer pathway (singlet oxygen
generation, 1O2).
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The similarity between BODIPY and BOPHY dyes suggests that BOPHY
derivatives would be also suitable catalysts in this type of reactions (Scheme 46).
Therefore, this chapter is focused in the employment of BOPHY dyes in homogeneous
photocatalysis as well was BOPHY-based CPPs in heterogeneous photocatalysis.
Furthermore, the mechanism of the reaction will be studied and discussed.
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6.2. Suitability of BOPHY-based photocatalysts in oxidation of sulfides reaction
BPY-1, 2, 3, IEP-7 and IEP-8 were selected as candidates to be used as
photocatalysts in oxidation of sulfides reaction (Scheme 47). Both homogeneous and
heterogeneous catalysts based on BOPHY dyes were tested in order to compare the
differences in their photocatalytic activities:

Scheme 47. Photocatalysts employed in oxidation of organic sulfides.

From a thermodynamic point of view, it is proved the feasibility of all the
evaluated photocatalysts based on BOPHY dyes via electron transfer pathway. All of
them are able to oxidize the methyl p-tolyl sulfide (12) because the redox potential of
the pair 12/12•+ is located above their valence bands or HOMO orbitals. Oxidation via
electron transfer is also feasible because redox potential of the pair O2/O2•- is also
located below their conduction bands or LUMO. Figure 115 shows the position of the
valence/conduction bands of all the photocatalysts:
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Figure 115. Valence/conduction bands of BPY-1, 2 and 3 and IEP 7-8 calculated from cyclic voltammetry
measurements in front of O2/O2•- and 12/12•+ redox pairs.
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6.3. Optimization of the system
To optimize the photocatalytic system, several catalysts and reaction conditions
were tested (Table 15). In all the cases the reactions were carried out in presence of
methyl p-tolyl sulfide (12, 0.3 mmol) in a mixture EtOH/H2O 1:1, under green light
irradiation (525 nm) and air atmosphere (more experimental details in point 3.2.2.
Photo-oxidation of sulfides of Chapter 3, page 100).
Table 15. Photocatalyts screening and optimization of reaction conditions.[a]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Photocatalyst
BPY-1
BPY-2
BPY-3
BPY-1
IEP-7
IEP-7
IEP-7
IEP-7
IEP-8
IEP-7-Pd[c]
IEP-7[d]
IEP-7[e]

% mol
0.7
0.7
0.7
1.2
0.7
1
1.2
2.5
1
1
1
1

Time (h)
8
8
8
8
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Conversion (%)[b]
75
67
43
59
48
69
67
77
55
67
68
11

[a] All reactions were carried out using 12 (methyl p-tolyl sulfide, 0.3 mmol) in 2 ml of a mixture EtOH/H2O
(1:1 v/v) under green-LED irradiation (λem=525 nm). [b] Conversion yield determined by 1H NMR, analysis of
the crude mixture. [c] Control experiment using IEP-7 before Pd cleaning treatment. [d] With DABCO (0.15
mmol). [e] With 1,4-benzoquinone (0.15 mmol).

First of all, molecular BOPHY dyes (BPY 1, BPY-2 and BPY-3) were tested as
homogeneous photocatalysts. Experiments of oxidation of sulfide 12 were carried out
in presence of 0.7 mol % (proportional amount of BOPHY dyes contained in 1% of
polymers) of BPY 1, 2 and 3 during 24 hours. In all the cases, the conversion was
quantitative (data not showed in Table 15). In order to compare these three
photocatalysts, the experiments were repeated again during 8 hours of reaction
(entries 1-3, Table 15). The best photocatalyst was BPY-1 with a conversion of 75%.
Also, to test if an increase of the amount of BPY-1 could improve the conversion to
sulfoxide, the reaction was carried out in presence of 1.2 mol % of BPY-1 (entry 4, Table
15). Not improvement in the conversion was observed; actually it was obtained a worse
conversion (59%).
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It is well known that homogeneous catalysts are usually more efficient than
heterogeneous ones.350,351 However, que interest of employing heterogeneous
photocatalysts remains in the recyclability of the material, which can be recovered from
the reaction crude by a simple filtration process. Therefore, IEP-7 and were selected
IEP-8 as heterogeneous photocatalysts. It was studied the conversion of sulfide 12
during 24 hours with different amounts of IEP-7 from 0.7 to 2.5 mol % (entries 5-8,
Table 15). The best conversion was achieved with 2.5% of IEP-7 (77%), but the optimal
percentage is 1%, because it is obtained a 69% of conversion (so close to 77%) with 1.5
mol. % less of catalyst. For comparative purposes, IEP-8 (1 mol %) was also tested as
heterogeneous photocatalyst, and a conversion of 55% of sulfide 12 was obtained
(entry 9, Table 15). Its activity is lower than the activity of polymer IEP-7 (69% of
conversion with 1 mol % of photocatalyst). During the synthesis of IEP-7, it was
employed a palladium catalyst, which could interfere in the photocatalytic activity of
the polymer. Despite all the palladium was removed by a post-treatment with sodium
cyanide (data checked with ICP analysis), an additional control experiment with IEP-7
before the palladium cleaning treatment was done (entry 10, Table 15). The conversion
is almost the same with or without palladium (67%, entry 10 vs 69%, entry 6), so the
presence of palladium does not affect to the catalytic activity of the polymer.
Finally, in order to gain insight about the oxidation pathway that occurs with
these kinds of photocatalyts, two additional experiments were done. Both reactions
were carried out employing IEP-7 (1 mol %) as photocatalyst in presence of a singlet
oxygen quencher (DABCO, entry 11, table Table 15) and a radical trapping agent
(benzoquinone, entry 12 Table 15). When DABCO is added, the conversion of sulfide
does not change, but in the case of adding benzoquinone the conversion decreases to
11%. These results suggest that the reaction probably occurs via oxygen radical anion,
which is trapped by 1,4-benzoquinone when it is added to the reaction medium.
Note that in all the experiments corresponding sulfoxides were obtained
selectively, it was not observed the presence of sulfones or any other by-product by 1H
NMR.
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6.4. Scope of the reaction
The scope of the reaction was studied employing several sulfides with different
functional groups. Figure 116 summarizes the obtained results:

Figure 116. Scope of the reaction. IEP-7 as photocatalyst for oxidation of several aromatic, aliphatic, electrodonating and electro-withdrawing sulfides. All reactions were carried out using IEP-7 (1%) and R-S-R’ (0.3
mmol) in 2 ml of a mixture EtOH/H2O (1:1 v/v) under green-LED irradiation (λem=525 nm) during 24 hours.
Conversion yield determined by 1H NMR, analysis of the crude mixture.

Besides methyl p-tolyl sulfide, a series of other aromatic sulfides were checked
employing the selected optimal conditions. Sulfides containing electro-donating groups
(methyl), electro-withdrawing groups (cyano) and also substituted with halogens
(which has both electro-donating and electro-withdrawing behavior) were tested. In all
these cases sulfoxides 13b, 13c and 13e were obtained with moderate yields (ca. 30%),
so the electronic properties of the functional groups attached to benzene moiety do
not affect to the conversion of the reaction.
Sulfides containing allyl and benzyl groups were also tested and excellent (13d,
90%) and moderated conversions (13f, 33%) were obtained respectively. Furthermore,
some sulfides with aliphatic substituents were also employed as substrates.
Quantitative conversions were obtained in all cases (13g, 13h and 13i products). Finally,
sulfide group of methionine amino acid was also oxidized quantitatively to give 13j,
without affecting the amino group.
Note that, as in the previous section, sulfoxides were obtained selectively, it
was not observed the presence of sulfones or any other byproduct. 1H NMR spectra of
all products are collected in the Appendix 2.
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6.5. Recycling experiment
Recycling experiments using IEP-7 as catalyst and methyl p-tolyl sulfide (12) as
substrate were carried out in order to demonstrate the recyclability of the
photocatalyst (Figure 117). Four cycles of reaction with the same catalyst were carried
out. A decrease of conversion was observed in the second cycle, probably due to de
adsorption of the substrate on the surface of the catalyst. In the following cycles,
conversion obtained was ca. 47 ± 8%.

Figure 117. Conversion sulfide of 12 to sulfoxide 13a after recycling experiments. Conditions: IEP-7 (1%) and
12 (0.3 mmol) in 2 ml of a mixture EtOH/H2O (1:1 v/v) under green-LED irradiation (λem=525 nm) during
cycles of 24 hours. Conversion yield determined by 1H NMR, analysis of the crude mixture.
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6.6. Reaction mechanism
With the goal of elucidate which of oxidation pathway of sulfides that occurs,
steady-state, time-resolved fluorescence, transient absorption spectroscopy
experiments and also some theoretical calculations were carried out. For this purpose,
BPY-1 was selected as subject of study. Remind that before doing all these experiments,
reactions in presence of DABCO and 1,4-benzoquinone were already done (Table 15,
page 190) and the results suggested that oxidation of sulfides takes pace through
electron transfer pathway.
Steady-state quenching experiments of BPY-1 fluorescence in presence of
increasing amounts of 12 (which plays the role of quencher specie) were carried out in
order to see if first singlet excited state of BPY-1 (1BPY*) is involved in the mechanism
of oxidation (Figure 118 A). It is clear that the higher is the concentration of sulfide (12),
the lower the fluorescence emission intensity. So 12 is quenching the first singlet
excited state of the BOPHY. To unequivocally demonstrate that it is correct, also timeresolved fluorescence experiments where done in presence of increasing amounts of
12 (inset Figure 118 A). The lifetime of the excited state 1BPY* decreases with the
increase of 12 amount, so it has demonstrated the involvement of the excited state
1
BPY* in the mechanism of reaction.

Figure 118. (A) Steady-state quenching of BPY-1 ﬂuorescence in the presence of increasing amounts of 12
(up to 0.15M). Inset: time-resolved quenching of BPY-1 ﬂuorescence upon increasing concentrations of 12
(up to 0.15 M). (B) Stern-Volmer plot to obtain kq(S1).

Stern-Volmer equations (Eq. 19 and Eq. 20) were employed to calculate the
constant (KSV) and quenching rate constant (kq):
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𝝉𝟎
= 𝟏 + 𝑲𝑺𝑽 . [𝑸]
𝝉

Eq. 19

𝑲𝑺𝑽 = 𝝉𝟎 · 𝒌𝒒

Eq. 20
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Fluorescence lifetime of BPY-1 without quencher/fluorescence lifetime of BPY1 with increasing amounts of quencher (τ0/τ) were plotted vs the concentration of
quencher (in this case sulfide [12]) and a linear fitting was done (Figure 118 B). The
slope of the linear adjustment is the Stern-Volmer constant (KSV = 7.3 M-1). Through the
value of KVS it was also calculated the quenching rate constant, kq (12) = 2.7·109 M-1s-1.
Transient absorption spectroscopy experiments were also carried out in order
to identify the intermediate species that are formed during the oxidation reaction.
Figure 119 shows the transient absorption spectra of BPY-1 in absence (black) and
presence of sulfide 12 (red). The formed species centered at 765 nm corresponds to
the absorption of the triplet excited state of BOPHY (3BPY*).290 The other species
formed at 500 nm when 12 is added (red spectrum) corresponds to the formation of a
dimer radical cation from the aromatic sulfide (12)2•+ as it was already described in
literature.352,353 Under high concentration conditions, sulfide radical states are capable
to form dimers by association with ground-state molecules. The formation of this
cationic intermediate confirms the photo-induced electron transfer (PET) nature of the
process.

Figure 119. Laser ﬂash photolysis (λexc =420nm) of BPY-1 (0.05 mM) in N2/Acetonitrile monitored 20 ns after
laser pulse in the absence (black) and in the presence of 0.15 M 12 (red). Inset A: Decay monitored at 495nm
after laser ﬂash photolysis (λexc =420 nm /ACN) for BPY-1 (0.05mM) + 12 (0.15M) under nitrogen (black) and
air (red) conditions. Inset B: Decays monitored at 765nm after laser ﬂash photolysis (λexc =420 nm, N2/ACN)
for BPY-1 (0.05 mM) in the absence (black) and in the presence of 0.15 M 12 (red).

Furthermore, two additional experiments were done. After excitation of a
mixture of BPY-1/12 at 420 nm, it was monitored the decay of the lifetime of sulfide
dimer cation intermediate at 465 nm under nitrogen and air atmospheres (inset A,
Figure 119). In presence of oxygen, the lifetime of sulfide dimer cation is totally
quenched because this species is trapped by oxygen radical anion (O2•-). Lifetime of
intermediate triplet excited state of BOPHY (3BPY*) was also monitored at 765 nm
(inset B, Figure 119) after excitation at 420 nm in absence (black) and presence (red) of
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12. The lifetime of this excited intermediate is the same in both scenarios, thus
demonstrating that triplet excited state of the photocatalyst is not involved in the
mechanism. Furthermore, it was already proved that the activity of BPY-1 is better than
activity of BPY-2 (diiodinated BOPHY). If triplet excited state of BOPHY would be
involved in the reaction mechanism, the efficiency of the catalyst BPY-2 should be
better than the efficiency of BPY-1, because heavy atoms promotes the inter-crossing
system between singlet excited and triplet excited states. It is not the case.
Considering all these data, a mechanism via electron transfer was proposed for
the oxidation of sulfides reaction (Figure 120). First of all, photocatalyst (PC) is
irradiated selectively and electrons are promoted from the ground state to the first
singlet excited state (1PC*). Then the sulfur transfers an electron (ET) to 1PC*, and
cationic (R1R2-S•+) and anionic radical (PC•-) of both species are formed respectively.
Through back electron transfer (BET) from PC•- to an oxygen molecule, the
photocatalyst is regenerated and an oxygen radical anion is formed. This radical oxygen
is trapped by the cationic radical sulfur species (R1R2-S•+) to give the intermediate I.
Then, this intermediate reacts with other sulfide molecule giving rise to the sulfoxide
products.

Figure 120. Mechanism proposal via electron transfer for oxidation of sulfides reaction.

Furthermore, estimation of the free energy changes associated with the
photoinduced electron transfer (PET) from the photocatalysts to the sulfide 12 were
calculated using Rehm-Weller equation (Eq. 21):
∆𝑮𝑬𝑻 = 𝟐𝟑. 𝟎𝟔 [𝑬°𝒐𝒙 (𝑨•+/𝑨) − 𝑬°𝒓𝒆𝒅 (𝑩/𝑩•−) ] − 𝑬∗ (𝑺𝟏 𝒐𝒓 𝑻𝟏 )

Eq. 21

Where A is the sulfide 12 and B is the photocatalyst. The results are
summarized in the Table 16. In all the cases ΔG<0, so it demonstrates that PET process
is spontaneous is all cases:

Table 16. ΔGET calculus.
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BPY-1
BPY-2
BPY-3
IEP-7

Ered (V vs SCE)

E*(S1) (kcal.mol-1)[a]

ΔGET (kcal.mol-1)[b]

-1.09
-0.92
-0.9
-0.52

66.4
62.3
59
50.3

-8.75
-5.59
-5.8
-5.7

[a] These data come from electrochemical characterization (Chapter 4). Note that they can be optically
calculated from their photophysical characterization. In general, the optical value is lower than the
electrochemical one.354 [b] Eox(12•+/12) = 1.41 V vs SCE.

On the other hand, feasibility of BET from BPY-1•- to an oxygen molecule was
also proved by calculation of the Gibbs energy (ΔG = –n∙F∙ΔΕ) of the process:
𝑩𝑷𝒀 − 𝟏 → 𝑩𝑷𝒀 − 𝟏•−

𝜟𝑬 = −𝟏. 𝟎𝟗 𝑽

Eq. 22

𝑶𝟐 → 𝑶𝟐• −

𝜟𝑬 = −𝟎. 𝟏𝟖 𝑽

Eq. 23

𝜟𝑬 = +𝟎. 𝟗𝟏 𝑽 → 𝜟𝑮 < 𝟎 → 𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒆𝒐𝒖𝒔

Eq. 24

Theoretical calculations based on DFT methods were also performed to
determine the energy proﬁle from the radical cation of methyl p-tolylsulﬁde (12•+) as
model in acetonitrile solvent (see calculation in Appendix 3). These calculations
conﬁrmed the intermediate I formation, showing a O-O bond length value of 1.484 Å
and 1.622 Å for S-O bond length; these results are in agreement with previously
reported data.353,355 Figure 121 depicts the energy profile calculated for the oxidation
of sulfide 12:

Figure 121. Energy proﬁle for the reaction of methyl p-tolylsulﬁde (12) and oxygen in acetonitrile media.

In addition, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments were carried
out to demonstrate the formation of oxygen radical anions during the reaction (see
Appendix 4).
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Chapter 7. CPPs in Artificial Photosynthesis
7.1. State of art and objectives
Industrialization and consumerism are two important tendencies that rules
nowadays in our society. Constant and massive industrial production results in severe
environmental and climate impacts in our planet. Climate change is one of the most
problematic ones. It is caused by an uncontrolled enhancement of greenhouse effect.
During the day, sun irradiates the surface of the Earth. Some of the radiation is reflected
and goes back to the space. Other part of the radiation is absorbed and re-emitted by
several gases present in the atmosphere ant it leads in the warming of the surface of
our planet. These gases are known as greenhouse effect gases. Carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) and sulfur hexafluoride are some
of the most abundant greenhouse gases in our atmosphere. Greenhouse effect is
necessary to enable life, but during last decades it has become an uncontrollable
problem for anthropogenic reasons. The constant increase of the temperature of the
Earth causes the global warming, which has serious environmental negative impacts.
During the last 120 years the temperature of the Earth has increased ca. 1 ⁰C.
Figure 122 A shows the changes in the temperature of global surface, analyzed by four
different institutions. On the other hand, the increment of the global temperature leads
in the melting of the ice in Antarctic and Arctic poles. As it is shown in Figure 122 B, the
ice surface of the poles has decreased ca. 1 and 3 km2 respectively during the last 50
years:

Figure 122. (A) Changes in the temperature of global surface of Earth. Source: NASA Goddard Institute for
Space Studies. (B) Melting of the ice surface in Arctic and Antarctic poles. Source: National Snow and Ice
Data Center.

It is a fact that greenhouse effect has an anthropogenic origin. Electricity and
heat production, transportation, agriculture and other many industries are responsible
of the most of greenhouse gasses emission. The required energy to all these industrial
processes comes mainly from the use of fossil fuels as coal, natural gas or oil. The
massive use of fossil fuels is not sustainable over time. Their amount is limited and they
will be depleted in a near future. Furthermore, during their combustion, greenhouse
gases as carbon dioxide are emitted, which contributes to enhance the global warming.
Finding other greener and non-limited fuels has become mandatory to continue
supplying all the energy demand. For this reason, research and development of
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renewable energies as alternative energy sources is a hot topic in the scientific
community.
Solar, wind, hydroelectric, biomass and geothermal energies are the main types
of renewable energies currently used as alternative sources to conventional fossil fuels.
Figure 123 shows the installed power generation capacity by source, from IEA
(International Energy Agency). Nowadays (solid lines), the most of generated power
comes from fossil fuels, meanwhile the contribution of renewables is lower. However,
predictions (dash lines) suggest that renewables as solar photovoltaics, hydro and wind
will rise considerably in the following two decades.

Figure 123. Installed power generation capacity by source in the Stated Policies Scenario, 2000-2040. Plain
lines correspond to available data from 2000 to 2020, and dash lines are predictions from 2020 to 2040.
Source: IEA (International Energy Agency).

The main problems of using renewable energies are that they are discontinue
and also their complicated storage. The use of batteries as storage devices of
renewable energies would be a possible solution to overcome these problems.
However, these batteries should have properties as high energy density, small size, low
toxicity and low cost. The design and implementation of a battery with all those
characteristics is not viable nowadays.
Other alternative possibility to batteries would be the conversion of renewables
in energy vectors. An energy vector is a chemical compound which is able to capture
and store energy (renewable energy in this case) and release it whenever it is needed.
Artificial photosynthesis is a photochemical process that allows the conversion of solar
energy into energy vectors, also known as solar fuels. This process mimics the natural
photosynthesis. Plants are able to produce oxygen and different sugars by absorption
of sunlight and water. They have in their leaves two types of photosystems that allow
them to absorb photons and convert this energy into nutrients. In a similar way,
artificial photosynthesis emulates this natural process to obtain hydrogen and other
hydrocarbons known as solar fuels. It occurs also in presence of water and light. The
photosystems that absorb light in the plant are substituted by organic and inorganic
semiconductor materials that work as photocatalysts. Artificial photosynthesis process
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includes three different types of reactions: hydrogen production, carbon dioxide
photoreduction and nitrogen fixation. Nitrogen fixation into high value products as
ammonia or hydrazine is not studied in this Thesis. Figure 124 shows a cartoon of
hydrogen production and carbon dioxide photoreduction processes and the reactions
involved in both photocatalytic reactions:

Figure 124. Artificial photosynthesis reactions: hydrogen production and carbon dioxide photoreduction.
Global reactions and oxidation/reduction semi-reactions of both processes.

Hydrogen production reaction occurs in presence of light, water, a
photocatalyst and a sacrificial agent (SA). Sacrificial agents are chemical compounds
that are oxidized easier than water. Methanol, triethylamine, sodium sulfite and
glycerol are some of the most employed sacrificial agents. If the reaction is driven
without any sacrificial agent, water is the specie that is oxidized and also reduced. In
this case, the reaction is commonly named water splitting. However, although being
the water oxidation thermodynamically possible, in general, it is not kinetically favored.
Thus, the experiments described in this Thesis were done with methanol as sacrificial
agent, whose oxidation is kinetically and thermodynamically favored. As it was
described in Figure 124, overall reaction is composed by oxidation and reduction semireaction pairs. On one hand, sacrificial agent is oxidized and it releases electrons. On
the other hand, these electrons are transferred to a water molecule, which is reduced
to hydrogen. In the case of carbon dioxide photoreduction, the reaction is driven in
presence of light, a photocatalyst, water and carbon dioxide. During the oxidation semireaction water is oxidized to 4 protons, 4 electrons and oxygen. The reduction of some
of the generated protons results in the production of hydrogen. The rest of the
electrons reduce carbon dioxide molecules. Depending on the number of electrons
involved in the reduction semi-reaction, several products are formed: carbon monoxide
(CO), methane (CH4), methanol (CH3OH) and C2+ hydrocarbons, such as ethylene (C2H4),
ethane (C2H6), and ethanol (C2H5OH). Table 17 shows the main reduction semireactions of CO2 into the species above-mentioned.241 Thermodynamic reduction
potentials vs NHE are also included:
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Table 17. Thermodynamic reduction potentials of CO2 photoreduction into different species.

Reaction
1 CO2
2 CO2
3 CO2
4 CO2
5 CO2
6 CO2
7 CO2
8 2CO2
9 2H+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
2H+
4H+
2H+
4H+
6H+
8H+
9H+
2e-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

e2e4e2e4e6e8e12e-

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

CO2CO + H2O
C + 2H2O
HCOOH
HCHO + H2O
CH3OH + H2O
CH4 + 2H2O
C2H5OH + 3H2O
H2

Inorganic semiconductors as metal oxides have been the most studied
materials for artificial photosynthesis reactions. Currently, titanium dioxide (TiO2) is the
most employed one due to its high activity and stability and availability. However,
titanium dioxide has still some limitations as high band gap values and high
electron/hole recombination rates. For this reason, the study of alternative materials
with improved optoelectronic properties has increased during last years.
The objective of this chapter is focused in the employment of new
semiconductor organic materials and hybrid organic-inorganic composites as
photocatalysts in hydrogen production and carbon dioxide photoreduction reactions.
Furthermore, this chapter also contains a detailed study of charge transfer mechanisms
involved in hybrid materials.
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7.2. Hybrid materials obtaining and suitability in Artificial Photosynthesis
Hybrid materials composed of CPPs and titanium dioxide (TiO2, anatase
crystalline form, PC500) are physical mixtures of both materials. These materials are
named as IEP-X@T-Y (X = 7-10 or 12-15, Y = wt. % amount of polymer networks). The
samples were prepared following the method described in the Figure 125. Firstly, TiO2
was calcined at 400 °C for 4 h in order to remove all the possible organic impurities.
Then, both polymer and TiO2 were added in a round bottom flask, in an ACN/H2O 1:1
v/v mixture. The mixture was sonicated during 15 minutes and the solvents mixture
was removed using a rotary evaporator at 50 °C. The hybrid was dried and mixed with
a mortar and pestle.

Figure 125. Method for hybrid materials obtaining.

To find out if the employing of these hybrid materials as photocatalyts for
artificial photosynthesis is viable, the thermodynamics of the systems were evaluated.
For this purpose, the valence and conduction bands of both BOPHY and
thienoacene-based series of polymers as well as TiO2 are represented in two energy
diagrams, in Figure 126 and Figure 127 respectively. Red-ox pairs species involved in
this reactions were also placed in their corresponding positions. Both semi-reactions of
oxidation (blue dash line) and reduction of water (red dash line) are located between
the conduction and valence bands of the IEPs and titanium dioxide. This band straddle
means that, from a thermodynamic point of view, all these photocatalyts are suitable
materials to catalyze the water photoreduction reaction and also the water
photooxidation. Nevertheless, without adding a sacrificial agent (as methanol, green
dash line) to the medium, the reaction did not take place due to unfavorable kinetics
of water oxidation, which avoids the oxygen evolution.
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Figure 126. Conduction and valence bands of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10) and TiO2 (data calculated from cyclic
voltammetry measurements) and red-ox pairs involved in artificial photosynthesis reactions.

Figure 127. Conduction and valence bands of IEP-X (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15) and TiO2 (data calculated from
cyclic voltammetry measurements) and red-ox pairs involved in artificial photosynthesis reactions.
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On the other hand, to study the interaction between polymers and TiO2 in the
prepared hybrid materials, the morphology of composite IEP-7@T-10 was examined by
means of transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As it is shown in Figure 128, titanium
dioxide nanocrystals have tendency to be located around the polymer particles.

Figure 128. TEM images of IEP-7@T-10 sample.
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7.3. BOPHY-based CPPs in Artificial Photosynthesis
7.3.1. Photocatalytic activity in hydrogen production reaction
The photocatalytic activity of CPPs and hybrid materials was evaluated for the
hydrogen production reaction. The reactions were carried out in a Pyrex reactor under
ultraviolet irradiation with a UV-vis Hg immersion lamp (λ > 300 nm) and inert
atmosphere. Methanol was employed as sacrificial agent in all cases (all experimental
details are explained in the point 3.2.3. Hydrogen production reaction of Chapter 3,
page 102). The reason of employing an ultraviolet light source is to achieve the light
absorption of both polymer and titanium dioxide species. Titanium dioxide absorbs
exclusively in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum, so the use of a visible source would
lead in selective absorption of the polymeric part of the hybrid material.
Table 18 summarizes the main results obtained from the experiments in
hydrogen production reaction in presence of BOPHY-based CPPs as photocatalysts:
Table 18. Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) under Hg lamp irradiation of BOPHY-based CPPs and their
hybrids.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Photocatalyst
TiO2
IEP-7
IEP-8
IEP-9
IEP-10
Pt/IEP-7
Pt/IEP-8
Pt/IEP-9
Pt/IEP-10
IEP-7@T-10
IEP-8@T-10
IEP-9@T-10
IEP-10@T-10
IEP-7@T-1
IEP-7@T-5
IEP-7@T-15
Pt/TiO2
Pt/IEP-7@T-10

[a] ζ = Photonic efficiency (%).
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Cocatalyst (% wt)
1% wt. Pt
1% wt. Pt
1% wt. Pt
1% wt. Pt
1% wt. Pt
1% wt. Pt

H2 (µmol g-1 h-1)
76
116
224
40
164
116
260
44
152
960
232
768
384
176
900
332
8900
39300

ζ (%)[a]
0.03
0.04
0.08
0.01
0.06
0.04
0.10
0.02
0.06
0.36
0.09
0.28
0.14
0.07
0.33
0.12
3.29
14.54
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First of all, the photocatalytic activity to hydrogen production using CPPs based
on BOPHY themselves as photocatalyst (Table 18, entries 2-5) was evaluated and the
obtained results are depicted at Figure 129:

Figure 129. (A) Cumulative hydrogen production of IEP-X (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10). (B) Photonic efficiency of IEPX (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

Figure 129 A shows the cumulative hydrogen production of the polymers over
time, and Figure 129 B shows the photonic efficiency index of each sample. All IEPs
except IEP-9 exhibit a better photocatalytic behavior than TiO2. The best performance
is found for IEP-8, with a hydrogen production of 224 µmol·g-1·h-1 and a photonic
efficiency (ζ) of 0.08 %, three-fold higher than pristine TiO2 (see entries 1-5, Table 18).
Furthermore, the behavior of all CPPs adding platinum as co-catalyst was also tested
(see entries 6-9, Table 18). Platinum acts as electron trapping agent, so electrons stay
more time in the conduction band of the photocatalyst and it reduces the electronhole recombination rate. For this reason, the efficiency of the reaction is usually higher
in presence of platinum nanoparticles. It is noteworthy that it was not observed a
significant enhancement in hydrogen production.
Once tested all polymers by themselves, the next step was to measure the
hydrogen production of hybrid materials. For this purpose, it was selected the 1:9
CPPs:TiO2 ratio. In this case, all the hybrids showed a better catalytic behavior than
titanium dioxide (Figure 130). The hybrid best of this series is IEP-7@T-10, with a
hydrogen production of 960 µmol·g-1·h-1 (see entries 10-13, Table 18). Note that the
TiO2 and CPPs combination exhibits a significant synergic effect as the hydrogen
production rate is higher than in any of the pure materials by themselves. The
production of hybrid materials is not the sum of the productions of both materials
separately.
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Figure 130. (A) Cumulative hydrogen production of hybrid materials IEP-X@T-10 (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10). (B)
Photonic efficiency of hybrid materials IEP-X@T-10 (X = 7, 8, 9 and 10).

In order to study which polymer:TiO2 ratio is the optimum one to perform the
hydrogen production reaction, the photocatalytic behavior of a series of hybrid
materials composed of different polymer loadings of IEP-7 was evaluated. Hybrids
containing 1, 5, 10 and 15% of polymer loading were tested (Figure 131). The results
revealed that the best activity was provided by the hybrid with 10% of IEP-7, IEP-7@T10 (960 µmol·g-1·h-1 and ζ=0.36%, see entries 10 and 14-16, Table 18). Therefore, 1:9
ratio polymer:TiO2 was selected as the optimum one. As it was reported in
previously,102 this ratio seems to be the best one because the surface of the polymer is
totally covered by TiO2 and it improves the charge transfer between both materials.

Figure 131. Photonic efficiency of hybrid material IEP-7@T with different polymer loadings.

Finally, a last experiment with hybrid material IEP-7@T-10 and photo-deposited
platinum as co-catalyst was carried out. Figure 132 depicts the cumulative hydrogen
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and quantum efficiency of IEP-7@T-10 doped with platinum (1% wt.).As expected,
hydrogen production is higher in presence of platinum nanoparticles (see entry 18,
Table 18).

Figure 132. (A) Cumulative hydrogen production of Pt/IEP-7@T-10. (B) Photonic efficiency of Pt/EP-7@T-10.

-1

H2 production (mol.g )

In order to test the photostability of hybrid materials, IEP-7@T-10 was selected
to carry out a recycling experiment. Fresh sample was evaluated in hydrogen
production reaction under UV-vis irradiation during 24 hours. Afterwards, it was
filtered and re-dispersed to use the material in a second cycle of 85 hours of irradiation
time. As it is shown in Figure 133, the photocatalyst was no deactivated after more than
100 hours of reaction:
st
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Figure 133. Recycling experiment using IEP-7@T-10 as photocatalyst in hydrogen production reaction.
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7.3.2. Photocatalytic activity in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction
Once proved the suitability of both BOPHY-based CPPs and hybrid materials as
photocatalysts in hydrogen production reaction, the following challenge was to
evaluate if they are also active in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction. Note that
this reaction is thermodynamically unfavorable due to the high stability of the carbon
dioxide molecule (ΔfH⁰gas = -393 kJ·mol-1).
For this purpose, hybrid material IEP-7@T-10, which was the best
photocatalysts of the series in hydrogen production reaction, was selected. The activity
of this hybrid material towards CO2 photoreduction was evaluated in a gas-phase
reactor using water as electron donor and UV-vis illumination. No metal co-catalysts
and no organic sacrificial agents were used in this study to conduct the process in a
more economic and sustainable manner (see experimental details in point 3.2.4.
Carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction of Chapter 3, page 104).
Table 19 depicts the cumulative productions of the main products that result of
the photoreduction of carbon dioxide: hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane, methyl
formate, ethylene and ethane.
Table 19. Cumulative CO2 photoreduction productions after 15 h of UV illumination for TiO2 and hybrid
material IEP-7@T-10.

Photocatalyst
1
2

TiO2
IEP-7@T-10

Main products and formation rate (µmol g-1)
H2
63.8
241.7

CO
124.9
129.3

CH4
15.4
43.6

C2H4O2
2.1
2.2

CH2=CH2
0.8
3.2

CH3-CH3
0.8
6.5

ƺ(%)[a]
to CH4
0.03
0.07

[a] ζ Photonic efficiency (%).

Furthermore, kinetic profile of the evolution in the formation of photo-reduced
products as well as cumulative productions are shown in Figure 134 and Figure 135. H2,
CO and CH4 were found to be the major products under UV illumination with
cumulative productions of 241, 129 and 43 µmol.g-1 after 15 h (entry 1, Table 19).
Compared to bare TiO2, this hybrid material showed a significant improvement in CO2
photoreduction performance, leading to a 4-fold and 3-fold enhancement of H2 and
CH4 productions. Photonic efficiency (ƺ) of hybrid material to methane production is
0.07%, meanwhile this value is 0.03% for pristine TiO2. Besides, methyl formate,
ethylene and ethane were also detected in minor amounts, whereas negligible
amounts were found over TiO2.
Contrary to the kinetic profiles observed in hydrogen production reaction, in
this case, the production does not keep constant overtime. As it is shown in Figure 134,
maximum velocity is reached after ca. 5 hours of reaction, and then it decreases. The
main reason is the passivation of the catalyst as consequence of the formation of
carbonated species over its surface.
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Figure 134. (A) Evolution in the production of hydrogen, carbon monoxide and methane in carbon dioxide
photoreduction reaction in presence of IEP-7@T-10. (B) Evolution in the production of methyl formate,
ethylene and ethane in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction in presence of IEP-7@T-10.

Figure 135. (A) Cumulative production of hydrogen, carbon monoxide and methane in carbon dioxide
photoreduction reaction in presence of IEP-7@T-10. (B) Cumulative production of methyl formate, ethylene
and ethane in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction in presence of IEP-7@T-10.

Note that this is a preliminary study, more experiments using the rest of hybrid
materials and different conditions will be explored in the future. This section is just a
prove of concept that demonstrates that BOPHY-based hybrid materials are not just
suitable photocatalysts in hydrogen production reaction, but also in carbon dioxide
photoreduction.
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7.3.3. Reaction mechanism
It is known, that in this kind of hybrid materials the charge-transfer between
the components of the material can occur through five different pathways (see point
1.3. Conjugated Porous Polymers and Hybrid Materials in Artificial Photosynthesis of
Chapter 1 for more information): sensitization, type I heterojunction, type II
heterojunction, Z-scheme or Z-scheme with a conductive intermediate.163 Taking into
account that both polymer and titanium dioxide are light absorbers, the position of the
conduction/valence bands of both materials and that any conductive intermediate is
present, type II heterojunction or Z-scheme charge transfer mechanisms are the two
mainly charge transfer pathways which can occur between IEP and TiO2 (Figure 136). In
both mechanisms, electrons from CPPs and TiO2 are promoted from their respective
valence bands (VB) to their respective conduction bands (CB), upon light absorption.
This gives rise to the formation of an exciton or electron-hole pair in each
semiconductor. These electrons and holes could react with exogenous molecules
resulting in their reduction and oxidation.

Figure 136. Feasible charge transfer mechanism between IEPs and TiO2.

In the case of type II heterojunction mechanism, photo-generated electrons
from the CB of IEP are transferred to a lower CB of TiO2, where reduction of water
occurs, meanwhile the holes migrate from VB of TiO2 to the VB of IEP, where oxidation
reaction of sacrificial agent takes place. Nevertheless, in the case of Z-scheme
mechanism, electrons from the CB of TiO2 are transferred to the lowest VB of IEP, which
blocks the relaxation of the CB electrons of IEP, providing it with a more reductive
character. As a consequence, oxidation pathway will arise in VB of TiO2. Both type II
heterojunction and Z-scheme charge transfer mechanisms are possible with the same
relative band gap energy levels. Both imply a synergy effect but, in general, the ZScheme mechanism drives to a highest overall hydrogen production due to its higher
reduction potential and lower oxidation potential.
To unravel which of the above-mentioned charge transfer mechanisms play a
main role between CPPs based on BOPHY and TiO2 during hydrogen production and
carbon dioxide photoreduction reactions, several experiments by means of steady214
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state fluorescence, time resolved-fluorescence as well as transient absorption
spectroscopy techniques were carried out.
The fluorescence spectra of TiO2 and hybrid materials at 10% of polymer loading
were recorded in solid state, resulting in a huge quenching of the typical emission signal
for TiO2 by the presence of any CPP (Figure 137 A). In order to clarify if this behavior
obeys to a real quenching or a filter effect due to the absorption of the excitation light
by the polymer in the hybrids, fluorescence lifetime of all of them was recorded
showing an opposite tendency (Figure 137 B), resulting even in a slightly increase of the
fluorescence lifetime for hybrid materials compared to bare TiO2 (inset of Figure 137
B).

Figure 137. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of hybrid materials and TiO2 (λexc = 300 nm). (B) Fluorescence
lifetime of hybrid materials and TiO2 (λexc = 372 nm, cut-off filter centred at 450 nm). Inset: expansion of the
figure.

To compare TiO2 fluorescence lifetime with their corresponding hybrid
materials, the decay traces were fitted with a mono-exponential function (Figure 138).
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Figure 138. Normalized fluorescence decay traces (exc = 372 nm, cut-off filter centred at 450 nm) of hybrid
materials and TiO2. The fitting curves have been included in all cases.

In all cases, the hybrids showed a soft but consistent increase of their lifetime
emission compare to TiO2 itself. It suggests apparently that CB of TiO2 is being
populated with electrons from the CB of IEPs, which agrees with a type II heterojunction
mechanism. Furthermore, for a Z-scheme mechanism, it would be expected a shorter
lifetime for the hybrids as a result of the migration of the CB-TiO2 electrons to the
polymer, this being not observed under our conditions. In any case, it is still necessary
to carry out additional experiments to ensure this hypothesis.
As a further piece of evidence to confirm the charge transfer mechanism, TAS
experiments of both hybrid materials and TiO2 dispersed in 10 vol. % aqueous methanol
solutions were carried out. First of all, transient absorption spectrum of TiO2 showed a
continuous transient absorption in all spectrum wavelength, exhibiting a small band at
ca. 460 nm which corresponds to the already reported as electron-hole absorption
(Figure 139 A).356,357 As a proof of the synergy effect between TiO2 and IEPs in the hybrid
materials, a perceptible increase of this transient (higher OD) was observed in the
hybrid IEP-7@T-10, while no absorption peak appeared for bare IEP-7.
Also, when the decay traces at 460 nm for all hybrids were monitored, an
impressive increase of the transient absorption and lifetime was noticed (Figure 139 B).
This enhancement means more long-lived excited electrons in the conduction band of
TiO2 in the hybrids, suggesting a photo-induced electron transfer from the CB of IEP to
the CB of TiO2.
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Figure 139. (A) TAS spectra of IEP-7, TiO2 and IEP-7@T-10 (λexc = 355 nm). (B) Transient lifetime decays of
TiO2 and hybrid materials monitored at 460 nm.

Furthermore, decays plotted in Figure 139 B were fitted to a bi-exponential
function in all cases (Figure 140), exhibiting an increase in the shortest lifetime in
comparison with TiO2, while the second contribution in the microsecond scale
remained unaltered, confirming that an efficient electron transfer process occurs.

Figure 140. Individual normalized decay traces monitored at 460 nm and subsequent fitting curves for hybrid
materials and TiO2 in aqueous suspensions (λexc = 355 nm) bubbled with N2.

As matter of fact, the hybrids decay transients exhibited a significant growth
with delayed time ca. 15 ns in the shortest time-profile compared to parent TiO2 (Figure
141 shows IEP-7@T-10 as example). This behaviour in the TiO2 signal in the hybrids
transients, accompanied of an enhancement up to 70% fold in the shortest contribution
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lifetime, clearly and unequivocal demonstrates a dynamic photo-induced electron
transfer from IEP to TiO2 than can only occurs through a type II heterojunction
mechanism, where the electrons are transferred from the CB of CPP to the CB of TiO2.

Figure 141. Normalized decay traces monitored at 460 nm for TiO2 and IEP-7@T-10 in deaerated aqueous
suspensions (λexc = 355 nm) as example.

Table 20 summarizes the main results obtained through steady-state and timeresolved fluorescence (fluorescence emission wavelength and fluorescence lifetime, λ
and τF respectively), as well as transient absorption spectroscopy (transient lifetime,
τTrans).
Table 20. Photophysical characterization of hybrid materials and TiO2 and its corresponding hybrids through
heterojunction with IEP polymers. Transient absorption wavelength = 460nm.

TiO2
IEP-7@T-10
IEP-8@T-10
IEP-9@T-10
IEP-10@T-10

λem (nm)[a]

τF (ns)[a]

τTrans (ns/µs-1)[b]

419, 449
424, 455
424, 448
424, 450
422, 454

3.4
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.4

51 / >3
82 / >3
54 / >3
75 / >3
57 / >3

[a] Measurements in solid state in aerated atmosphere. [b] Measurements in aqueous suspension (in
presence of MeOH 10%) in inert atmosphere.

Then, TAS experiment was carried out in order to demonstrate that both TiO2
as well as hybrids materials transient species could be quenched by addition of
platinum as co-catalyst (Figure 142). As expected, a complete dynamic quenching in all
cases was observed, it means that Pt reduction occurs on TiO2 surface.
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Figure 142. Transient absorption spectra of hybrid materials and TiO2 in presence of H2PtCl6 as electron
acceptor. Transient absorption spectra for TiO2 (black, open circles) has been included for comparative
proposes. All measures in aqueous suspensions (λexc = 355 nm) under inert atmosphere.

Additional support confirming charge transfer mechanism was obtained by
means of TEM images analysis of the hybrid materials after deposition of platinum
(Figure 143). Platinum acts as electron trapper, so it is always photo-deposited on the
material in which reduction reaction takes place.163 The absence of platinum
nanoparticles in the polymeric region of hybrid material demonstrates that these
particles are deposited on TiO2, so the reduction of hydrogen occurs in the inorganic
semiconductor surface. This is in agreement with the type II heterojunction mechanism
proposed.

Figure 143. TEM images of IEP-7@T-10 after Pt deposition.

Interestingly, all the data obtained through TAS experiments are in complete
agreement not only with the TEM images, also with those found by time-resolved
fluorescence and hydrogen production activity. Thus, transient lifetimes (Trans)
measured in hybrid materials were compared with their hydrogen evolution rates
obtained during H2 reaction (Figure 144), revealing a clear and direct relationship
between HER and Trans signal:
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Figure 144. Relationship between hydrogen evolution rate versus transient absorption measurements for
TiO2 and hybrid materials (3% and 5% experimental error for transient absorption time and hydrogen
production, respectively).

Combining all these evidences it was concluded that charge transfer in our
hybrid materials only occurs through a type II heterojunction pathway between CPPs
based on BOPHY dyes and TiO2, as it is shown in Figure 145. This charge transfer
mechanism occurs in both hydrogen production and carbon dioxide photoreduction
reactions. Reduction takes place in the CB of the TiO2, and oxidation occurs in the
ground-state of the CPP:

Figure 145. Heterojunction type proposed as charge transfer mechanism
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7.4. Thienoacene-based CPPs in Artificial Photosynthesis
7.4.1. Photocatalytic activity in hydrogen production reaction
The photocatalytic activity of this series of thienoacene-based CPPs and TiO2
hybrids thereof was evaluated in hydrogen production reaction. (all experimental
details are explained in the point 3.2.3. Hydrogen production reaction of Chapter 3,
page 102). Considering the previous results obtained with the BOPHY-based CPPs,
similar experiments were done with this series of materials. Furthermore, this battery
of experiments includes the use of two different irradiation sources: A) Hg UV-vis lamp
and, B) Xe solar simulator lamp. Table 21 summarizes the most relevant results:
Table 21. Hydrogen evolution rate (HER) under Hg lamp or solar simulator irradiation of thienoacene-based
CPPs and their hybrids.

Cocatalyst[a]
H2
Light source
(% wt)
(µmol g-1 h-1)
TiO2
1
76
2
IEP-12@T-10
76
IEP-13@T-10
3
45
4
IEP-14@T-10
Hg lamp ( λ > 300 nm)
827
IEP-15@T-10
925
5
Pt/TiO2
1% wt. Pt
6
25259
7 Pt/IEP-15@T-10 1% wt. Pt
24275
8
TiO2
IEP-12@T-10
9
10 IEP-13@T-10
Solar simulator
90
11 IEP-14@T-10
124
12 IEP-15@T-10
Photocatalyst

ζ[a]
(%)
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.31
0.34
9.35
8.98

0.01
0.01

[a] ζ Photonic efficiency (%).

First of all, the thienoacene-based CPPs were evaluated in hydrogen production
reaction themselves, under irradiation with both Hg UV-vis and Xe solar simulator
lamps. Unfortunately, no hydrogen production was observed in any case.
Then, hybrid materials with 10% wt. of polymer loading were tested under
irradiation with Hg lamp (entries 2-5, Table 21). Figure 146 A shows the cumulative
hydrogen production of the hybrid materials over time, and Figure 146 B shows the
photonic efficiency index of each sample. IEP-12@T-10 exhibits a similar photocatalytic
behavior to bare TiO2 (see orange and black plots, inset of Figure 146 A). Meanwhile,
the behavior of IEP-13@T-10 is even worse than bare TiO2 (see blue and black plots,
inset of Figure 146 A). On the other hand, both IEP-14@T-10 and IEP-15@T-10 hybrid
materials showed better performance in hydrogen production reaction. IEP-15@T-10
was the best one of this series, with a hydrogen production of 925 µmol·g-1 h-1 and
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0.34% of photonic efficiency (almost 13-fold higher than bare titanium dioxide). The
difference in the activity of the hybrid materials should have an explanation related to
the charge mechanism transfer between CPPs and TiO2. Probably, this charge transfer
is completely inefficient in the case of IEP-12@T-10 and IEP-13@T-10. This issue will be
discussed in further points of this chapter.

Figure 146. (A) Cumulative hydrogen production of IEP-X@T-10 (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15) under Hg lamp
irradiation. (B) Photonic efficiency of IEP-X@T-10 (X = 12, 13, 14 and 15).

Figure 147. (A) Cumulative hydrogen production of Pt/IEP-15@T-10 under Hg lamp irradiation. (B) Photonic
efficiency of Pt/IEP-15@T-10.

The best hybrid of the series, IEP-15@T-10, was selected to perform a new
experiment employing platinum (1% wt. Pt) as co-catalyst (see entry 7, Table 21). Figure
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147 A shows the cumulative hydrogen production over time, and Figure 147 B the
photonic efficiency index. Compared to TiO2 doped with 1% wt. Pt, Pt/IEP-15@T-10
produces almost the same hydrogen amount (the production for Pt/IEP-15@T-10 is
24275 µmol·g-1·h-1 vs 25259 µmol·g-1·h-1 for Pt/TiO2).
To explore other possibilities, hybrid materials were also tested in hydrogen
reaction under irradiation with a solar simulator. As expected, the results obtained in
these experiments were worse, because the light of this lamp is less energetic than the
light of the Hg lamp. On one hand, when the reaction was carried out in presence of
IEP-12@T-10 and IEP-13@T-10, no hydrogen was generated. Note that it was already
known that these materials have a similar efficiency to bare TiO2, which is not either
active under solar simulator irradiation.
However, the other pair of hybrid materials which showed better efficiency
than TiO2 under Hg lamp irradiation, also produce hydrogen under solar simulator
irradiation. Figure 148 A shows the cumulative hydrogen production over time for IEP14@T-10 and IEP-15@T-10, and Figure 148 B the photonic efficiency index (see entries
11 and 12, Table 21). These materials produce similar hydrogen amount, ca. 90 and 124
µmol·g-1·h-1 respectively. Note that neither pristine titanium dioxide or polymers show
photoactivity in these conditions. These results suggest that under solar simulator
irradiation, IEP-14 and IEP-15 play the role of sensitizers in hybrid materials: the
polymer is irradiated selectivity and photo-generated electrons migrate from the
conduction band of the polymer to the conduction band of TiO2. The following section
contains TAS experiments that supports this theory.

Figure 148. (A) Cumulative hydrogen production of IEP-X@T-10 (X = 14 and 15) under solar simulator
irradiation. (B) Photonic efficiency of IEP-X@T-10 (X = 14 and 15).
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7.4.2. Reaction mechanism
In the present thesis, we have demonstrated the usefulness of the
photophysical techniques to provide reliable information concerning the main role of
the transient species in the observed photocatalytic response. To elucidate the chargetransfer mechanism between TiO2 and IEP-X (X = 12-15) based on a thienoacene units,
TAS, steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence experiments have been carried out.
First of all, TAS of TiO2 (λexc = 355 nm, N2) dispersed in 10 % vol. aqueous
methanol, simulating the reaction media employed in the photocatalytic studies,
resulted in a continuous absorption covering in all spectral window with a maximum at
ca. 460 nm (Figure 149 A), where TiO2 shows its maximum transient absorption.26,102,357
The kinetic profile for TiO2 (λobs = 460 nm) fits well to a mono-exponential kinetic profile
immediately after laser pulse (τTrans = 53 ns) followed by large contribution in the
microsecond scale (Figure 149 B).

Figure 149. (A) TAS of TiO2 in deaerated aqueous (10% MeOH) suspensions (λexc = 355 nm). (B) Kinetic profile
monitored at 460 nm under the same conditions. The fit is included (red trace).

On the other hand, TAS of naked CPPs do not show significant signal for IEP-12
or IEP-13 and only a small transient was detected for IEP-14 or IEP-15 (Figure 150 A),
probably due to the poor solubility of the polymers.
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Figure 150. (A) TAS for IEP-X in deaerated aqueous (10% MeOH) suspensions (λexc = 355 nm). TiO2 signal is
included for comparison. (B) Corresponding decay traces monitored at 460 nm.

In order to investigate the influence of the thienoacene moiety within CPPs due
to their poor solubility, the transient after light absorption of the precursor TA-1
(1,2,4,5-tetrathienylbenzene) was analyzed at different times after the laser pulse
(Figure 151 A) in methanol under nitrogen atmosphere. Transient absorption spectrum
of TA-1 exhibits a strong band at ca. 490-520 nm, with a lifetime over 2.2 s showing a
first-order kinetic (inset of Figure 151 A).On the other hand, Figure 151 B shows the
TAS of TA-1 under air atmosphere at different times after the laser pulse. The transient
was dramatically quenched in presence of oxygen after aerated measurements (inset
of Figure 151 B shows a kinetic decay with a lifetime of 209 nm). Therefore, due to the
quenching of this signal in presence of oxygen, this transient signal was unequivocally
assigned to the triplet-triplet absorption of the thienoacene unit.359 This result suggests
the involvement of triplet states within CPPs upon light exposure.

Figure 151. (A) TAS (λexc = 355 nm) for TA-1 in MeOH under N2. Inset: Decay trace monitored at 500 nm. (B)
TAS (λexc = 355 nm) for TA-1 in MeOH under air. Inset: Decay trace monitored at 500 nm.
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Then, the influence of the polymer (10% of polymer loading) in the hybrids was
evaluated (Figure 152). For IEP-14@T-10 or IEP-15@T-10, a remarkable enhancement
of the lifetime was observed at microsecond scale compared to bare titanium dioxide,
indicating an efficient synergy between TiO2 and IEP-14 or IEP-15 (Figure 152 A).
However, no changes were observed in presence of IEP-12 or IEP-13 in the hybrids
during all electron-hole recombination process (Figure 152 A). The behavior observed
for IEP-14@T-10 and IEP-15@T-10 is in well agreement with previously reported data
for CPPs based on truxene units when a Z-Scheme mechanism is the responsible of the
electron transfer process,102 and can be explained as three major situations after bandgap excitation: i) part of the charge is recombined during the photochemical event
occurs (shortest lifetimes up to first 50 ns scale, ii) migration and delocalization of the
electrons (middle lifetime fraction up to 1-2 s scale) and iii) growth in the absorption
(Figure 152 B) accompanied with a longer lifetime as a result of an efficient electron
transfer followed by a subsequent slower decay. Thus, an increase of the absorption at
longer timescale is attributed to a higher efficiency in the electron transfer from the CB
of TiO2 to the VB of the polymers, its being the responsible of the huge enhance in the
photocatalytic activity in the reaction pathways.

Figure 152. (A) Decay traces monitored at 460 (λexc = 355 nm) for TiO2 (black), IEP-12@T-10 (orange), IEP13@T-10 (blue), IEP-14@T-10 (green) and IEP-15@T-10 (purple) in deaerated aqueous (10% MeOH)
suspensions. (B) Transient absorption spectra (λexc = 355 nm) for TiO2 (black), IEP-15@T-10 (purple) and IEP14@T-10 (green) measured immediately after laser pulse and after 10 s for comparison.

In a Z-Scheme mechanism, both polymer and TiO2 absorb light. Then, the
electrons of CB of TiO2 are transferred to the VB of the polymer and after the charge
transfer occurs, the polymer is the responsible of the reduction pathway, while the
oxidation takes place over the TiO2 surface (see Figure 136, page 214).
In this context, solid state photoluminescence measurements for hybrids based
on IEP-14 or IEP-15 were performed as complementary approach for ensure this idea.
The fluorescence emission of the TiO2 was quenched in these hybrids containing IEP14 and IEP-15, as it is shown in Figure 153:
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Figure 153. Fluorescence emission spectra of IEP-14@T-10, IEP-15@T-10 and TiO2 (λexc = 300 nm).

In order to discard a filter effect of the fluorescence of TiO2 due to absorption
by the polymer, time-resolved fluorescence experiments were carried out (Figure 154
A). The quenching of the fluorescence emission of the TiO2 is confirmed by a slight but
consistent decrease in the TiO2 average lifetime when it is forming part of the hybrids,
as it is shown in Figure 154 B:

Figure 154. (A) Photoluminescence decay traces (λexc = 372 nm, 67 ps of laser pulse with a 425-475 nm band
pass filter) for TiO2 (black), IEP-14@T-10 (green) and IEP-15@T-10 (purple) in solid state. (B) Fit of
photoluminescence decay traces.

Moreover, the ratio of the respective ΔA between IEP-X@T-10 (X=14, 15) and
TiO2 were plotted as function of time, as Figure 155 shows:
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Figure 155. Changes in the optical densities of the transient (AHybrids / ATiO2) for IEP-14@T-10 (green), IEP15@T-10 (purple) compared to bare TiO2 (black) as function of time in the s scale.

It results in a higher absorption almost 2.5-3.5-fold compare to TiO2 for IEP14@T-10 or IEP-15@T-10, respectively, at longer lifetime after laser pulse. This means
higher charge separation efficiency indeed after several s of after pulse, exhibiting an
analogous behavior in the photocatalytic hydrogen production (see Figure 146 A and
Figure 148 A).
Clearly, this marked enhancement of the absorption for IEP-14@T-10 or IEP15@T-10 demonstrates the play role of the transient electronic states as a result of a
slow-down in the electron-hole recombination rate for TiO2, improving its
photocatalytic properties since the charge separation is remarkably higher. This goal
has been achieved by monitoring a longer lifetime accompanied with a more
absorption spectral signal in the hybrids, indicating an unequivocal relationship
between the photocatalytic efficiency and the transient states after excitation.
To confirm the Z-Scheme mechanism charge-transfer in hybrid materials,
analysis of TEM images of Pt/IEP-15@T-10 after platinum loading were carried out
(Figure 156). As can be seen in the Figure 156 C, the platinum nanoparticles (Pt NPs)
are preferably deposited on the surface of IEP-15 (note that Figure 156 D is the STEM
image in HAADF mode of the same field than Figure 156 C). This indicates that the
polymer is the responsible of the reduction pathway on the contrary way than happens
with the hybrids based on BOPHY dyes, where the reduction occurs on the TiO2 surface.
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Figure 156. (A) TEM image and (B and C) its magnification of Pt/IEP-15@T-10 sample. (D) STEM image in
HAADF mode of C.

Combining all these evidences it was concluded that charge transfer in our
hybrid materials only occurs through a Z-Scheme pathway between CPPs based on
thienoacene and TiO2, as it is shown in Figure 157:

Figure 157. Proposed electron transfer mechanism via Z-Scheme.

Finally, to provide spectroscopic evidences that support electron transfer
through a photosensitized mechanism in the hybrids IEP-14@T-10 and IEP-15@T-10
under visible light, TAS experiments at exc = 450 nm (where only the polymer absorbs)
were carried out with IEP-15@T-10 (Figure 158). As a control, no signal was observed
measuring TiO2 upon exposure at 450 nm of laser pulse (Figure 158, grey). According
with a photosensitized mechanism, a clear appearance of a kinetic trace attributed to
TiO2 was observed (Figure 158 A, black), accompanied of an increase in the transient
spectrum in the hybrid as an unequivocal proof of an electron transfer from the
conduction band of IEP-15 to TiO2 (Figure 158 B, black). The expected decrease in the
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IEP-15 spectral properties (Figure 158 B, purple) were not detected due to the overlap
with the TiO2 fingerprint.

Figure 158. (A) Decay traces recorded for TiO2 contribution (exc = 450 nm, mon = 460 nm) in absence (grey)
or presence (black) of IEP-15 in the hybrid IEP-15@T-10 under inert atmosphere. Bottom) Transient
absorption spectra (exc = 450 nm) for TiO2 contribution in absence (grey) or presence (black) of IEP-15 in
the hybrid IEP-15@T-10 under identical conditions. The corresponding decay trace and spectrum for IEP-15
(purple) is included for comparison.

Therefore, it was demonstrated that under solar simulator irradiation, hybrid
materials containing IEP-14 and IEP-15 shows an electron-transfer mechanism via
sensitization. As it is shown in Figure 159, the polymer absorbs visible light selectively.
Photo-generated electrons migrate from the CB of polymer to the CB of TiO2, where
reduction from water to hydrogen occurs:

Figure 159. Proposed electron transfer mechanism via sensitization for IEP-14@T-10 and IEP-15@T-10.
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CONCLUSIONES
Esta Tesis describe el diseño, síntesis, caracterización y aplicaciones
fotocatalíticas de dos nuevas series de Polímeros Conjugados Porosos (PCPs). De
acuerdo a los resultados explicados en los capítulos anteriores, propongo las siguientes
conclusiones:
1)

Los PCPs basados en colorantes BOPHY y derivados de tienoaceno son materiales
semiconductores fotocatalíticamente activos. Estos polímeros presentan
propiedades optoelectrónicas como absorción de luz visible y bajas energías de
band gap que los hacen idóneos en el campo de la fotocatálisis. Se han empleado
tres tipos diferentes de reacciones de acoplamiento carbono-carbono en la
síntesis de PCPs: Sonogashira, Yamamoto y Friedel-Crafts. La reacción de
Sonogashira fue seleccionada como la mejor estrategia sintética porque permitió
obtener polímeros con mejores propiedades texturales y optoelectrónicas. Ésta
reacción de acoplamiento fue también evaluada en la síntesis de PCPs bajo
radiación microondas. Sin embargo, no se obtuvieron buenos resultados (bajos
rendimientos o incluso no formación del polímero). Los PCPs basados en
colorantes BOPHY fueron obtenidos con porosidades moderadas debido a la
naturaleza entrecruzada de la red polimérica. Sin embargo, posteriores
experimentos demostraron que la porosidad de estos materiales no afecta
directamente a su actividad fotocatalítica. Por otro lado, se implementó una
estrategia para eliminar el paladio residual empleado como catalizador en la
síntesis de los PCPs. Se demostró mediante análisis ICP la ausencia de
nanopartículas de metal en los materiales. Además, se sintetizaron con éxito
modelos moleculares análogos a los PCPs con el objetivo de estudiar sus
propiedades fotoquímicas en fase homogénea.

2)

Se obtuvieron materiales híbridos orgánicos-inorgánicos compuestos por PCPs y
dióxido de titanio. Se estudió la actividad fotocatalítica de estos materiales en
función de la cantidad de polímero que contiene el híbrido. Los resultados
revelaron que un 10% en peso del polímero es la cantidad óptima. La morfología
de los materiales híbridos fue estudiada por TEM. Los nanocristales de dióxido de
titanio tienden a rodear y cubrir las partículas de polímero. Además, se realizaron
estudios para averiguar qué mecanismo de transferencia de carga ocurre entre los
componentes del híbrido.

3) La actividad fotocatalítica de monómeros, PCPs y materiales híbridos fue evaluada
en diferentes aplicaciones en los campos de la química fina y la energía:
Acoplamiento carbono-carbono mediante Up-Conversion: Se ha probado la
factibilidad del uso de un sistema de up-conversion basado en aniquilación tripletetriplete en el campo de la síntesis orgánica, en concreto en la funcionalización de
heteroarenos mediante una reacción de acoplamiento carbono-carbono. Con este
propósito, se seleccionaron los compuestos BPY-2 y 9,10-difenilantraceno (DPA) como
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sensibilizador y aceptor respectivamente. El mecanismo por el cual funcionan estos
sistemas consiste en una cascada de procesos sin precedentes, constituida por eventos
tanto foto-físicos (ISC, TTEnT, TTA) como foto-químicos (SET, captura de radicales,
formación de enlaces carbono-carbono). El mecanismo de reacción descrito para este
sistema está corroborado mediante la combinación de datos espectroscópicos, análisis
de productos y cálculos teóricos. Cabe destacar que este protocolo catalítico presenta
varias ventajas tales como el empleo de condiciones de reacción suaves (luz visible,
temperatura y presión ambiente) y el uso de catalizadores libres de metales o aditivos
(agentes de sacrificio dadores/aceptores) en el medio. Pensamos que esta original
metodología abre el camino para aplicaciones como la síntesis de monómeros,
medicamentos, productos agroquímicos o nuevos materiales, y, por tanto, tendrá un
impacto inmediato en el estado actual de la fabricación a escala industrial.
Oxidación de moléculas orgánicas: Se ha sintetizado una nueva serie de PCPs
basados en colorantes BOPHY (IEP-7 y IEP-8) y se ha evaluado su aplicación como
fotocatalizadores en la oxidación de varios sulfuros a sus respectivos sulfóxidos, bajo
irradiación con luz visible (ca. 525 nm). Del mismo modo, con el objetivo de comparar
la actividad de esta familia de catalizadores en fase homogénea y heterogénea,
también se ha estudiado la actividad fotocatalítica de tres precursores de BOPHY. Los
resultados revelaron que los catalizadores homogéneos actúan de un modo más
rápido. Sin embargo, los heterogéneos se pueden reciclar durante al menos cuatro
ciclos. El alcance de la reacción fue corroborado empleando el compuesto IEP-7 como
catalizador heterogéneo frente a diferentes sustratos de sulfuro. Posteriormente, se
estudió el mecanismo de la reacción, y se propuso un mecanismo Tipo I de oxidación
vía oxígeno anión radical (mecanismo de transferencia electrónica), general para
colorantes BOPHY. Este mecanismo fue corroborado por experimentos en estado
estacionario, extinción y laser flash fotólisis. Cabe destacar que este comportamiento
es contrario al anteriormente observado en PCPs análogos, compuestos por colorantes
BODIPY. Es sabido que en el caso de PCPs compuestos por BODIPY, el mecanismo de
esta reacción es de Tipo II, vía oxígeno singlete (mecanismo de transferencia de
energía).
Producción de Combustibles Solares mediante Fotosíntesis Artificial:
- Reacción de producción de hidrógeno: Una nueva serie de PCPs basados en
colorantes BOPHY (IEP 7-10) ha sido evaluada con éxito en la reacción de producción
de hidrógeno bajo irradiación con luz ultravioleta. Todos los materiales, excepto IEP-9,
han mostrado mayor producción de hidrógeno que el TiO2. Además, también se han
preparado materiales híbridos orgánico-inorgánico basados en PCPs de BOPHY y TiO2.
Los materiales híbridos con un 10% de polímero en su estructura han mostrado
comportamientos sinérgicos entre ambos componentes. IEP-7@T-10 proporcionó el
mejor resultado, con una producción 12.8 veces mayor que la del TiO2. Además, este
resultado puede ser mejorado añadiendo un 1% de platino como co-catalizador. Así, el
catalizador Pt/IEP-7@T-10 muestra una producción de hidrógeno 4.4 veces mayor que
el Pt/TiO2. Se ha demostrado que el mecanismo de transferencia de carga en los
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materiales híbridos corresponde a una heterounión de Tipo II mediante estudios
mecanísticos de fluorescencia en tiempo resuelto y espectroscopía de absorción de
transientes. Adicionalmente, las imágenes de TEM del material Pt/IEP-7@T-10
confirman este mecanismo de transferencia de carga.
Por otro lado, otra nueva serie de PCPs basados en derivados de tienoaceno
(IEP 12-15) ha sido evaluada con éxito en la reacción de producción de hidrógeno bajo
irradiación ultravioleta. Esta serie de PCPs no mostró actividad fotocatalítica cuando se
emplearon únicamente los polímeros como fotocatalizadores. Al contrario, se
comprobó que los materiales híbridos compuestos por un 10% en peso de estos
polímeros son activos en la reacción de producción de hidrógeno.IEP-12@T-10 y IEP13@T-10 mostraron actividades similares o incluso menores que el TiO2. Por otro lado,
los híbridos IEP-14@T-10 y IEP-15@T-10 exhibieron producciones de hidrógeno 11 y
12 veces mayores que el TiO2, respectivamente. Además, IEP-14@T-10 y IEP-15@T-10
fueron probados con éxito en la reacción de producción de hidrógeno bajo la
irradiación de un simulador solar. Estos resultados abren la puerta a la posibilidad de
llevar a cabo este tipo de reacciones bajo irradiación directa de luz solar. Finalmente,
se estudió el mecanismo de transferencia de carga entre los componentes de los
materiales híbridos. Se propuso un mecanismo de transferencia de carga Z-Scheme
cuando estos sistemas híbridos eran iluminados con luz UV y un mecanismo de
sensibilización cuando la reacción se evaluó bajo irradiación con luz solar. Varios
experimentos hechos mediante TAS, fluorescencia en estado estacionario y en tiempo
resuelto corroboran esta teoría.
- Reacción de fotorreducción de dióxido de carbono: La actividad fotocatalítica del
híbrido IEP-7@T-10 fue evaluada en la reacción de fotoreducción de CO2. Se monitorizó
la evolución en la producción de los productos mayoritarios durante esta reacción.
Comparado con TiO2, este híbrido mostró una mejora significante en la actividad
fotocatalítica, dando lugar a producciones de H2 y CH4 4 y 3 veces mayor,
respectivamente.
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CONCLUSIONS
This Thesis describes the design, synthesis, characterization and photocatalytic
applications of molecules and photoactive materials based on two novel series of
Conjugated Porous Polymers (CPPs). According to the results explained in the previous
chapters, I propose the following conclusions:
1)

BOPHY and thienoacene-based CPPs are organic semiconductor materials with
photocatalytic activity. These polymers present adequate optoelectronic
properties as visible light absorption and low band gap energies that make them
suitable materials in the field of photocatalysis. Three different type of carboncarbon coupling reactions have been employed in the CPPs synthesis: Sonogashira,
Yamamoto and Friedel Crafts reactions. Sonogashira reaction was selected as the
best approach because CPPs with better textural properties and optoelectronic
properties were obtained. This coupling reaction was evaluated for CPPs synthesis
under microwave irradiation. However, this strategy did not provide good results
(low yields or even no polymer formation). BOPHY-based CPPs were obtained with
moderated porosity due to the inter-cross-linking of the network. However,
further photocatalytic tests demonstrated that porosity of these CPPs did not
affect directly to their photocatalytic activity. On the other hand, a strategy was
implemented to remove the residual palladium employed as catalyst in the CPPs
synthesis. ICP analysis demonstrated the absence of metal nanoparticles in the
materials. Moreover, molecular models of CPPs were successfully synthesized in
order to study their photochemical properties in homogeneous phase.

2)

Hybrid organic-inorganic materials composed of CPPs and titanium dioxide were
obtained. It was studied the photocatalytic activity of the materials in function of
the polymer loading in the hybrid. The results revealed that 10 wt.% was the
optimum quantity of CPP. Morphology of hybrid materials was studied by means
of TEM. Titanium dioxide nanocrystals tend to surround and cover the polymer
particles. Furthermore, mechanistic experiments were driven to elucidate which
charge transfer mechanism occurs between the counterparts of the hybrid
materials.

3)

Photoactive building blocks, CPPs and hybrid materials were evaluated as
photocatalysts in selected fine chemical and energetic processes:

Carbon-carbon coupling reactions by Photon Up-Conversion: We have proven the
feasibility of photon up-conversion technology based on triplet-triplet annihilation to
be successfully applied to organic synthesis such as heteroarene functionalization by a
C-C coupling reaction. For this purpose, iodinated-BOPHY (BPY-2) and 9,10diphenylanthracene (DPA) were selected as sensitizer and acceptor species,
respectively. The approach follows an unprecedented cascade of processes that
involves both photophysical (ISC, TTEnT, TTA) and photochemical (SET, radical trapping,
C-C forming bond) events as crucial steps. Combination of spectroscopic data, product
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analysis and theoretical calculations support the described mechanistic scenario. It is
worth highlighting the advantages of this catalytic protocol, which includes very mild
reaction conditions (visible light, room temperature and ambient pressure),
employment of metal-free photocatalysts and no additives (sacrificial
donors/acceptors) in the medium. We believe that this original methodology will make
way for applications to the synthesis of fine chemical building blocks, pharmaceuticals,
agrochemicals or new materials and therefore to have an immediate impact on the
current state of industrial manufacture.
Oxidation of organic molecules: New conjugated porous polymers based on
BOPHY dye moiety, IEP-7 and IEP-8 have been synthesized and tested as photocatalysts
in the oxidation of several sulfides into sulfoxides under visible light irradiation (ca. 525
nm). In the same way, photocatalytic activity of three BOPHY precursors has been also
tested in order to compare both homogeneous and heterogeneous families of
catalysts. The results revealed that homogeneous catalysts are faster, but on the other
hand, heterogeneous ones are recyclable during at least four cycles. A wide scope using
several sulfide reagents and IEP-7 as heterogeneous photocatalyst has been
corroborated. The Type I oxidative mechanism via oxygen radical anion (electron
transfer mechanism), general for BOPHY dyes, has been corroborated by steady state,
quenching and laser flash photolysis experiments. Noteworthy, this behaviour is
opposite to the former observed Type II mechanism via singlet oxygen (energy transfer
mechanism) for analogue porous polymers based on BODIPY dyes.
Solar fuels production by Artificial Photosynthesis:
- Hydrogen production reaction: A novel series of BOPHY-based CPPs (IEP 7-10) has
been successfully tested in hydrogen production reaction under ultraviolet irradiation.
All the materials, except IEP-9, have shown higher hydrogen evolution rate than
pristine TiO2. In addition, organic-inorganic hybrid materials based on BOPHY CPPs and
TiO2 have been prepared. Hybrids with 10 wt % of polymer loading have shown a
synergistic effect between both organic and inorganic semiconductors. The best result
is recorded for IEP-7@T-10 hybrid material, which shows 12.8-fold higher production
than bare TiO2. Moreover, the result can be improved with the loading of 1 wt %
platinum as co-catalyst. Thus, the Pt/IEP-7@T-10 catalyst shows a 4.4-fold higher
hydrogen production than Pt/TiO2. A Type II heterojunction charge transfer mechanism
in hybrid materials has been elucidated by means of time-resolved fluorescence
emission and transient absorption spectroscopy measurements. Additionally, TEM
images of Pt/IEP-7@T-10 confirm this charge transfer mechanism.
On the other hand, other novel series of thienoacene-based CPPs (IEP 12-15)
has been tested in hydrogen production reaction under ultraviolet irradiation. This
series of CPPs did not show any photocatalytic activity themselves. On the contrary,
hybrid materials with 10 wt % of polymer loading proved to be active in hydrogen
production reaction. IEP-12@T-10 and IEP-13@T-10 showed similar or even lower
activities than bare TiO2. On the other hand, IEP-14@T-10 and IEP-15@T-10 exhibited
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hydrogen productions 11 and 12-fold higher than bare TiO2, respectively. Furthermore,
IEP-14@T-10 and IEP-15@T-10 were successfully tested in hydrogen production
reaction under the irradiation of a solar simulator. These results open the door to the
possibility of driving this type of reactions under direct sunlight irradiation. Finally, it
was studied the charge transfer mechanism between the components of hybrid
materials. When these hybrids where irradiated under UV light, Z-Scheme was
proposed as the most likely charge-transfer pathway. Meanwhile, when the reaction
was driven under solar simulator irradiation, sensitization mechanism from the
polymers to TiO2 seems to be the most plausible mechanism. Several experiments done
by means of TAS, steady state and time-resolved fluorescence supports both theories.
- Carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction: Photocatalytic activity of IEP-7@T-10
was checked in carbon dioxide photoreduction reaction. Evolution in the production of
the main products was monitored. Compared to bare TiO2, this hybrid material showed
a significant improvement in CO2 photoreduction performance, leading to a 4-fold and
3-fold enhancement in H2 and CH4 productions, respectively.
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Appendix 1

APPENDIX 1. REAGENTS AND SOLVENTS
Name
1-Dodecanenitrile
1,2,4,5-Tetrabromobenzene
1,3,5-Triethynylbenzene
1,3,6,8-Tetrabromopyrene
1,4-Benzoquinone
1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
1,4-Diethynylbenzene
1,5-Cyclooctadiene
2,2′-Bipyridine
2-Acetyl-5-chlorothiophene
2′-Bromoacetophenone
2-Bromobenzonitrile
2-Bromothioanisole
2-(Tributylstannyl)-thiophene
2-methyl-3-butyn-2-ol
3,5-dimethylpyrrole-2-carboxaldehyde
3-Bromoquinoline
4,4′-Diiodobiphenyl
4′-Bromoacetophenone
4-Bromobenzaldehyde
4-Bromobenzonitrile
4′-Iodoacetophenone
4-Methoxythioanisole
4-(Methylthio)benzonitrile
9,10-diphenylanthracene
Acetone
Acetonitrile
Allyl methyl sulfide
Allyl phenyl sulfide
Aluminum chloride
Benzyl phenyl sulfide
Bis(1,5-cyclooctadiene)nickel(0)
Boron trifluoride diethyl etherate
Chloroform
Chloroform-D
Chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate

Supplier
Merck
Merck
Fluorochem
TCI
Merck
Merck
TCI
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Alfa Aesar
Merck
Alfa Aesar
Acros Organics
Alfa Aesar
Merck
Apollo Scientific
Merck
Merck
Merck
Alfa Aesar
Scharlau
JT Baker
Merck
Merck
Acros Organics
Merck
Merck
Merck
JT Baker
Merck
Merck

Purity grade
99%
97%
95%
>98%
≥98%
≥99%
>98%
99%
>99%
99%
99%
99%
97%
97%
98%
95%
98%
99%
98%
99%
99%
≥97%
97%
98%
99%
HPLC
HPLC
98%
≥96.5%
99%
99%
n.a.
for synthesis
HPLC
99.8%
>37.5% Pt
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Copper(I) iodide
Deuterium oxide
Dibutyl sulfide
Dichloromethane
Diethyl bromomalonate
Diethyl ether
Dimethyl sulfoxide
Dimethyl sulfoxide-D
Ethanol
Ethyl acetate
Ethynyltrimethylsilane
Formic acid
Heptane
Hydrazine monohydrate
Hydrochloric acid
Iodic acid
Iodine
Isopropanol
L-Methionine
Magnesium sulfate
Methanol-D
Methanol
Methyl p-tolyl sulfide
N-Bromosuccinimide
N-Methylpyrrole
N,N-Diisopropylethylamine
N,N-Dimethylformamide
N,N-Dimethylacetamide
Nafion perflorinated resin solution
Nitric acid
Phenylacetylene
Potassium carbonate
Potassium hydroxide
Sodium cyanide
Sodium thiosulfate
tert-Butyl methyl sulfide
Tetrabutylammonium fluoride trihydrate
Tetrahydrofuran
266

Alfa Aesar
Merck
Merck
JT Baker
Merck
Merck
ChemLab
Merck
JT Baker
JT Baker
Merck
JT Baker
JT Baker
Merck
Merck
Acros Organics
Acros Organics
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
Merck
LabKem
Merck
ChemLab
Merck
Merck
LabKem

98%
>99.8%
96%
HPLC
92%
HPLC
>99%
99.90%
HPLC
HPLC
98%
98%
HPLC
98%
37%
99,5%
≥99%
70%
≥98%
anhydrous
99.80%
HPLC
99%
>99%
99%
99.5%
>99.9%
99.80%
5 wt.%
65%
98%
99%
85%
>97%
>98%
97%
97%
99.5%

Appendix 1
Tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0)
Titanium (IV) oxide, anatase (PC500)
Toluene
Triethylamine
Tris(4-bromophenyl)amine
Tris(4-bromophenyl)benzene

Merck
CristalACTiV
Merck
Merck
TCI
Merck

99%
85 wt.%
HPLC
>99%
>98%
97%
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APPENDIX 2. NMR SPECTRA
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*Note that products 10a and 10h are the same molecule obtained from different halogenated reagents.
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APPENDIX 3. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
CHAPTER 5
Activation barriers of transition states. The Marcus theory360 was used in order
to determine the activation barriers (ΔG≠) for the single electron transfer (SET) step
from 1DPA* to the different substrates (Table 22). In turn, this was obtained from the
ΔG values for each reaction and the parameter λ, the nuclear reorganization energy, by
using the following Eq. 25:

𝚫𝐆≠ =

(𝚫𝐆 − 𝛌)𝟐
𝟒𝛌

Eq. 25

Table 22. Thermodynamic (ΔG) and kinetic (ΔG≠) data for the SET and BET based on DFT calculations.

Substrate

Ered[a]
(V) SCE

ΔGSET(S1)[b]
(kJ/mol)

ΔGET(T1)[b]
(kJ/mol)

λ [c]
(kJ/mol)

ΔG≠SET (S1)[d] ΔG≠BET (S1)[d]
(kJ/mol)
(kJ/mol)

1.51

−16.6

102.84

24.27

0.69

16.66

1.57

−10.9

108.57

35.29

4.36

14.83

1.36

−0.25

88.53

22.32

0.61

30.31

1.76

7.33

126.8

17.95

8.69

1.66

1.69

0.76

120.24

21.03

5.63

4.9

1.62

−5.84

113.63

12.47

0.94

6.55

n.d.[e]

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

1.56

−11.27

108.2

23.89

1.79

12.61

2.04

34.25

153.72

26.82

33.22

0.34

1.33

−33.70

85.78

23.8

0.76

33.11

[a] Reduction potentials of the substrates according to DFT calculations; [b] Values of free energy changes
(ΔG) obtained by DFT calculations taking into account Ered(DPA) = −1.38 V vs SCE; ES = 3.0564 eV; ET = 1.8119
eV; [c] The value of the nuclear reorganization energy λ was computed following the procedure described
previously;361 [d] Data calculated from Eq. 25; [e] Not determined. DFT calculation of the diethyl
bromomalonate radical anion is unstable and showing it de-bromation.
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Optimized geometries of transition states. Calculations were performed using
Gaussian G09 software package.362 Geometry optimizations of all species were carried
out using the B3LYP functional and 6-311++G** basis set, except BOPHY and Iodine
atoms on chemical reagents were calculated using LAND2DZ. All geometries
optimizations were carried out using a polarized continuum model to account for the
solvent effects with DMF and acetonitrile. Redox potentials of DPA and Aryl Halides
were obtained from DFT calculations using a modification of a previously reported
methodology for the estimation of SET potentials363 using frequency calculations with
above mentioned basis set. This approach has been previously applied.364 The vertical
transitions (i.e. excitation energies) and geometries optimizations of the 1DPA* (S1) and
3
DPA* (T1) excited states were performed by TD-DFT, employing the unrestricted
UB3LYP method and the 6-311++G** basis set using a polarized continuum model to
account for the solvent effects.365,366
Figure 160 shows the Jablonsky diagram of the most important photophysical
events that occur in the TTA-UC system, taking into account the computational
calculations for HOMO/LUMO molecular orbitals of the species involved in the TTA-UC
process:

Figure 160. Jablonsky diagram displaying the most significant photophysical reaction pathways of our TTAUC process. HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals involved in the excitation and emission steps for BPY-2
and DPA molecules. The calculations are at the B3LYP/6−311++G** level with acetonitrile as solvent using
Gaussian 09W.

Table 23 shows the optimized geometries of 1DPA(S0), 1DPA(S1), 3DPA(T1),
DPA●+, 1BPY-2(S0), 1BPY-2(S1), 3BPY-2 (T1), Intermediate a, Intermediate b and aryl
halides (neutral and radical anion).
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Table 23. Optimized geometries of 1DPA(S0), 1DPA(S1), 3DPA(T1), DPA●+, 1BPY-2(S0), 1BPY-2(S1), 3BPY-2 (T1),
Intermediate a, Intermediate b and aryl halides.
1

DPA(S0)

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H

0.71115300
1.40199900
0.72328300
-0.72328700
-1.40201300
-0.71117600
1.42871600
-1.42871400
-0.72328000
0.72328600
1.40200900
2.48590400
0.71116700
-0.71115200
-1.40199800
1.24923000
2.48589400
-2.48590800
-1.24925900
1.24925800
-1.24924100
-2.48589200
-2.92710600
-3.64370000
-3.64368500
-5.03930700
-3.09966000
-5.03929100
-3.09963000
-5.74100300
-5.57772000
-5.57769400
-6.82711400
2.92710800
3.64368900
3.64369900
5.03929700
3.09963300
5.03930300
3.09965300
5.74100300
5.57769900
5.57771900
6.82711400

-3.66675500
-2.48480900
-1.22279300
-1.22278800
-2.48479800
-3.66675000
-0.00000300
0.00000300
1.22280400
1.22280100
2.48480400
2.48913600
3.66676100
3.66676400
2.48480900
-4.61024400
-2.48913700
-2.48911900
-4.61023500
4.61024100
4.61024500
2.48914000
0.00000500
0.00010000
-0.00009800
0.00009500
0.00017800
-0.00010100
-0.00017500
-0.00000400
0.00016900
-0.00018100
-0.00000800
-0.00000200
-0.00007600
0.00007000
-0.00008600
-0.00012100
0.00006500
0.00013700
-0.00001600
-0.00014600
0.00012400
-0.00002300

0.00003600
0.00003000
0.00001800
0.00001900
0.00003000
0.00003700
0.00000800
0.00001100
-0.00000700
-0.00000800
-0.00003200
-0.00003200
-0.00005300
-0.00005500
-0.00003300
0.00004300
0.00003600
0.00003600
0.00004400
-0.00007000
-0.00007500
-0.00003800
0.00001100
1.20615000
-1.20613900
1.20649900
2.14625500
-1.20650700
-2.14623500
-0.00000800
2.14998800
-2.15000200
-0.00001600
0.00000500
-1.20614100
1.20615000
-1.20650600
-2.14623700
1.20650200
2.14625300
-0.00000600
-2.15000100
2.14999000
-0.00000600

0.69389600
1.39395600
0.72224900
-0.72224900

-3.70727200
-2.48515600
-1.24410100
-1.24410100

-0.00012300
-0.00008300
-0.00005400
-0.00005400

1

DPA(S1)

C
C
C
C
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H

-1.39395600
-0.69389700
1.42419900
-1.42419900
-0.72224900
0.72224900
1.39395600
2.47771500
0.69389700
-0.69389600
-1.39395600
1.24771400
2.47771500
-2.47771500
-1.24771500
1.24771500
-1.24771400
-2.47771500
-2.91724900
-3.63547000
-3.63547000
-5.03105200
-3.09143700
-5.03105100
-3.09143600
-5.73291200
-5.56932200
-5.56932100
-6.81903400
2.91724900
3.63547000
3.63546900
5.03105200
3.09143700
5.03105100
3.09143500
5.73291200
5.56932200
5.56932100
6.81903400

-2.48515600
-3.70727200
0.00000000
0.00000000
1.24410100
1.24410100
2.48515600
2.49417000
3.70727200
3.70727200
2.48515600
-4.64099700
-2.49417000
-2.49417000
-4.64099700
4.64099700
4.64099700
2.49417100
0.00000000
0.00036100
-0.00036100
0.00035700
0.00064000
-0.00035700
-0.00064000
0.00000000
0.00063300
-0.00063300
0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.00024800
0.00024800
-0.00024500
-0.00044000
0.00024500
0.00044000
0.00000000
-0.00043500
0.00043400
0.00000000

-0.00007700
-0.00011900
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00005300
0.00005400
0.00008400
0.00007200
0.00012300
0.00011900
0.00007600
-0.00014800
-0.00007100
-0.00005700
-0.00014100
0.00014900
0.00014000
0.00005600
-0.00000100
1.20654200
-1.20654400
1.20638600
2.14659700
-1.20638800
-2.14659900
-0.00000100
2.15006500
-2.15006800
-0.00000100
0.00000100
-1.20654200
1.20654400
-1.20638500
-2.14659700
1.20638900
2.14659800
0.00000200
-2.15006500
2.15006800
0.00000200

0.69085500
1.39089600
0.72045000
-0.72045000
-1.39089600
-0.69085500
1.43334500
-1.43334500
-0.72045000
0.72045000
1.39089600
2.47491300

-3.71077300
-2.48635000
-1.25561300
-1.25561300
-2.48635000
-3.71077300
0.00000000
0.00000000
1.25561300
1.25561300
2.48635000
2.49492200

0.00000500
0.00000200
-0.00000500
-0.00000500
0.00000400
0.00000600
0.00000000
-0.00000100
0.00000300
0.00000400
-0.00000300
-0.00000600

3

DPA(T1)

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
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C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H

0.69085500
-0.69085500
-1.39089600
1.24562000
2.47491300
-2.47491300
-1.24562000
1.24562100
-1.24562000
-2.47491300
-2.92557000
-3.64370100
-3.64370200
-5.03923700
-3.10019000
-5.03923800
-3.10019100
-5.74093800
-5.57765300
-5.57765300
-6.82704900
2.92557000
3.64370200
3.64370100
5.03923800
3.10019200
5.03923700
3.10018900
5.74093800
5.57765400
5.57765100
6.82704900

3.71077300
3.71077400
2.48635000
-4.64417600
-2.49492200
-2.49492100
-4.64417600
4.64417600
4.64417700
2.49492200
0.00000000
0.00016200
-0.00016200
0.00016100
0.00028900
-0.00016100
-0.00028900
0.00000000
0.00028600
-0.00028600
0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.00011700
0.00011600
-0.00011600
-0.00020700
0.00011500
0.00020700
0.00000000
-0.00020600
0.00020500
0.00000000

-0.00000600
-0.00000800
-0.00000500
0.00000900
0.00000600
0.00001000
0.00001100
-0.00001000
-0.00001300
-0.00001200
-0.00000100
1.20638900
-1.20639000
1.20647000
2.14679300
-1.20647000
-2.14679400
0.00000000
2.14998800
-2.14998900
0.00000000
0.00000100
-1.20638800
1.20639100
-1.20646800
-2.14679300
1.20647200
2.14679500
0.00000300
-2.14998600
2.14999100
0.00000300

-0.69863500
-1.39315600
-0.72062100
0.72055500
1.39300000
0.69839600
-1.44310800
1.44310600
0.72060700
-0.72055300
-1.39296000
-2.47053200
-0.69837800
0.69855400
1.39307600
-1.24039800
-2.47081300
2.47067200
1.24010400
-1.24004500

3.67853500
2.47892800
1.23318600
1.23322900
2.47904200
3.67859200
-0.00003200
0.00005500
-1.23315800
-1.23320100
-2.47899500
-2.49086400
-3.67855700
-3.67850900
-2.47890300
4.61667800
2.49063100
2.49084200
4.61678200
-4.61674000

-0.06370500
-0.10467400
-0.02206000
0.02177300
0.10408900
0.06290100
0.00015600
-0.00025800
-0.02238300
0.02209500
0.10502400
0.20633100
0.06339900
-0.06423200
-0.10548600
-0.12349300
-0.20505800
0.20424700
0.12245100
0.12341800

DPA●+
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
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H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
H
C
H
C
H
H
H

1.24027100
2.47066800
2.92535000
3.64055600
3.64106600
5.03337200
3.10095100
5.03388000
3.10179700
5.73268300
5.57258800
5.57348800
6.81794100
-2.92533400
-3.64078500
-3.64080000
-5.03360200
-3.10133100
-5.03361100
-3.10135500
-5.73266300
-5.57300800
-5.57303300
-6.81792000

-4.61664800
-2.49065800
0.00003200
-0.59799300
0.59809800
-0.58458200
-1.04456200
0.58456100
1.04502100
-0.00008400
-1.03013600
1.03014800
-0.00014800
-0.00007000
-0.59819600
0.59810400
-0.58471100
-1.04492400
0.58463300
1.04488600
-0.00003900
-1.03034400
1.03028800
-0.00002600

-0.12448400
-0.20650600
0.00003800
1.05565400
-1.05519100
1.05912900
1.88503400
-1.05809400
-1.88458600
0.00064600
1.88889500
-1.88758700
0.00086800
0.00020800
-1.05517800
1.05556000
-1.05838100
-1.88457000
1.05873700
1.88492700
0.00017000
-1.88798100
1.88831500
0.00016000

0.07962100
1.20166000
0.67885700
-0.72280600
-1.09931200
1.32974700
0.70645000
-0.70643300
-1.56213900
1.56216300
0.72282000
-0.67884600
-1.32973500
1.09932000
-0.07962800
-1.20164800
2.64249200
-2.52259800
2.52260500
-2.64247500
-2.76608700
-1.90081000
2.76609200
1.90086600
2.40999500
-2.40998200

-0.15324300
-0.12875900
0.13540000
0.26321100
0.10222400
0.26538200
0.43536500
0.43538600
0.69274500
0.69267800
0.26313800
0.13536400
0.26539900
0.10213700
-0.15325000
-0.12888700
-0.34411900
0.22777500
0.22767100
-0.34433100
-0.07413900
2.08368000
-0.07423200
2.08360300
0.22834100
0.22836600

1

BPY-2(S0)

C
C
C
N
C
C
N
N
B
B
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
F
F
F
F
H
H
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4.56467600
3.71079800
2.40866800
2.49741700
3.80168200
1.18171600
0.00539200
-0.00539200
1.30236200
-1.30236500
-2.49741200
-2.40866100
-1.18171300
-3.80167700
-4.56467700
-3.71077100
4.07381000
4.24564000
-4.24564100
-4.07375900
1.16783700
1.37618000
-1.16782200
-1.37621200
1.11662000
-1.11661400

Appendix 3
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
I
I

4.84288900
4.48827900
3.21060800
4.03810800
3.69590100
5.31698500
-4.03806200
-3.69594300
-5.31699700
-4.84297300
-4.48804400
-3.21058500
-6.63872200
6.63871100

2.96106400 0.37103100
2.79686000 -1.34897400
3.30602600 -0.23032700
-2.90010400 1.23770100
-3.16393000 -0.47043600
-2.61432200 0.03368500
2.90014100 1.23757600
3.16392200 -0.47058600
2.61431400 0.03363100
-2.96104200 0.37067500
-2.79683300 -1.34926400
-3.30601800 -0.23038100
-0.13949400 -0.50724100
0.13946900 -0.50730000

1

BPY-2(S1)

C
C
C
N
C
C
N
N
B
B
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
F
F
F
F
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

4.58895000
3.75549300
2.42533000
2.49015900
3.79769900
1.20039700
0.02037300
-0.02037400
1.27451300
-1.27451300
-2.49015900
-2.42533000
-1.20039700
-3.79769900
-4.58895000
-3.75549300
4.14483700
4.19996500
-4.19996500
-4.14483600
1.20036600
1.19957300
-1.20033700
-1.19960200
1.12604900
-1.12604900
4.75454200
4.72609000
3.27846600
3.79960200
3.79909200
5.27375900
-3.79962100
-3.79907200

-0.07351700
-1.19407000
-0.68041900
0.71121800
1.09621000
-1.33128500
-0.67151400
0.67151400
1.58904600
-1.58904600
-0.71121800
0.68041900
1.33128500
-1.09621000
0.07351700
1.19407100
-2.64170600
2.53353200
-2.53353200
2.64170700
2.42426300
2.42874600
-2.42427700
-2.42873300
-2.39382700
2.39382700
-2.87738200
-2.88580800
-3.28850600
3.03662800
3.03590700
2.63230800
-3.03662300
-3.03591200

-0.00110400
-0.00141700
-0.00004000
0.00078600
0.00022500
0.00069400
0.00140300
0.00140800
0.00285500
0.00287200
0.00084300
0.00002100
0.00073100
0.00031200
-0.00099300
-0.00131800
-0.00190400
0.00095900
0.00104700
-0.00177900
1.15110400
-1.14202900
1.15110900
-1.14202500
0.00068100
0.00072400
-0.86689500
0.88040600
-0.01915700
-0.87149700
0.87359200
0.00131100
-0.87142100
0.87366800
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H
H
H
H
I
I

-5.27375900 -2.63230800 0.00142200
-4.75469700 2.87735600 -0.86666500
-4.72592900 2.88583700 0.88063000
-3.27846800 3.28850500 -0.01920900
-6.68196900 0.12905200 -0.00174000
6.68196900 -0.12905200 -0.00190800

3

BPY-2(T1)

C
C
C
N
C
C
N
N
B
B
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
F
F
F
F
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
I
I

-4.62466400 0.09555300 -0.05879000
-3.78307500 1.22044000 -0.01925000
-2.43916300 0.68839200 0.08005800
-2.50364100 -0.70677300 0.09678200
-3.83739400 -1.09622600 0.01574700
-1.21765300 1.35376500 0.13810600
-0.01371000 0.67647200 0.18268800
0.01371500 -0.67651900 0.18237600
-1.29234400 -1.58966400 0.27160400
1.29234600 1.58973200 0.27058000
2.50365200 0.70671400 0.09649100
2.43912400 -0.68843200 0.07896300
1.21761200 -1.35381600 0.13676000
3.83742800 1.09616700 0.01579100
4.62466500 -0.09559700 -0.05932800
3.78303200 -1.22047100 -0.02051800
-4.12021100 2.68045400 -0.06867900
-4.24173000 -2.53247800 0.02332300
4.24176800 2.53241100 0.02441300
4.12011100 -2.68047100 -0.07075200
-1.26923400 -2.24536800 1.54924500
-1.18375100 -2.58996300 -0.75010100
1.26948100 2.24702300 1.54738300
1.18348500 2.58885600 -0.75231300
-1.13729100 2.42969600 0.13453900
1.13720800 -2.42974100 0.13247500
-5.20110600 2.83418900 -0.13603500
-3.76092700 3.20257900 0.82920000
-3.65569500 3.16827600 -0.93723900
-3.82217100 -3.05745200 -0.84507200
-3.84917400 -3.03870100 0.91524900
-5.32958100 -2.63282800 0.00788300
3.81934000 3.05878100 -0.84171900
3.85205200 3.03711400 0.91847300
5.32955700 2.63283900 0.00573200
5.20111700 -2.83424900 -0.13619300
3.75902700 -3.20346200 0.82589200
3.65724200 -3.16737500 -0.94071500
6.72235900 -0.12697000 -0.20946000
-6.72233300 0.12692600 -0.20930800

Intermediate a
C
C
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2.26282200 0.05846300 -0.02989100
1.38746700 -1.03711500 -0.10870700

Appendix 3
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
C
H
C
H
C
H
C
H
N
C
H
H
H
C
O
C
H
H
H

0.00991300
-0.52820500
0.34407200
1.72166000
1.77863300
-0.66403500
-0.06364000
2.40593700
-2.03651600
-2.23374600
-2.64314300
-2.26350300
-3.73054800
-4.37503500
-3.85487600
-4.57731900
-2.79969800
-2.88068300
-3.40266300
-1.87348000
-3.41469000
3.75323400
4.47655900
4.35432200
5.44052300
4.01470700
4.05660700

-0.84261700
0.44916600
1.54145900
1.35111200
-2.04876300
-1.69138000
2.54839800
2.19025300
0.66683700
1.70493300
0.43433900
0.89583800
-0.41195100
-0.75603600
-0.79016300
-1.44580400
-0.27336100
-0.04081400
-0.87466400
0.01637800
0.89082500
-0.08932800
0.89324400
-1.48415100
-1.39653000
-2.09434500
-2.00294900

-0.13918100
-0.08486300
-0.00057900
0.02267100
-0.14783800
-0.19838400
0.04971500
0.08920300
-0.15881800
0.18400500
-1.52603900
-2.42663300
-1.39376700
-2.19276300
-0.05665600
0.40968700
0.68369400
2.10985700
2.58709900
2.53338600
2.36003300
0.00580500
0.08052300
-0.05264400
-0.02177400
0.79145700
-0.97035200

0.00085500
-1.01295600
-0.91985100
0.19630600
1.21232300
1.11153300
-1.88394400
-1.71870800
2.07736000
1.88493000
0.31418400
1.21345300
-0.85989100
-1.25953500
-1.29612900
-2.11652000
-0.44166500
-0.49107100
0.46646900
1.50482000
1.37137300
1.42195400
2.49020100
-0.03907800
0.89508800

-0.07342100
0.38652900
0.19494200
-0.45749200
-0.91937800
-0.72757600
0.89079600
0.54820600
-1.43288000
-1.07739500
-0.67622300
-1.27693300
-1.30980500
-2.26755900
-0.52009400
-0.69288500
0.64038700
1.47886200
0.58654300
1.57751200
2.43652200
1.88875600
1.13642000
0.09886200
-0.30879000

Intermediate b
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
C
H
C
H
C
H
C
H
N
C
H
H
H
C
O

2.21272300
1.36053700
-0.01635800
-0.55609400
0.29006900
1.66407400
1.76465900
-0.66264500
-0.12136700
2.33936000
-2.05772600
-2.25984800
-2.73798700
-2.42901000
-3.74628000
-4.42890000
-3.77177800
-4.45935600
-2.83534000
-2.54984300
-3.20702200
-1.50659300
-2.71865200
3.71747500
4.38290600
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C
H
H
H

4.34934800
5.42943000
3.97743300
4.11768100

-1.23770400
-1.09559800
-1.35558300
-2.16079500

0.77125400
0.79605700
1.79532200
0.22825400

4-bromoacetophenone
C
C
C
C
C
C
Br
C
O
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

-1.44147000
-2.49958500
-2.23355600
-0.92142900
0.12849800
-0.13042600
1.96975200
-0.71468000
0.20106000
-1.71140200
-1.62932100
-3.52359600
-3.06128500
0.69617900
-1.92132600
-1.30562600
-2.66051300

-2.49470300
-1.59113300
-0.22725200
0.27237000
-0.66010500
-2.02913700
-0.14161200
1.76473300
2.23876800
2.65769000
-3.56222600
-1.94399800
0.47041800
-2.72572700
2.29645400
3.66769100
2.68886700

-0.03321900
-0.07727800
-0.07859200
-0.06539800
-0.01779700
0.00797000
0.09673900
-0.15287800
-0.78804200
0.56670600
-0.02361200
-0.10671900
-0.11094000
0.06071200
1.57623400
0.60336200
0.02233600

4-bromoacetophenone radical anion
C
C
C
C
C
C
Br
C
O
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

-1.09588800
-2.27121000
-2.20879800
-0.97755400
0.19622200
0.13199000
2.01174900
-0.96429300
0.07776500
-2.27835700
-1.12664300
-3.24527800
-3.14453000
1.05921600
-3.20502100
-2.28175900
-2.28199600

2.69561000
1.91570500
0.54004600
-0.21766100
0.63287600
2.01280800
-0.07309900
-1.65721500
-2.36554600
-2.45176100
3.77914300
2.39896100
-0.00282500
2.57513800
-1.87640200
-3.10727400
-3.10636200

-0.00009100
-0.00005500
-0.00002100
-0.00002400
-0.00006800
-0.00010000
-0.00007300
0.00003900
0.00019900
0.00032400
-0.00011100
-0.00005200
0.00001200
-0.00013100
-0.00009600
-0.87890700
0.88024300

2-bromoacetophenone
C
C
C
C
C
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-1.08853500
0.30348900
1.01198500
0.35544100
-1.03283900

-1.15276600
-1.19190000
0.00570300
1.23596700
1.25805100

0.00005200
0.00003900
0.00001400
-0.00000400
-0.00001100

Appendix 3
C
H
H
H
H
Br
C
O
C
H
H
H

-1.77363800
-1.63205000
0.82784600
0.92227700
-1.56827000
2.92513800
-3.27214800
-3.82385500
-4.08381100
-5.14161900
-3.85819400
-3.85863900

0.06826000
-2.08955100
-2.13858200
2.15806800
2.19961300
-0.03743500
0.15894400
1.24306100
-1.12244000
-0.86546200
-1.72870800
-1.72853800

0.00003300
0.00007400
0.00004700
-0.00002400
-0.00003900
-0.00001200
0.00000800
0.00003300
-0.00007200
-0.00035400
-0.88233400
0.88242100

2-bromoacetophenone radical anion
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
Br
C
O
C
H
H
H

1.09457500
-0.28936700
-1.01220500
-0.34088200
1.03800500
1.82719700
1.62750000
-0.81222100
-0.90733700
1.56722600
-2.95113800
3.25838200
3.89111300
4.06538900
5.12523800
3.85717700
3.85679300

-1.16180900
-1.19453700
0.00837700
1.24627200
1.27391900
0.07302100
-2.10628500
-2.14473000
2.17141000
2.21953700
-0.03602300
0.15493700
1.25123200
-1.14533600
-0.88504900
-1.76638100
-1.76661500

0.00009700
0.00006900
0.00003800
0.00008500
0.00006700
0.00003900
0.00016800
0.00010200
0.00011500
0.00009000
-0.00004100
-0.00004000
-0.00006600
-0.00007100
-0.00032400
0.88249100
-0.88237000

4-bromobenzaldehyde
C
C
C
C
C
C
Br
C
O
H
H
H
H
H

-1.34316600
-2.12015200
-1.49125000
-0.10663800
0.64895100
0.04647100
2.55737700
-3.59669000
-4.35633600
-1.82850600
-2.10465400
0.38608800
0.65080700
-3.98639900

1.36699500
0.20423800
-1.04800700
-1.13747600
0.03732100
1.29298300
-0.08332600
0.30908400
-0.63366100
2.33800500
-1.94142600
-2.10103900
2.19060400
1.34871500

0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000100
-0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000100
0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000200

4-bromobenzaldehyde radical anion
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C
C
C
C
C
C
Br
C
O
H
H
H
H
H

-1.34341700
-2.17550600
-1.50019600
-0.12114600
0.65187900
0.03458000
2.58744700
-3.59885800
-4.41744600
-1.81687800
-2.10629300
0.36636600
0.63834600
-3.98664600

1.38077000
0.21620600
-1.05266600
-1.13795700
0.03462800
1.30274100
-0.08677900
0.31253400
-0.64529300
2.36010200
-1.95146800
-2.10717300
2.20350000
1.35709000

0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000100
0.00000100
0.00000100
0.00000100
0.00000000
-0.00000100
-0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000100
0.00000100
0.00000100
-0.00000100

-1.21277600
0.00001400
1.21279800
1.21456100
0.00000200
-1.21455200
-0.00000600
0.00002400
-0.00003800
-2.14968400
2.14971100
2.14932500
-2.14932000

0.00002000
0.00002100
0.00002000
0.00001200
0.00000600
0.00001200
-0.00000900
0.00001200
-0.00005300
0.00002600
0.00002600
0.00000900
0.00000900

4-bromobenzonitrile
C
C
C
C
C
C
Br
C
N
H
H
H
H

1.49148000
2.19512900
1.49147100
0.10181500
-0.58099200
0.10182400
-2.49173600
3.62578600
4.78131100
2.03451100
2.03449400
-0.44325100
-0.44323400

4-bromobenzonitrile radical anion
C
C
C
C
C
C
Br
C
N
H
H
H
H

-1.49447300
-2.25122100
-1.49442300
-0.11841700
0.58527100
-0.11846800
2.51968600
-3.64675800
-4.82225300
-2.02623100
-2.02613900
0.42507800
0.42498800

-1.23155200
0.00007400
1.23166900
1.22819600
0.00001100
-1.22814700
-0.00003000
0.00012000
-0.00019100
-2.17720800
2.17734700
2.16658900
-2.16656300

0.00002300
0.00001000
0.00002300
0.00003700
0.00004500
0.00003700
-0.00002000
-0.00003500
-0.00004600
0.00003400
0.00003400
0.00005300
0.00005300

2-bromobenzonbitrile
C
C
C
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-2.28553200 -1.50230200 0.00000000
-2.92747300 -0.26463800 0.00000000
-2.17584200 0.90209900 0.00000000
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C
C
C
Br
C
N
H
H
H
H

-0.77168400
-0.14001500
-0.89469500
1.76154100
-0.03326700
0.52067500
-2.86572300
-4.00913600
-2.65779200
-0.39494500

0.84742200
-0.40789600
-1.57658200
-0.53488600
2.07135000
3.08502400
-2.41772800
-0.20875500
1.87187300
-2.53627500

0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000

2-bromobenzonbitrile radical anion
C
C
C
C
C
C
Br
C
N
H
H
H
H

2.27486000
2.93044000
2.22423300
0.77306900
0.14596500
0.85641600
-1.79168500
0.09157500
-0.42645400
2.83086200
4.01693500
2.74614100
0.32086000

-1.58084600
-0.32024900
0.85722000
0.88502800
-0.41784800
-1.59072700
-0.51902400
2.10013800
3.15509800
-2.51047900
-0.28045600
1.80848700
-2.53367600

0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000100
-0.00000100
-0.00000100
0.00000100

-1.19874400
0.17043400
1.14801600
0.79752000
-0.58439200
-1.57051900
1.79424600
1.46870400
0.12393800
-0.90235900
-0.21964800
-1.95575300
0.44479700
2.20145600
-2.61873800
2.27807700
-1.93748100

0.00000000
-0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000200
0.00000100
-0.00000200

3-bromoquinolin
C
C
C
C
C
C
N
C
C
C
Br
H
H
H
H
H
H

-3.60339300
-3.96405900
-2.99817200
-1.62468200
-1.26055100
-2.28054200
-0.69359200
0.57714200
1.02666900
0.12047000
2.90855400
-4.37932300
-5.01288200
-3.25088600
-2.00067700
1.30104000
0.44118000

3-bromoquinolin radical anion
C
C
C

-3.60339300 -1.19874400 0.00000000
-3.96405900 0.17043400 -0.00000100
-2.99817200 1.14801600 0.00000000
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C
C
C
N
C
C
C
Br
H
H
H
H
H
H

-1.62468200
-1.26055100
-2.28054200
-0.69359200
0.57714200
1.02666900
0.12047000
2.90855400
-4.37932300
-5.01288200
-3.25088600
-2.00067700
1.30104000
0.44118000

0.79752000
-0.58439200
-1.57051900
1.79424600
1.46870400
0.12393800
-0.90235900
-0.21964800
-1.95575300
0.44479700
2.20145600
-2.61873800
2.27807700
-1.93748100

0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
-0.00000100
0.00000000
0.00000200
0.00000100
-0.00000200

Diethyl-bromomalonate
C
C
C
Br
O
O
O
O
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
H

0.21295700
-0.36260500
-0.36260500
2.17136100
-0.10088200
-0.10088200
-1.23583900
-1.23583900
-1.91770800
-2.85595300
-2.12211600
-1.09639000
-1.66352700
-0.16065600
-0.87173600
-1.91770800
-2.85595300
-2.12211600
-1.09639000
-0.16065600
-1.66352700
-0.87173600
-0.01944100

-0.34064500
0.31349000
0.31349000
-0.20141100
1.41346500
1.41346500
-0.53662300
-0.53662300
-0.07681500
-0.63117500
0.98909200
-0.37066800
-0.07628100
0.19075100
-1.43693900
-0.07681500
-0.63117500
0.98909200
-0.37066800
0.19075100
-0.07628100
-1.43693900
-1.39919000

0.00000000
1.26085600
-1.26085600
0.00000000
1.66088400
-1.66088400
1.83031000
-1.83031000
-3.03343800
-3.02933500
-2.92920800
-4.27622700
-5.16390700
-4.26977700
-4.35240100
3.03343800
3.02933500
2.92920800
4.27622700
4.26977700
5.16390700
4.35240100
0.00000000

Diethyl-bromomalonate radical anion
C
C
C
Br
O
O
O
O
C
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-0.20424800
0.26769700
0.26769700
-2.60122500
0.03609100
0.03609100
1.01342000
1.01342000
1.43298300

1.10535200
0.72285000
0.72285000
-0.40920300
1.37531800
1.37531800
-0.42090100
-0.42090100
-0.85559200

0.00000000
1.31569600
-1.31569600
0.00000000
2.32554700
-2.32554700
1.36217700
-1.36217700
-2.66010400
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H
H
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
H

1.54427000
0.64848300
2.74951300
3.08162500
2.62681500
3.52754400
1.43298300
1.54427000
0.64848300
2.74951300
2.62681500
3.08162500
3.52754400
-0.78360600

-1.93835400
-0.63893100
-0.21108500
-0.62269500
0.86775000
-0.40273000
-0.85559200
-1.93835400
-0.63893100
-0.21108500
0.86775000
-0.62269500
-0.40273000
2.01516500

-2.56419400
-3.38761500
-3.07950000
-4.03936300
-3.19063400
-2.33511600
2.66010400
2.56419400
3.38761500
3.07950000
3.19063400
4.03936300
2.33511600
0.00000000

-1.62845900 -1.16599400
-2.32691700 0.04729100
-1.59170300 1.24219300
-0.20363800 1.23188200
0.46775300 0.00856600
-0.23521900 -1.19202400
2.59613000 -0.02257200
-3.82536400 0.14892800
-4.36143700 1.24175600
-4.69267700 -1.09867200
-2.15585600 -2.11071500
-2.13366000 2.17997300
0.34790700 2.16312000
0.28869000 -2.13879100
-4.15143300 -2.04226000
-5.33954900 -1.06184300
-5.34216600 -1.06022000

-0.00006400
-0.00010500
-0.00009000
-0.00006200
-0.00002900
-0.00002400
0.00002200
-0.00011700
0.00016000
0.00003800
-0.00004200
-0.00010500
-0.00006000
0.00001000
-0.00159600
0.88002200
-0.87792600

4-iodoacetophenone
C
C
C
C
C
C
I
C
O
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

4-iodoacetophenone radical anion
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
I
I
H

2.85720700
3.54677500
2.85717800
1.46468700
0.74201900
1.46472300
-0.74201900
-1.46475100
-2.85723400
-3.54677500
-2.85715100
-1.46466000
5.67908400
-5.67908400
3.39215200

-1.13289900
0.00008400
1.13299800
1.12578100
-0.00003900
-1.12578500
-0.00002700
-1.12576200
-1.13287000
0.00011100
1.13302700
1.12580400
-0.00002600
-0.00003000
-2.01090900

-0.42156300
-0.00000600
0.42157600
0.41834900
0.00009500
-0.41822600
0.00014000
0.41844100
0.42170600
0.00009800
-0.42143400
-0.41813500
-0.00004700
-0.00008500
-0.75954500
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H
H
H
H
H
H
H

3.39202600
0.93577900
0.93591000
-0.93595900
-3.39220100
-3.39197700
-0.93573000

2.01111500
2.00358400
-2.00366200
-2.00363600
-2.01087000
2.01115400
2.00361000

0.75944600
0.77187500
-0.77173200
0.77198800
0.75967700
-0.75931400
-0.77161900

4,4’-diiodobiphenyl
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
I
I
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

2.85720700 -1.13289900 -0.42156300
3.54677500 0.00008400 -0.00000600
2.85717800 1.13299800 0.42157600
1.46468700 1.12578100 0.41834900
0.74201900 -0.00003900 0.00009500
1.46472300 -1.12578500 -0.41822600
-0.74201900 -0.00002700 0.00014000
-1.46475100 -1.12576200 0.41844100
-2.85723400 -1.13287000 0.42170600
-3.54677500 0.00011100 0.00009800
-2.85715100 1.13302700 -0.42143400
-1.46466000 1.12580400 -0.41813500
5.67908400 -0.00002600 -0.00004700
-5.67908400 -0.00003000 -0.00008500
3.39215200 -2.01090900 -0.75954500
3.39202600 2.01111500 0.75944600
0.93577900 2.00358400 0.77187500
0.93591000 -2.00366200 -0.77173200
-0.93595900 -2.00363600 0.77198800
-3.39220100 -2.01087000 0.75967700
-3.39197700 2.01115400 -0.75931400
-0.93573000 2.00361000 -0.77161900

4,4’-diiodobiphenyl radical anion
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
I
I
H
H
H
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-2.87772300 -1.21278100 0.00153900
-3.58132800 0.00003100 0.00038500
-2.87783800 1.21290700 -0.00089200
-1.49431900 1.20884300 -0.00087000
-0.71883700 0.00016400 0.00027200
-1.49420500 -1.20858200 0.00148100
0.71883700 0.00016400 0.00020900
1.49420400 -1.20858200 -0.00099800
2.87772300 -1.21278200 -0.00107500
3.58132900 0.00003000 0.00015100
2.87783800 1.21290700 0.00135500
1.49432000 1.20884300 0.00135400
-5.73195600 -0.00007300 -0.00021000
5.73195600 -0.00007300 -0.00015800
-3.40875400 -2.15799300 0.00261500
-3.40896000 2.15806800 -0.00194400
-0.99711900 2.17122300 -0.00213900

Appendix 3
H
H
H
H
H

-0.99688900
0.99688800
3.40875300
3.40896000
0.99712000

-2.17091100
-2.17091100
-2.15799400
2.15806700
2.17122200

0.00288700
-0.00232300
-0.00217100
0.00238800
0.00270300

2-acetyl-5-chlorothiophene
C
C
C
C
S
C
O
C
Cl
H
H
H
H
H

-1.52146300
-1.00007900
0.41622900
0.94926700
-0.31427900
2.34622400
2.60507500
3.46106100
-3.20126800
-1.60506300
1.01892100
3.11764300
4.08473100
4.08575400

0.22408600
1.49126000
1.46753600
0.19705600
-1.01750900
-0.26225900
-1.45459000
0.76786700
-0.18504100
2.38674100
2.36535000
1.80132900
0.59840600
0.59744600

0.00000200
-0.00000800
-0.00003300
-0.00004200
-0.00001600
-0.00004800
0.00001200
0.00004300
0.00002300
0.00000000
-0.00004000
-0.00069500
0.88094000
-0.87993200

2-acetyl-5-chlorothiophene radical anion
C
C
C
C
S
C
O
C
Cl
H
H
H
H
H

-1.52881500
-0.99546700
0.40836800
0.99303100
-0.30197300
2.33174300
2.65335100
3.45270000
-3.23692600
-1.60662300
0.99455900
3.10262600
4.08587700
4.08670500

0.22162500
1.49383200
1.49626200
0.20269000
-1.04474500
-0.24901400
-1.47205300
0.78752100
-0.18288700
2.38869500
2.40575200
1.82294900
0.63330500
0.63321800

-0.00001100
-0.00001900
-0.00012700
-0.00023600
-0.00017300
-0.00035100
0.00026500
0.00023600
0.00015600
0.00006000
-0.00012600
0.00003600
0.88252600
-0.881431
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CHAPTER 6
Theoretical calculation of Gibbs free energies. Calculations were performed
using Gaussian G09 software package.362 Geometry optimizations of all species were
carried out using the B3LYP functional and 6-31+G (2d,p) basis set. All optimizations
were carried out using a polarized continuum model to account for the solvent effects
with Acetonitrile. Table 24 shows the cartesian coordinates and ZPE corrected Gibbs
free energies (G, in hartrees) and molecular geometries in acetonitrile solution for
molecules involved in the oxidation of sulfide 12:
Table 24. Cartesian coordinates and ZPE corrected Gibbs free energies (G, in hartrees) and molecular
geometries in acetonitrile solution for molecules involved in the oxidation of sulfide 12 at PCM-B3LYP/631+G (2d,p) levels of theory.

Sulfide 12
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
S
C
H
H
H

0.09331700
1.47473800
2.18964800
1.47473700
0.09331600
-0.61096400
-0.43995100
2.00385500
2.00385400
-0.43995300
3.68866300
4.19642200
4.02638900
4.02638900
-2.38170500
-3.02783700
-2.70307000
-4.11730100
-2.70306900

-1.20597900
-1.20122200
0.00000000
1.20122200
1.20597800
-0.00000100
-2.14786600
-2.14715700
2.14715700
2.14786400
0.00000100
0.00000000
0.88731400
-0.88731000
-0.00000200
0.00000400
0.89694800
0.00000300
-0.89693700

-0.20552100
-0.01101400
0.08647800
-0.01101700
-0.20552400
-0.29975300
-0.28208700
0.06405800
0.06405200
-0.28209300
0.26298200
-0.70973100
0.80650400
0.80650600
-0.58414200
1.13358500
1.66413500
1.04948200
1.66414100

G (12) = -708,985741 hartrees

Sulfide radical cation 12•+
C
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0.26627100 1.37578600 -0.00344200
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C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
S
C
H
H
H

1.62930900
2.18203900
1.30248100
-0.06309200
-0.60740800
-0.15170000
2.28915500
1.71989600
-0.70874900
3.66069400
3.97823000
3.95066400
4.20570900
-2.27926800
-3.16261900
-2.91728800
-4.21890800
-2.92476100

1.18760800
-0.11274600
-1.22621500
-1.06331200
0.24804200
2.37642600
2.04784600
-2.22721500
-1.93110400
-0.32386400
-0.58794600
-1.15874000
0.57402100
0.61969600
-0.96277200
-1.52667900
-0.69179400
-1.52510700

-0.00820400
-0.01020100
-0.01149200
-0.00703700
-0.00232000
-0.00226700
-0.01145400
-0.01762400
-0.00919500
0.01236000
1.03106800
-0.63289400
-0.28512600
0.00350400
0.00575400
0.90698800
0.01038000
-0.89843900

G (12•+ ) = -708,77857 hartrees
Intermediate I
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
S
O
O

0.45974100
1.83809300
2.67428400
2.08736800
0.70301200
-0.09813400
-0.17064300
2.27723800
2.71367000
0.25843900
4.16805900
4.67898900
4.43427500
4.55713700
-2.26489000
-1.76001500
-1.92854400
-3.34726900
-1.85671500
-2.53879900
-2.38758100

0.35979200
0.28836600
-0.02805900
-0.28353700
-0.22911800
0.10450200
0.59236600
0.48056400
-0.53772200
-0.44255400
-0.09604400
-0.32372600
-0.86807400
0.85451100
1.87241700
2.53214500
2.05745900
1.97139300
0.17533300
-0.59773800
-2.03371400

-1.01875800
-1.16738000
-0.08106000
1.16274200
1.32942600
0.23827700
-1.86973600
-2.14151200
2.01164200
2.29570600
-0.26790300
0.67055600
-0.99854800
-0.64914600
0.03900600
0.74673800
-0.98122100
0.12893900
0.52139400
-0.73175900
-0.38847000
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G (I) = -859,275053 Hartree
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CHAPTER 7
Theoretical determination of electronic transitions in polymers. Theoretical
calculations by density functional theory (TD-DFT) were carried out in all polymers. A
representative fragment of each polymer was taken as model. Geometry and electronic
structure of selected models of polymers were performed using Gaussian 16. Time
dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT)365,367,368 implemented in the software
Gaussian 16369 employing a B3LYP functional.370 The standard 6–31G(d.p) basis was
chosen for all polymers. In the case of TD-DFT calculations for a fix number of 60 states
were selected. Table 25-28 shows the first 50 electronic transitions HOMO-LUMO for
IEP 7-10.
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Table 25. First 50 calculated electronic transitions for IEP-7 by TD-DFT using 6-31G**.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

λ (nm)
483.78
471.73
455.27
454.69
453.52
451.97
450.62
449.63
439.75
437.24
435.17
427.96
425.19
423.37
403.99
402.19
398.92
377.12
376.61
372.78
362.44
360.43
359.02
352.71
350.95
349.6
345.69
341.19
341.09
340.66
326.96
326.4
320.76
320.69
320.31
319.22
319.03
317.38
316.33
309.92
309.33
307.92
307.54
305.9
305.76
305.75
305.35
305.3
303.19
303.01

[a] Oscillator Strength
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OS[a]
1.792
0.031
0.011
0.021
0.046
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.057
0.063
0.009
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.299
0.335
0.019
1.068
0.911
0.023
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.017
0.009
0.008
0.000
0.022
0.017
0.007
0.377
0.603
0.219
0.238
0.021
0.125
0.056
0.006
0.002
0.032
0.048
0.033
0.023
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.008
0.053
0.084

Main transitions (%)
H-2->LUMO (28%), H-1->LUMO (22%), H-1->L+1 (21%), HOMO->L+1 (14%)
HOMO->L+2 (54%), H-1->L+1 (16%), H-2->L+1 (11%)
H-1->LUMO (24%), HOMO->L+1 (24%), H-2->L+2 (13%), HOMO->L+2 (11%)
HOMO->LUMO (54%), H-3->LUMO (13%)
H-4->LUMO (29%), HOMO->LUMO (20%), H-2->LUMO (14%), H-1->LUMO (13%)
H-3->L+2 (40%), H-2->L+1 (20%), H-4->L+1 (16%)
HOMO->L+1 (37%), H-1->L+1 (32%),
H-3->L+1 (17%), H-3->L+2 (13%), H-4->LUMO (11%), H-1->L+2 (13%)
H-1->L+2 (62%), H-4->L+2 (14%),
H-2->LUMO (39%), H-4->LUMO (24%), H-1->LUMO (19%)
H-2->L+1 (54%)
H-2->L+2 (58%), H-3->L+1 (13%), H-3->L+2 (12%)
H-3->LUMO (78%)
H-4->L+1 (46%), H-3->L+1 (28%), H-3->L+2 (11%)
H-4->L+2 (76%),
H-5->LUMO (84%)
H-5->L+1 (80%)
H-5->L+2 (82%)
H-7->LUMO (39%), H-7->L+1 (14%), H-8->LUMO (13%), H-6->L+1 (13%)
H-6->L+2 (55%), H-7->L+1 (17%), H-8->L+1 (10%)
H-6->L+1 (33%), H-7->LUMO (31%), H-6->L+2 (12%)
H-6->LUMO (89%)
H-7->L+1 (48%), H-6->L+1 (37%), H-6->L+2 (10%),
H-7->L+2 (83%)
H-8->LUMO (81%), H-7->LUMO (13%)
H-8->L+1 (82%)
H-8->L+2 (84%)
HOMO->L+3 (22%), H-1->L+4 (18%), H-3->L+3 (16%), H-4->L+4 15%)
H-2->L+3 (25%), H-1->L+5 (15%), H-1->L+4 (13%),
HOMO->L+5 (18%), H-2->L+4 (13%), H-11->L+2 (12%), H-1->L+3 (11%)
HOMO->L+4 (29%), H-1->L+3 (26%), H-2->L+5 (12%)
H-2->L+3 (19%), H-1->L+3 (12%), H-4->L+3 (11%), H-3->L+4 (11%)
H-2->L+4 (27%), H-4->L+4 (11%)
HOMO->L+3 (25%), H-3->L+3 (12%)
H-1->L+3 (18%), HOMO->L+4 (16%), H-4->L+3 (14%)
H-3->L+4 (36%), H-4->L+3 (28%)
H-2->L+4 (43%), HOMO->L+5 (22%),
H-1->L+5 (38%), H-2->L+3 (32%)
H-1->L+4 (34%), HOMO->L+3 (20%), H-4->L+4 (18%), H-3->L+3 (13%)
H-2->L+5 (30%), H-1->L+3 (16%), HOMO->L+4 (16%)
HOMO->L+5 (25%), H-11->L+2 (14%),
H-1->L+5 (26%), H-14->LUMO (16%)
H-3->L+5 (31%) H-3->L+3 (17%), H-5->L+4 (12%)
H-4->L+5 (28%), H-5->L+3 (17%), H-4->L+3 (13%), H-3->L+4 (13%)
H-12->LUMO (94%)
H-10->L+1 (60%)
H-10->L+1 (24%), H-1->L+7 (19%), HOMO->L+6 (18%), H-4->L+4 (15%)
H-9->L+2 (79%), H-9->L+1 (13%),
H-2->L+5 (33%)
H-5->L+4 (33%), H-3->L+5 (27%)
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Table 26. First 50 calculated electronic transitions for IEP-8 by TD-DFT using 6-31G**.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

λ (nm)
499.15
498.89
491.75
471.55
471.05
469.41
457.59
455.44
454.35
451.15
449.23
448.94
438.25
436.18
435.31
430.22
429.34
428.28
389.48
389.36
385.36
382.29
381.82
380.26
369.34
367.96
367.91
367.65
367.6
367.53
366.22
366.05
365.84
364.41
363.13
362.93
354.92
353.67
353.34
350.76
350.58
348.19
346.56
341.86
341.42
338.95
337.68
337.57
336.57
336.34

OS[a]
1.732
1.992
0.024
0.037
0.049
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.011
0.019
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.025
0.030
0.017
2.373
1.875
0.070
0.007
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.008
0.004
0.151
0.126
0.122
0.143
0.095
0.013
0.023
1.119
1.116
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000

Main transitions (%)
HOMO->L+1 (37%), H-2->LUMO (17%), H-1->LUMO (17%), H-2->L+1 (13%)
H-1->L+2 (30%), HOMO->L+2 (23%),H-2->LUMO (15%),
HOMO->L+1 (27%), H-1->LUMO (18%), H-1->L+2 (16%), H-2->LUMO (13%)
H-3->L+1 (46%),H-5->L+1 (13%), H-4->LUMO (13%),
H-4->L+2 (24%), H-4->LUMO (23%), H-3->L+2 (17%),
H-4->LUMO (22%), H-3->L+1 (20%), H-4->L+2 (17%),
HOMO->LUMO (82%)
HOMO->L+2 (47%), H-1->L+2 (36%)
H-1->L+1 (78%).
H-2->LUMO (48%), H-1->LUMO (39%)
H-2->L+1 (65%),92 HOMO->L+1 (18%)
H-2->L+2 (74%)
H-3->LUMO (78%), H-4->LUMO (14%)
H-3->L+2 (55%), H-4->L+2 (31%)
H-4->L+1 (83%)
H-5->LUMO (73%), H-4->LUMO (21%)
H-5->L+1 (71%), H-3->L+1 (21%)
H-5->L+2 (76%), H-4->L+2 (13%)
H-9->L+1 (35%), H-10->LUMO (16%), H-11->L+1 (12%)
H-10->L+2 (24%), H-9->L+2 (18%) H-10->LUMO (14%), H-11->LUMO (12%)
H-9->L+1 (27%), H-10->LUMO (21%), H-10->L+2 (12%), H-11->L+2 (11%)
H-7->LUMO (97%)
H-6->L+2 (92%)
H-8->L+1 (95%)
H-6->LUMO (97%)
H-6->L+1 (92%)
H-7->L+2 (88%)
H-8->LUMO (64%), H-9->LUMO (32%),
H-9->LUMO (57%), H-8->LUMO (36%)
H-7->L+1 (87%)
H-9->L+2 (55%), H-10->L+2 (33%)
H-8->L+2 (95%)
H-10->L+1 (80%)
H-11->LUMO (62%), H-10->LUMO (34%)
H-11->L+1 (77%), H-9->L+1 (16%)
H-11->L+2 (75%), H-10->L+2 (14%)
H-12->L+1 (78%)
H-14->LUMO (64%), H-13->LUMO (17%)
H-13->L+2 (61%), H-14->L+2 (13%)
HOMO->L+3 (31%), H-2->L+3 (17%), H-1->L+5 (12%)
HOMO->L+4 (23%), H-1->L+3 (15%), H-2->L+4 (14%), HOMO->L+5 (14%)
H-1->L+3 (26%), HOMO->L+4 (25%), H-2->L+5 (16%)
H-1->L+4 (25%), H-3->L+3 (18%), HOMO->L+3 (17%)
H-3->L+4 (20%), H-4->L+3 (19%), H-2->L+4 (11%)
H-4->L+4 (25%), H-3->L+3 (13%)
H-12->LUMO (96%)
H-12->L+2 (89%)
H-13->LUMO (76%), H-14->LUMO (20%),
H-13->L+1 (92%)
H-14->L+2 (74%), H-13->L+2 (16%)

[a] Oscillator Strength
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Table 27. First 50 calculated electronic transitions for IEP-9 by TD-DFT using 6-31G**.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

λ (nm)
527.37
520.05
498.13
493.72
480.15
475.56
474.56
470.74
465.11
464.93
452.99
452.15
443.47
442.06
438.26
436.58
435.38
435.14
433.5
428.6
419.82
419.56
418.78
417.22
414.77
409.22
401.45
395.43
394.55
392.8
390.53
384.24
382.21
381.37
380.25
374.78
374.19
370.6
369.1
367.03
366.61
365.45
362.06
361.23
360.69
359.22
357.18
356.45
348.79
347.21

[a] Oscillator Strength
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OS[a]
0.562
0.315
1.053
0.237
1.092
0.072
0.345
0.055
0.288
0.083
0.020
0.001
0.140
0.040
0.122
0.015
0.005
0.001
0.275
0.051
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.372
0.513
0.121
0.101
0.004
0.207
0.300
0.017
0.365
0.586
0.038
0.233
0.002
0.301
0.020
0.087
0.088
0.008
0.015
0.215
0.095
0.002
0.007
0.082
0.027
0.050
0.001

Main transitions (%)
HOMO->LUMO (90%)
HOMO->L+1 (94%)
HOMO->L+3 (87%)
HOMO->L+2 (85%)
H-3->LUMO (48%), H-4->L+1 (27%), H-1->LUMO (11%)
H-1->LUMO (43%), H-2->L+3 (15%), H-1->L+2 (15%)
H-3->L+1 (40%), H-4->LUMO (34%)
H-2->LUMO (41%), H-1->L+1 (40%)
H-1->L+2 (35%), H-2->L+3 (21%), H-1->LUMO (19%), H-2->L+1 67(19%)
H-1->L+3 (30%), H-2->L41+252 (27%), H-1->L+1 (23%),
H-2->LUMO (52%), H-1->L+1 (30%)
H-2->L+1 (67%), H-1->LUMO (19%)
H-4->L+1 (41%), H-3->LUMO (25%), H-5->LUMO (11%)
H-4->LUMO (44%), H-3->L+1 (39%)
H-2->L+3 (35%), H-1->L+2 (26%), H-5->L+2 (12%)
H-2->L+2 (49%), H-1->L+3 (39%)
H-3->L+3 (54%), H-4->L+2 (30%)
H-3->L+2 (52%), H-4->L+3 (20%)
H-5->LUMO (60%)
H-5->L+1 (81%)
H-6->LUMO (26%), H-4->L+3 (20%), H-3->L+2 (18%), H-5->L+2 (17%)
H-4->L+2 (62%), H-3->L+3 (30%)
H-4->L+3 (48%), H-5->L+2 (30%)
H-5->L+3 (45%), HOMO->L+4 (14%), H-6->L+1 (13%),
H-6->LUMO (45%), H-5->L+2 (28%)
H-6->L+1 (44%), H-5->L+3 (32%)
HOMO->L+4 (46%), H-6->L+1 (30%),
H-7->LUMO (82%)
H-7->L+1 (83%)
H-6->L+2 (86%)
H-6->L+3 (83%)
H-7->L+3 (65%),H-9->L+2 (11%)
H-8->L+1 (76%)
H-8->LUMO (77%)
H-7->L+2 (76%)
H-1->L+4 (45%), H-9->LUMO (13%), H-7->L+3 (12%), H-5->L+4 (12%)
H-9->LUMO (65%)
H-9->L+1 (82%)
H-8->L+3 (43%), H-1->L+4 (18%), H-3->L+4 (11%)
H-2->L+4 (58%), H-8->L+2 (23%)
H-8->L+2 (54%), H-2->L+4 (31%)
H-3->L+4 (31%), H-8->L+3 (14%), H-9->L+2 (12%)
H-10->LUMO (64%)
H-9->L+3 (39%), H-10->L+1 (30%)
H-9->L+2 (57%), H-8->L+3 (20%), H-3->L+4 (11%),
H-10->L+1 (37%), H-9->L+3 (35%)
H-5->L+4 (31%), H-3->L+4 (27%)
H-4->L+4 (90%)
HOMO->L+5 (58%)
HOMO->L+6 (45%), H-11->LUMO (25%), H-10->L+1 (12%)
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Table 28. First 50 calculated electronic transitions for IEP-10 by TD-DFT using 6-31G**.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

λ (nm)
3
605.01
603.77
593.96
566.19
564.85
562.85
561.09
531.64
529.82
529.46
528.88
517.9
515.76
515.57
515.18
514.93
513.54
510.94
509.2
508.17
465.11
463.49
463.2
462.75
462.04
457.32
434.53
433.6
426.58
425.33
424.43
420.86
420.27
419.29
418.2
417.19
416.47
415.76
414.93
412.63
406.97
405.96
404.66
404.58
403.99
394.94
393.09
392.39
391.87

OS[a]
1.184
0.264
0.432
0.001
0.311
0.382
0.426
0.007
0.070
0.089
0.009
0.032
0.001
0.034
0.693
0.048
0.094
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.005
0.013
0.003
0.031
0.068
2.692
0.015
0.042
0.525
0.049
0.071
1.267
0.014
0.129
0.024
0.080
0.038
0.025
0.013
0.181
0.310
0.179
0.416
0.319
0.011
0.065
0.342
0.291
0.086
0.096

Main transitions (%)
HOMO->LUMO (95%)
HOMO->L+1 (85%)
HOMO->L+2 (87%)
HOMO->L+3 (94%)
H-2->LUMO (33%), H-3->L+1 (26%), H-3->LUMO (13%)
HH-1->LUMO (32%), H-1->L+2 (21%), H-1->L+3 (18%)
H-4->LUMO (30%)
H-3->LUMO (29%), H-2->L+1 (11%)
H-1->LUMO (50%), H-1->L+3 (20%), H-1->L+2 (18%)
H-4->LUMO (23%), H-2->L+1 (18%), H-3->LUMO (17%), H-2->LUMO (12%)
H-2->LUMO (27%), H-3->L+1 (26%), H-4->LUMO (19%)
H-3->LUMO (26%), H-4->L+1 (20%), H-2->LUMO (14%), H-2->L+1 (12%)
H-1->L+3 (35%), H-1->L+2 (32%), H-1->L+1 (29%)
H-2->L+2 (26%), H-2->L+3 (18%), H-2->L+1 (16%), H-3->L+2 (14%), H-3->L+3 (11%)
HOMO->L+4 (65%), H-4->L+1 (11%)
H-3->L+2 (36%), H-2->L+2 (24%)
H-4->L+2 (38%), H-4->L+1 (26%), HOMO->L+4 (11%)
H-1->L+1 (65%), H-1->L+3 (17%), H-1->L+2 (14%)
H-2->L+2 (31%), H-2->L+1 (20%), H-3->L+2 (19%), H-3->L+1 (11%)
H-3->L+3 (40%), H-2->L+3 (26%), H-3->L+2 (14%)
H-4->L+3 (71%), H-4->L+1 (15%)
H-1->L+4 (98%)
H-2->L+4 (82%), H-3->L+4 (15%)
H-3->L+4 (80%), H-2->L+4 (16%)
H-4->L+4 (91%)
H-5->LUMO (70%)
H-6->LUMO (64%), H-5->L+3 (13%)
H-7->LUMO (42%), H-5->L+2 (18%), H-5->L+1 (15%)
H-5->L+1 (26%), H-5->L+2 (21%), H-6->L+2 (17%)
H-7->LUMO (44%), H-5->L+2 (24%)
H-5->L+3 (47%), H-6->LUMO (23%), H-5->L+1 (11%)
H-6->L+3 (16%), HOMO->L+5 (16%)
HOMO->L+6 (56%), HOMO->L+5 (38%),
HOMO->L+5 (38%), HOMO->L+6 (36%)
HOMO->L+7 (82%), H-5->L+2 (4%)
HOMO->L+8 (56%), H-5->L+1 (14%)
H-6->L+1 (46%), HOMO->L+8 (26%)
H-6->L+2 (54%), H-5->L+2 (23%)
H-7->L+1 (42%), H-5->L+3 (14%)
H-6->L+3 (42%), H-7->L+2 (36%)
H-7->L+3 (61%)
H-8->LUMO (43%), H-7->L+3 (13%)
H-9->LUMO (22%), H-7->L+2 (14%)
H-5->L+4 (32%)
H-5->L+4 (11%)
H-8->L+3 (19%), H-11->LUMO (12%)
H-8->LUMO (34%)
H-9->LUMO (33%)
H-3->L+5 (13%), H-10->LUMO (12%), H-6->L+4 (12%), H-1->L+7 (11%)
H-11->LUMO (18%)

[a] Oscillator Strength
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The following figures shows some selected HOMO/LUMO orbitals that
contribute to the electronic transitions in the polymers:

Figure 161. Selected molecular orbitals contributing IEP-7 transitions. Atoms color: N (Blue), B (Pink), F
(Cyan), C (Grey) illustrated below and above the arrows, respectively.
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Figure 162. Selected molecular orbitals contributing IEP-9 transitions. Atoms color: N (Blue), B (Pink), F
(Cyan), C (Grey) illustrated below and above the arrows, respectively.
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Figure 163. Selected molecular orbitals contributing IEP-10 transitions. Atoms color: N (Blue), B (Pink), F
(Cyan), C (Grey) illustrated below and above the arrows, respectively.
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APPENDIX 4. EPR EXPERIMENTS
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) is a technique for
studying materials with electrons unpaired. In this case, it was employed to
demonstrate the presence of oxygen anion radical (O•-) in the reaction of oxidation of
sulfides. The EPR spectrum was recorded using 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-1-oxide
(DMPO) as trapping agent (Figure 164). The spectrum contains multiple species and it
was simulated and fitted to identify the radical adducts. In this case, three spin adducts
could be identified according to literature.371

Signal intensity (a.u.)

100000
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-50000
-100000
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Field (G)

Figure 164. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectrum of a mixture of 12 (0.03 mmol), BPY-1 (0.7%
mol) and DMPO (0.3 mmol) in acetonitrile under air after 30 minutes of in situ irradiation (light source: Xe
lamp with a cut off filter >495 nm).

The first one, DMPO/OOH shows hyperfine parameter (aN=13.1 G and aH=8.4
G, blue line of Figure 165) similar to those described for this adduct in acetonitrile. The
second one (aN=14.3 G and aH=21.9 G, green line of Figure 165) would correspond to
degradation of DMPO, while the last one (aN=13.8 G, purple line of Figure 165) seems
to be DMPO/O2-.
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a

AN /G =13.1
AH /G = 8.4

b

AN /G = 14.3
AH /G = 21.9

c

AN /G = 13.8

Figure 165. Computer simulation of the experimental spectrum (red) and deconvolution of the signal (a-c)
with the corresponding parameters.

Meanwhile, control experiments show that there are not formations of these
radical without irradiation, without DMPO and without the presence of sulfide 12
(Figure 166).
BPY-1 + 12 + DMPO after 30 minutes irradiation
BPY-1 + 12 after 30 minutes irradiation
DMPO after 30 minutes irradiation

3440

3460

3480
3500
Field (G)

3520

Figure 166. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectrum of a mixture of 12 (0.03 mmol), BPY-1 (0.7%
mol) in the presence of 0.3 mmol of DMPO (black) in acetonitrile under air after 30 minutes of in situ
irradiation (light source: Xe lamp with a cut off filter > 495 nm). Control experiments (red and blue lines).
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